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The Lary Audio Design CA#55UU

compact disc audio processor

is arevolutionary design analog, audio control center for high-end stereo and
video systems. The CAD — 5500's primary purpose is processing the analog, audio
output signal from acompact disc player and is used in conjunction with basic or
mono-bloc amplifiers (e.g. — The Cary Audio DesignTM line of basic power amplifiers.)
The Cary Audio C.D. Processor provides the audiophile with amethod to "tame"
extremely bright, harsh, edgy and often unpleasant sounds emanating from the many
digital audio playback systems. Cary Audio Design's
unique method of audio signal processing is called
"Reverse Phase Cancelling" RPCTM.
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COMING ATTRACTIONS
On average, Stereopbile publishes 150 component reviews every year, significantly more than
any other US audio magazine. Which is why
updating our biannual "Recommended Components" listing is both amajor piece of work
and an important one. The magazine's team of

from Mark Levinson, Counterpoint, VIL,
Sumo, Muse, Ensemble, and the Jeff Rowland
Design Group will be featured, complemented
with reviews of loudspeakers from Snell, KEF,
and Hales, Robert Harley on the new PS Audio
Superlink, and the second part of Bill Sommerwerck's headphone survey. Gary Galo will also

audiophilic elves have been beavering away,
therefore. They've been reading and rereading

describe his experiences with Joseph Grado's

the reviews, they've been arguing among them-

new dynamic headphones.

selves about appropriate ratings; as Icommit

And there are reports from the January WCES,
an in-depth examination of how Philips's new
Digital Compact Cassette works, alook at the

these thoughts to the monitor screen, they're
writing short but fact-filled entries about those
components felt to qualify for the list, and

recorded work of the Chicago Symphony, an

keeping Stereopbile's editors up to date on the

interview with Minnesota Orchestra conductor

progress made. Yes, April sees the appearance
of acompletely revised "Recommended Com-

Edo de Waart, and all the usual regular features.
Hot stuff, huh?

ponents," essential reading for anyone putting
amusical system together at any price level.
April also sees the magazine's reviewers listen-

Aitter(1
.

ing to anumber of power amplifiers. Models
4
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AS WE SEE IT
OFCLOCKS, GRAVITY,
AND AUDIO DRAGONS
John Atkinson examines the role of myth
and magic in high-end audio
"Nothing is too wonderful to be true,
if it be consistent with
the laws of nature. .."—Michael Faraday
"When atrue genius appears in the
world you may know him by this sign:
that all the dunces are in confederacy
against him."—Jonathan Swift

4 4

T

he problem with having an open
mind," someone said to me re-

cently over Tanqueray'n'tonics,

"is hoy, do you keep it clear of garbage?"
"Depends on what you mean by garbage,"
Ipondered.

"Depends on which ones you mean."
"You know—the ones generally accepted as
baloney and balderdash."
"Depends on which ones they are. Another
round?"
Thus we went on into the night until Ifeared

"You know—the kind of mystic pseudo-

missing my bus. Back in the Golden Age of

science that gives high-end audio abad name.

High End—which Iloosely define as 1975 to

The tweaks and treatments that make it harder

1985 on the grounds that we knew then almost

for this industry to become accepted out there

nothing about why some systems sounded

in the 'real' world."

good—it seemed that we would be hit with a

Stereophile, March 1991
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The Mark Levinson N°28 Preamplifier is at once acontinuation of the
Mark Levinson traditions of musicality and enduring quality, and an
entirely new implementation of technology that will set the pace for
innovation in high-performance
audio in the 1990's.
Mark Levinson products have
offered the advantages of balanced
interconnection for many years. The
N°28 introduces anew execution of
balanced circuitry called aDIDO
(Differential In/Differential Out) that
provides fully balanced operation
throughout (not converting to singleended for internal processing) while
still rejecting common-mode noise
from source inputs or arising within
the unit itself. All versions of the
N'28 have 2balanced (XLR) inputs
as well as balanced output connections. Even single-ended signals
benefit from the DIDO, since it
rejects common-mode ground noise
as it converts single-ended signals
to differential at the input.
Your local Mark Levinson Dealer
can provide complete details on
these and many other refinements in
the design of the N°28.
More important, you can hear for
yourself how this preamplifier tips
the balance in your favor.

rnerhi.
Evinson
Mark Levinson® products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781 Middletown, CT 06457 FAX 12031 346-1540

new impossible or contradictory thing to

were mere suggestion. The only way to ensure

believe every second week: why signal polarity

that this didn't happen was to try what was

mattered; or didn't; why pre-to-power amplifier cables should be short and speaker cables

being proposed, listen carefully to hear if it
increased your enjoyment of the music, and

long; why pre-to-power amplifier cables

only then reject or accept it.
But how many things can you try in that

should be long and speaker cables short; why
speaker cables should have ahigh capacitance;
why they should have alow capacitance; why
those cables should be suspended in the air

manner before becoming sufficiently swamped
that you're no longer listening to the music? I

rather than draped along the floor; why those
cables might sound better one way around

have to say that I've been getting dangerously
near that point: "Enough is enough!" Icry, as
Igive the whatever-it-is to Tom Norton or Bob

than the other; why only ahigh-mass Japanese

Harley for them to try.

direct-drive turntable could create music; and
then, only when it was sitting on asolid mass of

closing of amind once carefully kept open. Let

marble weighing two tons; why only the beltdrive Linn turntable could create music; and

me say in my defense that Ihaven't so much
closed my mind as put up alightweight seman-

Iknow, this sounds dangerously like the

then, only when it was sitting on an open-

tic curtain at its gate. Things of real worth can

frame stand weighing next to nothing; why an

still easily push that curtain aside. But when,

LP sounded best when clamped tightly to a

triggered by acomment in this month's "Let-

nonresonant mat; why an LP sounded best

ters" section, Ireread Peter Belt's literature! pro-

when sitting lightly on afelt mat; why only MC

moting the virtues of his "Black Electret Rings"

cartridges could produce music from the LP's
grooves; why MC cartridges were ano-no on

(what appear to this lay eye to be black nylon
cable ties) to learn that "The interaction of

the grounds of their too-high mechanical

gravitational energy with every object within

impedance, hence poor tracking; why ultra-

our modern home environment produces

low-mass tonearms, allowing the cartridge to
track at just aquarter-gram downforce, were

adverse energy patterns that confuse the brain's
cognitive processes. ..Objects that are present

best; why medium-mass tonearms with acar-

within aroom which are placed in aposition

tridge tracking at two grams' downforce were

giving conflicting energy information require

best; why all signal-path contacts should be

treatment to reduce their own individual

kept clean and mechanically sound; why all
signal-path contacts should be coated in an

gravitational energy pattern ...
internal wooden
bracing bars between the faces of the loud-

insulating layer of asubstance like Tweak; why

speaker cabinet also have the potential to create

the best-sounding amplifiers were solid-state

high adverse gravitational energy patterns," that

designs with their output stages running in

semantic curtain goes into action.

class-A; why the best-sounding amplifiers were

This is how it works. Inote that Mr. Belt's

tube designs with their output stages running

uses of the words "electret," "gravitational," and

in class-B; why it was important not to have an
undriven loudspeaker or atelephone in the

which Iam not familiar. Imight still try tying

room; why it was important not to have aTV

a"Black Electret Ring" around every cable in

near the loudspeakers; why speakers should
rest on spikes and Tiptoes; why amps and

my system, though to accept Mr. Belt's statements at their face value means having to unlearn
everything Iknow about electrets, gravity, or

preamps should rest on spikes and Tiptoes;
why amps and preamps should rest on acompliant support, aSorbothane pad, for example;
ad infinitum.
With 20/20 hindsight, it's possible to see
which of these things were genuine advances
in music reproduction and which were wishful
thinking. (I'll leave it to you to decide which!)

"energy" imply meanings for those words with

energy. In itself, this would not stop me from
trying the things out. Then, however, Inote
that Mr. Belt proposes that audiophiles pay
through the nose for his black cable ties, plainJane versions of which can be bought from
Radio Shack for $1.99 for apack of 30. Ialso
remember that Mr. Belt has previously said that

But at the time, who knew? Without an open

the retail price of his devices bears no relation

mind, it was about equally likely that you

to his costs.

would ridicule some things that did improve
reproduction and eagerly embrace others that
Stereophile, March 1991

IAvailable from PW.B. Electronics, 18 Pasture Crescent, Leeds
LS7 4QS, England,
(011-44)532-682550.
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WHO SAYS POWER
CAN'T BE
BEAUTIFUL?
Beyond the power
supplies of even the
most well-designed
audio power amplifiers,
preamps and source electronics,
there exist many different types of AC
mains disturbances that impede the
reproduction of music in
quality audio systems.

Model Lori Makara

From the R & D of Tiffany
Electronics Group comes the
beautifully designed Tiffany
Line Conditioner.
TIFFANY IS NOT JUST A
CONNECTOR COMPANY
ANYMORE.

TLC-760

©1991 Tiffany Electronics

TLC-2560 2500 Watts
750 Watts

Write or call for abro
your nearest dealer. Ask about
our full line of specialty audio
products including
interconnect cables, power
cords, passive electron'
.otcourse, our connectors.

TIFFANY

_
TIFF

NY

ELECTRONICS GROUP

ELECTRONICS GROUP PHONE (212) 744-44 6 FAX (212) 7 4-527

Iconclude, therefore, that either Mr. Belt has
unwittingly discovered anew force of Nature

opinion—both my degree and some of my

which manifests its effects on an audio system
in the form of cable ties, for which Mr. Belt pro-

very areas of physics cited by Mr. Tice—the
explanations offered for how the T.PT. process

poses Ipay him alot of money, or that Mr. Belt

works are nonsensical. "Atkinson's Law" would

is suffering from delusions but still proposing
that Ipay him alot of money. Itherefore throw

therefore suggest that it not be worth trying the
T.P.T. Clock. Yet, because Mr. Tice, with his

the Belt literature away and return to listening
to Martha Argerich turning in ablinding per-

tional components that improve asystem's

formance of the second Beethoven piano con-

sound, Igave the Clock the benefit of the doubt

certo (Denon 35C37-7322).

and spent acouple of weekends "auditioning"

In asense, my semantic curtain (modestly
dubbed "Atkinson's Law of Effective Tweaking") is based on the relationship between how

postgraduate work involved research in the

Titan and Power Block, has produced conven-

both an early and the latest versions.
To my surprise, the Clock did seem to have
an (occasional) effect on the sound. Like Tom,

much the tweak costs and how much it runs

Ifelt voices moved forward abit in the sound-

counter to accepted knowledge. (A clue is

stage, this effect independent of the orientation

when the manufacturer claims to have discov-

of the Clock's AC plug. Like Tom, Ifelt this to

ered ahitherto unknown form of energy or
phenomenon or bandies words about with

be adegradation rather than an improvement.
Unlike Frank Doris and Harry Pearson at The

scant regard to their established meanings.) The
best tweaks to try are those which seem to have

Absolute Sound, Icouldn't reliably detect any
visible effect on my video system. To put the

good explanations for how they work and cost

audio effect into perspective, the difference

very little. Changing absolute phase, moving
your loudspeakers around the room to find the

introduced by the Clock was significantly less

optimum position, or determining the correct
AC plug polarity, all fall into this category. They

RPG Abfusor around the rear of my listening

can effect an improvement to the sound of

ence Ihave perceived between an ordinary

your system varying from small to large, and
the only cost is your time.

copy of the Stereopbile Test CD and one that

If atweak sounds unlikely but still costs very

Sims ring applied to its circumference. It was

little—CD Stoplight, spiking speaker stands,

the kind of difference for which, on the days

and cryogenic treatments, for example—then
try it. Why not? The price of admission is low

Ithought Iheard it, Imight pay $50 tops.

enough that even if the effect is small, the sonic
return on the financial investment is high. You

letter to aStereopbile reader in this issue, that

can enjoy the improvement while reserving

than that produced by moving one 4'-by-2'
room. It was significantly less than the differ-

has been cryogenically treated or has had a

Does this mean, as George Tice says in his
my "audio system is not up to the standards by
which anything can be accurately judged," or

judgment on the reasons why.

that my "hearing ability is not as refined as that

If the price is high but the explanation
offered for any sonic improvement fits in with

of other music lovers and audiophiles"? Or
does it mean, as Mr. and Mrs. Tice mention in

your world view, then try it. Your intelligence

their "Manufacturer's Comment" on p.217,

is not being insulted and you can still decide

that, along with TJN, I"do not perceive sound-

that the improvement in sound quality is not

stage space as well as others do"?

worth the number of hours you have to work

I'll leave it to you to decide on what level it

to earn the money to pay for it. But when the

would be appropriate to continue this debate.

price is high and the explanation is bullshit,

But to be fair, as Mr. Tice does categorically

life's too short! File it away in your pending tray

state ,that "all Tice Audio dealers allow you to

until someone else you trust tries it out. Either

try aT.P.T. Clock before you buy it," you can

the effect will be real and the price will fall as

find out for yourselves if the difference the

commercial success comes the inventor's way,

TPT Clock makes to the sound of your system

or the effect will turn out to be as fictitious as

is worth $350. Write to tell me what you think
after you've tried it.

the explanation.
Which brings me to the T.PT. Clock reviewed
in this issue by Tom Norton. Not only is the
Clock expensive, but in my not-uninformed
Stereophile, March 1991
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TWO'S COMPLEMENT

Proceed digital components. Innovative
expressions of technology dedicated to a
singular goal: reconstruction of the musical
information encoded in the digital medium
with convincing fidelity
The PCD compact disc player integrates
original Proceed digital design concepts into a
single chassis, offering unprecedented sonic
performance and manufacturing quality in its
class.
The POP digital processor improves upon technology developed for the PCD and provides
our finest performance level of digital to
analog conversion for all existing digital
sources.

PDP

The PDT digital transport combines our PCD
transport mechanism with active circuitry
which supplies asuperior quality digital
output to complement an external processor
An ideal component for those seeking the
highest level of sonic performance from
compact disc.

PROCEED
PROCEED

products are manufactured and distributed worldwide b,„ MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457 FM 1203) 346-1540

LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and
noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that
published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they address more than one topic.

Cheap frills

mine whether the sound was reproduced or

Editor:
Just installed aToro power-surge control with

original. It does not imply, however, that at any

advanced noise-filter coil multi-outlet center,

tion human hearing will always be able to develop the ability to distinguish the reproduc-

$18.99. Available at Woolworth's. Sensational!
(Especially in high-rise apartments.)
Clifford Tenter

point in the development of sound reproduc-

tion from the original.

Anthony Federici

Mondial Designs Ltd., Ardsley, NY

Chicago, IL

That Glasnost Mondial CD
Mondial, comparisons, & logic

Editor:

Editor:

Ijust received my copy of the Glasnost Mon-

Regarding December's "As We See It," Ican't
understand how there can be any controversy

dial 1990 Aragon Jam Session CD featured in

to these simple statements:

like to make asuggestion to all your readers:

the ad on p.66 of the December issue Iwould

It is possible that the human ear can hear

Buy it! By my calculations it is the cheapest CD

differences in sound that test instruments can-

in my collection (cost divided by enjoyment

not measure.

received). Great stuff. It hasn't left my CD player

It is also possible that test instruments can
measure differences in sound that the human

for three days.

ear cannot hear.
No scientist can logically disprove the above
As to the statement (quoted by Robert Har-

buy this CD, don't use the four-digit zip code
that Stereopbile provided—try 91409-8248 for

ley) by Metropolitan Opera soprano Anna Case:

disc. After applying CD Stoplight to the disc,

"Everybody, including myself, was astonished

conversations in the audience and among the

to find that it was impossible to distinguish

band members were much clearer. The hilar-

A couple of suggestions though: If you do

faster service You may also want to tweak this

between my own voice, and Mr. Edison's re-

ious scat (?) at the opening of "One Way Out"

creation of it."

(track 9) was much more audible.

Since Anna Case could only hear her own
voice while she was singing and reverberating

worthy charity (the LA chapter of MADD), I

her own skull, her voice could sound different
to her than it would to anyone else. So for the

With the proceeds from the CD going to a
can't think of abetter value in music today.
Robert S. Meineke

above statement to be correct, we must assume

no return address

she was reporting the experience of others

Mondial 's Glasnost CD features a recidivist

upon listening to acomparison of her voice

band of 30-something bi-fi reviewers and

and Mr. Edison's machine. On the other hand,
if it meant that she agreed with everyone, then

manufacturers caught live in action by asinglepoint microphone in aChicago club last June

the only logical explanation is that until people
became accustomed to hearing areproduction
of their own voice, they were incapable of hear-

It can be obtained by sending a $15 check

ing the difference.
This would confirm that human senses can

made out to MADD-LA to Bainbridge Records,
RO. Box 8248, Van Nuys, CA 91409-8248. 7b1:
(213) 476-0631. Fax: (213 472-4190. —JA

be developed to determine differences that,

That is the question

prior to sufficient experience, would go unde-

Editor:
Iwas unhappy to read afew months ago that

tected. This also would imply that, as we improve sound reproduction, the sense of hearing
will also improve to enable humans to deterStereophile, March 1991

Sam Tellig was no longer going to be aregular
Stereopbile contributor. Iwas equally surprised
11
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Few loudspeakers, at any price, have achieved the performance and reputation of B&W's
Matrix 801. The DM310 is B&W's newest and most affordable expression of the 801's
incomparable technology. Its tweeter uses the same metal dome developed for the 801. The
DM310's bass/midrange utilises aspecially developed polypropylene cone mounted on a
massive, die cast chassis. Even greater performance is extracted from the DM310's bi.wiring
capability. One listen will convince you that the DM310 is truly athoroughbred B&W, at aprice
normally reserved for ordinary speakers.
B&W LOUDSPEAKERS OF AMERICA
PO Box 653 Buffalo New York 14240 Tel. (416) 751-4520
CANADA
104 Carnforth Road Toronto Ontario M4A 2K7
LISTEN

AND

YOU

LL

SEE

to see how much space he got in the January

retailers promoting the magazine? ...
Over the

issue.
Idon't understand!
It's kind of like he was never gone.
It reminds me of some of the slasher movies

trend in your magazine to disparage the efforts
of the audio specialty retailer, to promote and
foster the mail-order discount price business

I've seen advertised lately—like Friday the
13th: The Final Chapter (or something like

of high-end audio.
Iam tired of being ridiculed and demeaned

that), and then, what do you know? Just when
you were really feeling bad about never getting

in print. Ido not participate in price gouging.
Isell products at the manufacturers' suggested

to see Jason chop people to bits ever again—

list price, which is supposed to give me afair

he's back!
I'll bet alot of readers who were really missing Sam are real grateful that he's back—or is

past year or more Ihave noticed an alarming

return on my not insubstantial investment. Isell
high-end audio for the love of music, for the joy
of seeing acustomer's expression when he

return again after he's tired of feeling like a

hears how wonderful bis system sounds. It is
nice to make aliving doing what one loves the

martyr?
This gave me agreat idea. Every time Igo to

manufacturers who are getting rich selling

he? Will he quit again for afew months and

the store for apack of cigarettes, or go out for
abeer with afriend, etc., I'll tell my wife I'm

most. Idon't know many high-end dealers or
high-end. Ipersonally know none who are
involved strictly to make money. Can any of the

devastated (which could take anywhere from

mid-fi retailers or manufacturers say this? I
think not; audio is abusiness to them, not a

three minutes to 40 years—I'm not sure), I'll

passion.

leaving her. Just when she becomes totally

return. I'll be able to get away with the same

A truly good audio system is never achieved

crap that Ihave never been able to get away

by just opening boxes and slapping compo-

with before, because Iwill be elevated to "re-

nents together. Ihave been involved in many
systems put together over the years consisting

turning hero" status (either that, or the locks
will be changed and the bank account empty).
Sam, if you're going to make us all cry by
leaving us (and Iwas unhappy—I found your

of highly rated individual components, but the
mix sounded like low-fi at best.
You know that amusically satisfying system

column to be one of the most entertaining parts

is acarefully orchestrated blend of products

of agenerally entertaining magazine), then stay
the heck away for awhile so that all of us who

aimed toward a common goal. Mail-order
specialists do not accomplish acomplete package, they merely close the customer, take his

felt so bad won't feel like abunch of jerks.
Hey, Ihave an idea. When Sam gets back
from his Russian trip this year, he can write an
article about how, while there, he was forced
into a15-round fight with Ivan Drago, and against
all odds, beat his much larger opponent while
the Russian audience wildly cheered his name.
Now that would be asequel worth reading.
Barry R. Lateef
San Anselmo, CA

order. Direct sales from manufacturers do not
accomplish ahigh-end system. Asavvy, conscientious retailer interested in his customers
is the only person able to put it all together.
When acustomer is lucky enough to finally get
his "dream" system, it will probably have been
tweaked and adjusted at length by his retailer
and himself to achieve true musicality.
Yet another aspect of asuccessful dealer relationship is the ongoing training we give our

En ab, ub, yes—Sam Tellig bas quit and Sam
Tellig bas returned and Sam Tellig will probably quit again and Sam Tellig will probably

customers. How many customers have benefited

return again. Only Sam knows, and be's not

tions of small system tweaks and adjustments?

Tellig-1 mean, telling.

—RL

from in-store seminars or in-home demonstraThe education of our customers is atask shared
by retailers, reviewers, and magazines. Mail-

Support your specialist retailer
Editor:
Why are you involved in audio? Is it for the love
of music? Or is it to get rich quick?
Where would Stereopbile be today if it weren't for the efforts of high-end audio specialty
Stereophile, March 1991

order houses and discounters can't provide
these services; they cost too much in time and
money. The more educated our customers are,
the better their systems sound, the more they
turn to us for improvements and suggestions.
When our customers are happy with the
13

NERGY loudspeakers have
become the personal
favorites of discriminating audiophiles the world over.

revolutionary
SPHEREX

ur Dual

baffle.

ts smooth,
sculpted surface angles grace-

Hyperdome tweeter is the key

fully out of the way of direct radi-

reason why ENERGY recreates

ated sound.

the original performance with un-

nated for superior soundstage

compromised accuracy.

and positional imaging.

ith

iffraction is elimiimply

more than $1 million in develop-

put, the ENERGY 22-Series

ment, it exhibits better dispersion

defines a new standard in sonic

than any other tweeter on the

precision.

market today.

today.

hat's also why

ake a test drive

our ears will thank you.

our new ENERGY 22-Series
incorporates the

© 1990 ENERGY •3641 McNicoll Avenue •Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1X 1G5 •(416) 321-1800

sounds of their systems, they show them off to

explained. (Said distortions interfere with Pre-

their friends and neighbors, creating even more

cept 1.)

interest. We can all progress and grow with this
attitude. You are hindering the advancement

3) Attached to these distortion analyzers is
the world's best error-correction circuitry—the

of your customers by promoting mail-order

brain. If it doesn't sound real, the brain attempts

discount price sales techniques.

to remove the garbage and fill in the blanks,
making it sound "right." This is done on asub-

The most overlooked aspect of dealercustomer relations comes up when aproblem

conscious level. (Again, interfering with Pre-

is encountered. How much assistance is the
mail-order retailer going to provide when the

cept 1.)

equipment breaks down? How much pressure

Basic Audio Laws
1) The better it sounds, the more you listen.

will he apply to the manufacturer on his cus-

(Everyone can relate to this. Buy anew stereo,

tomer's behalf? What mail-order retailer is

spend hours and hours listening to it. A few
months later you don't even turn it on.)

going to provide his customer with free service
and loaner equipment?

2) The more you listen, the sooner you hear

Only the editor and publisher of Stereopbile

the flaws. (The flaws interfere with Precept 1.)

can see to it that this alarming trend toward
ignoring and denigrating the backbone of the

3) Flaws unfixed may cause you to listen less.
Instead of following the line of the music,

industry, the audio specialty retailer, ends. As

deeply enjoying it, you start thinking about

the audio specialty retailer continues to grow,

what to do as soon as this piece is over. When
the system is really good, you think of what

so does Stereopbile. We are the ones who get
the new customers involved in high-end by
exposing them to truly wonderful sound when

piece will follow the one playing.

they come in "just looking" or to browse.

their customers this, and then show it to them?

Every new customer who comes into my store

Can any mail-order house take the time to tell
Again, Ithink not!

is favorably exposed to asound system that he

Follow the lead of your compatriot, Kent

or she will never forget. Iam truly interested

Bransford at Hi-Fi Heretic (see his "How to Buy

in their wants and desires. Iexplain everything

Stereo Equipment" article in their Issue No.10):

fully and completely, giving them support and
encouragement, and resolve problems as quickly

support and encourage the audio specialty

and painlessly as possible.

retailer.

Gary Hjerpe

President, Esoteric Audio, Scottsdale, AZ

How many mail-order retailers would take
the time to explain and demonstrate to anew

Mail order & Reel To Real

customer who says he doesn't really hear well
that he can hear the difference? (I always ask

Editor:

them if they can recognize their friends on the

in December 1990, you mention that Icon Acous-

telephone, atruly low-fi device.) Will the mailorder dealer take the time to explain this to a

In your review of the Icon Parsec loudspeakers
tics is one of the only companies you know of
that sell high-end loudspeakers exclusively by
mail. Reel To Real has been doing this for along

customer? Ithink not. The dedicated audio
specialty retailer needs the support of Stereo-

time now. In fact their Legacy II Signature

pbile. Stereophile needs the support of the

might be agood speaker for you to consider

dedicated retailers. Together we can continue

reviewing.

Fred Parmenter
Medfield, MA

to grow. The alternative is not pleasant.
One of the first concepts Itry to explain to
customers is the how and why of audio appreci-

Mail order & Sequerra

ation. Ibreak this down into two tiers: the Basic

Editor:

Audio Precepts and the Basic Audio Laws, as

Iwould like to point out that Icon Acoustics is

follows:

not, to my knowledge, "the first company. ..
to
Basic Audio Precepts

1) Music is appreciated partially on asubcon-

sell exclusively high-end loudspeakers by mail."
On p.206 of the December issue, R. Sequerra

scious level, acting on adeeper emotional level.
2) The world's best distortion analyzers are

Associates Ltd. advertises loudspeakers that are
only available directly from the company. ..

on opposing sides of our heads—our ears. We
can hear problems that can't be measured or

The Met 7, 8, and 9Mk.I1 series that Mr. Sequerra

Stereophile, March 1991

produces [deserves] publicity. Anyone look15

There can be no standard of quality
without aReference.

This is especially true in the audio field where everyone, from studio engineers to
manufacturers and reviewers, needs asolid benchmark for accurate sound.
For twenty years, the KEF Reference Series has been astandard by which all
other loudspeakers have been judged. The latest benchmark for loudspeakers is the
KEF Reference Series Model 105/3.
The 105/3's draw upon KEF's ground-breaking research into
the interaction of speakers and room acoustics: coupled-cavity
bass loading for deep bass from the smallest possible enclosures;
conjugate load matching, which uses amplifier power to its full
advantage and KUBE, KEF's proprietary bass equalizer, which
produces the bass of cabinets eight times as large. The four-way
105/3's are the first Reference Series speakers to use Uni -O
technology.
Only the
KEF Uni-0
Uni-G: the first coincident-source drivers.

driver places the tweeter
inside the woofer's voice coil.

KEF Uni -O is an engineering breakthrough: the first truly
coincident-source driver.
Many audiophiles know that an ideal speaker would be apoint source;
unfortunately, multiple-driver systems often fall far short of this ideal. With
Neodymium-Iron-Boron, the most powerful of all magnetic materials, KEF has
created atweeter so small that it can be placed inside the woofer's voice coil. In effect,
every Uni -O driver is apoint source.
Moreover, the woofer cone acts as awave guide for the tweeter and controls its
dispersion. The entire frequency range arrives at the listener's ears at exactly the same
time, producing seamless sound no matter where the listener sits. Unwanted reflections within the room are actually reduced, and the music you hear is
less colored.
If you appreciate music, audition the Reference 105/3's. For any
audiophile system, they are "standard" equipment.

KEF Elemorucs of Amer., Inc, 14120-K Sullyheld Cucle, Chanully, VA 22021

The Speaker Engineers.

ing for amusical, neutral, reasonably priced

There are hundreds of shops out there like

and amplifier-compatible loudspeaker with few

us, recommending you, and you have grown

problems—everyone's ideal—should investigate the Met system in any of its configurations
...The education and pleasure from talking

from these recommendations. Iam appalled
that you would push aside other quality-oriented

to [Richard Sequerra] personally is worth the
price of the Met 7alone.
Hunter L. Martin III
Houston, TX

Mail order & shame
Editor:
Vern's Electronics has sold and supported Ste-

loudspeaker manufacturers that we, as dealers,
could make aliving from selling, and instead
review amail-order speaker that benefits only
afew in one company—and call it "cool"!
Ijust received your solicitation of subscription again. Iam returning it! The sales people
here will let their subscriptions expire and we
will not [make] reference to or recommend
Stereophile to our customers again until this

reophile for years. Your review of Icon speakers

wrongful action has been rectified and assur-

was an insult to your loyal dealers everywhere.

ance is conveyed that it will not happen again.

Please remove our firm from your dealer list

Gentlemen, you can't begin to imagine how

immediately and suspend any future shipments

you have stirred up your loyal dealers. I'm hear-

of Stereophile...

ing from all around about this issue. We have

Shame on you!

Ramcey Rodriguez

been offended and are very disappointed by

General Manager, Vern's Electronics,
Boca Raton, FL

your lack of concern.
Fred R. Hulen
founding board member of PARA.

Founding Member of C.E.D.I.A.

President, Audio Mart
Leawood, KS

Mail order & pressure
Editor:

Regarding my belief that Icon Acoustics were

We at Primus Audio Pleasure unfortunately

alone in selling high-end speakers by mail

must return all of our [copies of Stereopbile]

order; Iwas of course wrong. In addition to

because of comments made by John Atkinson

Sequerra and Reel Tb Real, Michael Dzurko

in your December 1990 issue.
We as areputable retail store cannot and will

of Audio Concepts bas also written that his
company bas been selling assembled speakers

not support anyone who openly predicts the

by mail order; in addition to his well-known

demise of the local outlet. If and only ifJohn

kits, for more than 12 years. 1guess Ishould
read the advertising pages alittle more closely

Atkinson retracts his statements in an upcoming issue and you cease reviewing (and advertising) mail-order products of this kind will we

when the magazine is published.

consider distributing Stereopbile. Until then,
we have many other fine magazines our cus-

the above letters that Stereophile is obliged not

tomers enjoy.

Primus Audio Pleasure
Kansas City, MO

Now to address the implied point in two of
to provide editorial coverage of companies
that compete with traditional retail stores for
sales of hi-fi products. Let me sayfrom the outset that Stereophile believes in its readers sup-

Mail order & Stereopbile's
responsibility to retailers

porting the specialist retailer; for much the
same reasons stated by Mr. Hjerpe. We agree

Editor:
When Iread the review of the Icon Parsec loud-

with Kent Bransford that an audiophile buy-

speakers in the December 1990 issue, /was

ist retailer is likely to end up with amusically

Hot! I've been in this business since 1965, and
through all those years Ihave given thousands

satisfying system. Such adealer has the knowl-

of recommendations to our customers to buy

audiophiles to audition the equipment that

Stereopbile, selling them on the idea that this

they have read about in Stereophile and to buy

is the magazine they should rely on for unbi-

tbose components that best suit their needs. 7b
Illustrate this belief, Stereophile bas become

ased information that is meaningful rather than
the advertising-laden magazines on the news
rack that won't print anaughty word about a
bad product.
Stereophile, March 1991

ingfrom aknowledgeable and skilled special-

edge the experiencg and thefacilities to allow

an Associate Member of PA.R.A., the Professional Audio Retailers Association, that was
mentioned by Mr Hulen.
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But Stereophile examines tbe world as it

magazine's primary responsibility as being

finds it: (bat world involves choice on the part

to its readers: Stereophile's reviewers and edi-

of our readers about whom to buy equipment

tors therefore recommend products on the

from, and products that are only available by

basis of their sound quality no matter where

mail-order are undoubtedly a part of that

they comefrom. If retailers sell those products,

world. My policy for selecting such products

they benefit; if they don't, they won't.

for review is that the mail-order company

Do we bave a primary responsibility to

must offer botb aborne trial period and afull,

companies (bat advertise in the magazine?

money-back guarantee if the customer is not

Certainly not. lassume that when retailers

satisfied. Icon Acoustics met both criteria; I

and manufacturers advertise in Stereophile,

therefore arranged to review their Parsec loud-

they do so because we offer tbem access to cus-

speaker

tomers they otherwise would have a barder

The key word for me in the above para-

time reacbing and because they would like to

graph is "cboice" Products are offered to audi-

be associated with a magazine thatfeatures

ophiles not only by specialist retailers but by

integrity and well-written editorial content.

audio specialist mail-order companies, by

Similarly, Iassume that when retailers recom-

manufacturers directly by mail, by general

mend and sell copies of Stereophile to their
customers, they do so because tbeyfeel that the

mail-order catalogs, by borne electronics
stores, by "warehouse"-type companies, by

magazine bas something of value to offer over

military PX outlets, by stores offering used

and above the fact that it recommends prod-

equipment, and by private individuals selling used equipment. Ibelieve very strongly in

ucts that they sell. If that is the case—and I
hope that it is indeed so—then for them to

tbefree market and that audiopbiles bave the

withdraw that recommendation and to cease

right to make their own decisions about whom
appropriatefor any magazine let alone Ste-

to sell Stereophile on the grounds that we bave
broken an implied contract—"I'll only support you as long as you continue to support

reophile or Hi-Fi Heretic, to dictate to its

me"—reveals afundamental misunderstand-

to buy from. Ifeel, therefore, that it is not

readers what is proper behavior and what is

ing of tbe role of notjust Stereophile but that

not. What magazines do bave to do however

of tbe press in America. No apology for my

is to make available to their readers all the

reviewing the Icon Parsec loudspeaker will be

information they need to make properly

forthcoming therefore And asfor aretraction

informed buying decisions. This is part of our

for my "openly predicting the demise of the

much wider responsibility to encourage the

local outlet," no retraction is necessary; Imade

'free and vigorous debate" implied by the

no such prediction, as a re-read of my Parsec

First Amendment to the Constitution.

review will reveal. Idid quote David Fokos

My editing of Stereophile must be viewed in

talking about the reasons why be wanted to

this light. If anyone bas any criticism of Ste-

bypass traditional retail outlets; Ialso com-

reophilg please send it to mefor publication.

mented that it was "cool" of bim not to charge

Iallow—no, Iencourage anyone with any-

adouble margin and tbus, by implication, rip

thing worthwhile to say to say it in the pages
of this magazine. Ido not censor what either

off bis customers. lcertainly did not advocate
that our readers only buy products by mail

our authors or our correspondents bave to say

order!

to make it conform to someone else's idea of

However Ido accept that the role of the spe-

orthodoxy or political "correctness." Iassume

cialist hi-fi dealer is not an easy one; and it has

that if what is said offends someone, that

been aparticularly bard role in the last two

someone will in turn avail him or herself of

recessionary years. Which is why Igladly

tbe space Ioffer in the magazine to make their

accepted when well-known New kirk retailer

opinions known, even if those opinions, as

Andy Singer (of Sound By Singer) offered to

expressed in three of the letters above; would
restrict my rigbt to do so.

write aregular column for me examining the

In light of this fundamental policy, do we

of view. Thefirst installment of what we bave

bave an obligation to review only quality-

provisionally titled "Working in the Front

oriented products that "dealers could make

Line" will appear Deo voleuse, in the April

aliving from selling"? Ithink not. Isee any

issue.
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world of tbe high endfrom the dealer's point
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Let it rot

ingfrom any other readers who have untweaked

Editor:

CDs that have become unplayable.

As afaithful reader of Stereopbile, Ihave, at
times, been amused by the many compact disc

CDs sound tasty

controversies that have been bandied about.

Editor:

—JA

One in particular was the issue of CD "rot." I

Iam writing in order to make your readers aware

was an unbeliever that such could happen given
the polycarbonate cover was not violated. I

of anew essential product for the audiophile.
The product is called Sounds 'Pasty and should

think Ihave to amend my position now.
Eight months ago Iplayed this (enclosed)
copy of the Rolling Stones' Let /t Bleed, and

be available in the frozen-food section of your
local supermarket by the time you read this.

everything was fine. Yesterday, Icouldn't get

Combining acryogenically frozen CD with a
delicious mouthwatering entrée, Sounds Tasty

it to play, and Ithink it is clear that something

supplies the well-heeled audiophile with an

has degraded the disc information. This disc

entire evening's entertainment in one conven-

was played approximately four times, kept in

ient package.

the jewel box when not played, and was not

The first three Sounds Tasty releases are Mah-

"Tellig-ized" in any way. Ireturned to the store

ler 1with schnitzel, Ravel's Bolero with beef

where Ipurchased this disc and the manager was

bourguignon, and, for the adventurous, Elvis's

so shocked he gave me another disc, allowing me

Greatest Hits with peanut butter and banana

to keep the old one to ship to you for your opinion on what caused this to happen. The man-

sandwiches.

ager had never seen anything like this, and is

Armor All on the CDs, we have found that it

as curious as Iam to hear aplausible explana-

adds apiquant flavor to the main dishes which

tion from acredible source such as Skyeophile.

is particularly appealing to those who fancy

The only thing Ican add to this curiosity
is that the play list on the front of the CD is

Cajun cuisine.

Although we do not recommend the use of

Marty Kohn
Torrance, CA

beginning to show through; particularly the

CDs sound hot

letter "W."
lam really at aloss to explain this and felt that

Editor:

your readers, as well as myself, might be inter-

Recently, WNY Audio Society member Larry

ested in your findings: Is this "rot" or not?

Downs had the opportunity to have several of

John'. Karshner
Humble, TX

his CDs cryogenically treated. This treatment,
developed for industrial use, is afreezing pro-

Though the polycarbonate playing side of Mr

cess that, for example, changes the molecular

Karsbner's copy of Let It Bleed is undamaged,

structure of amachine tool in acertain way so

the aluminum backing bas disappeared in

as to extend its useful lifecycle.

several places, with both large 2mm-diameter

Larry's discs were frozen to -300°F and main-

holes and several constellations ofpinholes.

tained at that temperature for 20 hours. After

We have no explanation of why this should

that period, the discs were gradually returned

have happened except to suggest that the orig-

to normal room temperature. This process is

inal lacquer coating on the label side that pro-

claimed to improve CD sonics. According to

tects the aluminum film was somehow either

Larry, some listeners heard adefinite improve-

damaged or not corirctly applied during manu-

ment from the sound they heard prior to the
treatment. Downs himself, however, insists that

facture Robert Harley Was me that the "official"
test to see e the lacquer coating is okay is to
apply apiece of Scotch tape to the label side of

the jury is still out on this one.
Several days after learning of this event I

the CD, then remove it with a quick action.
Ordinarily, the bonding between the lacquer

experiment. 1quickly checked the operating

thought that Imight be able to duplicate Downs 's

and the aluminum layer is strong enough that

temperature of my home freezer, but it fell far

this should cause no damage; with afaulty or

short of the required -300°F. Then, Ithought:

non-existent lacquer coating removing the

years ago Iwas taught that for every action

tape also removes the aluminum layer where
the tape was applied. Paradoxically, Mr Karsh-

there is an opposite but equal reaction. Accept-

ner's CD passed this test! Iwould welcome hear-

this to conclude that aheated CD would be

Stereophile, March 1991

ing that as atruth, Iwondered: could Iconjure
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DELPHI MK IV
It's not just an ENGINEER'S conception of the perfect turntable.
Its also an AUDIOPHILE'S conception of perfect sound.

Contact your nearest authorized ORACLE dealer to upgrade your current Oracle
turntable and get the outstanding sound quality of a MK IV standard.
Canada Dealers
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Soundex Electronics, Berwyn. (215) 640-4433
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sonically degraded? By golly—I'll give it atry,
thought I.

in total silence, felt cold and dark. Iwent over

The first thing Iwanted to do was to make
sure that Iconducted my experiment with aCD

to the disc drawer for alook-see, but all that
remained was apile of ash.
Now, Iknow that some of you out there won't

that Idid not much care about. An easy (and

believe this story. Idon't believe it, and it hap-

logical) choice was Madonna's famous recording Sing it Again, Sam: A tribute to Fabian. I

pened to me! But for those of you who polish,
ring, green, and freeze your compact discs ...
can there be any doubt?
Jim Romaaello

grabbed the disc from the rack and put it in the
toaster. Iset the toasting control to light brown

Grand Island, NY

and waited. As the time slowly passed, Ibegan
to imagine the fame and glory Imight attain

Dogs & the Test CD

with my discovery My fantasy featured the

Editor:

exotic audio gear resulting from the fortune I

Just to let you know that Ihad the privilege of

would acquire. Suddenly, the toaster bell rang
and up popped the CD. ..
golden brown on

using the Stereopbile Test CD to evaluate the
performance of my system. Iam pleased to

both sides. As Idrifted back to reality, Iturned

report that my speakers passed the ultimate

on my audio system. After sufficient disc cool-

"live vs recorded" test. My dog is still looking

ing and system warming, Iwas ready to find

for yours.

what God hath wrought. Iput the disc in the

Michael Kelly
San Antonio, TX

player, hit the play button, and went over to the
couch to have me alisten.
Surprisingly, that usually goddawful-sounding

Naked came the Test CD
Editor:

disc was sounding pretty darned good! Detail

Irecently started asubscription to Stereopbile.

was greatly improved and there was an extraor-

To say the least, it is very different from any

dinary sense of living presence. Iwondered

other audio magazine Ihave ever seen . .
I'm
not sure what to think about what I've read so

further. ..what if it were alittle browner?
Iput the disc back into the toaster and let it

far. Iam both amused and bewildered by some

cook. When it became chocolate-brown, I

of the editorial comments and articles. Idon't

scooped it out and made abeeline to my sys-

want to come right out and say that there are
some folks writing for your magazine who

tem for alisten. Sure enough! Even more detail
was apparent, and when focusing on Madonna's
voice, there was an uncanny amount of pres-

might not be playing with afull deck, but there

ence. With my eyes closed, Icould swear that

are some highly opinionated individuals whose
stories are gracing your pages. And, Iguess,

Madonna was there in the room, singing her

controversy sells.

song for me. Why stop now?! Before Iknew it,
Iwas back at the toaster.
This time Icooked the disc until it was a
deeeeep brown, with nicely charred edges. All

What is really interesting is the level of comments that are being bandied around about the
wonderful things that can be done to aCD to
make it "sound better." I've seen articles about

of this toasting, however, was beginning to take

green ink on the edge, freezing the discs to

effect on the physical strength of the disc When

absolute zero, and spraying the disc with exotic
alchemy that somehow makes the embedded

Iremoved it from the toaster it felt very soft and
fragile. Iwas barely able to get it into the disc
drawer. ..
but luck was with me. Ianxiously
hit the play button, ran to the couch and waited.
Great Caesar's Ghost!!!! Suddenly sitting

data sound clearer, louder, and unlike anything
else ever experienced with clothes on.
One of the reasons that Isubscribed was that
the Stereopbile itst CD was included as acome-

next to me on the couch ...
right there next to

on to write acheck payable to you guys. It

me on the Sears Roebuck couch ...was Ma-

showed up the other day, and Ifound it quite
useful and informative. But here we are, with

donna!! The real, honest-to-goodness Madonna
was sitting next to me on my couch singing

articles and ads all over your mag about cryo-

Fabian's all-time greatest tune, "If Ya Want Me

genic processing and super sprays and the

Come On and Get Me."
Great googly moog,ly!
Ireached out to touch her. ..
but alas, she
suddenly disappeared. The room, entrenched
Stereophile, March 1991

ubiquitous green ink thing. (Oh, yes, and let's
not forget about the stabilizer rings.) Itook a
good look at the test disc—and there was no
green ink line, no stickers proclaiming "Cryo21

Q
UANTUM CABLE=

Let the music move you in awhole new way.. .
.
Lose yourself in the sound
of the new Quantum Serier audio cables from TARA Labs, the makers
of the famous Space &Time cables.
The powerful, dynamic sound of Quantum Series cables will transform
your audio system. You'll hear adeep bass "punch" and acrystalline treble
clarity that's like hearing music for the first time. Our cable configuration
and natural fibers virtually eliminate electrostatic noise, for pristine high
frequency detail and ambience.
And if that not enough to give you goosebumps, Quantum Series cables
start at amere $2.95/foot. Ask your authorized dealer about Quantum Series
cables....
But don't say we didn't warn you.
Call TARA Labs for your nearest authorized Quantum dealer.
2567 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland, OR 97520
5031488-6465
©Copynght 1990 TARA Labs. Inc
TM—Quantum Series natrademark of TARA Labs. Inc

TARA LUS
Space &Time Audio Products

genically Treated!!" or "Coated With Amazing

Please continue measuring

SuperSound Mist." In fact, it was asimple, ordi-

Editor:

nary compact disc, only without the jewel box.
Is the Emperor wearing any clothes? Or do

Please continue to provide measurements to
assist in substantiating subjective impressions.

you guys not believe in the products your ad-

They have been very helpful so far. And, hope-

vertisers sell? Why didn't my Test CD have the

fully, attempt to discover new measurements
which really do have abearing on sound qual-

"benefit" of all of the ink and spray and rings
and such? Or, as Isuspect, do all of those things
follow along with the old joke when Iwas akid
about having achrome dipstick for my car so

ity. As amusic signal is acomplex waveform
which is constantly changing in frequency and

James G. Glllivan

amplitude, it appears to be apretty good task
to find away to determine acomponent's abil-

Walnut Creek, CA
1r4,do offer acryogenically treated version of

ity to reproduce such asignal other than by
listening, and that is complicated by the fact

it would go faster?

the Stereophile Test CD (which we sell for $2
over the regular price of $8.95 inc. S&H—
write to CD Freeze, RO. Box 5529, Santa Fe,
NM 87502-5529). But regarding rings, mists,
toasting surface treatments, CD Stoplight,

that it is impossible to know what is in the record groove unless one was present at the recording site and knows how the recording
equipment will modify the signal.
Dale R. Yoder

and other »Ilig-izations, wefeel strongly that

Oakland Park, FL

it should be the decision of the CD's owner
whether or not to use such things. This does not

Keep up the good work

mean, however; that we think they do not bave

Editor:

an audible effect. By some of them for your-

One of the things Ilike best about your magazine

self, Mr Gillivan, and let us know what you

is its tendency to take alook at outrageously

think.

expensive as well as outrageously inexpensive

—JA

products. It was only aweek or so before Ire-

Get back to the basics

ceived your December 1990 issue that Ithought

Editor:

to myself how nice it would be to see what the

Ihave been reading Stereophile for almost two
decades now. In the '70s to early '80s Ienjoyed

critics thought of the super-cheap line of clas-

the "user friendly" format of this journal, which

To my delight, in the December 1990 issue,
Thomas J. Norton penned areview of some

focused most of its content on the sound of
equipment reviewed.
During the last few years the direction of this
journal has changed drastically. The contents

sical CDs now out on alabel called Laserlight.

Laserlight discs. Iagree with him—they're alot
of good sound for $3 or $4 apop! Keep up the
good work, guys.

tend more to be in the engineering, technolog-

Wesley Loy
Tavares, FL

ical, and theoretical nature instead of consumer
interests. It's loaded with too much technobab-

We missed the boat?

ble, including graphs, charts, numbers, specs,

Editor:

and theory of sound, blind testing, and digi-

If you dare to publish this letter, title it "We

tal theory, etc.!!
Most of my audiophile friends have no interest in those subjects. It's over their heads tech-

missed the boat." Because you have missed the
boat so many times this year, you lost my subscription renewal.

nically; ie, "Fig.1: Musik System 1dithered IkHz
tone at -90.31dB with noise and spuriae, right

Why? Because you and your staff continue
to disappoint your customers (me and the thou-

channel dashed ('-octave analysis)"???

sands of middle-income people who still re-

Come on! Who are you trying to impress?

ceive Stereophile) by reporting on products

How many of your readers understand this, or

that are either so far out of reach financially or
so far out of touch technologically that anyone
with amorsel of common sense wouldn't even

even care to?
Get back to the basics with something we
can read with understanding and enjoyment
before it's too late and you lose us.
Larry Green
La Habra, CA
Stereophile, March 1991

bother to read the reviews.
Take your latest issue (Vol.13 No.12, December 1990)as an example: You gave us areport
on a$6900 turntable (Basis Debut Gold Stan23

dard), a $7200 mono amplifier (Threshold

and Lewis and Stereo Review. Dare not blemish

SA/12e), and, anew regular feature in just about

the hallowed pages of Stereopbile, etc. These

every issue, aCD transport and digital proces-

journals are not for you. The high end is not

sor which could be had in asingle chassis for

for you."

aquarter of the price (known to the common
folk as aCD player—oh, Heaven forbid!).
As Ihave suggested before—poll your readers; Ibet you won't be surprised to find that
you are boring us to death with your product

Iam 23 years old and Icannot afford the
most musical, most lauded equipment. However, Ivery much want them to be there for me
when Ican acquire them. Ieven want them
around today, not to covet in other people's

reviews. Get with it—there are so many tech-

homes, but to serve as references which may

nologically relevant and economically sensible

guide both consumers and designers who must

products out there like the Bryston 2B, 3B, and

compromise. At this young age, my journey

4B amplifiers, the new Adcom 585 amp, the
Infinity SM 152, SM 122, SM 102, and ERS 800

down the road of the high end has just begun.

loudspeakers, the Aragon 2004 amp, the Ans-

My passion and excitement are only gathering
momentum, my knowledge rapidly burgeon-

ton Encore CD player, the new Sony DTC-700

ing. Iknow that as time passes, and my means

DAT recorder—just to name afew.

increase, Iwill crave more; not out of self-inciul-

If Stereopbile is going to keep me and thousands of others as long-term subscribers, then

gence or needless excess, but because it is an
endeavor which invokes my passion and brings

you need to recapture our interest by reviewing

me joy.

products that we might consider—not the ones
that the Stereopbile staff would consider or
have an interest in, as the case seems to be.

Simply because there exist products which
are vastly more functional and vastly less ex-

Ihave no doubt that a$6700 turntable is not
of interest to the majority of your readers. I
challenge you to prove me wrong, or, better

pensive should not place those things which
aspire to something else in aposition to justify
themselves. It is true, the Law of Diminishing

yet, to admit to yourself that you are missing

Returns does apply to high-end audio. After a
certain price point, you do have to pay dearly

the boat and start reporting on products that
make enough economical and technological

to pay for 0-60mph in 5s or perfect color in a

for an audible improvement, just as you have

sense that amajority of your readership would

diamond with no inclusions. (That last example

read the review and agree that the subject prod-

is how Idefended the purchase of my amplifier to my fiancée.)

uct was one that they could seriously consider
(le, without having to take out ahome equity
loan to buy it!). Good luck!
Send the remainder of my subscription

Granted, these are qualities of questionable
practical value, but to the connoisseur, they can
be asource of profound satisfaction. My mes-

issues to one of our boys in Saudi Arabia, but

sage is if Iwant to spend $50-$100,000 to hear

advise him not to open it while on duty; we

the saliva jet through Miles Davis's trumpet, it

don't want him to fall asleep.

is my business and my right.
Ihope Ihave expanded the understanding

Ed Helm%
Harleysville, PA

We

caught the boat

Editor:
Iregularly read Steseopbile and three other selfproclaimed high-end periodicals and have discovered atrend Ifind distressing ...
an increase
in the influx, or at least the publication, of let-

of those whom Iand my kind might shock, and
at the same time perhaps eased the plight of a
brother audiophile who could find no solace.
Those who still feel animosity are asked to
kindly confine their criticisms to areas of their
understanding.
Jack M. Mardack
Jackson Heights, NY

ters from persons who express "shock" and
"disgust" at the prices of some high-end components. What's more, these persons find reason to criticize and even question the values
of those who would pursue Uncompromised
Sound (which usually resides in the most expensive of components).
lb these people Isay, "Go back to Newmark
24

Suckers & Peter Belt's crap
Editor:
Not more coverage of Peter Belt's idiotic crap!
("Industry Update," January 1991, pp.53-57)
Ithought—prayed—we had heard the last from
him in the pages of your wonderful magazine.
Your continued reporting of Mr. Belt's "improveStereophile, March 1991

ments" would be taken as ajoke if it had ap-

Suckers & shorted RCA plugs

peared in the April issue. As it is, Ken Kessler

Editor:

suggests "The best way to find out whether or
not Peter is on to something important is to try
the stuff."

PT. Barnum once said, "there's asucker born
every minute." Was Stereopbile around then?
After reading your December 1990 issue, and

Ifind this to be very irresponsible of Mr. Kessler. If he thinks the products are worth trying,
then the staff of Stereophile should do areview
of these "improvements" before the public
shells out their hard-earned money on them.
Ishould spend $98 for Mr. Belt's "Electret
Tweezers"? No thank you, not even if Iwon the

being someone who is known to do just about
anything when it comes to stereo, Idecided to
try some of your tweaks for myself.
Iwent to three different Radio Shacks and
they never heard of ashorted RCA plug! When
Itried to explain what they were for, one of the
store managers looked at me like Iwas speaking

Publishers Clearinghouse Sweepstakes tomor-

Farsi. He said he had been in the business for

row! Iwould be much more happy listening to

20 years and had never heard of such athing.

the seven or eight CDs that $98 would buy than

What Iended up purchasing were RCA plugs
with the plastic outer shell but no wire.

feeling like the horse's ass Iwould be if Ihad
bought anything from Mr. Belt.
Why oh why would anyone who didn't fall
asleep in grade school science class give their
money away to Mr. Belt? Let's see now. ..
the
"Rainbow Foil" at $58 is supposed to rid us of
"adverse 'energy' patterns created by the interaction of gravitational energy with every object
within the modern home."
Is it any wonder that the public at large tends
to have problems justifying high-end audio?

In Robert Deutsch's article he indicated that
the unused inputs of the preamplifier should
be shorted with these RCA plugs. What did he
mean by "unused"? Did he mean if Iwas to
play my CD that Ishould disconnect the inputs
from my FM tuner and cassette player and replace them with the RCA plugs, or should Ijust
plug the unoccupied inputs of my preamp?
In order to try another tweak, Ipurchased
avoltmeter. Ireally didn't believe that any ben-

This sort of stuff belongs with the Tooth Fairy,

efit would be gained, but Idid it anyway. I

Ocean Front Property, and the New Age movement. What next, plastic pyramids to focus the

grounded the black lead in the ground receptacle of my wall outlet and touched the com-

power of the ancients into the power from our

ponent with the red lead. On all 6settings of

amplifiers? How about some healing crystals to

the voltmeter (3 AC and 3DC), there was no
response. In fact, the needle never moved!!

fine-tune our woofers with the Dog Star Sirius?
All these "tweaks" from Peter Belt fall under
the classification "Bullshit," pure and simple.
For Mr. Kessler to suggest that anyone purchase
this stuff will only encourage Mr. Belt to come
up with more crap, and why not? "There's a
sucker born every minute."
David Long
Dalton, GA
Though _IA also comments on Peter Belt's "idi-

Jeff Ruckgaber
Harrisburg, PA
Mr Ruckgaber's letter was one of several pointing out that the shorted RCA plugs recommended by Robert Deutsch in his article on
tweaks last December (p. 81) are not available
commercially. A shorted RCA plug is simply

otic crap" in this issue's 'As We See It, myfeel-

aplug with awire connecting the center terminal to the barrel or outerjacket. It is there-

ing is that it is important to remember that,

fore asimple matter to modify standard Radio

in the history ofscience theories usually come

Shack plugs accordingly. When plugged into
an unused preamplifier input jack—pbono,
tuner CD, or whatever—that doesn't have a

after thefacts to explain otherwise inexplicable
events. If Peter Belt's tweaks work, then it is
the responsibility ofprofessional audiophiles
to first investigate and report thatfact (or at
least, that opinion as informed by experience
however subjective), then speculate as to its
cause. Rejection of alleged phenomena on

component already plugged into it, it prevents
the internal wiring in the preamp connecting
that input to the input selector switch from
picking up RF interference. Many preamplifiers short unselected inputs to groundfor this

purely theoretical grounds—as Mr Long seems

very reason. There is no reason to replace un-

to be doing regardless of bow "common-sense"

selected source components with a shorted

bis position—is indistinguishable from the

RCA plug; their low output impedances in effect act like shorts across the preamp inputs.

cant of orthodoxy.
Stereophile, March 1991

—RL
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"For once, an add-on subwoofer actually
delivers true subwoofer bass with high
quality and high quantity at the same
time
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10. Oct. 1989
Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry. Why?
Because whether you're upgrading a
current system or building anew one,
there is no other single component that
can boost asystem's overall performance like aVelodyne subwoofer.

All Velodyne subwoofers are complete
systems. Just plug one in to experience
the full audio spectrum: Cleaner mids
and highs with low frequency response
that you never thought possible. It's a
dynamic overhaul for your system.

"... the integration was seamless and
changed the overall character of the
system in asynergistic, beneficial
direction."
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

"Other subwoofers had not moved much
air and certainly hadn't coupled with the
room. .. .
Not so with the Velodyne—I was
there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

What makes the difference? Velodyne's
patented High Gain Servo (HGS)
technology, which represents amajor
breakthrough in loudspeaker design.

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

"I determined that ahigh performance
accelerometer based feedback system
would be the only way to truly correct the
problems that plague low frequency
reproduction. Such asystem had never
been successfully built before. But through

26

asystems approach of redesigning the
driver and electronics from the ground
up, Ihave developed asystem that delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion
David Hall, President/Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1070 Commercial St., Suite 101
San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 800/VELODYNE
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There are many possible reasons why Mr

stores once.

Ruckgaber's voltmeter didn't give areading.
This is the procedure wefollow at the magazine to determine the optimum orientation of
tbe AC connectorfor acomponent with atwoprong AC plug: plug the component you want
to check into the AC line; unplug the other components connected to it; set your voltmeter to
asensitive AC setting and measure the leak-

Reed Lappin
Co-owner, In Your Ear Records
Boston, MA

A treasure map of Boston
Editor:
Thanks so much for the treasure map of Boston's outposts of vinyl. Since having read of Mr.
Lemcoe's travels and apparent success, Ihave

age voltage by touching one insulated probe
to an exposed metal part of its chassis and the

been pushing the boss for abusiness trip to
Beantown. This excellent type of detective

other to the metal screw that bolds the AC receptacle cover plate to the wall. (If that doesn't

don't have the time or the expense accounts

give areading touch the probe to the round
center ground connection of the wall socket.)

comes aregular assignment for any Stereopbile

work is invaluable for us business travelers who
to locate these Meccas ourselves. Ihope it be-

Ifyou don't bave avoltmeter; simply run your

staff visiting major US cities. I've lived in Man-

finger across the component's top plate to see
if it feels "smooth" or "tingly." Repeat the

hattan for the past six years and still feel that

test with the AC plug inserted into the wall the

Aryeh Friedman

other way round.
Do not poke the voltmeter probe—or any

For an overview of New York-area record

other object!—into either the live or the neutral

stores, see Mortimer H. Frank's "In Search of

slots of the wall socket.

Black Diamonds" in Vol.!! No.4.

The correct AC plug orientation is the one
that gives tbe lower reading on the meter or

Tice praised

feels more smooth to the touch. With AC plugs
that onlyfit one way, it will be necessary tofile
the horns from the appropriate pin. You do
this experimenting at your own risk, of course
Ifyou are nervous about messing around with

there are places I'm missing.
New York, NY

—RL

Editor:
As arelatively seasoned buyer and owner of
audio equipment, Ihave had occasion to purchase equipment from awide array of sellers,
including: a) enthusiastic and highly motivated

AC power,. the Audio Advisor—(800)942-0220

high-end boutique owners; b) low-overhead

—sells a neat no-contact polarity tester, the

mail-order vendors who tend to proliferate in

Elfiz, for $29.95.

this business; and c) the vaunted "elites" of
high-end audio retailing in the New York area.

Boston in your ear

Ihave come to believe that wherever one chooses

Editor:
While it's nice to see areview of Boston record

to make his or her purchase, the common denominator of ahappy customer is amanufac-

shops in Stereopbile (Vol.13 No.12, December

turer that stands behind its products. Ialso

1990), it's fairly disappointing that Guy Lemcoe

believe that consumers should acknowledge

totally ignored both our In Your Ear Records
stores, at 1030 Commonwealth Avenue and 72
Mount Auburn, Cambridge ''ve been in busi-

customer service which is "above and beyond"
the call when they see it.
That is why Iam writing about two manufacturers with whom Irecently had the pleasure

ness for nine years, have approximately 50,000
LPs and 20,000 45s, and have been an impor-

of dealing: Tice Audio and Krell Digital, Inc.

tant part of the area's record scene It's not like
we're any great secret or that far out of the way.

Just recently, Ipurchased the Tice Power
Block and Than Energy Storage System (a "must"

We're only afew minutes' walk from some of

for someone with wide-band, highly revealing

the Cambridge spots mentioned and only a15-

electronics such as my Spectral equipment).

minute subway ride from some of the Boston
shops on the same street. Asimple look in the

When UPS dropped these units off at my home

phone book and alittle more perseverance
would have brought Guy Lemcoe to either
place Before he starts to write about his return
trip to certain stores, he should at least visit our
Stereophile, March 1991

it was as though the deliverymen had used the
Power Block for bazooka practice; ametal projectile had ripped into the box, shattering the
voltmeter, damaging the brass-plate front end,
and destroying one of the voltage switches on
27

IF YOU SPENT
UNDER $3500
FOR A CD PLAYER
OR IVA CONVERTER
THIS IS WHAT YOU
DON'T HAVE.
1. Fully discrete class A analog section rather than IC
output as found in inexpensive receivers.
2. Low feedback circuitry with less than 1/50th the
negative feedback of any other CD player or D/A
converter for inherent musicality.
3. Highest quality metallized polypropylene capacitors
exclusively used in signal path for detail without harshness.
4. A.C. power supply in separate chassis to eliminate
magnetic radiation and increase definition.
5. Highest quality and costliest matched D/A converter
chips in dual mono configuration with independent
power supplies, maintaining full detail, separation and
correct imaging.
6. Costliest and most advanced digital oversampling
filter dedicated to total linearity.
7. Zinc chromated EMI shielding to prevent digital noise
and RF radiation.
8. Rhodium plated relays hermetically sealed in an inert
gas atmosphere for distortion and corrosion free switching.
9. Remote absolute phase invert capability.
10. True upgradability for entire digital section by having
all digital circuitry including D/A chips housed separately.
Exception to the rule: If you spent only $1250 for Aragon's
D2A you have all of the above. Aragon...Internationally
recognized as the best value in audio.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502

LIMITED
•

(914) 693-8008

the unit. This was on aThursday night, and I

there is no extra circuitry involved, that the

called both my seller and Tice Audio to get

clock has been "treated," yet the Audio Advisor

help. Not only did George Tice return my call
twice on the following morning, he seemed

ad (where the clock was purchased) states there
is amicrochip installed. What is true? Maybe

quite upset about the entire matter and person-

witcbcraft is involved!

ally invited me down to his new shop on Long
Island. Some 36 hours later, Izipped (if you can
call crossing the Throgs Neck Bridge on abeach

Jack Roberts
N. Myrtle Beach, SC

day "zipping") down to Ronkonkoma, Long

Tice defended

Island and met George. Not only did he completely reassemble the damaged front end of

Should you publish Mr. Roberts's letter, we

my Power Block, he also promised he would
personally investigate what had happened and

Editor:
respectfully request that you also publish this
response:

report to me on what he learned. Result? One

Dear Mr. Roberts:

very satisfied customer. Bravo, Mr. Tice!

We received your letter today and, to say the

I've had occasion to encounter less than firstrate customer service; but if any of your readers

least, found it quite insulting. Iwill, however,
out of courtesy to you, respond to it.

are concerned about the willingness of either
George Tice or Krell Digital to stand behind

that the TPT Clock did improve your system.

their products, they needn't be.
David A. Bernat

did not match the performance you hoped to

Stamford, CT

Tice attacked

From the opening of your letter it is obvious
You feel, however, that the dollar investment
get. You should be aware that there are no
scales by which an improvement-per-dollar
assessment can be made it is largely dependent

Editor:

upon your own personal taste, hearing ability,

There follows aletter Iwrote to George Tice:

and the quality of yéeur system.
There are four reasons why someone could

Dear Mr. Tice:
After trying the model R-4 TIIT clock in my system, Ihave returned the unit for refund. Ihave
done this because the increase in performance
did not match the dollar investment made in

not get the full potential from aTPT Clock.
They are: 1) You did not follow the directions.
2) There are one or more choke points in your
system (a choke point is acomponent which

the clock. More improvement has been gained

is significantly below the quality of the rest of

in my system by making simple tweaks that

the system).

cost nothing, or were low in cost.

the standards by which anything can be accurately judged. (I noticed in your letter you never
mentioned what components you use.) 4) Your

But the thing that upset me the most was
instruction #4 on your instruction sheet. It

3) Your audio system is not up to

reads:

hearing ability is not as refined as that of other

"4) If you are encountering difficulties focusing in on changes made by TPT it is advisable

music lovers and audiophiles.

that you try using two Clocks. ltvo Clocks will
give twice the effect. Two Clocks will further

giving you more of an improvement: No other
tweak you can do will eliminate electron noise

outline the differences, making them easier to

on the power line.

discern later when you listen with one Clock."
If two clocks give twice the effect, why did

struction #4, suggesting the use of two Clocks

As to your point trgurling other simple tweaks

Relating to your major concern regarding in-

you not design the clock that way to start with,

when you have adifficult time hearing one,

or offer another model that would give this
increased performance at areasonable price?

some explanation is in order. Nowhere in any

Maybe this way two clocks can be sold; maybe

gesting that it is necessary to buy two Clocks.
We suggested auditioning two Clocks in an

ten clocks sound better than two.
This subject of price gets down to the real
point Iwould like to make The high end seems
to be moving toward bigb-price ripoff!! What
does this clock cost to produce? What technology does it offer? The underground mags say
Stereophile, March 1991

of our literature will you find Tice Audio sug-

effort to help those whose systems and hearing capabilities are not as refined as they should
be to be able to focus on the improvements
gained through the use of one Clock. Regarding your assertion that we are holding back the
29
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of Audio Cable Art.
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full treatment strength, you are again wrong.

money in aproject that does not fly. This is the
American way. You, the consumer, have the

We have already had many customers indicate their feeling that our TPT Clock was too
powerful. This is evidenced by the fact that we

right to respond by buying or not buying our
products. If Iprice our products too high, then

have indicated in the updated Clock instruction sheet amethod of reducing the power of

Iwill soon find my company out of business.
On the other hand, if Iprice our products too

the TPT Clock and thereby reducing its effect

low, the end result is still the same. You must

on your system.
Your accusation that we purposely held back

realize that audio is an expensive hobby. You
should not be angry with audio manufacturers

processing of the Clocks to force consumers
to buy two, three, or ten, as you suggest, is quite

because you cannot afford to buy their prod-

frankly an insult of the lowest order. It is not
technically possible to make one Clock as strong
as two. We take pride in offering high-quality
products at afair market price. Before we would

ucts. You should perhaps look inward to ask
yourself, "Why can't Iafford the things Iwant
in lifer
Regarding your question "What technology
does the Clock offer?": TPT is amaterial treat-

lower ourselves to "ripoff' schemes, we would

ment system which, when integrated with other

just as soon resign from audio and close our
shop. Ithink before you condemn alarge part

systems—je, your electrical system—eliminates
electron noise caused by the random and cha-

of the high-end manufacturing industry, you

otic movement of electrons in aconductor. We

should tell me what your qualifications are to

will have awhite paper explaining this process

make this assessment. Having been involved
in audio for 32 years, Ican tell you quite franldy

in further detail available by the time you receive this letter.

that Ido not know more than two or three people in the entire business that are really making big money. Ido know many people who
have sacrificed their homes, life savings, and,
unfortunately in too many cases, their marriages, in an effort to follow their dreams.
Please feel free to call me any time and Iwill

Regarding your comments on extra circuitry,
no extra circuits have been added to the Clock.
The Clock is only acarrier of the TPT technology. Irealize this is adifficult concept for some
people to grasp: the Clock has been treated
with the TPT process. This is very much the

be more than happy to outline the costs of pro-

same idea as cryogenically treating components. Those components are not visually

ducing quality products and running abusiness

modified or altered, but the treatment changes

in America. Since you are making the assertion

them on amolecular level. The same is true for

that our Clock and many other high-end prod-

our TPT process. As to the Audio Advisor men-

ucts are "ripoffs," Iwould like you to tell me

tioning that an additional chip was added to
our TPT Clock, this is incorrect. The Audio

how much money we have invested into research and development of the TPT process
and what was the cost of developing our processing machines, not to mention the thousands of hours of my own personal time spent
working on this project? Since you are using
the word ripoff, according to Webster's Dic-

Advisor does not send us proofs of their catalogs and advertisements before they go to
print. They are in error regarding the chip. We
did, of course, advise them as soon as we received our copy of their new catalog.
As far as your comment regarding "Witch-

tionary this is defined as "a means of cheating,

craft," it is like your letter: ridiculous!

stealing, robbing, or exploiting." Who put a

What upsets me most regarding your letter
is that you find it necessary to try to get your

gun to your head to force you to buy our products? Iwould suggest you use your words more
carefully. As your own letter actually indicates,

letter published without even giving me the
courtesy of aphone call to discuss your thoughts.

no one has ripped you off; your money was

What did we do to you that was so terrible that

refunded.

you would find it necessary to write such a

lama firm believer in the American capitalist

deleterious letter and try to get it published,

system. Ihave aright to price my products as

thereby tarnishing the image of an honest and

high or as low as Ideem necessary. Ihave a

respectable company that has improved and
advanced the audio industry?

right to recoup the money and time Ihave invested in aproduct or technology; Ialso have
to face the consequences when we invest
Stereophile, March 1991

George R. Tice
President, Tice Audio Products
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Chronos.
Is it
beautiful sound
enhanced by
sensual design?
Or
beautiful design
enhanced by
sensual sound?
When you hear the new Chronos tube preamplifier with separate

power supply, and the new Chronos 112 Watt monobloc tube
power amplifier, the decision is yours. You may think it's both.

•
MICHAELSON

AUDIO

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE TO MICHAELSON AUDIO, 510 HERON DRIVE, UNIT 3078,
PO BOX 334, BRIDGEPORT NJ 08014 OR TELEPHONE 609 467 5588 OR FAX 609 467 8741.
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Esotf,

HEARI\G AD
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver'?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIO USA
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680
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UPDATE
called deficit-reduction plans that they got

US: Peter W. Mitchell

careless with some of the other bills they were

Responding to suggestions from NAD and

working on. Case in point: anew ethics law

other companies, the EIA (Electronic Industries
Association) has reactivated the former IHF

that took effect January 1prohibits federal government employees from accepting any in-

Amplifier standards committee. Under chair-

come from outside jobs. The aim was to pre-

man Ed Foster (who used to review equipment

vent

for High Fidelity), the committee will explore
measurements that might correlate more use-

disguised as consulting costs, speaking fees, or
"honoraria" from the industries they are sup-

fully with the effective power output and per-

posed to be regulating. But the language of the

ceived sound quality of amplifiers. Of course,
any measurement standard is voluntary; even

bureaucrats

from

receiving bribes

if better measurements are approved, they

law blocks all outside income from any source,
including spare-time activities that have no relation to the individual's government job. Report-

won't matter if the industry doesn't adopt
them. For example, most Japanese manufac-

edly it blocked amid-level IRS employee in
Denver from writing for nature magazines

turers never accepted the rigorous test of
phono input S/N ratio that was included in the

about topics such as the post-fire return of deer

1976 amplifier standard. Many American highend manufacturers don't follow the existing

also deter the well-known reviewer Anthony

standard; some don't publish any specifications
at all. Their excuse is that measurements don't

to Yosemite National Park. Presumably it will
H. Cordesman from writing for TAS and Audio

explain superior sound. But this attitude also

in his spare time; Ibelieve that Mr. Cordesman
is aMiddle East analyst at the State Department.
Afew members of Congress have admitted that

makes it easy for them to conceal how badly

making the law so broad was amistake, and

their products perform in some respects—for
instance, abnormal input or output imped-

they promised to introduce aless restrictive law
in this session.

ances that create problems of cable loading and
incompatibility that need not exist.
If you've been eagerly awaiting the arrival of
high-definition TV with digital sound, the wait
just got longer. The FCC, which had planned
to start testing advanced TV systems last fall and
approve anew standard early next year. won't
begin the tests until later this year and now
hopes to choose asystem by mid-1993. With
normal tooling-up schedules, the first HDTV
sets will appear in 1995. (Japan's NHK system,
already on the air there via direct-broadcast sat-

UK: Ken Kessler

ellite, has been ruled out for use here because

In record time, an American-sourced original

it requires too much bandwidth. So Japanese
companies won't be able to beat the schedule

—CD StopLight—has been cloned by aUK

by shipping slightly-altered domestic sets to

ing about it because Iknow just who's being

firm. I'm of two minds when it comes to writ-

the US.)

reamed. On the other hand, Ireally ought to

Our servants in Congress spent so much of
their time last summer squabbling about so-

be evenhanded and simply report the existence
of the product as Iwould any other. This time,

Stereophile, March 1991
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"Get out your checkbook, Michael."
— Robert Haney, technical editor.
Stereophile, in his Aug. 1990
review of the Theta DS Pro basic

Robert Harley on his friend Michael:
". ..willing to fork over acouple of kilobucks.
provided the processor provides truly musical
performance and isn't likely to be
significantly surpassed at the price anytime soon. -

Robert Harley on Theta DS Pro Basic:
"To say Iliked the Theta DS Pro Basic
is an understatement. It provided
alevel of musicality Iwould never
have expected at this price."
"It had all the attributes of the best digital
playback: adeep and transparent soundstage,
smooth tonal balance, spatial detail galore,
and textural liquidity."
"The DS Pro Basic clearly breaks new ground
in affordable digital playback. It represents
aquantum leap in what we can expect from a
$20(X) processor. All contenders for the title
of best reasonably-priced converter must regard
the Theta DS Pro Basic as the benchmark
against which all others are judged. "Get out your checkbook, Michaeif
The Theta DS Pro Basic is exa 1
what you've been waiting fo
— Robert Harley.
Stereophile, Vol. 13, N 8
Aug. 1990

>e

Michael, with his brand new Theta DS>Pro Basic
le*

•Digital Done Right

Theta Digital: Corporation.,
5330 ID e.rry
Ave., Suite R. tegográ
GA 91301
597.9195. .FAX (elb-597- .1
.
279 ;:
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admire Linkline for marketing the pen with
heavy-duty endorsement.
What's clear is that this pen is ofJapanese origin despite the UK address, for the label unashamedly proclaims its place of birth. What's
AudioPrism CD Stoplight
though, the precedent is not shrouded in the
mists of time, and the proximity of this pen's

mildly suspicious is the way the cheap-looking
label has been applied, with stray bits of glue
suggesting that maybe another label had been
removed or that this is just some OEM pen
which arrived ready for the purchaser's own

release to that of the controversial original is

form of ID. But that's merely supposition. After

too close to underplay.

all, every OEM product has to be branded at

The gang at StopLight has every reason to be
ticked off with what is almost astraight copy.
Called CD-MPL, the Green Revolution, or Lasa-

some point or another.
Whatever the story, whatever the method of
manufacture, whatever tales the manufacturer

way depending on what part of the label you

tells, CD StopLight was the first to come up

examine, it features what looks like the same
green ink as the original. The only real differ-

with acommercial version of this tweak. Sadly,
this alternative pen will have aprice advantage

ence is that the copy lacks the handy groove

in the UK and the originator will suffer lost

in the StopLight's tip for making the task easier. As with StopLight, two coats are needed to

sales. Isuppose it's just lingering traces of ideal-

cover the edge of the disc effectively, and the

common practice in today's business world.
Ijust wish that such plagiarism wasn't quite so

sonic results seem identical.
Idon't know anything about the people who

ism which allow me to be bothered by what is

inevitable.

make the stuff—they might be the sweetest
guys in the world—but Ithought it abit cheeky
that some of the literature which accompanied
the samples consisted of photocopies of articles about StopLight which appeared in various
magazines, including Stereopbile and Hi-Fi
News & Record Review' Other sheets discussed
something called the CD-XP, which may or may
not be the same pen as the CD-MPL/Lasaway/
Green Revolution. Also in the pile was areport
from the Loughborough University of Technology, subtitled "Draft Report for Linkline Marketing Ltd.," which discusses testing and measurement, concluding with: "Our measurements clearly show that the application of CDMPL is very effective in absorbing red and infra-

US/The Netherlands:
Peter W. Mitchell
My January discussion of the Philips digital
compact cassette (DCC) was skeptical about the

red light illuminating the surface of acompact

format's prospects because of three crucial
doubts. At the 1991 Las Vegas CES, each of

disc. Of the light reflected by an untreated CD
approximately 90% is absorbed after applica-

these questions was answered, as follows:
1) Can the DCC equal the sound of CD or R-

tion of CD-MPL." So Isuppose one should

DAT while using only one-fourth as many bits?
Brief listening tests suggest that the answer is

1Our reprint policy forbids such unauthorized infringements
of Sterropbale's copyright and we do not hold hack from filing
suit in civil court to prevent them from happening. Manufacturers who would like to reprint Stereophile reviews of their
products must contact Larry Archibald or myself. Permission
is only granted if the manufacturer accepts that there be no
changes in the reprint from what appeared in the magazine
and that Stereopbtle's production department prepare the
camera-ready artwork. This polic-yboth guarantees readers
of reprints that they accurately reflect the original writer's full
thoughts on the product, and ensures that all reprints from
Sterropbile share acommon design and conform to the same
high standards of typography as the magazine.
—JA
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yes. (Details next month.)
2) Can any new digitalformat thrive in the
marketplace without the support ofJapanese
manufacturers, who have been united in supporting R-DAT and dismissing S-DATformats
(such as DCC)? No problem. Philips broke
through the wall of Japanese opposition and
signed up alarge Japanese manufacturer (widely
rumored to be Matsushita) to make DCC decks.
37

Before long, everyone will be making them.
3) Will DCC tapes be dual-format recordings

with which Philips people (many of those at
staff level) have contemplated the rest of the

playable on both analog and digital decks?

world for too many years, and the civil-

Na That's likely to prove inconvenient for rec-

servant-like bureaucracy that still characterizes the Philips organization. That Philips has

ord companies and retailers, but arguably it
won't stop the DCC from becoming the popu-

thought out and developed many new ideas

lar digital recording format of the '90s, killing
off both R-DAT and the recordable CD as con-

(including the compact cassette, the CD, and

sumer products. Full discussion next time.

is undeniable, but that in itself eventually wasn't
enough. Philips's turnover per employee was

more recently Bitstrearn conversion and DCC)

half that of Matsushita or Sony in 1989.
Phonogram was the first member of the
Philips family to develop symptoms. That happened around 1980 and was certainly no isolated phenomenon: after the big boom in record production and sales of the '60s and '70s
(postwar generation growing up, pop and rock
music), the market imploded; all major record
companies found themselves in trouble. Phono-

The Netherlands:
Peter van Willenewaard
un Wednesday, November 14, 1990, the new

gram went through aprocess of restructuring
under Timmer, and in 1983 the classical department changed its name to Philips Classics. Next
the Philips consumer electronics division dove

Philips Classics Recording Centre was inaugu-

into red figures, and Timmer was called in to

rated. The official opening was done by no less
than Philips Industries president Jan Timmer,

reorganize there as well. His switch from

which is less surprising if you know that before
he became Philips's number-one manager, he

cided with the height of the DAT War, Philips

had been in charge of Philips's daughter com-

ing on your point of view) position as amanu-

Phonogram/Philips Classics curiously coinbeing in the awkward (or powerful, depend-

pany Phonogram/Philips Classics. Timmer

facturer of both music software and hardware

stated that he made time free to be there as he

(Sony hadn't yet acquired CBS). Consumer

considered the opening of the new facilities a

Audio is now aprofit-making division again,

priority. He emphasized the importance of high

albeit at the expense of aconsiderable loss of

product quality and recalled the revival of the

lower-echelon jobs. This was followed by an

record industry in the early '80s following the

ever-growing wave of alarm signals indicating

introduction of CD, necessitating better and

that Philips's total financial results were not

newer recording and mastering equipment.

nearly as good as suggested and stated in pub-

In contrast to Philips Classics, Philips as a
whole is going through avery dark period

lic In 1990 this led to the now widely held conviction that the mere existence of Philips (once

these days. Several factories are being closed

the world's leading electronics company)

down, and tens of thousands more employees

might be at stake. Timmer is believed to be the

will have to go because the company has troubles maintaining its position in the market. As

only one who would be able to straighten

Iwrite this, it has just been announced in the
press that Philips has managed to talk aconsortium of banks into another $2 billion loan to
Philips. This will not be used for investments,
but is meant mainly to enable the company to
pay its current debts and safeguard its liquidity.

things out; in early 1990 he became the company's president. In the course of the year it has
been announced that staff would be no longer
excluded from dismissal, an almost unique
notion in European economic culture. On the
other hand, Philips Research is now being
threatened with drastic cutbacks—the last

One of the factors behind all this is that, DCC

thing you should do if you want to remain

apart, Philips appears to have problems keep-

ready for the future.

ing up with Japan's pace of technology de-

Back to the Philips Classics Recording Cen-

velopment. Another factor pointed at by many

tre. In the early 1950s Phonogram moved from

observers is the self-sufficience and arrogance

Eindhoven to amansion in Baarn (a village in

38
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Philips President Jan Timmer (right)

Philips Classics Recording Center Editing Suite

the region of Holland where all radio and television studios are located). By 1980 it was so

Audio Engineering Department ceased to exist,
but recently it has been brought back to life

crammed with equipment and people that it

again; the people there are quite aware of what

was decided to extend the small building with

is going on in hi-fi circles.

afew wings. That reconstruction has now been

A good example of contemporary Philips

completed, quadrupling the effective area.

recordings is R. Strauss's Four Last Songs with

Although the name suggests otherwise, there

Jessye Norman (LP 6514322, CD 411 052). It is

is no recording studio as such at the PCRC.

not widely known that Philips, like Mercury

Many recordings are done in concert halls, a
few in recording studios of broadcasting cor-

and RCA, knew aperiod of brilliance in the
early days of stereo recording (and aperiod of

porations. What happens at the PCRC is post-

decline roughly between 1967 and 1980, when

production: the editing and mixing that have

recordings of audiophile interest were very

to be done to transform the recorded material

scarce). The early Philips stereos feature avery
distinct "HIFI STEREO" logo, concave at top

into suitable masters. The new premises count
some ten editing suites, most equipped with

and bottom as if squeezed between two balls

either DAE 1000 or DAE 3000 Sony digital-

of different size. Their serial numbers are six

editing consoles. But in one of them is the Lex-

digits long, usually begin with "835" (though

icon Opus editing set of recent fame. All rooms
have, of course, been extensively acoustically

Ihave afew 836s and 838s), and in most cases
are followed by the letters "AY." Ihave no idea

treated. All rooms use Quad ESL-63s (cloth

if these records have ever been sold in the US,

removed) as monitor loudspeakers. These are

but I'll name afew interesting cases anyway.

placed at ear height, well away from back and

Philips 835 035 AY, Vienna Symphony, Sawal-

side walls. Amplifiers are mainly out of sight,

lisch; Schubert Symphony 8, Mendelssohn

but occasionally aThreshold Stasis or aQuad

Symphony 4. Philips 835 076 AY, Orchestre des

606 could be spotted.

Concerts Lamoureux, Roberto Benzi; Rossini,

Like the other major record companies,

La Boutique Fantastique, various Overtures.

Philips Classics isn't specifically audiophile-

Philips 835 231 AY, Ediga Giordani Satori, harpsichord; Bach, Six Concertos after Vivaldi.

oriented. However, Phonog,ram/Fhilips Classics
producers have nearly always tried to capture

Philips 835 256 AY, Vienna Symphony, Paum-

the hall acoustics in their recordings, usually

gartner; Mozart, oboe concerto, bassoon concerto. These are all records that beg for tube

with reasonable success, and on some occasions with heartwarming results. There is adistinct awareness of the importance of cables,
and arenewed awareness as to the quality of
electronics. Several types of van den Hul cable
are used at the recording sites and in the editing
suites. Some ten years ago Philips's internal
Stereophile, March 1991

electronics; the last is as difficult in playback
as the most demanding Mercurys.
Speaking of Mercury, there was some kind
of link between this label and Philips at the
time. They exchanged master tapes, issuing
recordings on their own labels. (I own only one
39
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DIGITAL HEART...
The Krell CD-DSP Integrated Compact Disc Player

The Krell CD-DSP is the first integrated
compact disc player to combine an
updateable software-based processor with
ahigh-end CD transport. The processor and
transport are coupled to extremely flexible
input and output sections, creating aproduct
of unique function and value. Audiophiles
can now gain the advanced performance
capabilities of separate components in a
single unit.
Software-Based Processing
The CD-DSP processor uses a16 times
oversampling version of our Waveform
Duplicator software, which is run on a
Motorola DSP-56001 digital signal
processor. The extraordinary resolution of
fine detail and accuracy of waveform
reconstruction achieved is not possible by
other methods. The processor output is
routed to aClass A balanced analog output
stage. The result is asonic quality
distinguished by robust dynamic impact,
extended frequency response and three
dimensional imaging.

The Waveform Duplicator software is loaded
into socket-mounted EPROM chips to allow
inexpensive software updates in the future.
Transport and Operational Features
The CD-DSP is built around the CDM-1
MK II, Philips finest transport for CD player
applications. A rigid steel chassis and
suspension system absorbs extraneous
vibrations that might interfere with data
recovery from the disc.
The CD-DSP is destined to become the
digital heart of any audio system. Three
inputs and two outputs provide connection
to other sources in the digital domain. Two
analog outputs allow the CD-DSP to drive
independent systems.
Whether you are considering your first CD
player or the replacement of an existing
unit, the CD-DSP is your invitation to the
future. Please contact your KRELL dealer to
arrange for ademonstration.

KRELL DIGITAL, INC..35 Higgins DrivenMilford, CT 06460
Phone: 203-874-3139eFax: 203-878-8373

il
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DIGITAL INC

example: Dupré playing Franck at the Paris St.Sulpice organ, Mercury SR90228 or AMS16064,
Philips World Series PHC 9077; Iprefer the
Philips!) Philips Classics in New York, of course,
has started to reissue the famous Mercury Living Presence stereo recordings on CD. After
three years of preparation, the first ten discs
were released at the end of 1990—see Stereopbile, Vol.13 No.9 and John Crabbe's reviews
elsewhere in this issue—with Wilma Cozart

mediocre because the record companies are
using inferior engineers and equipment for CD
transfers. Performers and producers often
baby-sat the original recording through the LP
mastering process, but few have been invited
by record companies to participate in CD
remastering. Ludwig himself, after mastering
hundreds of best-selling LPs, has been hired to
remaster only afraction of them for CD.

Fine personally supervising the project. As
there were many first- and second-generation
Mercury masters stored at Philips Classics in
Baarn, Cozart flew in two years ago to sort
them out. And, oh yes, they still do have one
of those rare 3-head Ampex machines in Bum.

UK: Ken Kessler
The end of the year usually means atotal slowdown. The end of 1990 also meant utter depression because the times are tough. But the
new products just keep on coming, in most
cases pre-empting the January CES in Las Vegas.

US: Peter W. Mitchell
Vol.18 No.4 of The BAS Speaker (newsletter of
the Boston Audio Society 2)describes an experiment by Bob Ludwig, the chief engineer at

No doubt you'll read about these products in
forthcoming reports, but, as ataster, here's what
some UK makes have been doing between the
turkey dinner and around of "Auld Lang Syne."
Still recovering from the launch of the

Masterdisk who was responsible for cutting

£10,000 Chronos tube amplifier, Musical Fidel-

many of the best LPs of the past 20 years. Hav-

ity has found the time and energy to launch a

ing observed that CDssound identical to the
master tape but LPs still sound better (with

range. [At ¡be time of writing $2= V.—Ed.]

more apparent spaciousness and ambience),
he wondered why. So he made adigital record-

A370.2 —should prove to be aheadbanger's

ing of LP surface noise—capturing afew sec-

hot new power amplifier in the middle of the
The P180—using asimilar circuit to that of the

onds of silence between bands and then using

delight, boasting as it does five pairs of MOSFETs per channel to deliver its 100Wpc (or

the "looping" feature of adigital editor to
repeat that segment until along recording of

can be strapped into mono for double the

LP grundge was formed.
In Ludwig's words: "Then Iplay the loop of

instantaneous peak current of 50A). The P180
power and peak current capability. An addi-

the surface noise and mix it through my con-

tional upgrade comes in the form of the CRPS,
or "Choke Regulated Power Supply," a£499

sole with the sound from the original tape.

add-on which will enhance performance even

Presto! The CD master sounds nearly identi-

further. The P180 retails for £799.

cal to the LP pressing. It is brighter and more

Naming aspeaker model range after the term

spacious, and the echo seems longer! Take
away the record noise from the CD and again

for the mouth of ariver is typical of British
manufacturers. Just as typical is calling the

it seems drier and more closed-in than the

follow-up to amodel called the Two+ the plain

pressing." However, Ludwig also noted that

ol' 2. But Arcam can laugh, because the W O+

many CD reissues of older recordings sound

was voted "Best Loudspeaker Under £300" by
What Hi-Fi in 1989, so the sequel will have

2For subscription details, write to P.O. Box 211, Boston, MA
02126.
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instant credibility.
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There are those people who say that to choose ahi-fi you have to understand the jargon, and
know all about power ratings and performance figures. In our opinion, these people are
talking nonsense. Because specifications don't tell you what ahi-fi actual ysounds like.
The only way to find out is to listen. Go to your Linn dealer, and you can
compare our hi-fi with aselection of other good equipment. You don't
have to be an expert. You'll find it very easy to hear the difference To be
honest, the best system will stick out like abanana in ahi-fi ad.

L,INN

It's as relevant to hi-fi as technical specifications.

For additional information on Linn
and the name of your
nearest Linn dealer. contact

Audiophile Systems. Ltd.. 8709
Castle Park Drive. Indianapolis.
IN 46256. (317) 849-7103

Aldburn Electronics, Ltd.. A-1455
Crown St.. N. Vancouver. BC
Canada V7J 1GH. (604) 986-5357

Arcam has retained the 14-liter rear-ported

The LP-12 can still be purchased without Lingo

cabinet from the Two-,-. It's made from 18mm

and the LK1 without Dirak, but the Aktiv crossover now features the Dirak as standard.
Creek has added two new products to its

veneered board, with aMedite front panel,
internal cross-bracing and damping. What's
new is the bass/mid driver, which uses a17Orrim
diecast chassis and polypropylene cone; the

catalogue. The 4040 Series 3integrated ampli-

new Delta 2speaker is designed to have cleaner,
clearer midrange and deeper bass than the

line inputs, plus tape monitoring facilities. Also

fier produces 30Wpc and offers phono and two

earlier model. The internal wiring has been

included are muting and mono operation. This
replaces the existing Series 2and sells for area-

changed to AudioQuest F-14 cable for smoother

sonable £199.90. The other new product is a

treble from the 19mm tweeter. Naturally, the

matching FM tuner, the T40, an FM-only design

Delta 2can be bi-wired, while the house-proud

with digital readout; price is £219.90.

will be happy to learn that the Delta 2is available in black or walnut real-wood veneers. Inflation hasn't hit it too badly either; this speaker
sells for £329.90/pair regardless of finish.
Arcam also offers dedicated stands, the STM
Three, at £59.90/pair.
Undaunted by the fracas which finds Linn's
new Lingo power supply challenged by Pink
Triangle's own modification for the venerable
LP-12 tumtable, 5Linn continues to promote the
add-on power supply with renewed vigor. The
confidence is easy to understand: the Lingo
was designed by Linn for the LP-12 and its use
doesn't void the warranty. (To be fair to Pink,

Germany/US:
Peter W. Mitchell

they advise the installation of their kit only on

The busy season of mergers and corporate

turntables out of warranty.)
To follow the Lingo, Linn is now shipping the

takeovers has spread to the pro side of the

Dirak, first seen in early form during 1990's

mann, the Berlin maker of microphones and

audio business. Sennheiser purchased Neu-

round of hi-fi shows. It's an outboard power

record-cutting lathes, while Germany's anti-

supply to enhance the performance of the LK1

trust authorities have approved BASF's plan to

preamplifier and the company's Aktiv Isobarik

buy out the recording-tape division of Agfa, a

Crossover. Again, the principle is to ensure that

major competitor.

the units can operate optimally whatever fluc-

Philips, which owns the Marantz brand name

tuations the mains may suffer. The Dirak employs an RF filter on the incoming mains sup-

everywhere in the world but here, finally
bought the US rights from Dynascan. It may

ply, alarge transformer, high reservoir capaci-

take ayear for existing Marantz products to be

tance, and output voltage regulators. This circuitry resides in ascreened case to prevent elec-

phased out and new Philips-made Marantz
products to be introduced; then perhaps we'll

tromagnetic interference from the power sup-

be able to read British reviews of Marantz stuff

ply from affecting the audio circuitry of the LK1

without becoming confused.

or the Aktiv. The Lingo and the Dirak are both
available as upgrade kits for existing owners.

The recipe for audio or video recording tape
contains about 1% magnetizable material (iron

3The fracas to which Irefer involves Linn's being upset with
Pink mangles mod kit kir the LP-I2, conseiting of an outboard
power supply and anew top-plate which places the motor in
adifferent position relative to the standard mount. ANIhave
not compared the two. Iwon't comment on the merit of either
What Iwill say is that Malcolm Steward, along-time Linn
fanatic. reviewed the Pink kit, to everyone's surprise he adored
it This inspired achilly response from Scotland While it has
given tongues areason to wag, the bottom line iN that turntable
controversies somehow don't seem to have that much impact
this far into the digital era. If it had happened 10 years ago.
though, it might have produced some of the hottest copy the
hi-fi press has ever seen.
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or chromium oxide) and 99% assorted plastics
(Mylar backing, reels, cassette shells, et al). all
of which are made from petroleum. Last fall's
runup in oil prices increased the cost of making
tape, but none of the major Japanese brands
wanted to be the first to raise prices, for fear of
losing market share to acompetitor. For awhile
they sacrificed profit margins, but retail prices
for tape are likely to rise this spring. Stock up
while you can.
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The 18, 20, and even 22-bit configurations
which have proliferated over the past few years
were attempts to minimize the very real problem of poor low-level linearity with many 16bit D/A converters. They also provided some
reduction in the "requantization noise" inherent in reconverting asignal from digital to analog, but the reduction there is more hypothetical than practical as it is below the theoretical

Japan: Thomas J. Norton
My last visit to Japan had been 18 years ago; far
too long. So Iwas delighted to represent Stereopbile last summer as one of eight audio
writers from the US and Western Europe selected to receive an on-the-scene orientation
(in and around lbkyo) to the latest design con-

limit for a16-bit system—a limit built into every
CD before you even put it into your player.
Improving the low-level linearity (and the
related problem of zero-crossing error) using
aconventional D/A converter is an expensive
business, whether by carefully trimming aconventional 16-bit chip or by incorporating one
of those trick extra-bit configurations (which

cepts being put to practical use by the engineers and product designers at JVC.

done (witness, for example RI-I's reviews of the

Tokyo's Narita Airport didn't exist on my last

Stax and Theta processors in the August 1990

also need to be carefully trimmed). It can be

trip, and judging by the overcrowding Iran into

issue and the VTL in Vol.13 No.12), but rarely—

this time, it's already too small. Fortunately I
was met by JVC representatives, who had arranged for apleasant—if that's the appropri-

and seldom consistently—in modestly priced
equipment.

ate word, considering the traffic in and around
Tokyo4—ride into town to our hotel. Ishould

JVC, like most major players in the CD game,
is convinced that the future of the D/A conversion process is headed in the 1-bit direction,
and has developed their own variation on the

have slept during the hour-plus trip, but this
car buff was too busy playing spot-the-strange-

system. It closely resembles the Matsushita

vehicle—cars sold only in the Japanese domes-

(Technics) Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) con-

tic market and thus unseen on our shores. Ihad
no trouble, however, getting to sleep that night
after an enjoyable get-acquainted dinner.

figuration (MASH), in contrast with the Philips
Bitstream approach, which uses Pulse Density
Modulation (PDM). In the MASH system, 11

The reviewer seminar took place in three JVC
facilities: the Yamato Plant, the Aoyama Record-

different pulse widths are used to represent
output values from +5 to -5 (including zero).

ing Studio, and the Kurihama R&D Center. A

To create these pulses at the 32x-oversampling

wide variety of different topics was on the
agenda. Space doesn't allow my doing justice

rate used requires amaster clock operating at
close to 34MHz.

to all; I'll devote the bulk of this report to the

To designate their own 1-bit technique, JVC

three Ifound most interesting, and mention the
others briefly.

has come up with the tongue-twisting acronym

Ascant year or so after their introduction by
Matsushita (MASH) and Philips (Bitstream), var-

PEM DD (Pulse Edge Modulation DifferentialLinearity Errorless D/A). Before going any fur-

iations on the "1-Bit" digital-to-analog conver-

ther into the operation of this system, we need
to briefly discuss alittle item known as anoise

sion scheme have become rife Although single-

shaper. Remember the requantization noise I

bit techniques began as an inexpensive way of

mentioned briefly awhile back? As the number
of bits in the system is reduced, this noise

manufacturing linear D/A converters, they have
become the latest "in" design trend in digital
playback. 5Not without good reason, of course.
4Tokyo is about 10 years ahead of Los Angeles in the evolutionary development of gridlock.
5One small manufacturer of outboard multi-hit converters
has told this writer that his overseas business has practically
dried up because he does not yet use a1-bit system. Although
they arc not yet fully convinced of its sonic superiority. they
will likely come out with such asystem as acommercial
necessity.
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increases. Without some additional form of
processing, a1-bit system would be atechnical impossibility. Enter the noise shaper, a
device which performs two functions in the
1-bit system. First, by asystem of digital loops,
it compresses (or truncates, to use the technical
term) the original high-resolution data to a
lower number of bits. Second, it uses digital
45
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In Search of Sonic Perfection, Adcom
Took the Path of Least Resistance
The fewer circuits amusical signal
encounters on its way to your loudspeaker
system, the greater its muscial purity will be.
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Pure Convenience
The minimalist aesthetics of the
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Without being overly complicated to use,
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the use of an external processor, only when
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recording from another.
More Sound, Less Money_
Adcom stereo components have a
reputation for sounding superior to others
costing two and three times more. Keeping
faith with this tradition, Adcom took the path
of least resistance. Why not do the same?
Ask your authorized Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable stereo
preamplifier. Please write or call for afully
detailed brochure. You'll discover the best
value in high performance preamplifiers.
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feedback to reduce the requantization noise in
the audio band; it cannot change the total
energy of this noise, but instead shifts it to a
higher frequency.
The characteristic bell-shaped curve of the
noise output of these shapers is shown in fig.!
(the delta-sigma notations refer to delta-sigma
modulation, the principle on which such noise

approximately the lightly shaded area. Note
that although the higher the order of the noise
shaper, the lower the noise in the audio band,
an adverse side effect is the severe peaking of
the noise curve at higher frequencies. JVC has
developed anoise shaper called VANS (Victor
Advanced Noise Shaping) which performs similarly to a4th-order shaper in the audio range,

shapers operate and which we need not go into

but which changes to a2nd-order higher up in

here), where fa is the operating frequency of

the frequency band.
The essential components of the JVC PEM

the system-32x the sampling frequency in the
case of a32x-oversampled system. If that last

DD are the above-mentioned VANS noise

statement leaves you gasping for air, just note
that in fig.! the audible frequency range is

shaper and the PEM local DiA (fig.2). The VANS
noise shaper accepts the oversampled data,
converts it into high-speed compressed data,
and supplies it to the PEM DIA. As actually realized, the PEM circuit has two converters per
channel which output two pulse waves, Aand
B(fig.3). These are combined in an analog subtracter, which provides for arange of seven
positive and seven negative pulse widths, plus
zero. The system operates at half the clock rate
of the MASH system. JVC claims advantages
here in terms of reduced jitter and increased
S/N ratio. Fig.4 shows acomparison between
three different converters, including the PEM
DD. We were actually shown this demonstration in real time during the seminar, and the signal with the PEM DD was noticeably less noisy
and more stable than through the other converters. In arelated demonstration, JVC played
back a-90dB signal through both aconventional 1-bit DIA converter and through the PEM
DD. The noise did seem lower and, more significantly perhaps, smoother through the latter

Fig.1 Noise shaper comparison with VANS. Tint
region represents the audio band

Digital
Input

22-1311
0

Bis

VANS
ern-Order
Noise Shaper

Appris 4-Bit
(15Values)
32fs

PEM

Locat DAC

LPF

àeul

Fig.2 Basic construction of PEM DD converter
system; but it must be borne in mind that the
playback level was advanced considerably to
make this effect clearly audible.
The PEM DD does seem to be apromising

Digital
input

realization of the 1-bit system. But the proof of
the ultimate effectiveness of all of this 1-bit
Fig.3 Basic construction of PEM DAC
StereOphile,
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smoke and mirrors—whether PEM DD, MASH,
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Bitstream, or some other realization still hiding
in alab somewhere—will ultimately rest on the
independent test bench and, more important,
listening tests conducted under familiar conditions. CD players from JVC incorporating
PEM DD should shortly be available in the US.

(LSB)
+4
+2

o

In another, though unrelated, digital development, JVC has been working on the use of

4

digital filters in active crossover networks for
loudspeakers, networks which incorporate
equalization for each drive-unit to achieve flat
frequency response at the listening position.
They have developed their own unique con-

INPUT DATA (16 BIT)

figuration of the FIR (Finite Impulse Response)
digital filter, and claim that, unlike typical realizations of this type of filter, the JVC filter system enables them to define the desired response—bell-shaped, shelving, or what-haveyou—and still retain the excellent phase characteristics and fiat group-delay response charac-

-41-44--:

teristic of this type of digital filtration. Attempting the same crossover and EQ with an analog
system (active or passive) does not offer the
designer the same flexibility, and can in no way
result in as low aphase distortion.
The system demonstrated consisted ofJVC's

•

:

1
CONVENTIONAL CURRENT-SUMMING DAC

current top-of-the-line 3-way loudspeaker system (apparently only available in the domestic Japanese market), driven so as to enable
direct comparison between analog and digital
active crossovers (fig.5). Figs.6 and 7show the
responses of these networks. Note that the
ragged-appearing response of the digital network is intentional, the various peaks and dips
compensating for the inverse responses of the
drive-units. The corresponding phase response
and group delay of the digital filter are far
superior to those characteristics in the analog
networks. Note that JVC made no attempt to
compensate for group delay caused by the
actual positions of the drive-units (something

CONVENTIONAL 1-BIT DAC

that they intend to tackle in the future). Also,
the flat response of the digitally filtered system
was specified merely as the response at the

*1014011

all'

listening position; no mention was made of
overall room response or the relative effect of
the fixed digital filtration and equalization on

-1111-411+

•
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•
:

•

'
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the on-axis vs the off-axis response of the
loudspeaker—all important questions, but
extremely complex ones. You have to run
before you can walk, and the JVC effort is auseful contribution.
Following the formal presentation, we were
given ademonstration of the analog vs the digStereophile, March 1991

PEM DD CONVERTER
Fig.4 Comparison of composite outputs from
PEM and PWM DACs
i9
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Speaker System
FIR Digital

Low-Range SO,

D/A Amplifier
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Channel Divider

ID/A)
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CD Player XL-2501
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Analog Out
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Fig.5 System used for listening comparisons
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ital filters. 6 Early on, the question arose as to
whether or not the D/A converters in the three
driving amplifiers were the same as the converter in the CD player (the latter driving the
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brief flurry of activity ensued, following which
isons to be made with the same converters all
around.
Ihave to say that from my listening seat I
found the analog connection to be the more
open-sounding, more spacious, and less processed and homogenized. But Ialso need to say
that Iwas seated further back than the distance
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analog channel divider). They were not, so a
amodification to the lash-up enabled compar-
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Fig.6 Digital crossover response

for which the system was optimized-2 meters
—and several people were seated in the rows
in front of me. Those seated further forward
seemed to prefer the digital filters—with one
exception. They noted areduction in the noise
level inherent in the some of the program material (notably the CDs based on analog material)
and wondered if this were caused by some loss
of resolution in the digital system. In my opinion it was aside effect of the digital frequency-

Fig.7 Analog crossover response

response contouring, perhaps reducing the
level of the noise in the process of smoothing

the overall response.

6Ultimately, of course, both systems began at the same digital source—a JVC CD player—so the comparison in question
here was not really an analog vs digital one. Perhaps it was,
more accurately, adigital vs - more-digital" shootout.
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While it isn't exactly asecret that Japanese
loudspeakers have never made abig splash
among Westem audiophiles, JVC demonstrated
anew loudspeaker system during the seminars
51
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Table 1: Physical properties of diaphragm materials
which, while probably not intended for the
export market, did show that they are carry-

Fig.8 Scanning electron microscope photograph
of diamond diaphragm cross-section

ing on interesting research into at least two

of flexural rigidity) between the pure diamond

aspects of loudspeaker design: diaphragm
materials and anew "intensity method" of

(the material used in JVC's new tweeter design)
and the currently popular titanium and alumi-

measurement. JVC's existing high-end speaker

num. Fig.8 shows ascanning electron microscope photo of the new diaphragm material.

system, the SX-1000 (the same model used in
the digital filtration demonstration), incorporates atweeter with adiaphragm made from
abase of pure fine-ceramics (sintered alumina)
coated with acrystalline diamond material
(deposited by chemical-vapor deposition'). A
new high-frequency driver has been developed

The high-frequency resonance of the pure diamond diaphragm tweeter is said to be at ahigh
80kHz.
We were given ademonstration of aprototype loudspeaker using the new tweeter combined with the midrange and bass drivers of the

using a"pure diamond diaphragm" fashioned
from crystalline diamond alone—the diamond

current SX-1000 loudspeaker. The associated

being first deposited on abase material, following which the latter is removed. In JVC's opin-

ent from that in the earlier, digital filter demo.

ion, the ideal diaphragm material should have
both high velocity and alarge internal loss. By

top-of-the-line XL-Z1000 CD transport (a gorgeous device which, at 18.5" W by 5" H by 16"

equipment used here was completely differThe front end consisted of JVC's (domestic)

high velocity, they appear to mean materials

D and 42 lbs, is the largest transport I've ever

characteristics which lead to ahigh resonant

seen) and the matching XP-DA1000 D/A converter." Amplification was by means of anew,

frequency. And the higher the internal loss, the
more damped the response peak at resonance
(the lower the Q). But these two characteristics are mutually exclusive; JVC therefore concentrates on ahigh velocity 8for high-frequency

prototype monoblock power amplifier, the
MX-1000, designed specifically for driving realworld loudspeakers. It puts out 300W into 8
ohms, and will continue doubling its power

drivers, a characteristic in which diamond

output with each halving of the load imped-

excels. (High internal loss is sought for lowfrequency drivers, and agood compromise of

ance until well under 1ohm. This prototype
apparently had no thermal limiting—meaning

these qualities for the midrange) l'able 1shows

that while it would put out huge amounts of

acomparison of the characteristics of anumber

power into sub-1-ohm impedances, the output transistors would sooner or later melt
under the stress. (The lack of an emphasis on

of driver materials. Of more significance to this
writer than the "velocity" differences are the
differences in the Young's Modulus (a measure
7It has just come to my attention that there ban article about
this very process in the July 1990 issue of Research Neux
magazine.
8All of this emphasis on "velocity".left me ahit puzzled. JVC
appeared to mean the velocity within the diaphragm material, aconcept Ifind difficult to relate to the linearity of-the
sound radiation from the pistonic action of the driver—the
real heart of the problem. Fortunately, the importances of fix/tuna rigidity and low mass wen: aLso emphasized; these characteristic,, seemed to go hand-in-hand with "high velocity -
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the ability to drive real loudspeakers and lowimpedance loads has, in my judgment and that
of many others, been a limitation in many
Japanese-designed amplifiers in the past—
though JVC argued that they have designed
their amplifiers for low-impedance driving
9At current exchange rates (about ISO Yen = II), the transport sells in Japan for $S00). the pnacessor for 53000. There
are apparently no plans to bring them into the ITS. Pity.
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capability for some time).",

in the US by the time you read this, although,

Hooked up to the business end of this ampli-

as Iwrite, the legal situation is still cloudy), and

fier, the new prototype loudspeaker acquitted
itself very well. From my, again, non-optimum

adigital-processing Dolby Pro-Logic decoder
(incorporated into the prototype of adomestic
surround-sound integrated amplifier). Also of

seating position, Iwon't venture aguess as to
how well it would stack up against competitive
US products (again, you probably won't see
this specific loudspeaker on these shores), but
it had fine inner detailing and areal sense of

considerable interest was anew A/D converter
based on the same 1-bit, 4th-order noiseshaping concepts as the PEM DD discussed

perhaps abit light and dry, but in no way zippy

above. This converter is reportedly incorporated into JVC's DAT recorders. When these
machines become available in the US we'll have

or Technicolored. Ido have to say that this
setup, with the high-ticket CD player and pro-

more to say about them and about this new A/D
conversion system.

totype amplifier, sounded notably better than
either the analog-filter or digital-filter tri-amped

was set aside for formal sightseeing. The big hit

space and three-dimensionality. Its balance was

setups in the earlier demonstration (which
used JVC's current high-end SX-1000 loudspeaker).
In other loudspeaker-related developments,
JVC has been working on ameans of accurately
measuring sound intensity—as avector quan-

Following the formal seminars, some time
of the latter was, of course, the requisite audiophile pilgrimage to Akihabara, that all-singing,
all-dancing, electronic parts/components/recordings district in Tokyo. One of the other
journalists purchased an Aiwa portable DAT
recorder; the minute Isaw it, Iknew Ihad to
have one. Unfortunately, Ididn't have time to

tity with both magnitude and direction: the
flow of acoustic energy passing through aunit

go back and shop for it in Tokyo, but did man-

area (plane) in aunit time. Their system consists of two closely spaced microphones fed

age to find one in Osaka two days later." I'll
have more to say about it at alater date. Natu-

into atwo-channel FFT analyzer and personal

rally, Ihad to buy asupply of DAT tapes (which

computer. By measuring the sound intensity
at many points directly in front of a loudspeaker using this equipment, they have determined what they feel to be the optimal driver
layout on the front baffle. Curiously, it is not
the classic vertically aligned configuration, but
one with an asymmetrically mounted mid-

were selling for from $6 to $8 each for 120s—
far less than the US price), and the optional A/D
converter, and extra batteries, and ...1 arrived
home definitely richer in knowledge but decidedly poorer in wallet.

range and tweeter. How this might relate to
(and perhaps degrade) the symmetry of the onand off-axis frequency response of the system
(which is of some importance in real rooms)
was not specifically addressed. JVC has also
used the technique to determine sound-intensity patterns within aloudspeaker enclosure,
with an eye to optimizing cabinet design and,
specifically, finding the best locations for internal damping materials.

US/UK/Japan:

Other seminar topics included aprofessional
digital audio signal-processing unit (the DS-

There is growing cross-fertilization between

LC900—which makes use of the new FIR filters

car stereo and home audio technology. Last

discussed previously), JVC's latest efforts on
DAT (their DAT machines should be available
10 This amplifier itself was the subject of aseparate seminar
(not specifically addressed here). It will not be produced as-is
(certainly not without some thermal protection), but will likely
find its way, with modifications to make it commercially viable,
into areal-world product. Again, however, it will probably be
aJapan-only product. That is not to say however, that the concepts behind it will not be used in future JVC amplifiers available here.
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Peter W. Mitchell

month Imentioned the new subwoofers from
Genesis which, like several car bass systems,
take advantage of the inherent rigidity of a
cylindrical tube enclosure. When Ireviewed
abunch of automotive subwoofers for Car
II Osaka has asimilar electronics district called Nipponbashi-1
have no idea if I've spelled that right—though its a bit smaller
than Akihabara.
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at Rice University in Texas have developed
another process for extracting carbon atoms
from natural gas and depositing them as a
diamond-crystal coating. Other laboratories are
also pursuing diamond coatings that could lead
to scratchless lenses for eyeglasses, ever-sharp
razor blades, and nearly frictionless bearings.
(Seiko is already planning awristwatch with a
scratchproof diamond-film crystal.) Two things
about the Rice process are especially intriguing:
reportedly it is cheap and can be used to apply
adiamond-crystal coating to paper or plastic,
which suggests that it may not use the high
temperatures (2000°C) of the JVC process. So
diamond-crystal tweeters may not be the exotic
and costly rarity that Iexpected.
On aslightly different front, researchers
from General Electric have devised aprocess
for making artificial diamonds so pure that they
Monitor Audio Studio 15
Audio & Electronics, the best of the group was
an MTX "bandpass" system that uses achamber in front of each woofer as an acoustic fil-

conduct heat 50 times more efficiently than
natural diamonds. The latter are excellent heat
conductors but are seldom used because of
their cost and the difficulty of grinding them

ter. It absorbs unwanted midrange and treble

into special shapes. G.E.'s discovery suggests
the possibility of microchips and power tran-

while the bass energy emerges through aport.

sistors that dissipate heat more effectively

Acoustic Research is now applying the same
idea to its M5 and M6, the largest models in a

because their electrical insulators will be made
of diamond instead of the plastics and ceramics

series of "holographic imaging" speakers. AR

used now.

calls the idea Filtered Suspension since it combines acoustic-suspension loading for the
woofer with the acoustic filtering of the front
chamber. Advantage: there's no costly (and
power-wasting) crossover inductor in series
with the woofer. The woofer's voice-coil is
connected directly to the amplifier for optimum damping and superior transient behavior.

** ** ** ** * * *
* * * * * *
* * * * * ** ** **
*

* * ** ** ** **

*

* * * * * * ** **

In each model the midrange and tweeter are
mounted in narrow-baffle enclosures to provide the low-diffraction imaging that mininnonitors are known for.
Monitor Audio's Studio 10 loudspeaker,
favorably reviewed by JA in November, now
has abig brother: the Studio 15, using the same
metal-diaphragm driver technology and a
black-lacquer finish. According to Monitor,
drivers and crossovers are matched to within
0.1%, indicating that pairs will have the iden-

US: Jack Hannold
Four years ago, the major record labels temporarily abandoned their campaign for royalty
taxes to pursue "technological solutions" to the
"problem" of home taping. Their quest has
yielded but one small victory: SCMS chips are
in consumer DAT recorders and will be an

tical response needed for excellent imaging.

integral part of the new Philips DCC medium.

In the December issue Idescribed aprocess
devised at JVC that transforms cheap natural

But, at least in the US, they are there only by
agreement, not by law. And that's unlikely to

gas into ultra-thin diamond-crystal tweeter

change.

domes. (TJN describes the process in more

The Athens agreement became adead letter

detail elsewhere in this issue.) Now scientists

in Washington last June 13 when the Senate
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Communications Subcommittee saw the mari-

which are relatively friendly to the show-biz

age de convenance between the major hard-

camp that would benefit financially from royal-

ware and software interests disintegrate at a

ties; they clearly fall under the jurisdiction of

hearing on SCMS legislation. The coup de
grâce came toward the end of the hearing. The

the judiciary committees. The bad news is that

final panel of witnesses, all opposed to SCMS
and in favor of royalties, consisted of three
members of the so-called Copyright Coalition

the Judiciary committees may never be quite
the same.
In November the former chairman of the
House Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual

and two of their consultants. One of them, an

Property, and the Administration of Justice.

engineer named George Wilson, testified that

Robert Kastenmeier, lost his seat after 16 terms.

SCMS was easy to defeat, and proved it with a
black box of his own design, similar to the
hypothetical one Ihad described in this magazine 18 months earlier (Vol.11 No.12, p.105).
Philip Greenspun of the late Isosonics Corporation had tried to make the same point when
he appeared with the first panel of witnesses,
the rest of whom supported SCMS, but he was

That subcommittee is known on Capitol Hill
as a"money subcommittee" because its jurisdiction over copyrights, patents, and trademarks has lobbyists for the pharmaceutical,
chemical, computer, and entertainment industries lining up to make contributions to its
members; and its chairman is in an especially
enviable position.

contradicted by the redoubtable Len Feldman.

Yet Kastenmeier had only $36,240 in his

The honorables weren't sure who was right,

campaign fund in mid-October, while the rank-

despite Greenspun's MIT credentials. That may
have had less to do with Greenspun's youth (he

ing Republican on his subcommittee, Carlos
Moorhead, had a war chest of more than

was only 26) and his cheek (the only member
ness of the day opposed to both SCMS and roy-

$740,000—over 20 times as much. David Corn
attributes this disparity to Kastenmeier's general policy of refusing PAC money from indus-

alty taxes, he had introduced himself to the
Subcommittee as a"loose cannon") than with

tries with business before his panel. "If other
members did that," says Corn, "PACs would

Feldman's established credibility. Len has been
testifying before Congress since 1978; his finest

meier for a1976 "reworking of the copyright

hour was in 1987 when, as awitness for the

law that stressed the principle that proprietary

Home Recording Rights Coalition, he used his
own mockup of a CBS Copycode filter to

interests must be balanced by the public in-

demonstrate just how much damage the CBS

That phrasing reminded me of apassage in
Copyright and Home Copying: Technology

of his panel opposed to SCMS and the only wit-

notch could do to music. The results of his
demonstration were later corroborated by the

have to close up shop." Corn also lauds Kasten-

terest." ,2

Challenges the Law, abook-length report by

National Bureau of Standards. So when Len

Congress's Office of Technology Assessment

defended SCMS, most of the Senators were
inclined to believe him—until Wilson demon-

which Idiscussed in these pages last year
(Vol.13 No.4, pp.69-71). The passage in ques-

strated his gizmo.
After the Senate debacle, the House Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection,

tion, which Iquoted at length, read, in part:
"[T]here is abalance between the rights of
copyright proprietors and the rights of the pub-

and Competitiveness "indefinitely postponed"
its hearing on SCMS scheduled for June 26. It

alty income run counter to this concept and

was never rescheduled.
Then the RIAA announced that, though it

appear to be inconsistent with the intent of the
Framers of the Constitution."

lic. Arguments that equate copyright with roy-

would honor its pledge not to seek royalty

In that same report, the OTA failed to con-

taxes in the 101st Congress (and why not? It was

firm the RIAKs allegations of losses from home

already too late in the game!), it would work
with the Copyright Coalition toward that goal

taping. And it was Kastenmeier who, along

in the 102nd Congress. So now we're back to

OTA study and the National Bureau of Stan-

square one.
The good news is that royalty measures,

dards test that ultimately discredited Copycode.

unlike bills to hamstring new technologies,
can't be sent to the Commerce committees,
58

with his Senate counterpart, ordered both that

Kastenmeier's Senate counterpart is Dennis
12 David Corn. "Abs. Kastenmeier A Non-rascal Thrown Øj
The Nation. Dec I". 1990, pp.768-770.
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All-an og vac

2ND
LP!
tube recording!
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INTERMEZZO
Brahms
Piano Sonata in f, Op. 5
Intermezzo, Op. 117, No. 1
Robert Silverman, piano
Order Copies of the
LIMITED EDITION FIRST PRESSING
Directly from Stereophile!
The moment your stylus drops into the groove
of this new all-analog, vacuum tube
recording, you will know that this is among
those rare recordings which captures, with
breathtaking realism, the "palpable
presence" of alive performance. Your
speakers and amplifiers will disappear and your entire system become amusical instrument.
Now, for alimited time, you can own copies of the historic FIRST PRESSING. Purchase extra sealed copies (while you
can I) for your own archival use and to give as gifts.
Recorded by the legendary recording engineer Kovichandran Alexander at Santa Barbara's Universalist Unitarian
Church, this new release features the internationally famed Canadian pianist Robert Silverman. The program combines
early and lote piano works of Johannes Brahms. Luxuriate, as we did during the recording sessions, in the majestic
warmth of the 9' Steinway "D" concert grand in anatural acoustic—captured by two tube microphones designed by
Tim De Paravicini and an Ampex MR70 tube tape recorder.
This recording—supervised by Stereophile's editor John Atkinson—is as close as you can come to alive experience. Thrill
to the sound of the Steinway and the natural decay of the notes, captured as only vacuum tubes could! Don't miss this
transcendent musica/ experience: it represents what the audiophile pursuit is all about. listen at night, with the lights
dimmed. This is why you are amusic lover and an audiophile!

• ••111»111‘
' ....

RESERVATION APPLICATION

Please mail as quickly as possible. LIMITED EDITION FIRST PRESSING limited to 3,000 numbered copies.
I
wish to order INTERMEZZO, Stereophile's new all-analog LP recorded
with vacuum tube microphones end tape recorder. I
understand that the
historic first pressing is limited to 3,000 numbered copies.
Subject to availability, I
want

copies

TOTAL

Apt. ft
State

City

Zip

Payment enclosed

x524.95 each =S
SHIPPING 8. HANDLING +S

Name
Address

CHARGE MY:
350

Li VISA

MasterCard

Account f/
Signature

STEREOPHILE, 208 Delgado, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, New Mexico 81502

Exp. Date

Purist miking +
Analog recording +
No noise reduction +
All-tube electronics +
Asimple signal path =
Natural instrumental timbres +
Alack of compression +
Areal soundstage =
Musical truth —
areference-standard !
recorded sound.
•
Tired of commercial recordings that stubbornly refused to deliver accurate sound quality
and soundstaging, Stereophile's editors commissioned Water Lily Acoustics' Kavi Alexander
to capture the sound of flute and piano with accuracy, honesty, and integrity. (See Stereophile, September 1989, Vol.12 No.9, p.66, for the full story.)
The result, they believe, is arecording that is true to both the original sound and the
music— flute sonatas by Prokofiev and Reinecke and Charles Griffes's Poem.

STEREOPHILE POEM LP/CD ORDER FORM
Name
Address

State

City

Item
Poem LP (STPH001-1) 3Step Process
Poem CO (STPH 001-2)
Shipping (US &Canada)
Shipping (Foreign orders)

Ducat.

Zip
Unit
Price
11.98
11.98
2.00/item
5.00/item
Total

Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
Credit Card
Card Number

MasterCard

Visa

0 Am Ex

Exp. Date

Signature

Credit Card Orders: 1
800 -435 0715

fed7

Return this form to: Stereophile, LP/CD dept.,
P.O. Box 364, Mt. Morris, IL 61054
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

Total
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DeConcini, whose detractors call him "the

case for royalty taxes, as should the OTA's find-

most aggressive of the Keating Five" in inter-

ings in Copyright and Home Recording. And

ceding with Federal regulators on behalf of
Charles Keating's failing S&Ls. Fortunately, as

since that study was issued in late 1989, the
trend toward concentration has continued.

of this writing (mid-January), it looks like

Most of the important independent labels—
Motown, A&M, and Geffen here, Island abroad
—have been bought up by the six giants of the

DeConcini will hold on to the chairmanship
of the Subcommittee on Copyrights, Patents,
and Trademarks. But owing to the scandal, his

industry, who have thus increased their collec-

prestige, and thus his effectiveness, may be

tive share of the record market from apaltry

diminished. That's all the more reason why

84% in the early '80s to an astounding 95%

Kastenmeier will be missed.

today. That alone makes them less apt to attract

omen, and not just because it means that their

congressional sympathy.
But ownership changes could be even more

planned 88.2kHz, 24-bit, VCR-based super digital recorder will never be available. It also

important. The last time tape-tax measures
were under consideration, only two of the six

means that Philip Greenspun probably won't

colossi—Britain's EMI and the Dutch firm

be testifying in Congress anymore.

PolyGram—were foreign-owned. But GE sold

The demise of Isosonics is another bad

So far as Iknow, Greenspun is the only wit-

RCA's record operations to Bertelsmann, aGer-

ness who ever told Congress why the notion

man corporation, before the Copycode con-

that digital copying represents an unprece-

tretemps. Ayear later, CBS Inc sold its own rec-

dented threat to the record industry's scan-

ord business to Sony. And just last year, MCA—

dalous profits is absurd. He pointed out to the

whose movie studio, Universal, made history

Senators that many audiophiles, including him-

in Sony vs Universal, also known as the Beta-

self, still prefer LPs to CDs because the resolu-

max case—was bought out by Matsushita. That

tion of 16-bit, under-50kHz systems is inade-

leaves only Time-Warner's WEA group under

quate for state-of-the-art reproduction. Both

American corporate control. Under the circum-

the Senators and his fellow witnesses, all of

stances, it would be unwise for the RIAA to

whom represented the hardware and software

revive its old Nippophobic rhetoric about sav-

establishments, seemed to be trying to pretend

ing "our American music" from aparasitic Jap-

that no one had told the truth about the em-

anese hardware industry. The embarrassingly
jingoistic reactions of some Federal officials

peror's new clothes. And that's not just Greenspun's opinion, but mine, too, based on having seen the proceedings on C-SPAN.
We really need someone else to take up that

when they learned that Matsushita, through its
ownership of an MCA subsidiary, had temporarily gained control of some concessions

issue at the hearings, since "the digital threat"

in our national parks, should be enough to con-

will be aprominent part of the royalty propo-

vince the music moguls that another orgy of
Japan-bashing could be counterproductive.

nents' case.
There are, however, some favorable signs.

But if it's not, they ought to consider the suc-

\Valter Yetnikoff will no longer be ahighly visi-

cess of the Academy for the Advancement of

ble figure. Last August the Wall Street Journal

High End Audio in getting consumer elec-

reported that Yetnikoff had been sacked as

tronics products priced above $1000 dropped

CEO of Sony's CBS Records operation. Aweek

from alist of items subject to the new 10% Fed-

later, Billboard reported that it was all amis-

eral excise tax on luxuries adopted last Fall.

understanding and that he had just signed a

Over 60% of the components in that price

new three-year contract. W Oweeks later, Bill-

range sold here are made in the US, and that
made adifference to congressional leaders. 13

board and WSJ both reported that he was, in
fact, leaving the firm. The Journal speculated

The AAHEA had hardly finished getting itself

that his departure may have had something to
do with Sony executives' shocked reactions to

organized when it managed to pull off this
coup without the services of afull-time Wash-

the highly unflattering portrait of him in Frederic Dannen's book Hit Men (reviewed in V)l.13

ington lobbyist. The grassroots efforts of peo-

No.12).

ple in the industry, including our own Larry
Archibald, made the difference.

The unflattering portrait of the entire recording industry in ¡lit Men should hurt the RIAA's

13 Sec the firm letter in Stereophile. Ikerniher 1990, pp.17-19.
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COMPONENT RACK SYSTEM
•Adjustable
•Expandable
•Stackable
•Affordable
Be your own audio
housing architect. Everything
is optional. .
shelves, isolation
platforms, record racks, etc
Wide enough for
19" components
Buy only what you
need when you
need it!
Priced filyr: $170

CARDAS
GOLDEN SECTION
STRANDING
AUDIO CABLE

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Made in U SA by

ARC.ICI INC.

Tele

(212) 72
'4-6021

Patent Number

P.O. Box 1502.

rx.

4,628,151

ANneswonyloarkStation
NY

Phone: 714.982-1102

FAX: 71-1.949-3839

10023

NEW, EXPANDED MANUFACTURING FACILITY
ESTABLISHED IN CONNECTICUT
792 PACIFIC ST

STAMFORD CT 06904 •TEL 203/325-1791• FAX 203/325-0263

SEQUERRA
AVAILABLE
DEDICATED
SUB-WOOFER
$1200 A PAIR,
RIBBONTWEETER
$750 A PAIR

EXPANDABLE
SPEAKERS
The most AFFORDABLE products today.
DIRECT FROM DICK FOR ONLY $490 APAIR

Unconditional 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
— Dick Pays Shipping Both Ways!
DISTRIBUTION ESTABLISHED IN
AUSTRALIA, Melbourne, Absolute High End; CANADA, Vancouver, B.C., H.P.S. Distributing ;
HONG KONG, The Sound Chamber; IRELAND, Cloney Audio; ITALY, Linea Audio; JAF'AN, Tokyo,
Unico Electronics Ltd.; KOREA, Conex International ; SINGAPORE, Stereophile Audio; SPAIN,
Nova Systems ;TAIWAN, Audio Vertex ;UNITED KINGDOM, Path Premier.

Write or call Dick Sequerra personally for complete information.
PSequerra Assoc Ltd 15-26 215th St, Bayside, NY 11360 Tel. 718/225-4159 •
Fax 71E1/445-8246
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SAM'S SPACE
Sam Tellig
L

et me tell you about my friend Lou.

he could commit suicide by simply drinking

Until recently, Lou rarely hung around
with audiophiles. As aresult, he's been

his cables. (No, Idon't think the cables are that
toxic.)

able to enjoy music and hasn't had to worry

There's no question that the Apogee-aproved

much about sound. Actually, his system has
been one of the best I've heard—partly be-

SYMO cables resulted in smoother sound than
the 'lbw Water Cables. The weer cables sounded
...
dry. The SYMO cables, on the other hand,

cause of his superb listening room, with its
cathedral ceilings.

without the water, sounded more liquid. More

Five years ago, Lou bought apair of Croft
OTL mono tube amps from England—still

detailed, too—rosin in the cellos and that sort
of thing.

probably the only pair of Croft OTL amps in

The fun began when Lou asked me to bring
over my new pride-and-yoy B&K M-200 bal-

North America. (Good thing Lou knows how
to service his own amps.) He also has aCroft
tube preamp and Linn turntable. JA would undoubtedly approve. KK surely would. Speakers, until afew months ago, were apair of
Acoustat 2+2s.

Setting the stage
Then Lou heard apair of Apogee Stages over
at the Brass Ear's house and had to have apair
for himself.
The Stages are interesting speakers.

anced monoblocks. Lou had heard, through
the grapevine, that these sounded spectacular
in my own system.
"I thought you were going to replace your
(unnamed) amp with anew (unnamed) amp,"
Lou said.
"That was before Igot the B&K M-200s. I
changed my mind."
"How about bringing them over and putting
them on the Stages?"
Much to Lou's later chagrin, Idid so. The

Ihave heard them sound absolutely wonderful—even at CES, which is quite an accomplish-

suited than the Croft OTLs. There's more power

ment. Ihave also heard them sound—well,
rather disappointing, at adealer's and at Stereo-

and tighter, deeper bass. The Crofts, being tube
amps, may be slightly more dimensional, but

phile's listening room in Santa Fe, where I
thought they sounded their absolute worst. It's

not by much.
"These B&K amps are superb," said Lou. "So

true these are twitchy speakers. You need to

transparent."

place them right, use the right cable (SYMO)

B&K M-200s were superb on the Stages—better

"We should bring them over to Lars's house

and the right amps.

and put them on his WATT/Puppies," Isug-

Lou didn't have the "right" amps, but decided to get the Stages anyway. Remarkably, the
pair of Croft OTL tube amps drive the Stages

gested.

quite well. Bass is not as tight as it might be, and
the amps do eventually run out of steam, but

blocks all the more remarkable. Not only is

the amps are much less problematic than I

loudspeakers, but the sound, with the approved

might have thought.

SYMO cables, is as smooth as you could want

Even with the Croft OTLs and proper place-

The Stages are difficult speakers, which
makes the performance of the M-200 monothere plenty of power to drive these ribbon

—no hint of hardness.

ment, though, Lou was able to make the Stages

"I'd better tell Jason Bloom about this. These

sound rather steely simply by using the wrong

B&K amps can drive the Stages beautifully and

cable, namely, L,ars's favorite Purist Audio Design cable, sometimes known as the Texas

cost no more than the speakers themselves!"

Cable, or Texas Water Cable. That's right—the

and the B&K M-200 amps, the Stages truly

cables are filled with water; actually some kind
of blue liquid rumored to be poisonous. This

disappeared—the way that planar speakers can
when everything is right. Imaging was excel-

could be quite an advantage, because if an audiophile decided he no longer liked his system,

if it didn't go down to the very bottom. The
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With proper placement, the SYMO cables,

lent and bass was beautifully delineated, even
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THE CLASSICS REVISITED

PV11 Preamplifier, MV52 Amplifier.
All-tube components priced under $2000 each.

L,

the conrad-i)hnson group
2800bigre. • Fairfax, VA 220eY703408-858l

.11

What you get out of
an audio component
depends on what

you put into it

Owning state-of-the art audio components doesn't mean very much if the
cable you are using can't deliver the same
level of performance.
gailled an enviable
reputation and loyal following by producing
cables of extraordinary performance and
value. Every model we make benefits
from the same meticulous engineering
and superior materials as our critically
acclaimed Maestro series.
We are so confident you will
prefer the superior neutrality and honest
musicality of ours to other well-regarded
cables that we offer an in-home audition
ggn
elines.*
for our Maestro, Rhapsody and
Visit your Straight Wire dealer to
hear how you could be getting more out
of every component you own.
*see your dealer for details

STRNGHT WIRE
The Shortest Path BetweenYou And The Music
NW HARRISON ST., sum 208, HOLLYWOOD. FL
s
,
T,2411
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overall tonal balance was superb—which is to
say, just right.
Iwalked behind the speakers and placed my
hands on the heatsinks. "Ah, good and hot," I
exclaimed. "That's because of the speakers'
low impedance and the amps' high bias. Lots
of heat—that's the secret to good sound.
"Gad, these amps are magic on the Stages,"
Icarried on.

"Bull! You heard the way those amps sailed
through those CDs with no clipping. That's cartridge mistracking if Iever heard it. I'll be happy
to bring over the Shure test records to prove it.
This is how John Atkinson ruined agood part
of his record collection—low-compliance
moving-coils."
Lou is pleased as punch with his Stages, but
still not certain if the Crofts are up to driving

'And the Stages are magic on the amps," Lou
chimed in.

them. (I think they are, but the B&K amps def-

"I'll just have to write another column and

impedance is just under 4ohms, fairly consis-

tell everyone about this. The speakers and the
amps offer amazingly good sound for the money
People don't have to buy Classé or Krell to get
good sound from these Apogees. They can get

initely pack more punch into the Stages, whose
tent at all frequencies.) The B&Ks win out on
the basis of bass control. The Crofts have a
slight advantage in terms of dimensionality.

it with B&K. In fact, Idon't hear how it could

Vertical listening angle

be any better, do you?"

Meanwhile, the Brass Ear has sold his Stages.

"Well, maybe the Crofts," said Lou. "But I'm
amazed by how smooth, detailed, dynamic,

"He did what?" Iasked incredulously when
Iheard the news.

and transparent those B&K amps are. Inever
would have believed."

"He sold his Stages," my anonymous friend
repeated.

The B&K M-200 amps were biased high, as
Imentioned in aprevious column. This gives

Just afew weeks earlier, Brass had been telling the world that the Stages were the best

the amps that "pynchebutt" quality missing

speakers he'd ever had. Now he'd sold them.
But don't take this too seriously. Like alot of

when the amps run cold: there's welcome
warmth, which is all the M-200s need, in my
opinion, to put them in contention against the

audiophiles, Brass sells everything.

very best amps available at any price—tube or

been told that Brass Ear has this special elec-

solid-state.

tric chair. Its place on the floor is carefully

CD or LP, recording after recording, the amps
and the speakers made beautiful music together

I've never visited the Brass home, but I've

marked. The chair is adjustable so it moves up

—never turning shrill, even when we tempted

and down. That way, Brass can get the Brass
Ears at just the right plane—and he can change

fate with the least promising recordings.
Of course, there was fun to be had along the
way. As you know, I'm never happy unless I'm

ing. This beats readjusting the cartridge VTA.
Brass adjusts the height of his ears—vertical

the listening plane depending on the record-

stirring things up. Lou put on the Chesky recording of Pictures at an Exhibition. "I think

listening angle, or VLA!

the Crofts clip on one passage," he said. "Let's
see how the B&K amps perform."
"They'll clip, too," Ipredicted. "Ten to one

lately chez Lars, listening to the WATT/Puppies.
So out went the Stages, in went the WATT/Puppies. Now, apparently, these are the best speak-

it's cartridge mistracking that you hear. You
should buy aShure Linn/Ittok/Shure, that's the
combination."

ers the Brass Ear has ever heard.

Lou was quite taken aback afew months ago
when his brother took my advice, but not Lou's,
and bought aShure.

But Brass has been spending alot of his time

The Brass Ear embarrassed
Here's the thing.
Brass is embarrassed. What will he tell his
good buddy, Jason Bloom, of Apogee? (Well,

"Smart move," Isaid to Lou.

Brass, Ithink Jason found out within 24 hours,

Sure enough, the passage on the Chesky LP

so I'm not the one to spill the beans.) There has

came and the stylus couldn't hold the groove.

been agreat deal of secrecy surrounding the

This was on the B&K amps.
"Well, now we know it's not the Crofts."

Brass Ear's selling of his Stages.
"Psst. Don't tell anyone You're not supposed

"It could be the B&K clipping," said Lou tentatively.

to know. The Brass Ear has sold his Stages."
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Advertisement

"The M-200 power amplifier is a
smashing success by any standard,
and an absolute steal at the price."
Kent Bransford
Hi-Fi Heretic, Autumn 1989

Highlights of the review:
Over the years. B & K Components, Ltd.
has become one of America's leading manufacturers of affordable, high-quality audio
electronics. B & K has done an admirable
job of providing musical, reliable preamplifiers and power amplifiers within the budget of virtually any music lover.

"I was floored by the
M-200's sense of pace
and drive."
Impressed as Iam by the MC-I01, Ifind
the Sonata M-200 monoblock power amplifiers on test here even more remarkable.
The M-200 is John Beyer's effort to build a
power amp that can drive virtually any
loudspeaker load in existence. Rated at 200
watts into 8ohms and 400 watts into 4
ohms, the M-200 can drive loads as low as
.75 ohms and still pump out its rated 200
watts! Rated peak current output of the
M-200 is an incredible 150 amperes. This
might come in handy should you need to
jump-start your Peterbilt on afrosty morning.
Internal construction is most impressive,
with amassive, shielded toroidal transformer centrally sited within the steel chassis.
Four filter capacitors, each roughly the size
of the oil filter on my Honda, combine to
offer nearly 70,000 mfd of storage capacitance. The input and driver circuits are carried on asingle glassfibre board that sits

atop the power supply caps. A plastic panel
bearing asilkscreened schematic of the
amp covers this board. As with B & K's
other power amps. the M-200 utilizes
MOSFET output transistors. In keeping
with the M-200's beefy design. no less
than twenty of these devices are fastened to
the amp's external heatsink. Quality (Coming or Dale) 1% metal film resistors and
premium film caps are used throughout the
active circuitry. A gold-plated premium input jack is included, with gold-plated fiveway binding posts handling speaker cable
connection.
A good power amplifier will let you appreciate the rhythmic drive of Tommy
Shannon's bass guitar. but it takes an outstanding amp to make the pitch of the instrument clear. The M-200 is such an amp.

"I was bowled over by
its combination of
smoothness
(a B & K hallmark)
and detail."
All too often extremely powerful amps
excel on bombastic symphony works, but
fall down when it comes to conveying the
subtlety and nuance of "smaller" music.
The M-200 proved to be aglorious exception. Yes, the massed brass and great
whomping bass drum shots in "Uranus. the
Magician" were appropriately startling, but
equally satisfying were the quiet flute and

Advertisement

violin passages that weave through this performance. Delicate instrumental shadings
and nuances that are so important in communicating the emotion of the music were
never glossed over or homogenized. The
M-200 had that essential ability to draw me
further and further into the music, rather
than hurling it in my face. Equally impressive was the M-200's soundstage width and
depth, as the size and power of the orchestra were communicated to great effect.
The M-200 was superb in its
capacity to capture the (real
and artificial) reverb on this
track [Iggy Pop's New Values I.
helping to convincingly communicate the mood and tension
of the composition. Pop's vocals were rich and resonant,
while the synthesizer lacked
the slightly harsh, piercing
character imparted it by lesserquality amps.
Obviously, Iwas extremely
impressed by the B & K
M-200. While offering the tonal naturalness that characterizes all B & K products, the M200 goes far beyond previous B & K amps
in its outstanding bass quickness and definition, as well as its excellent retrieval of
low-level detail and recording acoustic.
There is afundamental quickness and alacrity to the M-200 that makes music more
immediate, more compelling.
John Beyer tells me one of his competitors pays three times as much as B & K
for the same Noble volume pot. These additional costs are passed on to the consumer
in the form of higher retail prices. Of
course, those small-volume manufacturers
committed to meeting aspecific price point
may have to employ inferior-quality parts
to stay within budget; their inability to
make large parts purchases means they may
actually pay more for parts inferior to those
used by high-volume manufacturers like B
& K, Vandersteen, etc.
B & K has undertaken the ... daunting
task of manufacturing and marketing affordable equipment in numbers sufficient
to ensure areasonable return on invest-

ment. B & K's profit per unit may be modest compared to that of the typical "High
End" component, but the company has
achieved unit sales (and consequent profits) that are quite astounding for aspecialist manufacturer. Equally impressive is the
fact that Beyer hasn't compromised his
products' integrity to achieve commercial
success.

The above is aroundabout way of explaining the significance of B & K's new
Sonata series. Beyer has now committed
B & K's manufacturing efficiency and
economies of scale to producing audio
components that challenge the best "High
End" marques.
Reprinted by permission of Hi-Fi Heretic. Annual
(four issue) subscriptions are $15 ($18 outside
U.S.), available from: Hi-Fi Heretic, P.O. Box
2019, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.
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B & K COMPONENTS. LTD.
1971 Abbott Road
Lackawanna, NY 14218
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community knew within hours. The problem
is, will the Brass Ear keep his WATT/Puppies
long enough to really enjoy them? Or as soon
as he has them properly positioned in his listening room, will he turn around and sell them for
who knows what?
"I understand that Lars and the Brass Ear fiddled for hours trying to get the Stages to sound
just right," said my anonymous tipster friend.
"I mean hours. Lars got out his tape measure
and positioned the speakers at exact distances
from the back and side walls—to the fraction
of an inch. Then Ihear that Lars measured the
distance from the tip of the Brass Ear's nose to
each speaker, just to make certain the chair was
centered."
'All that work for nothing?" Iasked.
"It seems so. Idon't know if the Brass Ear
actually had much time to listen to the Stages.
He was too busy setting them up. Then when
he finished setting them up, he put them up
for sale."
Audiophile madness. It afflicts everyone—
reviewers in particular.
At the Gindian's pad
Take, for instance, the Gindian.
Among New York area audiophiles, the Gindian's pad is legendary. And with good reason.
The entire listening room—this is the guy's
living room—is apadded cell. llibe 'naps everywhere. Other acoustical treatments as well—
walls and ceiling, too. Ithought the Gindian
had gone as far as he could go, but no—I was
in for anew surprise when Ivisited him the
other night.
Isaw fiberglass insulation at various strategic
places on the walls and ceiling. Imean, raw
fiberglass insulation, with the aluminum back-

MARTICI.Locnn.LTD.
The electrostatic
loudspeaker
technology company

ing affixed to the wall and the pink fluffy stuff
facing out—very unhealthy to breathe, Iwould
think. Icommented that it did look strange,
even for the Gindian's pad.
"Wonderful sound treatment. Areal discovery," enthused the Gindian.
"Do any of your patients see this?" Iinquired.
Gindian—Dr. Gindian, if you will—is ashrink.
"Hell, no!" roared the Gindian.

P.O. Box 741, 2001 Delaware
Lawrence, Kansas 66044
1-913-749-0133
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"They'd want you to pay them, huh?"
Undoubtedly I'll be in the doghouse with the
Gindian over this. Some weeks earlier, the Gindian had announced, "I'm not going to invite
any audiophiles over to listen to my system."
Iguess he got some criticism.
Stereophile, March 1991

But the Gindian bas to invite audiophiles
over, because he can't entertain anyone else

"New York Audiophile Mafia," as Miles Asteroid
calls it.

—the floor is so filled with equipment. Then,
of course, he has to live with their insidious
comments.

sist since Miles is so insistent with his opinions.

Disastrous demonstrations

To Miles, almost every piece of equipment
or every system is flawed—or FLAWH-ed, as

Actually, Ilike Miles. Ihope we haven't scared
him away with our needling, but it's hard to re-

There was the time when the Gindian invited

Miles would have it. (Actually, Miles is right: no

me over to hear his new Avalon Ascent speak-

audio product is perfect.) One night, though,
Miles decided he'd heard enough of this "flawed"
business.

ers, which are, in aword, wonderful—easily
my first choice if Iwere going to spend abundle
But the demonstration quickly went awry.

"The (unnamed) speakers are all right, but

This is the audiophile phenomenon known as
DD—the Disastrous Demonstration. The Gin-

FLAWH-ed," Miles announced, over Chinese
food.

dian, Lou, Brass Ear, Mario, Steve—all of us
have lived through it at one time or another.

Mario. "And the chicken with cashews, too—

It turned out that the Gindian's Versa Dynamics 2.0 turntable wasn't working properly that
night. Poor Gindian. He could play arecord for

"This fried rice is FLAWH-ed," exclaimed
FLAWH-ed. The whole meal is FLAWH-ed. In
fact, the whole evening is FLAWH-ed."
No one escapes.

about two minutes and then the Versa's air-

Then there's Steve—a New York radio an-

bearing arm would spew some fluid—I never

nouncer and one of the most unflappable of

did find out what—all over the disc, gumming

audiophiles. Steve is also known as "Dr. VTA."

up the sound. This went on several times. We

He's the man to see if you need help setting the
vertical tracking angle of your Shure.

couldn't even get through asingle cut. The Gindian gave up and turned to digital.
Icould scarcely contain my glee, but Itried.
"Gee, Ithink I'll go home and listen to my AR
'table, SME arm, and Shure cartridge My front
end has never failed to work!"
The Gindian was not amused.
It is almost atruism of audio that any time
you invite your audiophile friends over something will go wrong—the DD phenomenon.
Lou invited Mario to hear his system, for
instance Mario lives about 40 miles from Lou
—not exactly next door. After getting lost,
Mario finally found his way to Lou's house.
"You can't hear the system," Lou announced,
greeting Mario at the front door.
"Why not?" asked Mario.
"The right channel is out. Something wrong

One night—Ruth's birthday—Steve invited
us over to his house for alisten. Mistake.
Steve doesn't have aCD player. But he does
have some digitally recorded LPs. He played
one of them and promptly blew the fuses on
the midrange panels of his Magneplanar Tympani lys.
"Gad, the sound is shrill," Iwhispered to
Rudi, and wandered into the next room.
"A little bright," said Mario.
"Somewhat relentless," said another audiophile.
It wasn't until the next morning, aSunday,
that Steve discovered he had blown the fuses.
This is Dr. VTA, don't forget—the expert, the
maven. Now he had to phone everyone who
had visited the night before.

with the amp. Ihaven't located the problem yet."

"You'll never guess what happened," said

"Okay," chirped Mario. "We can listen to the
left channel."

Steve, sheepishly, on the phone "I blew out the

As it turned out, Lou had apair of back-up
amps, so the afternoon wasn't totally lost. The
great thing, though, was that Mario got his
revenge. For the next several months, Mario
called Lou "Left Channel Louie."
"Come over my house," said Mario, imitating Lou's manner of speech. "Hear my left
channel."
Everyone comes in for his share of kidding. It's the price you pay for being part of the
Stereophile, March 1991

midrange panels of the Tympani IVs. That's
why the sound was so shrill."
"Think nothing of it, Steve," Isaid.
"I really apologize for having you guys over
last night and having that happen. Ifeel embarrassed."
"You should!" Iroared. "But these things
happen to all of us. Did Iever tell you about the
time Larry Archibald visited me and Ihad my
speakers wired out of phase?"
It happens to the best of us.
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THE STEAL OF THE CENTURY
ROTEL RCD-855 CD PLAYER

"It's fair to say that the Rotel RCD-855 is the steal of the century. If it were priced at $800
or so I'd consider it agood value. But for $400 it's practically agiveaway. This machine competes favorably against rivals costing up to three times as much and is quite happy in the
company of a$20,000+ ancillary system ..
.. Musically the RCD-855 is very refined, with adegree of transparency and harmonic neutrality
usually found only with the real expensive stuff
...One of the 855's most impressive qualities was its amazing ability to throw avery deep
and wide soundstage, extending well beyond and above the speaker boundaries. The soundstaging was natural, not overblown or frequency-dependent, dimensionally changing with each
recording. In this respect, the Rotel exceeded several more expensive digital audio products..
.. The Rotel is one of the few CD players, at any price, that appears to adequately resolve
the resonant envelopes surrounding instruments and voices, as well as the natural resonance
present in the recording venue...
"...As an integrated unit, the 855 is truly extraordinary. And it does function credibly as a
digital source...
"...If you're looking for adigital front end that gives great sound for apeanuts price, the
RCD-855 is the best deal around."
Lewis Lipnick
Stereophile Vol. 13, No. 7, July 1990
...
It clearly delivered the best CD sound for the money. The lab performance was fine, the
sound quality exemplary, and indeed players costing £800 get recommended if they show
performance like this one!"
Martin Colloms
Hi Fi News & Record Review, Nov. 1989

WANT MORE?
Even the most expensive CD players do not offer afive year warranty. ROTEL
DOES.

ROTEL OF AMERICA
P0 Box 653
Buffalo, NY14240
(416) 751-4520

IN CANADA ROTEL OF CANADA
1755 Plummer St .Unit e20
Pickering, Ont L1W 3S1
(416) 831-4741

MOTEL_
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is for
ampere
J. Gordon Holt
discusses audio basics
II

i

II

nthe real world, "knowledge is power"
means that if Iknow more about something than you do, Iam better able than

the statement: "That which is proven to be, is."

you to control it or use it to my own advantage.
This is no less true in high-end audio, where

know better. Today we have quantum physics,
whose main impact to date on scientific thought

In other words, if something is obviously something, then you'd better believe it. Today we

agut-level understanding of how acomponent

has been to show us that: "That which is

works can free its owner from the constraints

proven to be, isn't necessarily." This kind of

and frequent inaccuracies of instruction man-

enlightenment could displace revealed religion
if there was less objective proof of its truth.

uals, folklore, advertisements, and the nugatory, nullifidian nonsense in the mainstream

Even the toothpick is different today from

audio press assuring you that most of what you
know damn well you are hearing is really only

the way it was. The "Basic Premise" physicists

afigment of your imagination.

argue about today is the cosmic question of
whether the universe originated with aBig

Many years ago, Life magazine did afeature

Bang or aLittle Whimper. If it Banged first, the

issue about "The Sacred Cow of Science,"
which included apictorial diagram of scientific

assumption is that it will eventually Bang again,

knowledge. It was an inverted pyramid, with

tractual obligations, and guilt-edged insecuri-

all the contemporary scientific disciplines at

ties once and for all. If it doesn't Bang again,

the top, and supported at the bottom by a
toothpick that was labeled Basic Premise. The

we'll all be swallowed up, whimpering, by a
black hole in which even the IRS will be pow-

Basic Premise was summed up, essentially, by

erless.

Stereophile, March 1991

which will wipe out all our investments, con-
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There is also atheory about information

terminals is called the battery's potential differ-

communication which holds that people are

ence, or electromotive force (EMF), and is mea-

averse to learning anything new. ,Since most

sured in volts (V). When the battery is con-

Stereopbile readers are probably no different

nected to the ends of aconductor, the pres-

otherwise from other people, Ishall drag basic

surized electrons zip into the negative end of

theory into what follows only when it is abso-

the wire, knock several million electrons out

lutely necessary for comprehension, which

of orbit, and take their place around the first

will be most of the timerechnical stuff is really
very simple as long as you don't have to divide

echelon of atoms in the metal. The detached
electrons dislodge more from the next group

and square things. So while boredom may be

of atoms and replace them, and this continues

forgivable, intimidation isn't.

at an absolutely furious rate of speed (an ap-

T
echnical stuff

is really very simple
as long as you don't have
to divide and square things.

preciable fraction of the velocity of light) to the
other end of the wire and thence into the battery's positive terminal. That's called current
flow.
But there's current and there's current. An
electron only weighs y, 837 as much as an atom
of hydrogen, so it is not exactly power city.
Dumping 10 of them every second into awire

The incomparable electron

is afutile pastime, but give us afew billion of

Since this whole business of audio is about
making electrons sit up and bark, it is neces-

them every second and they can move woofer
cones. The density of the electrons flowing

sary that you learn first about them. Actually,

through awire determines the amount of current (measured in amperes, symbol "A," or dec-

all you really need to know is that electrons are
negatively charged particles of matter 2which,
left alone, spend their time zipping aimlessly

imal fractions thereof) being passed, and this
is what enables agiven voltage to do work. In

around atomss like tiny satellites. 4 Some elec-

fact, voltage times current equals power (mea-

trons are much easier to knock out of orbit than
others, and it is the number of these detachable

sured in watts, or W). So there!

electrons that makes some atoms good electri-

in acertain period of time. Ask any successful

cal conductors and others lousy conductors.
Most metals, for example, have lots of them,

politician, he'll tell you. Asingle Joe Blow with

while insulating materials like vinyl and poly-

Power is the ability to get something done

amission is the equivalent of afew electrons.
If he pushes long enough for his belief, people

propylene have virtually none. Alength of wire

may start to listen to him after five, maybe ten

has billions of conductive atoms, each with its

years. But acongressman with the same belief
(and millions of electrons' worth of PACs be-

complement of orbiting electrons just waiting
to fill the air with Mahler or Motley Crüe.
Any electric source, like abattery, has electrons pent-up behind its negative terminal, just

hind him) may get it codified into national law
within afew months, because he is more powerful than Joe Blow. Political power is the ability

waiting to go somewhere, while the positive

to get things done faster. Electrical power is

terminal, with adeficiency of them, is sitting

exactly the same thing. Think of it this way:

there saying "Hey, come to me, baby!" The

Voltage is the idea, current is the clout, and
power is the result of both of them acting to-

difference between their density at the battery
IMost people would rather starve to death than learn something new that might feed them.
2They are not pure energy" because they have mass, afundamental property of matter which we, immersed in agravitational field, perceive as "weight.**
3The atom, in case you lost absolutely everything after high
school, is the most fundamental unit of matter, divisible by
which there is nothing. Except particle physics.
4As elegant adescription can't help but be wrong—and it is.
Quantum physics actually describes electrons as standing
waves—resonances--in aprobability function. which doesn't
exist anyway. But as the classic "tiny little satelliu," description
behaves as though it wen. right for electronics and audio, it
would seem to be sufficient for our purposes.
—JA
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gether. Energy is expended whenever power

Voltage is the idea,

current is the clout,
and power is the result
of both of them
acting together.
Stereophile, March 1991

ACOUSTIC SOUND

YOUR #1 SOURCE FOR THE FINEST
OUNDING AUDIOPHILE LP's &CD'

ATTENTION LP LOVERS!

Massenet Le Cid, one of the best
analogue recordings ever made
Sa now avai la ble exclusively from
Acoustic Sounds.

LP = AKLKS 522 $25 Massenet Le Cid -Ballet Music. The City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Louis Fremaux. This has been remastered by Doug
Sax through tube electronics and made with the one-step process. This will be a
numbered limited edition and is guaranteed to flap your pant legs and knock your socks
off. We are so confident that this LP will blow you away that we will give you afull refund
if you are not impressed with its sound. The Greensleeves reissue is on HP's hit list.
CD — CKLKCD 11007 $16 Massenet Le Cid.
CARDAS
LP — AM1CR 5814 $18 The Real Time Jazz Band/Alive in Little Bridges. Recorded
Direct-to-Disk with asingle microphone at 45 RPM, on October 7, 1990, at Bridges Hall
of Music, on the campus of Pomona College in Claremont, California. This is agroup of
master musicians that mix the ageless truth of traditional music, with aharmony that
comes from 35 years of playing together for the joy of music. Their music is cativating, exciting and rich, and full of feeling and history.
LYRITA
CD = CLY 200 $23 Malcolm Arnold/Symphony No. 4. A highly enjoyable new recording that fills amajor gap in the history of British symphonic music. (DDD)
CD — CLY 201 $23 Malcolm Arnold/English, Irish, Scottish & Cornish Dances.
Same as Lyrita SRCS 109 LP that is on HP's list, plus additional music. (ADD)
CD — CLY 202 $23 Edmund Rubbra/Symphonies No. 3& 4. Philharmonia/Del Mar.
New recording. (DDD)
CD = CLY 204 $23 Stenidale Bennett/Piano Concertos No. 1& 3. LPO/N.
Braithwaite. New recording. (DDD)
CD
CLY 205 $23 Sterndale Bennett/Piano Concertos No. 2& 5. Malcolm Binns,
Philharmonic Orchestra/N. Braithwaite. New recording. )DDD)
CD = CLY 207 $23 William Wordsworth/Symphonies No. 2& 3. LPOIN.
Braithwaite, New recording. (DDD)
VARESE SARABANDE
CD — CMIVSD 5265 $16 Casino Royale. Bert Bacharach. Featuring "The Look of
Love" sung by Dusty Springfield. The LP of this has been out of print and on HP's list
some time, and it goes for around $300 if found in mint condition.

CASINO ROYA',
—
seerwicv

LABELS AVAILABLE -IN PRINT & OUT OF PRINT

MOBILE FIDELITY-REFERENCE RECORDING-WILSON-SHEFFIELD LAB-CIESKY-PROPRI
HARMONIA MUNDI-BIS-HUNGARATON-M & K-OPUS 3-CONCORD JAZZ-GEMINI-WATERLILY
DORIAN-CHANDOS-TBM-DMP-BAINBRIDGE-EAST WIND-JAPANESE & BRITISH PRESSINGSAIR MASTERCUT-SUPER ANALOGUE-LINN RECUT-AMERICAN CRAMAPHONE-CRS MASTERSOUNDRCA LIVING STEREO-MERCURY LIVING PRESENCE-NORTH STAR-LYRITA-CRYSTAL CLEARNAUTILUS-SUPER DISKS-UMBRELLA-EMI-CASINO ROYALE-RCA-CARDES-ALPANY-NDIBUSLONDON-KLIMO-HISTORY OF' RECORDED Si it'ND.INDIA NAVIGATIoN-cMp-Qt \RTET.KLAviFs.
TELARC-DELOS-HYPERION-NITTY
\sT AuDio (el.:ST TARGET
Catalog $3.00 U.S. /$5.00 Elsewhere

refundable coupon with catalog

TO ORDER 1-800-525-1630
FAX: 1-913-825-0156

INFORMATION: 1-913-825-8609

_

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

SHIPPING
Continental U.S. $3.00 for the 1st
item: $AO for each additional item.
Call us for shipping costs outside
the Continental U.S.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS •P.O. BOX 2043 •SALINA, KS 67402-2043 •USA
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Fig.1 How the height of abicycle tire valve traces asinewave. The left group shows the positions of one
spoke and the valve, vs elapsed time; the right group shows the valve's height vs elapsed time.
is delivered; je, work is done, and the energy

current flow through the circuit, +would be

required to do work is measured in joules. The
relationship between energy and work/power

the other. That's the fundamental description

is simple: 1watt equals 1joule per second. If
your amplifier power supply stored 250 joules

flow in one direction, and -would be flow in
of alternating current. It's also the pattern of
every cyclical phenomenon known to man,

—typical of avery, very expensive solid-state

like averaged seasonal temperatures, the motion

amp or amoderately priced tube design—this

of the tines of atuning fork, the day/night cycle,

supply could theoretically deliver 250W into

and your spouse's mood swings.

aload for one second or 1W for 250s.
This is DC current flow. Most of us realize,

Sonically, the pure sinewave doesn't exist in
the real world, but is always accompanied by

though, that an audio signal is AC, which would
imply that the electrons flow in one direction

one or more harmonics—other tones which
are multiples of the lowest one (the fundamen-

one moment and in the other the next. So let's

tal)—and it is their relative intensities which

consider AC, Alternating Current, for amoment.
The simplest soundwave—one having afundamental frequency but nothing else—is asine-

give different sounds their sonic "signatures"
which can tell us what produced them and
how wet the performer's lips were at the time.

wave. Asine is atrigonometric function, but
it's easier to visualize as the movement of a

The audible spectrum for most young people
ranges from 20 to 20,000 Hertz (cycles per sec-

bicycle tire valve, as in fig.l. The graph plots the
height of the valve in inches, relative to the hub

ond), and the high-frequency extension shrinks
with advancing age until, at 60, it is typically

of the wheel, on the left-hand vertical scale, vs

limited to 10kHz or below. (Aural decrepitude

uniform periods of elapsed time in seconds

was somewhat of ablessing during the heyday

plotted on two horizontal scales. The lines

of analog discs, because it was amore effective

extending to the right and then downward plot
the changing height of the tire valve as the

filter of mistracking and surface noise than any
electronic noise-reduction system of the time.
With digital audio, it is much less of ablessing.)

wheel turns. As you can see, the plot points—
joined here by aline—trace the shape that has

Don't be worried by the "k" in front of the

become the symbol of audio.
Note that the horizontal center line of our

"Hz": to avoid writing strings of zeros for high

sinewave plot, corresponding to the hub of the
wheel, is marked 0, while the area above it is
marked "+" and that below it is marked "-." If

tiply the basic unit by 1000. 10kHz is identical

this were asoundwave, 0would be the room's
atmospheric (barometric) pressure, the pluses
would be air-compression phases, and the
minuses would be rarefaction phases. If this
were an audio signal in acircuit, 0would be no

frequencies, this shorthand simply means multo 10,000Hz.
That, then, is what we're working with in
audio: direct current, and alternating current
spanning afairly wide range of frequencies.
What, then, does sound reproduction require
that we do with them? \X/ell, we need to be able
to control the magnitudes of voltages and cur-

Sonically, the pure sinewave is always accompanied
by one or more harmonics.
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rents, we often need to separate AC from DC

Aresistor, which is often nothing more than

currents, and—because audio signals start out

athin film of carbon or metal on aceramic

being very weak and must end up being quite
strong—we need to amplify them. Finally, we

paths through it than awire, so that, for agiven

have to convert them into soundwaves. We'll

applied EMF, current flow through the circuit

former, provides fewer electron-conducting

consider these one at atime rather than all at

is reduced. Thus, we can stick it in series with

once, so as not to confuse the less brilliant

the wire across our battery and get amoderate

minds reading this.

current flow that will not burn out the wire or

Controlling current flow

Actually, wires have some resistance too, and
the thinner the wire the higher its resistance

blow up the battery. It will merely waste energy.
While sticking awire across abattery makes for
an enlightening illustration, it isn't really all that

per foot (or inch, or whatever). For our pur-

good an idea. Wire is such agood conductor
that it will pass as many electrons as the battery
can supply. In fact, it will pass so many that fric-

poses, the important differences between a
resistor and athin wire with resistance are that
1) aresistor is fatter and thus has more surface

tion between them will cause the wire to heat

area from which to dissipate frictional heat, and

up, and if the wire is thin enough, it will melt.

2) aresistor has aknown value of resistance,

If it's too thick to heat, it will simply "short-

which is marked right on it, either as anumber

circuit" the battery so that no potential differ-

or acolor code.
The unit of resistance is the ohm, which you

ence (voltage) can exist between the battery terextremely agitated, heat up, and possibly even

minals, in which case the battery will become

should remember. You will probably never
need to decipher the color code, 5 but just in

explode, wiping out civilization as we knew it.

case, here it is: Black =0, Brown =1, Red =2,

Either way, it's destruction—for the wire or the
battery. For acontrolled current flow, we need
to limit the current-passing capability of the circuit, and to do this we use (Fanfare!) aresistor
(fig.2).

I AWPERE

5 If you do want to remember this code, just remember a
mnemonic Iwas reminded of by George (Warm: "Busy (Black0)Boys (Brow n-I) /test (Red-2)On (Orange-3) »lc IWIlow-4)
Ground (Green-5) But (Blue-6) Vassar (Violet-7) Girls (Grey-8)
Wbrk (White-9)." Again, "Busy boys rest on Yale ground, but
Vassar girls work."

50 MIL LIMPS

Fig.2
Aheavy wire across abattery will cause it to deliver as much current as it can. Aresistor in the circuit
will limit current flow according to its resistance; the higher the resistance, the less the current.
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Sound Mathematics.
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magnetic field +
transformers
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MOSFET +
output devices

High energy
storage
capacitors
High ,gain
\L wi eband`•/ width J-FETs

Sonic Excellence
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Sound Mathematics is the use of superior quality components, innovative circuit
design, and hand built craftsmanship resulting in sonic excellence. Hafler products
employ high gain, wide bandwidth J-FETs with vacuum tube characteristics. The power
supplies utilize low stray magnetic field transformers and high-energy storage
capacitors for massive power reserves. In the Hafler tradition our amplifiers use lateral
MOSFET output devices to deliver the midrange clarity and musicality of tubes with
the improved bandwidth and speed of transistors.
Pure. Refined. Natural...The Hailer SE100 J-FET Preamplifier. SE130 AM/FM Tuner,
SE150 CD Player, SE120 and SE240 MOSFET Amplifiers represent the new line of
Hafler products. We await your listening evaluation of Hafler's SE series components.
Sonic Excellence at an affordable price.

Hafler

THE AFFORDABLE HIGH-END"
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Fig.3
Two identical resistors across avoltage
source (zigzag lines) will divide the total
available voltage in half at their junction.

Fig.4
Avariable resistor (bottom) equal to the fixed
one in fig.2 provides achoice of voltages
between zero and half the supply voltage.
Eliminating the top resistor would allow you
to select anything from 0to 10V.

Orange =3, Yellow =4, Green= 5, Blue =6,

any dividing fraction of the source voltage that

Violet =7, Gray =8, and White =9. There are

we desire. This is how avolume control works.

usually three colored stripes side by side: The

It is also how amplification works, but we'll get

first two are number digits, the third is adec-

to that later.

imal multiplier. That is, ared third-stripe would
multiply the first two digits by 100. A resistor

Separating AC and DC

marked red-red-brown would have avalue of

Some resistors have much higher resistance to

2(red) 2(red) times 10 (brown) = 220 ohms.

current flow in one direction than in the other.

A fourth band, usually at the opposite end

When they do, we cease to call them resistors

of the resistor to the value code, indicates toler-

and refer to them as diodes or rectifiers because

ance, with silver implying ±10 %, gold ±

they put things right. (It doesn't make sense to

red ±2%, and brown ±1%. Asilver band on

me either.) Their main application in audio is

our 220 ohm resistor implies that its real value

the conversion of the household AC supply

lies between 198 and 242 ohms, which is close

into DC, which is needed for amplification.
One rectifier, in series with the AC supply,
will pass every half cycle of the AC input but

enough for many purposes, though not for
high-end audio!
Resistors are also sold in different physical

will block the other half (fig.5). Amazingly, this

sizes, for specified amounts of heat (power) dis-

is called half-wave rectification. To get DC from

sipation ranging from %0W to several hundred

both halves of the AC input cycle (full-wave rec-

watts. It is customary to use the smallest you

tification), we must use at least two rectifiers

can get away with, otherwise atransistor radio

in conjunction with a"balanced" AC input, or

would be the size of arefrigerator.

four of them in what is called abridge circuit.

Apart from limiting current flow, resistors
have another useful function: They can provide

<1-

+

PULSED Or.
OUTY,

accurate fractional division of an electrical voltage. In fig.3, two resistors of identical value are
connected in series across a 10V battery. 6 It
seems obvious that the junction between them
will be halfway between that, or 5V, so by con-

Fig.5

necting to point A and point Bof the resistor

Ahalf-wave rectifier passes current only
during each half of the AC input cycle.

network, we can draw off precisely half of the
source voltage If resistor R2 is

y, the total value

of both resistors, the voltage between Aand B

In the balanced configuration (fig.6), the AC

will be y
3 the source voltage. Et cetera. If, in-

inputs (from a transformer) are in reverse-

stead of two fixed resistors, we use asingle one

phase—one rectifier is passing current when

with an adjustable slider (fig.4), we can select
6Okay, purists, Iknow asingle battery cell can't deliver 10V,
so think of it as six cells delivering almost 10V.
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the other isn't. In the bridged configuration
(fig.7), DC is passed regardless of which way
the AC input is polarized.
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O NNOUNCING THE BRYSTON
TWENTY YEAR WARRANTY

Bryston 4B amplifier.
Power amplifiers range from
50 to BOO watts.
For over aquarter-century Bryston has been committed to designing
and producing audio products with musical accuracy, reliability and
value as our primary focus. It is widely known the Bryston's policy
on the warranty of our products has always been extremely generous
if ever required. To further enhance our long term commitment
Bryston is instituting a20 year warranty program as of January 1,
1990. This, as far as we know, is afirst in our industry and as such
will further demonstrate our continuing dedication to our products
and customers.
This new twenty year warranty is also retroactive. It includes all
audio products previously manufactured and sold under the Bryston
name. This warranty is also fully transferable from first owner to
any subsequent owners. Bryston has always been dedicated to
designing and producing audio power amplifiers, crossovers and
pre-amplifiers that deliver uncompromised performance,
outstanding reliability and exceptional value. We believe our new 20
year warranty is one more example of our continuing commitment
to this ideal.
Bryston Marketing Ltd.
Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonyermont Ltd. Tel: (802) 223-6159

DC OUTPUT

Fig.6
Abalanced full-wave rectifier passes current in the same direction regardless of the input polarity. The
input must be from acenter-tapped transformer winding.
—C>

AC

INPUT

DC OUTPUT

Fig.7
Abridge rectifier delivers much the same output as abalanced full-wave type, but does it from an
unbalanced AC source.

This is apair of large metal surfaces (plates) with

ity reversals continue to occur faster than the
capacitor can become fully charged, it will pass

avery thin insulating layer (called adielectric)

them almost as if it were awire, but will stead-

between them. Its peculiarity is that it can pass
an alternating-current signal while blocking out

fastly refuse to pass any DC that is applied to it.
If we graph the relationship between charge

DC.

state and time, we will see that charging starts

Capacitors

When DC is applied to the plates, electrons

very rapidly, then tapers off increasingly rapidly

spread out all over one and drain off from the

as the capacitor approaches full charge (fig.8).

other. While this is happening, the capacitor

The discharge cycle is exactly the same, but in
the opposite direction. That is, it's amirror

draws electrons from the negative source and
feeds them to the positive source, just as if the

image of the charge curve. This is why acapac-

circuit consisted of awire instead of two insu-

itor is an almost perfect conductor at very high

lated plates. But there is alimit to the amount

AC frequencies, and becomes less so (that is,

of electron "charge" these plates can hold—

its "impedance" or resistance to AC flow in-

related to the plates' capacitance, or "C"—and

creases) with falling frequency. 7 This depen-

when they reach that limit, electron flow tapers

dence of acapacitor's impedance on the fre-

off and then ceases. Even with the DC still

quency of an AC signal allows us to do inter-

applied to it, no more current will pass. If you

esting things at different audio frequencies.

now disconnect the capacitor from the circuit,

Used in conjunction with acurrent-limiting

it will hold that charge for some time, until it

resistor to slow down its charge/discharge time

gradually dissipates, resulting in leakage through

(fig.9), acapacitor can boost or attenuate treble

the dielectric. If, before that time, you bridge

while leaving lower frequencies alone, it can

the capacitor with awire, it will discharge with

boost or attenuate bass without affecting higher

aspark and asmall snap.

frequencies, or it can be used to provide aDC

Let's say, though, that the applied DC voltage reverses polarity before the capacitor is

voltage source free from any unwanted AC content, like line noise or the 60Hz or 120Hz power-

fully charged. It will promptly start discharging, passing electrons in the opposite direction

supply ripple that results from the half-wave

through the circuit until the capacitor either
reaches full charge in the opposite direction or
the applied polarity reverses again. If the polarStereophile, March 1991

or full-wave rectification described above.
7Strictly speaking, the correct term is reactance, but it is the
capacitor's impedance (reactance plus its internal series resistance) which concerns us heir.
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So you've been thinking about purchasing adigital processor
but are still unsure about what the standard will be? Could it be
aunit that uses replaceable ROM chips, or one that uses a
conventional ladder-type sixteen to twenty bit DAC? WE THINK NOT!
Within the next three to five years, most of the major recording
studios throughout the world will be using anew generation of
bitstream A/D encoders—a technology we have helped to
pioneer. This simply means that if you purchase an Altis bitstream
D/A processor through us today, it will remain an integral part of
your audio system for years and years to come.
If you want to purchase aproduct that incorporates the very
latest technology while conforming to the industry standard—
one that will allow you to enjoy the music without worrying about
the mechanics—then audition an Altis Audio product today.
Altis Audio products are available exclusively at the dealers listed below.

Digital Audio,
done the only way.
ALTIS AUDIO LTD. 43 CROSS ST. NEW CANAAN, CT 06840 203-972-6027

United States Dealers
Optimal Enchantment
Santa Monica, CA

Audio By Caruso
Miami, FL

213-393-4434

305-253-4433

Audio Entoyment
Smithtown, NY
516-360-8815

Audio Classics
Oklahoma City, OK
405-842-3033

Audio Images
New Canaan, CT

J S Audio
Burtonsville, MD

Hi End Audio
Hopkins, MN

Audio Gallery
Clovis, CA

Digital Ear
Tustin, CA

203-972-1361

301-890-3232

612-933-4064

209-298-8888

714-544-7903

Krystal Clear Audio
Dallas, TX
214-821-2753

Sounds Alive
San Francisco, CA
415-550-1699

J.P. Audio
Hato Rey, PR
809-793-7432

Ambrosia Audio
Los Angeles. CA
213-472-7980

International Dealers
Winston Camera &Radio
Hong Kong

Vanggar Audio
Semarang. Indonesia

Audiophile Systems
Singapore

More Music
London

HRC Audio
Melbourne. Australia
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Fig 8The charge/discharge curves of acapacitor
with an unlimited current source.
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An alternative way of expressing that transition frequency is as acharge/discharge time
constant, in microseconds (its). The time constant is calculated by multiplying the resistance
by the capacitance. To convert from time constant to frequency, or vice versa, just use the
magic 160,000. Divide the known quantity into
it, and that's it.
Another interesting property of acharged
capacitor is that it produces what's called an
electrostatic field, in which the negative energy
from packed electrons actually radiates for
some distance from the negatively charged
plate, and will attract anything that has aless
negative (or amore positive) charge. This is
"interesting" to audiophiles only because it is
the basis of electrostatic loudspeakers.
Inductors
This is electronics argot for acoil of wire, and
the term inductance (symbol L) is used to
describe its electrical and magnetic properties,
some of which are almost perfectly complementary to those of acapacitor. Instead of gen-

Fig.9 The charge/discharge curves of acapacitor
with resistance in its current path.

erating an electrostatic field, an inductor produces amagnetic field when current passes
through it. Instead of blocking DC, it passes as

Fig. lo illustrates one such application. This

much as its electrical resistance will permit.

is just like the voltage divider we looked at

And instead of passing high frequencies more

before except that the lower resistor has been

readily than low, its impedance increases with

replaced by acapacitor. This RC network will

increasing frequency.

divide the incoming signal voltage according

When DC is first passed through the coil, the

to its frequency, with the attenuation increasing

current builds amagnetic field through the

with increasing frequency. The response curve

center of it, taking abrief but finite time to

straightens out at the point where the capacitor's impedance equals the resistor value, and

do it. In fact, its rise to full magnetism looks

the response continues flat below that. The

exactly like the charge curve of acapacitor.
When the DC is removed, the collapse of the

transition "knee" point can be at any frequency

field follows the capacitor's discharge curve.

depending on the choice of resistance and

But they differ in one other important aspect:

capacitance values. Asimple way of figuring it

phase. (In this context, this much-misunder-

is by dividing the two known values (resistance
and frequency, for example) into 160,000.

stood word fundamentally describes the time
relationship between the voltage sinewave and

-->
o

100

IK

IOK

Fig.10 The voltage divider of fig.3 with acapacitor replacing the bottom resistor becomes ahigh
frequency rolloff (low-pass) filter. The 3dB attenuation frequency occurs where the AC
resistance of the capacitor equals the DC resistance of the resistor.
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SHOCKING
TRUTH!
Speakers are the most important part of your stereo system. It is the speaker that turns amplifier signal into
sound and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your stereo system will
simply not sound like music.
The search for musically satisfying speakers, however, can lead
to

some very expensive products.

And if you have alread;

bought those high priced speakers, then you better not listen ti
Paradigms.

But if you haven't, better not miss them.

Why"

Because from the time they were first introduced. Paradigm's
sheer musical ability utterly amazed listeners..., but what caused
even more amazement was the unprecedented low price.
The shocking truth is, you no longer have to amass a small
fortune to buy speakers that will satisfy your love of music.
Simply visit your authorized Paradigm dealer..., and listen.

The critics agree:
"... natural, open and clear...excellent depth... lots of hall sound... big,
expansive soundstage... well defined.., arare achievement for any
loudspeaker, but when price is taken into account the Paradigm's
performance must be considered as nothing short of remarkable."
-Sound & Vision Magazine

`... we can't think of another speaker at or below this price that
manages to match the Paradigm's overall sense of balance and
competence... exceptional value."
•Hi Fi Heretic Magazine

19111
Sound&Vision

clones

usic... above all.

CHOICE AWARD

In the U.S.: AudioStream, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls. N
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457 Fenmar Drive, Weston;

the current sinewave.) With acapacitor, the

when it is necessary (for whatever reason) to

charging current is always slightly ahead in time

isolate the output of apower amplifier from its

of the voltage developed by it. In an inductor,
though, its own magnetic field acts increasingly
to resist current flow through the coil, so the

load at high frequencies, or to reduce the 60Hz
series impedance of apower supply, so that a
given value of filter capacitance (between the

current is always lagging slightly behind the

supply and ground) will divide-out more left-

voltage that is across the coil. (Physicists call
this self-inductance, but what do they know?)

over AC ripple from the rectifier's outputs.
Inductors are also the basis of adevice which

T
he more turns of wire

the coil has, the higher
the inductance and the greater
opposition it has to AC.

is almost universally used in audio: the transformer.

Transformers
Atransformer is two or more inductors placed
so that one picks up on the other's magnetic
fields. The source winding, to which input is
fed to the transformer, is called the primary

The faster the current changes, the more the

winding, or just primary; the output winding

inductor resists it. That is, its series impedance
(Remember? AC resistance?) is highest at high

is the secondary Usually, the windings are
wrapped around opposite legs of aclosed-M-

frequencies and lowest at low frequencies. The

shaped laminated magnetic-metal core (fig.I1).

more turns of wire the coil has, the higher the
inductance and the greater opposition it has to

Varying electrical currents in the primary sets
up magnetic fields in the core, and these are

AC passing through it. Its state of maximum

induced into the secondary winding, which

magnetic field is analogous (but complemen-

responds by putting out an AC voltage into any

tary) to acapacitor's full charge state. In the case

electrical circuit connected across it. (Without

of the capacitor, no more current flows; in the

aload, no current can flow in the secondary,

case of an inductor, as much current flows as
the coil's DC resistance will allow. At low alter-

so the primary doesn't "see" it at all.) Because

nating frequencies, with time enough between

there is no electrical connection between the
windings, the transformer cannot pass DC

alternations for the magnetic field to build up

from one winding to the other.

fully, the effect (impedance) of the coil diminishes until, eventually, only the DC resistance
of its wire is in the circuit. Thus, resistors and
inductors can be combined (in an LR network)
to do things which are complementary to what
RC networks can do.
Combinations of Land C behave quite differently from either one in combination with a
resistor; their complementary properties interact to produce impedance variations which are
much greater, and much sharper with changing
frequency than those achievable by either element alone. (This has to do with the fact that
one's current leads while the other's lags, but
that's too complicated to get into. Forget Imentioned it.) LC filters are used where very steep
attenuation curves are needed, or whenever
it is necessary to produce adeep, narrow dip

PRIMARY
WINDING

SECONDARY
WINDING

Fig.11
Aconventional E-core transformer. Because
this one's secondary has more turns than its
primary, it steps up the input voltage.

or peak in the frequency response. LC combiThe relationship between primary and sec-

nations are used as bandpass filters in multiband equalizers, and for selecting radio broad-

ondary voltage depends on the relative num-

cast stations.

bers of wire turns on each winding (the turns

Inductors are not often used in high-end
audio circuits, but are sometimes essential, as
Stereophile, Mardi 1991

ratio). An equal number provides no voltage
change; 1AC volt in equals 1AC volt out. The
83

Atransformer's voltage ratio is equal to its turns ratio.
transformer acts roughly like acapacitor, pass-

this resistance is the bottom half of asimple

ing AC but no DC. If the secondary has more

voltage-divider network (fig.12), the result is

turns than the primary, voltage output is in-

alarge change in voltage division.

creased (called astep-up), while fewer secondary turns causes avoltage step-down. Atransformer's voltage ratio is equal to its turns ratio.
Transformers will also change impedance from
winding to winding, but the relationship is
different: Impedance changes as the square of
the turns ratio, not on a1-to-1 basis. A 1:9 turns
ratio gives a1:3 impedance ratio.
Transformers are used in audio mainly for
power supplies, when it is necessary to change
the value of the AC voltage or to provide a
balanced source for full-wave rectification.
They are also used as output transformers in
vacuum-tube amplifiers, to prevent the high
output-tube plate voltage from frying the
speakers, and to match the tubes' high output

Fig:12 An amplifying tube or transistor acts like a
signal-controlled variable resistor in a
voltage-dividing network. The DC supply
must be substantially larger than the input
signal's voltage swings.

impedance to the speaker's low load impedance.
Essentially, what happens is that an increas-

Amplification

ing voltage at the device's gating element—a

Amplifiers are necessary for audio because real-

decrease in the number of electrons dumped

world sounds are powerful and audio signals

into that gate from our small signal source—
acts to make it easier for electrons passing

start out being exceedingly weak. A typical
moving-coil cartridge, for example, delivers
about 0.1mV (10 thousandths of avolt) of output, while it takes around 40V to drive atypical

through it from the DC source, increasing the
current flow through it just as though the resis-

phonic-music levels in an average living room.

tor had decreased in ohmic value. The result,
of course, is that the voltage division is increased, so that the higher the voltage from our

audiophile-type loudspeaker system to symAmplification involves what is called "cur-

source applied to the gate, the lower the voltage

rent gating"—using asmall voltage to vary the
current flow from alarger DC power supply.

the amplifying device join. Conversely, the

The supply can be from astack of batteries—

lower the value of the input voltage, the higher

that appears at the point where the resistor and

indeed, it always was in the first amplifiers—

the voltage at the voltage divider point. And as

but today the power supply is more likely to

the DC source voltage can be any value you

be one drawing its energy from the household

want, you can arrange things so that achange

AC mains via atransformer, then rectifying and

in the small input voltage results in alarge

filtering it. For now, let's assume it's batteries.
Your basic black-box amplifying device—
tube, transistor, or FET—consists of aDC current path that behaves like avariable resistor,

change in the output voltage—voltage amplification!
If you're following this, alight bulb must
have gone off over your head by now. You're

with acontrolling gate or valve somewhere

looking at polarity inversion: ahigh input volt-

along it. (Hence the British name for the

age results in alow output voltage and vice

vacuum tube: "valve.") All the electrons from

versa. That's classic polarity reversal and—like

the DC source passing through the "resistor"
must go through that gate, and the peculiarity

the speed of light—it's immutable: amplifica-

of amplifying devices is that voltages applied

tion with asingle device always inverts polarity. You want anon-inverting amplifier? Either

to the gate have an exaggerated effect on the

you make sure it has an odd number of ampli-

device's resistance. Asmall voltage at the gate

fying stages, or an output transformer that you

causes alarge change in resistance, and when

can connect either way
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The CD Player
For The Next Millennium.

The New NAD 5000
Compact Disc Player

The remarkable new NAD 5000 CD player
typifies NAD's philosophy of providing
advanced technology in asimple, yet elegant,
machine. The result is aCD player that allows
you to simply enjoy your music.
As Tom Norton stated in Stereophile
Magazine (Vol. 14 No. 1, January 1991), "If
you're still awaiting the full evolution of digital,
and believe that spending big bucks at present on
an up-market player is money down the drain, the
NAD might just keep you happy halfway to the
next millennium."

Come visit your local authorized NAD
dealer to audition this remarkable new CD
player. We think that you will discover that
despite its modest price, the NAD 5000 is one
of the finest sounding CD players in the
market today.

NAD
575 University Avenue/P.O. Box 9124
Norwood, MA 02062-9124ITel: (617)762-0202

Advanced Technology...
...Simply Applied.
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Parasound High Current amplifiers deliver
a//the power to your music.
They drive the finest audiophile • 40 amp continuous current
• 57 amp extended peak current
speakers with ease.
• 200 watts/channel, 8ohms
Now you can enjoy the
no-compromise system you
thought you couldn't afford.
Pa rasound
..affordable audio for the critical listener

• 300 watts/channel, 4ohms
• 600 watts mono
• 100Vffisec slew rate
• 1kVA toroid transformer
• 60,000pF power supply
• FET driver stage
• J-FET cascade inputs
• Breathtaking sound

Paragon Protium, Inc. 950 Battery Street •San Francisco, 5494111 •(800) 822.8802 •(415) 397.7100 •FAX (415) 397.0144

A single amplifying stage is limited in the

much positive polarity—at the gate will cause

amount by which it can magnify asignal. As

the device to pass its maximum amount of cur-

distortion tends to be lower when it isn't amplifying full-tilt, so several stages must usually

rent, clipping off the signal's positive peaks
and, usually, causing it to overheat too. Some-

be operated in series one after the other (cas-

where between those extremes is arange of

caded) in order to do the job. But that isn't just
as easy as connecting the output of one to the

input polarity swings that will produce the

input of another. Nothing is ever that simple.

lowest signal distortion, and that's what designers aim at. Which is why a "blocking"
capacitor is usually put between one amplify-

AC on DC
This isn't akinky sexual situation, it's what we

ing stage and the next. This strips the DC offset
from the first stage's output, leaving just the AC

end up with at the output of an amplifying

voltage fluctuating around OV, so the designer

stage. Consider: The input signal, represent-

can optimize the DC offset (called a"bias"

ing soundwaves, is alternating current, vary-

when it is introduced intentionally) that is

ing positively and negatively above and below

"seen" by the following stage.

zero voltage. But because an amplifying device

Unfortunately, capacitors in the signal path
tend to degrade the sound, which is why some

can only pass current in one direction, its output signal is not AC, it's varying-current DC.
Fig.13 shows what it would look like if we plot-

designers choose to omit them altogether. This

ted output voltage against time. Note that the
sinewave has no zero-voltage point on the ver-

without interstage blocking capacitors to sup
ply DC-free signal to each stage, each one must

requires really tricky circuit design, because

tical scale. Instead, it is superimposed on aDC

be "floated" by aspecific amount above the

voltage—called aDC offset—of 10V, about

amplifier's negative ground potential in order

which it varies by ±5V above and below that

to offset the offset from its preceding stage.

10V. The signal voltage fluctuates from +5V to

Then all sorts of regulation must be used in

+15V, but the electron flow never changes

order to ensure that aslight current drift in an

direction; it just varies in current, so it should

early stage doesn't cause awoofer-fryingly

be obvious that we can't use arectifier to separate this audio signal from its DC offset. But
we can use acapacitor, and usually, we must

large DC offset at the amplifier's output.

'WA
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Fig.13
How an AC signal rides on aDC voltage. The
original AC signal is replicated, even though
the superimposed signal voltage never drops
below +5 volts.
Since an increase in electrons at the gate, a

Voltage amplifiers,
power amplifiers
There are two kinds of amplification: voltage
and power. In voltage amplification, the only
thing that matters is how much higher the output voltage is than the input voltage. (This is
called voltage gain, and is expressed as asimple
multiple: for example, again of 4is when the
output voltage is 4times the input voltage.) In
power amplification, the object is to deliver a
requisite amount of current along with the voltage so that useful work can be done.
The difference lies in the way the active
device is used. For pure voltage amplification,
the active device passes only as much current
as is needed to provide enough amplified signal
at the output to drive the next amplifying
stage—typically 1milliampere (1mA, or Mow of

voltage that becomes more negative, tends to
inhibit current flow through an amplifying

an amp) for atransistor. In power amplification,

device, alarge enough negative voltage there
will block all current flow through it, causing

carrying capacity to begin with, and the input
voltage is used to control this just as with avolt-

the tube or transistor has ahumongous current-

it to clip the bottoms from the input signal or,

age amplifier. The difference between voltage

worse, cut off its current flow completely. At

amplification and power amplification lies only

the other extreme, too few electrons—too

in the amount of current (density of electron
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BECOME A FIRST
RATE AUDIOPHILE
ON A SECOND
RATE BUDGET.
"Squeezes the most music out of the least money."
Stereophtle Recommended Components
October 1990, Vol. 13, No. 10

By far the least expensive loudspeaker listed in
"Recommended Components", The Dana Audio Model 1
features a 6" woofer & titanium tweeter, gold-plated binding
posts and hand soldered, solid core wiring. What's more, you
buy the Dana Audio Model 1direct from the factory
with a 15 day trial period.

$1179
FOR INFORMATION
OR TO ORDER:

512/251-7701
Visa, MasterCard or money order.

PLUS SHIPPING
PER PAIR
(State & city tax where applicable.)

dana
audio
P.O. BOX 1, AUSTIN, TEXAS 78767

VOLTAGE
AMPLIFICATION

POWER
AMPLIFICATION

Fig.14 Voltage amplification need not involve any
change in signal current; power
amplification involves very large current
changes but does not necessarily require
any voltage amplification.

Fig.15 Unusually "clean" clipping of a
sinewave. The abrupt changes and flat
tops contain HF energy comparable to
that of asquarewave, and can destroy
cheap tweeters.

flow) that is being gated. Fig. ¡4, while graphi-

Transduction is possible because certain

cally incorrect (there's no such thing as afat
sinewave), will help to give aconceptual insight

interactions between electrons or between
magnetic fields create physical forces. There

into the difference.
Since power is the measure of work done

are two approaches in general use: electrodynamic and electrostatic.

during aperiod of time, it must involve aload

Electrodynamic (dynamic for short) trans-

of some kind, and in audio the load is aloud-

ducers are based on two properties of mag-

speaker whose impedance is typically in the

netism: 1) Magnetic poles attract or repel each

range of 8ohms. The amplifier's power capa-

other, depending on their relative polarity, and

bility is astatement of how much power it can

2) Current flow through acoil produces mag-

deliver into that load, usually without exceed-

netism. Identical magnetic poles repel and

ing acertain measured distortion, typically 1%

opposite poles attract, and the direction of cur-

(je, the difference between the shapes of the

rent flow though acoil determines the polarity

input and output waveforms is no more than

of its magnetic field. So if we take an unchang-

one-hundredth of the latter). When the ampli-

ing magnetic field, place acoil within it, and

fier's power capability is exceeded, the output

pump an audio signal through the coil, the

voltage cannot increase any more, and the tops

result is aseries of alternating forces between
the two. If either the magnet or the coil is fixed

(and usually also the bottoms) of the signal start
getting shorn off (fig.15). The resulting sharp
corners on the signal represent extra HF energy,
which is why alow-powered amplifier that

(usually the magnet) and the other isn't (usually
the coil), the latter will vibrate along with anything attached to it that looks like acone or a

overloads frequently is much more likely to

dome. That's called aloudspeaker (fig.16).

destroy tweeters than one which is powerful

Like most other things in physics, this will
work backwards. If we use apickup stylus to
vibrate acoil within aconstant magnetic field

enough to burn out the entire speaker system
but (for that reason) rarely goes into clipping.

Transduction

—a moving-coil pickup—their relative movements will cause currents to flow back and

This formidable-sounding word simply means

forth through the coil, and we can then feed

changing one form of energy into another. A
cartridge transduces the little mechanical

those into our phono preamp and listen to
Beethoven. Likewise, we can arrange the stylus

squiggles in arecord groove into electrical sig-

to shake amagnet next to afixed coil—this is

nals, and aloudspeaker transduces amplified

how amoving-magnet pickup cartridge gener-

electrical signals into soundwaves.

ates an electrical signal.

Aloudspeaker transduces amplified electrical signals into soundwaves.
Stereophile, March 1991

We Like One Kind of Music: The Best
fonly superior quality satisfies
you, send for our catalog of more
than 1400 high-end CDs and LPs.
With more than 20 years serving
three blind mice
IBM-1004 Alone Togetherilmada, Marz
IBM-1005 Scandinavian Suite/Takahashi+3
TBM-2515*
TBM-2523*
IBM-2524
IBM-2526
IBM-2528
TBM-2530*
IBM-2532
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Sleepy/Matsumoto Quartet
Ako's Dream/Suzuki Sextet
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Mr. Wonderful/Ayako Hosokawa

audiophiles, we promise all the
quality your system can reveal.
We stock every title available from
20 labels, whose standards define
recording excellence today.
Whether Classical, jazz, Big Band
8z Swing, Popular 8r Vocal, or Rock,
each performance is first class, and
the recordings do them justice.
For our catalog, send $2- refunded
with the first purchase; $24.00
in discount coupons with catalog.

TBM-5001* Blue-Blues-Blues!Wada Quartet
TBM-5003 Alone Together/Imada, Marz
IBM-5011 Green Sleeves/Yokouchi Trio-ii
TBM-5012
TBM-5019
IBM-5031
IBM-5032
TBM-9001*
IBM-9002
TBM-9003

Concerto de Aranjuez/Kanai Quintet
Live in Montreux/Yamamoto Trio
Peggy's Blue Skylight/Yamanaka Quartet
Guitar Music/Kato Trio
The Famous Sound of Three Blind Mice/Sampler I
The Famous Sound of Three Blind Mice/Sampler Il
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ORPHEU S
AND

NINE

Just what the Muses had in mind.
ORPHEUS AND NINE
4947 Junipero Serra Blvd.
Colma, CA 94014
Please send me your current catalog of more
than 1400 high-end CDs and premium vinyl
discs. Ienclose $2 to be applied against
my first purchase, now or later. Also send
$24.00 in discount coupons with my catalog.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY /SEA1E /ZIP
L Satisfaction guaranteed without exception.
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prietary products to combat what Madison
Avenue calls "static cling.")
If we take agrid of wires arranged in aplane,
athin sheet of flexible, electrically
conductive material near to and parallel with
,
,uspend

it (fig.17), with only air separating them, and
then charge the two like acapacitor, the electron-density difference will attract the sheet
the diaphragm) to the grid. If the charging voltage is an audio signal, the varying attractions
will cause the diaphragm to vibrate, producFig.16

MAGNET
GAP

Asimplified representation of adynamic
loudspeaker. Changing electrical polarities in
the coil act against the constant magnetic
field in the speaker, to cause motion of the
coil and its attached diaphragm.
Electrostatic transducers are based on the

ing soundwaves. There's alot more to electrostatic loudspeaker design than that, but
that's basically how all such speakers work.

Soundwaves
Finally, we get to the nitty gritty.
Sound is our perception of rapid changes in
air pressure, from around 20 changes per sec-

fact that electrons, like intellectual faculties, are

ond to 20,000. Anything which pushes rapidly
against the surrounding air creates acompres-

attracted to their own deficiency. The elec-

sion front, which then travels away from the

trostatic fields of acharged capacitor's plates
attract one another because of the electrondensity difference between them. Most people have seen what this does, although they

source in all directions until it is absorbed by
something (tree leaves, for example) or spreads
itself so thin as to vanish. The speed of this
wavefront motion is pretty much constant, at

haven't the vaguest notion what causes it. Cer-

around 1100 feet per second at sea level. The

tain items of clothing, notably nylon fabrics,
cling tenaciously together when removed from

air molecules themselves don't move continuously from the sound source; what they do is

aclothes dryer. (Unless you've used some pro-

shift momentarily away from the source as the
compression passes (at 1100 ft/s), then move
back to their original positions.
Physical vibration is the repetitive sinusoidal
motion of any object, which produces aseries
of these traveling wavefronts in which air pressure varies above and below the atmospheric
(barometric) pressure The physical wavelength
—the distance between successive waves—
of asound is equal to the speed, 1100 ft/s,
divided by its frequency, thus apure sinewave
with afrequency of 1100Hz will have the wave
peaks or troughs spaced afoot apart.
For asoundwave, its frequency equals 1100
ft /s divided by its wavelength. The rate at which
aphysical object vibrates—that is, the number

Fig.17
Asimple electrostatic loudspeaker, capable
only of pulling the diaphragm toward the grid
by varying amounts. Practical (push-pull)
electrostatics sandwich the diaphragm
between two grids, providing asymmetrical
pull in both directions.
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of vibrations per second—depends on the
mass (inertia) of the object and on its flexibility
or compliance—the ease with which it is free
to move back and forth. The higher its mass or
the higher its compliance, the lower its natural vibrating frequency.
The frequency of the object's natural vibration rate is called its resonant frequency, and
when abody with resonant properties is struck
91

or otherwise set into vibration, the regular

tion, when they penetrate aporous surface.

series of soundwaves from it gives the sound

Again it is friction that does the trick, but the
effect is very much frequency-dependent. If

arecognizable pitch.

the waves are longer (farther apart) than the
thickness of the porous material, there is little
absorption. At very high frequencies, all nonpolished surfaces will absorb some acoustical
energy.
Fig.18 The tines of astruck tuning fork vibrate
reciprocally until all stored energy is
dissipated.

Soundwaves which are not absorbed are
reflected from alarge surface much the way
light is: at an angle equal to its angle of incidence. But if the reflecting surface is smaller

Resonances are the basis of pitch in musical
instruments, either the resonance of ataut,

than the sound's wavelength, the soundwaves
will tend to flow around the surface rather than

stretched string or diaphragm or of acolumn

being reflected. This is called diffraction.

of air. It is also the source of most loudspeaker
colorations, because as long as anything is bent
out of shape, it is storing energy whose release
(when the object unbends) helps to sustain the
resonance. Consider atuning fork (fig.18). This
is apiece of steel shaped like along U, which

Hearing
The ear is atransducer that converts soundwaves into nerve impulses (fig.19). The eardrum is coupled to asnail-shell-shaped nervelined chamber (the cochlea) through three tiny
bones called ossicles, the largest of which is a

produces an almost perfect sinewave when
tapped on atabletop or knee to start it ringing.

mere

When one of its tines is struck, it bends inward,
while inertia causes the other tine to bend

feeble but relatively large eardrum motions into
stronger but smaller motions to drive the fluid

inward too. Because they are now flexed and

in the cochlea. (Muscles attached to these
bones inhibit their motion when sounds are

under spring tension, energy is stored in them.

y, "long. These act as levers to convert the

Some is released when they spring back to their
original positions, but the rest is now in the

very loud, to protect the ears, but they tire

form of inertial energy, which causes both tines
to overshoot their at-rest positions and become

exposure to loud sounds causes permanent ear
damage.)

tensioned in the other direction. They continue to vibrate—at afrequency determined by

Our ears are air-pressure detectors, responding to awide range of frequencies depending

the weight and stiffness of the tines—until all
the stored energy has been converted into
motion, which is why resonances can be such

rapidly, which is one reason why prolonged

COCHLEA

aproblem in audio transducers. Not only do
they cause frequency-response peaks, they also
smear the sound because the resonances continue to "speak" for aperiod of time after the
signal which started them has passed.
Resonances can be suppressed, or damped,
by adding friction to the moving system
Damping works like automobile brakes, slowing the motion and dissipating the stored
energy in the form of heat. But there are times
when alittle resonance is agood thing, as when
awoofer's surface area is too small to move
enough air at low frequencies. Allowing it to
resonate abit can give the system alittle more
body, although at the expense of some low
frequency detail. (There will be some smear
ing, which is called hangover in awoofer.)

0118ICLES

v

ION

Fig.19
What it's all about: the human ear. The three
tiny ossicle bones are aset of levers that
match the density of the air to that of the
fluid in the coiled cochlea. Vibrations
introduced through aflexible "window"
travel as far as they can into the cochlea
before the sound changes polarity, at which
time they pass through the dividing
membrane and are vented through another
window. The brain's perception of the place
where they pass through the basilar
membrane is one way in which we perceive
pitch.

Soundwaves are also dissipated by absorp
92
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on the rate at which they pass our ears. High-

sured, the better it sounded. But during the late

frequency waves, being close together, pass our

1950s, it started to become evident that critical listeners were hearing differences that
weren't being measured. Stemple* was founded

ears in very quick succession, and give asensation of high, treble pitch. Widely spaced
waves give an impression of low pitch, or bass.
Ears process sounds in three ways: by loudness, frequency, and time difference. Loudness
is afunction of the range (above and below
atmospheric) through which the air pressure

in 1962 because, until then, no publication
acknowledged the self-evident fact that musiclovers bought components to listen to, not to
measure, so the ear, not the meter, was the ultimate arbiter of audio quality.

is fluctuating, but our ears don't respond to
intensity in alinear fashion. Rather, we hear volume changes incrementally. A doubling of
sound pressure is perceived as being the same
amount of volume increase, whether the sound
was very soft or very loud to begin with. For
this reason, loudness (called sound-pressure
level or spi) is measured on alogarithmic deciBel scale, which better reflects how we hear
volume changes. The reference point for spl—
OdB—is the softest sound we can hear; 120dB
verges on physical discomfort. The total range

T
he pursuit of realistic

sound reproduction started with
the assumption that
the more nearly perfect
the reproducing equipment,
the more nearly perfect
the reproduction would be.

represents aratio of 1to 1,000,000.
Low frequencies, from 20 to around 250Hz,

The audio engineering community still re-

are actually traced by variations in the density

fuses to admit this, although it has nonetheless

of neural impulses, ranging from few impulses

accepted some new testing techniques which

to many thousands per second. Above 250Hz,

correlate better with subjective observations

frequencies are perceived according to the
positions in the cochlea occupied by the nerve-

than the simplistic frequency-response-plusTHD measurements of the '60s. (Impedance

endings they stimulate.

curves and harmonic-by-harmonic 'analyses,

The time element in hearing has to do with

to mention two.) As aresult, components today

the delay between sounds reaching one ear and

are much better (by any criteria) than they used

then the other. It is still not certain how timing
information is processed, but it appears related

to be, but as long as transducers are mechanical, they will continue to be subject to ahost

to the system's ability to delay left- or right-ear

of resonance-induced colorations which, by

input until synchronism is achieved, and then

their very nature, are so complex that it is still

to "calculate" from the amount of correction
the direction from which asound is coming,

impossible to predict, by any objective means,
how agiven loudspeaker system will sound in

relative to the angle of the head to the source.

agiven room with agiven amplifier playing a

Any sources which are not "synchronized" are

given recording. The fact that this variability

heard as having random or unspecific direc-

is clearly audible to those who will listen, and

tionality, alarge variety of which together are
perceived as having the quality of space or

is supremely amenable to user modification
(called "tweaking"), is the whole thrust behind

ambience (Note that you cannot "concentrate"

high-end audio, and the reason it is such a

on more than one stereo image at atime. All
others have very vague specificity.)

differences they hear.

High Fidelity

boring basics you'll ever need to know in order

Before it was even called high-end audio, the

to understand how audio works. We'll look at

pursuit of realistic sound reproduction started
with the assumption that the more nearly per-

some of them in more detail in future articles
about specific components, but if you've ab-

fect the reproducing equipment, the more
nearly perfect (that is, the more hi-fi) the repro-

sorbed most of this stuff, you'll already have
amuch better comprehension of what your

duction would be. For many years, objectivity
tracked subjectivity; the better something mea-

system is doing (and why) than you ever had

rewarding hobby for those who appreciate the
There, in alengthy nutshell, are about all the
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before. Happy tweaking.
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The Easiest, Fastest,
Best Way To Upgrade.
Upgrade Your VPI Turntable
•I

TICE TPT CLOCK

POLARITY TESTER
Electronically sense positive
polarity of powercords
&equipment

ticw VPI Mod Kit
Upgrades VPI 11W-19 to 99'
of the TNT!
„omplete Mod Klt
•5,

VPI VTA Stabilizer
VTA height
ALT Linn MMT.
FT3 A Raga arms.
..
189.95

RUBE&
Energizes audio system for better clarity,
349.95

RECORD DOCTOR

VPI Record Cleaning
Machines

Vacuum-powered
record-cleaning

VPI
VPI
VPI
VPI
VPI

machine

HW-16 5
HW-16 5220v
HW-17
9W-17F fan model
HW-16/17 suction tubes

RETIPPING
MC Cartridges

•
399 95
'449 95
Call

Mobile Fldelny Sleeves
(100) 39 95
NItty Gritty Sleeves
(100) 29 95

DB Protrac

SOTA CLAMP

ONLY
29.95

RECORD CLEANING
SOLUTIONS
brumal Tm -70H
SuperCleaner

SuperSue

..... .16 oz
16 oz
32 oz
1gal
.2gal

RECORD MATS

AO Sorbothane
Sota Mat
Sumlko Acrylic

Cartridge Alignment Gauge

14.95
12.95
16.95
24.95
'49.95

39

03 Reg Cleaner
04 Stylus Cleaner
45 Stylast

94

499 95
550 00
945 00
450 00
75.00
85 00
299.95
385 00
719 95

Demagnetize
your MC
cartridge
for best
sound.
Only. .169.95

AR ES-1 TURNTABLE

Only
$79.95

Not a store.
More.

1,

1-800-942-0220

• 19.95
14.95
.12.95
.21.95

169 5
319550..9500

Sumiko Fluxbuster FB-1

Audioquest MC Phono
Cartridge Demagnetizer

Nifty Gritty
Pudgier #2:
16 oz
1gal —

trade in ,

34 95
129 95
84 95

Nifty Gritty "First" Record Cleaner
6oz
14.95
16 oz
24 95

LAST Record Cleaner
41 Pi
42 Pre,

trade up
when you

AudioCluest fAC6 Ruby ...
AS MC-5 14my .....
AS 40411 4my or 5my. .
AS Onyx 14my or .5my
A013-200 14my or .5my
AO 7000 3mv
Monster AG-1000 MKII
.
Suet° Blue Point
Blue Pt w/Grado trade-in
Surrhko Talisman Bvdh
Sunk° Talisman IIB vdh
Sunk° Virtuoso DTI
'Replacements wire used trtedenn

Discwastier VHP Sleeves
(100) 2995

conform RECOROSIEFYIS

YES! You can

19 95

RECORD SLEEVES
ORIIMIAL
MAIM31
SLEEVES

Elfix
Only $29.95

tighter bass, and increased sound stage.

AUDIO
ADVISOR

225 Oakes SW

AR
AR
AR
AR

ES-1
ES-1
ES-1
ES-1

turntable
turntable
turntable
turntable

only
220v
w/AO PT-5 arm ... ....
w/MMT arm

AR ES-1 turntable w/RB-300 arm
AR metal armboards for PT5. MMT. Linn
96-300

'019.95
469.95
'699.95
699.95
•735

00

34 95

VPI HW-19JR Turntable

Grand Rapids. MI
49503

11W-19JR in walnut or oak. 120V of 220V

Call
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High End Audio... By Mail Order.
In the old days high end audio was hard to find—and harder still to audition. Then
along came Audio Advisor with courteous, knowledgeable sales and support,
reasonable pricing, prompt shipping and aliberal 30-day money-back guarantee.
Finding high end audio became easy—just atoll-free call away.
Call us at 1800 942 0220 to learn more. In Canada call 1-800-669-4434.
Magnavox CD Players

ENERGY ABSORBING FEET
Navcom Silencers
Quiet vlPrat,ons Set of 4

59 95

ctDeib

NEW Magnavoxes1
CDB614'Sr? ntMerw'rem '
Cl 86?
•
•

TARGET RACKS

TT2sa

2

27

TT3sa

3

37

TT4sa

4

25...

TT5sa

5

37.

TT5Tsa 5

47.

AER3

•169.95

3shlvs 22 Ht

245.00

'449 95

AER5
5shIvs33Hl

Lead
Balloon

TIP TOES

••49 95

CD Brackets Ipaul

750

499 95

America's Largest Seller of Premium Cables

Audio Interconnect Cables
Tip Toes (Original)
Short (.5')
6.50
Taillis) ...
995
Tall wiscrew
14 95
ToneCones (New)
Short
395
Medlum vdscrev 795
Large ',Screw
14 95

AUDIOPHILE HEADPHONES
STAX
SR-34 Pro
SRE•15N 15rn evt cable
16 115meter Pro cable
SAE-17 15rn Sig cable
Rplcmnt ear pads 34 &84

179
39
95
189
19

95
95
00
95
95

Joe Grado HP1 Headphones... 595 00
Beyer Dynamic

Sae $150 on SIAX Headphones
New SIM SF480MX Headphone with
he43pt1one amp ,s1 S450 now only

EDT 990 Pro
801990
801880

5299 95'1 cr,t 100 sets

Replacem nt ear cushions

Call for prices on Audloquest. As-One. Cardas SIllech. Monster, Tara Labs
and Van den Hul
Custom lengths and wilt, custom terminations oncludilionght-angle RCAs and
XLR -balanced -available Call for prices
Special Bargain Audio Interconnect Cables. Pairs:
Audloquest Turquoise
1OM
29 95 2OM
Tara Labs Paragon
311
49 95 5ft
Cardas Audio Golden Ratio 3ft
59 95 511

34 95
66 00
79 95

3OM
1011
101t

39 95
106 00
129 95

Premium Digital Coaxial Cables
Tara Labs Paragon Digital Coaxial Cable
1OM
39 95 15M 47 50 3OM 69 95
Audioquesl"r Digital Coaxial Cable
1OM
65 00 15M 75 00 3OM 99 95

ARO —NEW' K-1000 dynarmc . Call

Special Introductory Oder:

Record Rack Shed

CABLES, CABLES, & MORE CABLES!

ARCICI Stands
F161980101
1/163

Sound Anchors Stands '
P&W 80210 349 95 80101 399 95
Halm< 2C 2530
299 95
Magee 33
325 00
SPICA IC•50
219 95
Vandersleen I
R
'
.19 95
09 55

•'59 95

Standard Shelf ...........2500

4shlvs 26' Ht

r.5 95

Stands

Isolation Shell

'349d5

AER4

'279 95

14 95

Superstructure Frame-37H X27W x14 -0
149.95

easy-access fronts

Pece

Specialty

NEW!

ARCICI Superstructure Rack

New-style racks with attractive,

Now in easy to assemble flat packs
HI

CD treatment
14 95

HMsh that transforms CD sound'
rCDs

New! Target AER Racks

EQUIPMENT RACKS
Shlvs

Green pint pen for

NEW! Audialuest Laserguide
TOS^rtMr ,,eiPP1

CDB,,

•

CD STOPLIGHT
Stop laser light leakage!

229 95
189 95
149 95
22 95

Premium Digital Optical Cables
Audioguest
1OM
15
Audioquest
1OM
135

Optilink "X - Fiber Optic Digital Cable
00 15M 89 95 2OM 99 95 3M
Optilink "r Fiber Optic Digital Cable
00 15M 159 95 2OM 179 95 3M

11111101.
1
'"
125 00

6M

199 95

225 00

6M

369 95

Speaker Cables
Call for prices on Auchoquest. Cardas.
Monster & Tara Labs
Custom lengths 8 terminations including
spades. pins Maggie pins bananas and
more available Call for prices
Audioquest "F - Series Bulk Rolls. Terminate Yourself & Save ,
AO F-14
200
14 95 3011
22 50 5011 34 95 10011 6500
AO F-18
2011
24 95 3011
37 95 5011 64 95 lam 129 95

2'x2'x2"
SHEETS
4 colors
Box of 14
S-19 95
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Tara Labs Phase II—Class A—Sp eeeee Cable Sale. Pairs w/spd term
711
79 95 106
99 95 12ft 119 95 1511 139.95 2511 209 95

Cable Accessories &Contact Cleaners
Edison Price Music Posts 12pf( 39 95
WET RCAs &Connectors
in Stock

Cramohne Cleaner/Protector
14 95
Sunko Tweek
5021 14 95

95

AUDIOPHILE LPs and COMPACT DISCS

a.

W

OIRFC

CHM

70,7.CD

JAll
fflt

Rare Finds. Samplers and Teal CDs:
Proprios Jazz at Pawnshop
Single CD 16 95 /Double LP
Chesky .1037 Jazz Sampler/Test CD (cd)
Donan Sampler Disc III
(cd)
Fi News Test CD 2(UK)
(cd)
Reference Jazz Sampler
(cd)
Reference Classical Sampler
(cd)
Stan The Test Headphone Test
lcd)
Reference Laser Video Test Disc
I'd)

39.95
14 98
999
29.95
995
995
59 95
59 95

Chesty Jan CDs—All titles
(cd)
J039 David Chesky, NY Chonnhos (cd)
JD45 Ana Caram. Amazona
(cd)
Reference Recordings—All titles .... (C4111p)
RR-31 Brock. Tropic Affaire ......... (cdflp)
RR-33 Fats Waller 'Ltd Edition
(cd)
RR-35 Nopma Plays Ravel
British EMI Rock Pressings
Mobile Ultradisc Gold CDs
Mobile Fidelity Record Sleeves

14.98
14 98
14 98
14 98
15.98
29 95

.. (cdAp) 15 98
Call
OP) 2995
(Ip) 39.95

Donan Classical CDs—All titles . .. (cd)
Wilson Audio IPsiCDs—All Idles
(Ip/cd)
Sheffield Labs LPs'CDs—All titles .. (Ip/cd)
Opus 3Test Records/ CDs
.1 ,2 *3
(Ip) 23.95 /(cd)
Delos Jazz CDs—All titles
(CO)
Harmonia Mundi Classic .... (Ip) 12.95 (cd)
Sias Binaural CDs—All titles .
Id)
Water Lily Acoustic
WLI 0á Will. Ltd Edition LPs
(Ip)

Improve Your FM!

15.98
15.98
14.99
16.95
1499
14.95
39.95
29 95

Audiophile Books

The Audioprism 8500 passive indoor
FM antenna ts "unhesitatingly recommended."
says Bill Sommerwerck in Stereoptule.
Vol 13. No 9. September 1990
Now in black vinyl. Only $49.95 (Shipping $6 95)

CLEAN UP YOUR POWER!

Good Sound. by LDearborn 12 95
The VTL Tube Book, Edition 2
by David Manley
12.95
The Wood Effect. by RH Johnson
7.95
Full Frequency Stereo Sound.
History of Decca Records .2$00

RAM Vacuum Tubes
Last longer, sound better than
original tubes Complete sets

Protect
audio/video

Counlerpoint
5A1030

gear and

65 00

503013

99 95

SA2

improve
performance.

169 95

503

69 95

SA5

169 95

SA7 Ralel

as 95

ARC SP3

SW
Tripplile "ISOBAR" Power Line Filters
ISOBAR-4-220 4outlet. 220/240v
•79.95
ISOBAR-6 6outlet. 3-stage filtering
89.95
ISOBAR-8 8outlet, 4-stage filtering
99.95
ISOBAR IBR-12-12 outlets, 2-stage filtering
(see bottom illustration)
149.95

Tripplite Power Regulators Conditioners:
LC-1200 4uu:iet 2stage 1200 watt output
— 219 95
LC-1800 6outlet. 3stage, for audio and video.
1800 watt output ....
'•299 00
LCR-2400 14 outlets. 2stage. 2400 watt.
rack mount (see top illustration) ...... "399 00

65 00

SP8

95 00

SR9

109 95

SP10
SP11

239 95
9995

ARC Power, Amps
AudiPte Mod2

Cari
89 95

Catdorma Ape° tabs
Ana
49 95
Tempes,
CAT Sl•1 AIK11

189 95
159 95

Foreign Voltages. Too!

Tripplile LC-2000
7outlets. 2000 wails,
rselectable 208. 220.
240 volt regulation
••399 00

CHARGE IT!
Mastercard /DiscoverNisa /Amex

1-800942-0220

PV2 8 PV6
PV3
PV4
PV5

89 95
49 95
55 OD
13995

PV8

139 95

PV9
Prermerli

149W
169 95

813/45

139m

AIV50

18995

A0/75

189 95

NnAt Vow.

FOREIGN SALES WELCOME

0ynaco PAS 3

79 95

Stereo 70
Mart 01

179 95
room

/MA Magus

79 95

MUSK Ref RAI4

49 95

R115
R119

69 95
249 95

Measly, Hones
Vil Maximal

oi2OSos
69 95

Deluxe

89 95

RAM PROMO TUSES
Tube
1MT,
low None 16 95
4505

WAIST
27 00
49 95

RAM POWER PAM TUSES
12AU7 or 12AT7

17 95ea

12091
SAOI

16 95ea
25 Ceka

6550 malched per

69 95

6188 matched pair

115 00

34 marched pair

49 95

8417 roatcRed

rwir

77

50

5881,616 matched Po , 77 SO

55 CO

1191 MAWR OWES
61 ,05 NEW ,

40 00

65 CO

6550A 1US)

30 00

Moscotle 600
Moscode 150

179 95
117 CO

El 34 1051

20 00

KT66/58811USSR)

15 DI

Aloscode 300

69 95

807 (USSR)

20 OD

Super',
Minuet

--

9995
135 00

Pier

Conrad Johnson

69 95

SA128 1CO
SA20 8 220

Shipping Charges

AUDIO
ADVISOR
FAX 616-451-0709
Service 616-451-3868

Shipping Charges (UPS, laurel, 44 Stales)
Accessories One Item
4.95
Extra Items
1.50
'Turntables/Stands
12.95
1Racks/Large stands ..........29.95
•'Electronics
895
Iniuns Maws Mon-fr ,900-7 00 EST --- Sat 10003 00
erKeS warred to change Add 59 roi Arne,
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THE GROUND FLOOR
Peter W. Mitchell

N

o, I'm not going to talk about vacuumtube electronics. This discussion is
about the substantial advantages of

mains is the fact that awoofer in a2ft 3box will
be twice as efficient (ie, will require only half
as much amplifier power) as awoofer with the

using acylindrical tube instead of arectangular

same response curve in a1ft 3box.

box as aloudspeaker enclosure. This is apar-

The most difficult aspect of the trade-off is
that in this equation the cutoff frequency is

ticular hobbyhorse of mine. 'Babe enclosures
have lately become popular for automobile

raised to the third power. If the cutoff frequency

subwoofers, though they are not yet being used

is set at 25Hz instead of 50 the box volume

optimally in that application (as atest report
I've just written for Car Audio & Electronics

must be increased by afactor of eight, or you'll

will show).
Until now tubes have been rare in livingroom speaker designs, but that's about to change:

need eight times as much amplifier power to
achieve the same acoustic output. This, in a
nutshell, is why small speakers usually don't
produce much bottom-octave bass.

the new speakers from Genesis Technologies

One clever compromise, used successfully

are cylindrical in form. This produces immedi-

in the Celestion SL700 and in aspeaker that I

ate benefits in imaging (by eliminating diffrac-

helped ADS to create adozen years ago, is to

tion at cabinet edges) and coloration (by minimizing internal standing waves). But perhaps

overdamp the woofer system, making its Q

its most dramatic advantage is the way it takes

cutoff and then falling off acliff, the response

advantage of abasic principle of physics to min-

declines at aslow, gradual rate from the mid-

imize cabinet vibration and the associated midbass blurring at very low cost. With all the pro-

rigid boundaries, the bass may sound thin and

very low. Instead of being fiat down to some

range down. In alarge room, or one with non-

gress that has been made in driver technology

dry. But if you're lucky enough to have rigid

and computer-aided crossover design, the big-

living-room walls, the boundary reinforcement
will offset the woofer's slow droop, yielding

gest remaining bugaboo in speaker design is
the dreaded box.

approximately flat in-room response down to
30 or 40Hz.

Basic woofing

Still, if you want alot of bottom-octave bass,

If you want to produce extended deep bass

there's no substitute for abig enclosure But big

(and lots of it) with areasonable amount of

boxes are troublesome. Your room may have

amplifier power, physical laws dictate the use

avolume of 3000 ft, but even alarge speaker

of alarge enclosure behind the woofer. Hoff-

box is 1000 times smaller; consequently the

man's Iron Law, named by Henry Kloss around

motion of the woofer cone generates far more

1954 and refined later by Small and Thiele, is

intense pressure waves within the box than

the fundamental equation that governs the
behavior of virtually all woofers:

outside. At low frequencies, where the wavelengths are long, the motion of awoofer cone

e

kV f
3

tends to uniformly pressurize and depressurize
the box: as the cone moves in, the pressure in
the box increases; as the cone moves out, the

The woofer's efficiency (e) is proportional to

internal pressure decreases. The pressure tries

the enclosed air volume (V) and to the cube of

to swell up the box like aballoon, causing its

the cutoff frequency (f, below which the woof-

sides to alternately bulge outward and collapse
inward.

er's output falls rapidly), divided by the damping constant (Q, which defines the shape of the
woofer's response curve). Other factors, such
as the size of the cone the use of ports, and the

Flexing and bracing

strength of the magnet, are mere engineering

Each panel of wood (or whatever) is securely
joined to others along the edges with glue and

details that affect the multiplier constant (k).

screws, so the edges and corners can't move.

After you take care of these details, what re-

But most of the area of each panel is free to
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Forte announces
four new amplifiers
utilizing
insulated gate
bi-polar technology,
overall feedback
free
Forte models
are the first
to employ an output
stage using the latest
insulated gate
bi-polar power
devices

the ,est characteristics
of bl-polar and MOSFET
technology to prende
state-of-the-art linear
performance.
In combination with
osuperior new front en
design Forte's insulate ."
gate bi-polar output st
gives these amplifiers
extraordinary musical
accuracy in pure class A
and high-btas class A8
models. The superior
linearity of these Forte
designs is achieved
without resorting to

earthisexc fing •
new technology at your
Authorized Ferté Dealer.
For more information
or the name of your
dealer, col
5, or wr
InConcert,
Rood,
Socromenta, California
95842.
Forte products are etc
sively distributed by

I
N( /11,1 let

division of Threshold
Corporation.

•

•

Model 4
50W+ 50W
Pure class A

Model 6
150W+ 150W
High-bias
class AB

Model 5
100W + 100W
High-bias
class AB

Model 7
75W monoblock
Pure class A

TARGE7p
presents the new
R Series speaker stands
R1
Height 1' 9" (excluding spikes)
Top plate W 6" xD 8"
Base plate W 10" xD 12"
Coulour: Black
R2
Height 1' 9" (excluding spikes)
Top plate W 8" xD 9 1/2"
Base plate W 11 1/2" xD 13"
Coulour: Black
Designed to coplement quality speakers,
primarily for use with Pro-Ac Response
and Tablette, but entirely at home
supporting many other quality speakers.
For your free copy of our catalogue contact:

MAY AUDIO MARKETING INC.
P.O. Box 1048, Champlain, N.Y. 12919 -Tel.: (518) 298-4434

in Canada: (514) 651-5707
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bend and flex in response to the intense pressures within. The amount of flexure need not
be large; atypical speaker has less than one
square foot of cone area and 5-10 square feet
of wood panels, so even avery small amplitude
of flexure may produce audible coloration.
This is where minimonitors have a natural
advantage: since no part of any side-wall is
more than afew inches from an edge it is relatively rigid. (Bending strength depends on the
ratio of the panel thickness to the distance
between support points.)
Bending is anatural property of wood, and
often is useful; note the spring-like flexure of
the diving board at aswimming pool, or palm
trees that bend gracefully in ahurricane instead
of breaking off. If you're building aspeaker
enclosure you can increase the bending strength
of the panels by making them thicker; some
expensive speakers have walls several inches

Dick Olsher's Black Dahlia

thick. And you can use laminated construction

In any case, internal braces stiffen only the
places on each panel where they are attached.

—several thin layers of wood, their grains running in different directions, glued together to

The remaining areas of each panel are still free

form athicker panel. Many commercial speaker

to flex. In fact, bracing can make the problem
worse by dividing the panels into smaller areas

cabinets are made this way But since they often
have atotal wall thicknesses of barely an inch

with ahigher resonant frequency, thereby caus-

or less, laminated construction is only an im-

ing the worst vibrations to occur in the mid-

provement, not acure.
The inadequate bending strength of wood

range, where coloration is more noticeable.
The ultimate form of bracing is the "matrix"

can be partially overcome by using adifferent
physical principle. If you glue one end of arod

enclosure used by B&W and by Wilson Audio,
where the cabinet interior is filled with anested

or dowel to the middle of apanel, and attach

grid of bracing elements that contact the cabi-

the other end to the middle of the opposite
panel, those panels are no longer free to bend.

net walls at dozens of points, so that no part of
any cabinet wall is more than an inch or two

Any tendency of the panel to bow inward or

away from abrace. But this is costly and prob-

outward must compress or stretch the rod.
Instead of bending strength, which is low, we

ably is impractical for the home constructor.
Cabinet vibration remains an important prob-

are now dealing with tensile strength, which

lem in the majority of mass-produced speakers.

is high—especially if you use arod made of

You can confirm this in any store by putting

steel, whose tensile strength is very high indeed.

your hands on the sides and back of loudspeakers while they play; usually you can feel

Some type of bracing is used in all large
speaker cabinets. In floor-standing speakers the

the music in your fingers. Note JA's conclusion

brace often takes the form of ashelf, apanel

(November 1990) that the Black Dahlia loud-

that is installed horizontally within the cabinet

speaker kit was somewhat compromised by its

and is glued all around its periphery to the

standard cabinet; if you want to benefit fully

inside cabinet walls. Of course, asolid shelf
would divide the cabinet interior into two

from Dick Olsher's fine design work on the
drivers and crossover, you should make or buy

smaller compartments, defeating the purpose

abox with thicker walls and more elaborate
bracing.

of having alarge enclosure. Scs to let the woofer's
back-pressure fill the entire volume of the box,
holes usually are cut in the shelf. If the holes

Growing your own

are many or large they may reduce the shelfs

Not surprisingly, in good speakers the cabinet

tensile strength, but it's still better than no brace

is often the most expensive part. That, in turn,

at all.

is why building speaker systems at home, either
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from kits or from individually selected drivers,

advantage as awoofer enclosure. Remember

is so attractive: by building your own cabinets

the basic problem: the back-pressure from the

you can save asubstantial portion of the man-

woofer is alternately pushing out on the walls

ufacturing cost as well as the distributor's and

and, in the alternate half-cycle, pulling them

dealer's markups. Drivers and crossovers for

inward, trying to make the enclosure expand

a$1000 pair of speakers typically cost under

and contract. In abox constructed of flat panels

1300 when purchased separately in quantities

the pressure causes flexure of any part of the

of one or two. In the case of asubwoofer you

wall that isn't held motionless by across-brace.

may save an even higher percentage of the cost:

Over most of the panel area these forces are

an $800 subwoofer may be just a$150 woofer

resisted only by the bending strength of the

in abig box. (Whether you buy asubwoofer

wood, which improves with thickness and
laminated construction.

system or build it yourself, for best results it
should be used with an electronic crossover
and its own amplifier.)

Now think about what happens in acylindrical tube. As the cone moves inward and the

Subwoofers give you the option of using

pressure in the tube rises, it produces auniform

small minirnonitors for the midrange and highs,

outward force at every point on the tube wall.

with the attendant advantage that the cabinets

Unlike abox, which is fastened at the corners

of the satellites may be small enough to avoid

and free to bend in the middle of each panel,

panel resonance problems. They also give you

a tube has the same physical properties all

the freedom to position the woofers for best

around its circumference The only way it could

boundary reinforcement and minimum standingwave problems, while the minimonitors are
located where they deliver the smoothest re-

yield to the outward pressure would be to expand like aballoon; but that would mean that
the material of the cylinder wall would have to

sponse and best imaging. Those are some of

stretch. During the other half-cycle (when the

the reasons why Irecommend that homebrew

cone moves forward, reducing the pressure in

constructors begin with subwoofers, not fullrange speakers.

the enclosure), the inward pressure on the cylinder wall tries to make it contract, compress-

One drawback to assembling full-range speak-

ing the material of the wall.

ers is the difficulty of matching the drivers to

Presto! In atube the radial forces created by

each other and to the crossover. Drivers com-

pressure are magically transformed into cir-

monly vary from sample to sample by up to

cumferential forces. These are resisted, not by
the bending strength of the material, but by its

2dB in sensitivity. The best speaker-system
manufacturers compensate for such variations
by individually fine-tuning each crossover to

tensile strength—its resistance to stretching and
compression. This principle is well understood

the particular drivers it is being used with. If

outside the speaker business: pipes and tubes

you're assembling aspeaker at home you prob-

often carry high-pressure liquids and gases. So

ably should rent areal-time spectrum analyzer

does the hydraulic braking system in your car,

(from apro-audio shop or acar-stereo installer)

which uses liquid in atube to transmit intense

to help you to fine-tune the finished system for

pressure from the master cylinder to each wheel.

the flattest response.

Spaceships, high-altitude aircraft, and deep-

Excuse me; I'm getting away from the point,

diving submarines are all spherical or cylindri-

always atemptation. The point is that you can

cal in form. They have relatively thin sheet-

save money by assembling speakers at home,

metal exteriors; yet they are routinely exposed

especially in the case of subwoofers. But asub-

to multi-ton pressures that would buckle aflat

woofer needs arelatively large enclosure, at

plate of the same material. As long as the pres-

least three or four ft 3,if it is to produce lots of
bottom-octave output. That in turn means large

sure is applied uniformly to the entire surface
of the cylinder, the bending strength of the

panels that are especially likely to flex unless

material is irrelevant; its tensile strength is what

they are very thick or very well braced.

counts. Even alowly egg illustrates the prin-

The tube, at last

siderable pressure that is applied uniformly; yet

ciple: it will survive being squeezed under conEnter the tube. Thanks to abasic principle of

the eggshell breaks immediately if tapped on

physics that has gone remarkably unrecognized
in the speaker industry, atube has aunique

one side Similarly, submarines were sometimes
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destroyed during World War II by exploding
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PURE
POWER
Counterpoint's new PAC (Pure Power) AC Mains Filters are the
first AC processors that audibly, in an instantly recognizable fashion,
improve musical reproduction.

Both the PAC-5 and the high current

PAC-I5 (designed for power amplifiers) accomodate four audio
components.
PAC's proprietary resonant storage technology releases energy
to your audio components in sychronization with incoming AC,
while filtering high-frequency powerline distortion and blocking
low-frequency phase "jitter."
Of course, like any reputable power processor, both Counterpoint
Pure Power PAC's protect your valuable equipment from voltage
surges, dips and spikes, as well as powerline RFI and EMI noises.
And PAC's Peak Current Unlimiter insures maximum dynamic
range and bass impact by "opening up" when your components
demand power during those dramatic, power demanding musical
peaks.

The Counterpoint PAC's offer increased transparency and

soundstaging while preserving music's dynamic gradations.
musical enjoyment will be enhanced for years to come.

COUNTERPOINT
NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU
10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY 1979-1989
2610 Commerce Dr.. Vista, CA 92083 • Call (800) 266-9090

Your

adepth charge nearby, subjecting one side of
the cylinder to amomentary overpressure that
cracked its shell.

te

KIM3ER KABLE
Dealers, customers, reviewers and
manufacturers have all been raving about
the new Kimber Silver cables. We can
arrange for your home audition. Call Ils for
your nearest dealer.

There's alesson here for tube speaker designers. Installing drivers in acylindrical tube
wall may subject that wall to non-uniform pressure. Indeed, when subjected to short-wavelength vibrations (ie, midrange frequencies) any
tube may exhibit abell resonance. (What is a
bell but acylinder whose diameter varies along

Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable

Cost effective cables
Speaker wire-S1.00 per loot up to $180.00 per fool Custom
terminations available.

Interconnect Cables

its height axis?) A bell resonance occurs when
the wavelength of the vibration is equal to, or
asub-multiple of, the circumference of the cylinder. Then the cylinder flexes, becoming momentarily elliptical in cross-section rather than

KC- l$68.00 /meter pair
KCAG $350 /meter pair
KCTG $650 /meter pair
All other lengths including custom are available. All are available with balanced XLR.

circular, with the long axis of the ellipse rotating around the cylinder axis.

2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE -OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621-5530
FAX(801) 627-6980

obvious conclusion is that tubes and subwoofers are natural partners. (The driver should be

A tube has its magical properties only when
the wavelengths are long compared to the circumference—ie, with low frequencies. The

s

r

mounted in the opening at one end of the tube.
Presumably the opening at the other end of the
tube will be stopped up with athick, rigid endcap—perhaps containing aport if you prefer

ra

abass-reflex design.) The woofer cone merely
acts as an electric air-pump to rapidly pressurize and de-pressurize the interior.

THE
NATURAL
CHOICE

Rogers

Rogers products have earned a
worldwide reputation for fine sound
quality and high construction standards. Primary design goals at Rogers
have always been tonal neutrality,
low colouration, transparency and
extended bandwidth. The result is
a smooth, effortless sound that
makes Rogers "the natural choice"
Write or call for dealer Information.

Audi

nflux_

This is the recipe for asubwoofer enclosure
that is inherently free of cabinet vibration, and
it doesn't need 3"-thick panels, expensively
laminated woods, elaborately interlocked internal bracing, or the costly skills of aprofessional
cabinetmaker. We are simply taking advantage
of aphysical principle that transforms uniform
pressure on cylinder walls into circumferential tension. The walls needn't be very thick,
they just need to be made of amaterial that has
high tensile strength. Preferably the material
also should be relatively inert at middle and
high audio frequencies, so that it won't ring like
abell in sympathy with the vibrations from
your satellite speakers.
That rules out metal pipes, thankfully. So
where can you find atube that would work
well as asubwoofer enclosure? Some people
have used PVC plumbing pipe; it's cheap, relatively easy to work with, and can be obtained
with conveniences like threaded end-caps. But
since Ihaven't tried it myself, and don't know
anything about the tensile strength of PVC plastic, Ican't endorse it. (It may work fine; Ijust
don't know.)
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Wrapping paper at 13Hz

the Saint-Saëns Organ Symphony in San Fran-

Three decades ago, when Ineeded similar tubes

cisco. It contains low D and Cpedal fundamen-

for another application (optical telescopes), I
found an ideal source at very low cost: lam-

tals at 18 and 16Hz. When those frequencies are
reproduced without distortion you don't actu-

inated-paper tubes used at construction sites.

ally hear asound; you just feel the air shaking
all around you. I've had asimilar experience

You've seen them—large tan-colored tubes that
are used as forms for casting concrete into the
cylindrical columns that support buildings and
highway overpasses. These tubes are made of
Kraft paper (industrial-strength hard-surfaced
tan paper) which is sprayed with adhesive and
wound onto aform until perhaps ahundred
layers of paper are tightly wrapped and glued
together, forming acylinder wall about y
a"

at live performances of this symphony, but
never from arecording until this occasion.
The essential conclusion is that awoofer in
acheap laminated-paper tube can produce
bottom-octave bass of very high quality at surprisingly low cost. And since the tube is just
paper, it's not very heavy; although it's large,
you won't need acrane and six helpers to lug

thick that is acoustically inert and remarkably

it home. In afuture edition of this column I'll

strong. Thin-walled versions are used with
metal end-caps to make barrels for storing dry

discuss drivers, mounting methods, and other
details.

goods such as flour; but for subwoofers you
want the thicker tubes made for casting con-

readers, who may have assumed that good sub-

crete columns.

Ihope this column may have persuaded some

When Ineeded telescope tubes in New England Isimply went to my local Sonotube dis-

woofers are an unaffordable luxury, that the
opposite is true: you can assemble aremarkably satisfying subwoofer system at low cost

tributor and bought tubes made by Sonoco

without having to become an expert carpenter.

Paper, about l' in diameter by 6' long, for less

But frankly, that was not my main purpose. I
recognize that only asmall percentage of Stereophile readers are, or want to become, home-

than ten bucks apiece. They probably cost
more now, and outside of the Northeast the
brand name may be different. For alocal source

brew speaker builders. Those who are, or could

you could look under "fiber drums" in the yel-

be, should be reading Speaker Builder maga-

low pages, preferably abusiness-to-business

zine; inquire at P.O. Box 494, Peterborough, NH

directory; or ask alocal construction company

03458.

where they buy forms for casting concrete
columns.

My true aim is to alert speaker manufacturers
to the remarkable advantages of using atube

At this point you're probably wondering

as asubwoofer enclosure. It's an easy and very

whether to take me seriously. Audio has be-

cost-effective way to produce asystem that

come very high-tech, with speaker diaphragms
being made of exotic materials like polypropy-

probably would wipe out most boxed woofers

lene and titanium. A laminated paper tube

ing two attractive candidates: aservo-controlled

seems awfully low-tech by comparison. But in
fact some of the most impressive subwoofer

priced at $800, and alarger model containing

systems I've heard are those manufactured by

and sell for alower price. Genesis is introduc10" woofer in atube with abuilt-in 150W amp,

Poh Ser Hsu, aSingapore engineer who joined

a12" woofer and a250W amp for $1700.
There is still plenty of room in the market-

the Boston Audio Society when he was astudent at MIT. (He currently lives in Chelsea, MA,

place for tube woofers from other manufacturers. In fact, when Itested car tubes Iwas

asuburb of Boston.) Hsu's bass-reflex systems
use first-rate woofers mounted in Sonotubes

hoping to find one that would also work well

that are painted black, 6' tall by l' or 2' in

where the small volume of the "room" pro-

in the living room. They were fine in the car,

diameter, with flat response to as low as 13Hz!

vides adramatic deep-bass boost; but the tubes

Since they have very low distortion, and are

were all cut short, less than 2' long, to fit eas-

intended to operate mainly below 40Hz, they
are surprisingly easy to integrate into asystem.

ily in the trunk of acar. In aliving room atube
can stand 4' to 6' tall, enclosing enough interior

They don't muddy up the sound at all; they
simply build afoundation under it.

efficiency, without taking up any more space

Iheard apair at afriend's house, playing the
Philips recording of Edo de 'art conducting
Stereophile, March 1991

volume to generate deep bass with acceptable
than ashort tube.
Is somebody listening?
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EiFIVI-75
MONO TUBE AMPLIFIER

13F13-50
STEREO TUBE AMPLIFIER

"SONIC FRONTIERS gets two thumbs up for their entry into the
vacuum tube amplifier arena." "...the best overall square-wave response of any tube amplifier Ihave measured." David Davenport & Kevin Carter,
GLASS AUDIO Magazine, Issue 2/90

Tremendous air, body and focus. Excellent bass capabilities when
driving my APOGEE DIVA speakers full range. An excellent sound
value for people who love music." Harvey Rieff, Hoboken, NI USA
Our formula is simple. We utilize an outstanding input/driver circuit from JOE CURCIO, a
noted tube electronics designer, along with our own refinements in circuit topology and parts
selection. Add to this acustom wound wide bandwidth output transformer, an extremely solid,
high capacity power supply with aconservatively rated power transformer, along with the best
components available and you have the recipe for outstanding sound quality. Whether in KIT
form (factory direct) or FACTORY ASSEMBLED (through dealers), the SFM-75 is designed to
be areliable, high performance amplifier, competitve with the very best at any price!

SFM-75 MONO TUBE AMPLIFIER
In our continuing effort to improve and enhance our products, this production run of SFM-75
amplifiers incorporates the following changes:
-satin chrome chassis with asatin brass faceplate
-easily removable (snap-in) top cover
-front panel bias meter with exterior mounted adjustment controls
-KT-88 output tubes (with ceramic/silver tube sockets)
-regulated pentode or triode operation modes
-3.5 or 8ohm output taps (all secondary windings utilized)
-further refinements to our complement of premium quality parts which include VISHAY, REL-CAP,
WONDER CAP, SOLEN, CARDAS, EDISON PRICE, HOLCO, ETC.

PRICE :$3495 per pair US

SFS-50 STEREO TUBE AMPLIFIER
We are pleased to introduce at this time, our newest product, the SFS-50 Stereo Tube Amplifier.
Utilizing the same overall circuit topology, and similar component quality as our SFM-75, this
unit should appeal to the cost conscious audiophile who has less demanding power requirements.

PRICE :$2195 US
Please CALL, WRITE or FAX for information on our complete line of tube electronics products.
DEALER & INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES WELCOMED

SONIC FRONTIERS
INCORPORATED
760 PACIFIC ROAD, UNIT #19, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA L6L 6M5
TEL (416) 847-3245
FAX (416) 847-5471
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
GRAHAM ENGINEERING
MODEL 1.5 TONEARM
Dick Olsher

Graham Model 1.5 tonearm

Type: 9" pivoted arm with unipivot bearing design. Cartridge compatibility: Cartridge masses
from 3.5 to 20 grams. Available adjustments: micrometer adjustments for overhang, azimuth,
VTA, and tracking force; up to 3.0 grams of antiskating force, in 0.5 gram increments. Arm mount:
SME -type cutout, compatible with existing SME arm boards. Special features: interchangeable
arm wands which facilitate cartridge mounting and changeover. Arm wiring: van den Hul silver
wire with silver solder connections. Price: $2240. Approximate number of dealers: 15. Manufacturer: Graham Engineering, Inc., 1Baron Park #33, Burlington, MA 01803. Tel: (617) 270-0094.
Frankly, I'm fed up with the prophets of doom,
those false seers who forecast vinyl's imminent

tinue to offer vinyl for along time to come. The
demand will be there: as an owner of atop-

demise. Some claim to have seen the writing
on the wall as far back as ten years ago, sens-

form the CD for along time to come.

ing that the advent of the CD would perforce
relegate the stylus-in-groove method of transduction to the trashpile of history. First of all,

notch phono system, Ican continue to outperThe current trend to digitally remaster old
classics for reissue on CD is particularly tragic

most of the music Ienjoy happens to be on LP.

The major labels are sitting on atreasury of old
analog master tapes. From what Ihear, these

And I'm sure Ispeak for many audiophiles who

tapes are not benefiting from digital remaster-

have also spent alifetime building up avinyl
collection when Isay we're not about to throw
away our cherished treasuries of music These
LPs Iexpect to enjoy until the end of my time.
Thus, Iwelcome any phono-system technological advance that will recover more information from the groove. In its present samplingrate format, the CD strikes me primarily as a
convenience medium, akin to the analog cas-

ing; instead, more vinyl pressings would be
welcome. Let me give you arecent example. I
was recently given acopy of Rossini's The Barber of Seville—a "highlights" LP released in this
country on Angel 35963. The analog master
was digitally remastered by EMI in 1986 and
released on CD. The performance dates back
to 1957 and was recorded at London's Kingsway Hall. Arguably, this is this Opera's finest

sette tape. Open-reel tape was recognized as a
sonically superior medium at the time, but

Figaro are in superb form, giving rich and

those cassettes were "oh so cute" and much

inspired interpretations of these roles. Own-

easier to manage—especially in the car. From
my perspective, audiophile labels (if not the

ing acopy of the CD, Idecided to carefully
compare it to the LP. The bad news was that the

mass-market-oriented major labels) will con-

LP had apparently been played with arusty
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hour: Maria Gallas as Rosina and Tito Gobbi as
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nail. The surface noise was intolerable, and
there was groove damage audible during peak
modulations. Yet, despite it all, Gobbi's and

From the perspective of the cartridge, the
arm is essentially a"monkey on the back." As
the stylus negotiates delicate groove modula-

Callas's voices shone with afiery intensity and

tions, the cartridge has to literally drag this

sense of drama that was completely missing on

monkey, kicking and screaming, down the

the CD. By comparison, the CD sounded sanitized, devoid of the intensity so easily captured

groove spiral. Bearing friction at the arm pivot,

on vinyl. Not only that, the sense of focus and

sufficient to impede the motion of the cartridge, gives rise to distortion because frictional

soundstage transparency was also heightened

forces along the groove wall increase as aresult.

on the LP. So much for digital remastering. I

Thus, low bearing friction is an automatic

would gladly trade this CD plus hard-earned

prerequisite for agood arm. For amagnetic,

cash for amint copy of the LP (or, better yet,

velocity-characteristic cartridge, the differential

the complete 3-LP set). Please write me care of
Stereopbile.
To fully understand what the Graham Model
1.5 arm is all about, one has to start with the
sparkle of inspiration in Bob Graham's mind.

velocity between the stylus and cartridge body
gives rise to the output signal. Should the arm
rattle the cartridge, the signal's amplitude and
the system's frequency response will both be
affected. This can happen when the arm bear-

It's next to impossible not to like Bob. His

ings are loose and "chatter." Unfortunately, for

friendly demeanor puts one at ease, and his

conventional bearings of the gimbal or ball-

care and love for the analog art bubble forth.
His design philosophy is fully accessible to
open discussion. There is no mysticism or clas-

race design, the requirements for low friction
and tightness (no chatter) are contradictory;
some compromise must be struck between the

sified industrial secrets to get in the way. The

two. In other words, the tighter the bearings,

1.5 is adistillation of the best design ideas the

the greater the friction.

art has produced over the years, executed with
care and engineering precision. Of course,
there are some new wrinkles here, covered by

to overall performance. Real-world records are

The dynamic behavior of the arm is critical
eccentric and warped. 'flying to negotiate such

no less than two US patents, but the foundation
is sound engineering practice aimed at provid-

arecord subjects the arm to lateral and verti-

ing the most perfect operating platform for a
phono cartridge achievable at the current state

tical problem is that of negotiating asmallradius warp. As the stylus starts to climb the

of the art. The basic design was refined over a

uphill side of the warp, the cantilever is com-

cal accelerations. By far the most serious prac-

period of several years to yield what is now, in

pressed upward, which may significantly in-

my estimation, the finest tonearm money can

crease vertical tracking force This is bad enough

buy.

in itself—increased VTF accelerates record
wear—but the cantilever may be displaced

The perfect tonearm

upward to the extent that the cartridge enters
the twilight zone of nonlinearity: either be-

The role of the tonearm has been compared to
that of the enclosure in aloudspeaker. In this

cause of suspension overload or operation in

analogy, think of the bass driver as representing
the cartridge. The first important point is that

the fringe of the magnetic field. On the downhill side of the warp the cartridge begins to lose

it is impossible to assess the driver's perfor-

contact with the groove. The effective VTF is

mance without considering its interaction with

reduced, which increases distortion, but the

the cabinet. The cartridge/arm combination

ultimate danger is that of complete loss of con-

should be viewed in the same light. The arm's

tact and groove skipping. What's required here

effective mass should be compatible with the
cartridge compliance to produce an optimal

is animble arm, dynamically able to keep the
stylus in the groove while negotiating aroller

low-frequency resonance. Just as enclosure
wall flexure and resonances may color aspeaker's

arm's dynamic performance is the ratio of VTF

reproduction, so can arm resonances influence
the overall frequency-response and time-

coaster. A figure of merit for assessing atoneto effective IllaSS: the greater the better. This
(with an important caveat) gives the maximum

domain behavior. Arm resonances, both lateral

acceleration in gravitational "g" units that the

and torsional, should be minimal and well-

arm can withstand before leaving the groove.

damped.

The effective mass for the Graham arm is about
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11 grams. Thus, with aVTF of 2.0 grams, the

March/April 1978), it was not the distortion per

maximum safe acceleration is 3( „or 0.18g.

se that moved manufacturers to decrease track-

What we have ignored so far in the dynamical analysis of the arm are the effects of damp-

ing error, but rather the excessive wear resulting from greatly increased side thrust. There

ing fluid and arm-pivot restoring forces. Damp-

was atime when 12" arms were fairly common. The longer pivot-to-stylus distance served

ing is normally applied at the pivot of the arm
in the form of afluid. Used in moderation,

to trace amore tangential arc across the grooved

damping is agood thing. It is not amagic

surface of the record, but the penalty in terms

potion that will somehow convert apoor arm

of increased effective mass far outweighed the
benefits.

into agood one, but it does help an already
good arm perform even better by reducing the
"Q" of any resonances. Used in excess, damping can backfire by reducing the dynamic capability of the arm. Damping fluid resists acceler-

It is now well established that it was Lüfgren
in 1938, and not Baerwald in 1941, who provided the first comprehensive mathematical

ation and exacerbates the problems encoun-

analysis of tonearm geometry aimed at minimizing the lateral tracking distortion weighed

tered by the arm while negotiating warps.
Another negative complication involves the

by the inverse of the groove radius. This is the
key concept: Tacking distortion varies propor-

action of restoring forces acting at the pivot.
On some arms the pivot is located above the

groove radius; the quantity to minimize is the

arm's center of gravity in what is known as a
"stable static balance." The analogy suggested

to the inner recorded radius, groove modula-

by Bob Graham is that of ahigh-wire artist
balancing himself with the use of alarge pole

tion increases and the signal/noise ratio decreases. Thus, it makes sense to place the max-

which bends at the ends to well below the

imum distortion at the outer radii. The standard
analysis specifies, for agiven effective arm
length and inner and outer recorded surface

plane of the wire. The pole confers stability by
lowering the center of gravity below the "pivot
point," in this case the artist's feet, thus opposing the decentering of the center of gravity.
Again, this makes it more difficult for the arm
to navigate warps. Once the arm is knocked out
of balance by the warp, the arm attempts to
steer back to stable balance regardless of what
the dynamic situation demands.

tionately with tracking error and inversely with
tracking error per unit radius. As you get closer

radii, the optimum offset angle and overhang.
This solution gives two "null radii" (2.32" and
4.62" from the spindle) at which the cartridge
is tangential to the groove. Alignment templates
use these null points for setting up the optimum tracking geometry.

I've left geometrical considerations for last

Several optional alignments are possible,
each of which introduces additional non-

because their importance is often exaggerated.

geometrical criteria into the analysis. Lüfgren

Ido not believe that alinear-tracking arm is a
requirement for the ideal arm. Often, such an

tracking distortion was cumulative with time

arm introduces compromises in the areas of

himself believed that the annoyance factor of

arm rigidity and dynamic behavior that dwarf

and proposed an alternative alignment with
increased overhang so that the maximum dis-

the theoretical reduction in lateral tracking dis-

tortion between the null radii would be lower

tortion and the attendant benefit of no side

—but at the cost of briefly increasing distor-

thrust. A 9" effective-length pivoted arm with

tion at the beginning and end of the record.

optimum offset angle and overhang produces

There is no psychoacoustic evidence to sup-

amaximum tracking error of 2.33%. For a

port Lagren's "hypothesis." Ifind it hard to
believe that asmall decrease in second-har-

recorded velocity of lOcrnis RMS, this translates
into 0.74% harmonic distortion. In view of the
other forms of distortion inherent in phono
reproduction, such as tracing and vertical
tracking distortions, it's reasonable to accept
these levels of lateral tracking distortion at least
as subjectively adequate. Essentially all of the

monic distortion would reduce the annoyance
factor. In fact, quite the opposite is more likely
to happen; te, an increase in even-order harmonic products is more likely to mask more
noxious forms of distortion.
Stevenson, on the other hand, felt that an-

lateral tracking distortion is second-harmonic

noyance increased with the amplitude of the

in nature and therefore consonant with the

distortion. He was willing to accept slightly
higher distortion over most of the record in

music. According to Randhawa (Wireless Wbrld,
Stereophile, March 1991
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order to keep distortion on the inner radii to
an absolute minimum. His approach was to
place the inner null radius at the inner groove
radius. This made more sense in the '60s, when
spherical-tip styli were commonly used and
inner-groove tracing was abig problem. But

ments in the home. The wide availability of
commercial alignment gauges obscures the fact
that they are difficult to apply accurately. The
gauges depend on crude "eyeballing" to achieve
their claimed alignments. Even if you got the
overhang just right, with what sort of precision

with the advent of line-contact styli, this argument also loses steam.

do you think you can judge the offset angle?

Gilson (Wireless Wbrld, October 1981) points

maximum distortion figure. Another problem

out that the side thrust force acting on the sty-

is that gauges assume that the cantilever is perfectly parallel to the sides of cartridge body, and

lus increases with increasing overhang. Side
thrust increases the stylus loading on the inner
groove wall, decreases it for the outer groove

Even a1° error here will greatly change the

then use the body of the cartridge for align-

wall, and tends to displace the cantilever from

ment purposes. This is sometimes not the case.
In my own sample of the Benz, the cantilever

its center position in the groove. All of this can

is somewhat skewed to the side as it emerges

and does lead to increased distortion. He takes
"hi-fi pundits" to task for giving manufacturers

allows the use of the stylus tip and cantilever

such ahard time for "less than optimum" arm
geometry. Gilson is quite willing to settle on
avalue for overhang less than the Lüfgren/
Baerwald standard, and trade increased lateral
tracking distortion for reduced side thrust. He
makes avalid point. If side thrust could easily
be compensated for, he would not have aleg
to stand on. But the side force varies so much
across the surface of the record that it is impos-

from the body. Unless the alignment procedure
as reference, the final accuracy of the alignment
may be afar cry from what the gauge intimates
it should be.
The Graham Solution
Let's look at how the Model 1.5 addresses the
various criteria for the "perfect arm," starting
with the pivot design.

sible to effectively compensate for it. The best

It may surprise some of you to find that Graham has chosen to go with a"unipivot" bear-

approach, according to Gilson, is to minimize
it in the first place.

ing. Nevertheless, aunipivot has alot going for
it: First, it is the simplest design. Second, it pre-

Iimagine that Gilson would not be enamored of Leofgren's alternative alignment,

loads the bearing surface to zero tolerance, and
is capable of yielding the lowest possible fric-

which calls for increased overhang. Itoo am
unimpressed with this alignment. The fact that
the Model 1.5 arm allows acartridge to be

tion in amechanical design. Bob sent me a
videotape of atest he conducted where he pitted an SME IV against an undamped Model 1.5.

aligned in either the standard Baerwald/Leefgren

Both arms carried the same cartridges and were

geometry (which Graham simply calls Baer-

statically balanced. Both arms were displaced
vertically downward the same distance at the

wald) or the alternative Laren geometry (Life
gren, according to Graham) gave me the opportunity to compare the two. Istarted out with

start of the test. The idea was to see which

the Benz MC-3 set up in the alternative Lüfgren
alignment, then switched to the standard align-

would indirectly reveal the degree of vertical
friction in the bearings. The SME pooped out

ment, taking the time to readjust the VTF and

after about 30 seconds. The 1.5 kept going for

arm bobbed up and down the longest, as this

VTA because of the change in overhang. Idid

two and one half minutes before Bob stopped

not, however, change the anti-skating during
the testing, which was set at 1.5gm throughout.

the arm for fear of having me fall asleep. He
claims that the arm actually continues its pen-

At least with this cartridge, Iwas much happier

dulum-like motion for over five minutes.

with the standard B/L alignment. In general, the
soundstage was more transparent and more

out of tolerance, as there is nothing to adjust.

palpably focused. The upper octaves were
smoother and inner detail was better resolved.
One of the issues that gets little attention in
any discussion of lateral tracking alignment is
the accuracy with which the audiophile can
make the overhang and offset-angle adjust110

Third, bearing performance does not drift
Graham uses tungsten carbide for both the
bearing cup and pivot. Both elements are said
to be polished to stylus-tip tolerances. With a
typical 7-9gm cartridge mounted on the arm,
Graham calculates the loading on the bearing
point to be in excess of 100 tons per square
Stereophile, March 1991

inch. With this sort of loading there is no play

of live music. According to Pramanik of B&O

in the bearing to interfere with the transduc-

(see Audio, June 1980), adecoupled counter-

tion process. Finally, aunipivot design makes
it easy to add damping fluid around the pivot

weight whose suspension is tuned to around
the arm resonance offers amajor advantage

point. Viscous silicone fluid (about 0.75m1) is

over fixed or stiffly suspended counterweights
because the resonance peaks are much reduced

used here to provide damping in both vertical
and horizontal planes.
Older unipivot arms, such as the Formula
Four, used stable balance with the pivot point

in amplitude. Along these lines, adecoupled
counterweight with asoft Sorbothane suspension was designed that gave amuch more nat-

well above the center of gravity of the system.

ural bottom end. This is something that Gra-

In contrast, the 1.5 places the pivot point in the

ham sweated over. He tells me that he was

vertical plane essentially at the center of gravity

worried about the public mistaking ahigh-Q

of the assembly, hence in neutral balance. The

bass with its impression of slam and punch for
real "killer" bass quality.

pivot point is in line with the longitudinal axis
of the arm tube, main pivot housing, and coun-

Although the arm tube of the 1.5 is visually

terweight. Two outrigger weights are posi-

less impressive than, say, that of the SME V, it
is in fact extremely rigid and sonically inert.

tioned to either side of the pivot housing and
slightly below the pivot point to provide lateral

There's more here than meets the eye. The arm

stability—otherwise the arm could tip over to
one side or the other because it does not favor

tube is made up of two concentric tubes. The

a particular rest position. The short lateral
levers connecting the outriggers to the pivot
housing create astrong stable balance along the
line connecting them, thereby resisting torsional motion and keeping the arm in the cor-

outer tube is made of amagnesium/aluminum
alloy, the inner of stainless steel and covered
with bands of damping material. The inner
tube also acts as ashield for the signal wires.
The arm tube is heated to expand the damping
material and bond it to the walls of both tubes.

rect upright position. The outriggers manage

This results in true constrained layer damping

to lower the center of gravity of the assembly
—but only slightly in the vertical plane—and

of the arm wand. The arm tube does not ring.
'flipping it with apencil results in nothing more

the arm operates essentially in neutral balance
with minimal restoring forces. According to

nects to the pivot assembly via aminiature Ben-

than awell-muffled thud. The arm wand con-

Bob, if the arm is lifted afull 0.5" off the rec-

dix "aerospace" connector that provides an

ord, the generated restoring force at the stylus

extremely rigid mechanical connection. An

tip is only about 30 milligrams. Because the
outriggers are so close to the pivot point, their

additional wand amy be purchased with the

effect on the effective mass of the arm in the

quick changeover. To use the patented Graham

vertical plane is minimal. However, they ac-

alignment fixture, it is necessary to separate the

count for most of the moving mass in the lateral
plane.

This makes it much easier to mount the car-

These same outriggers are used to adjust the
azimuth. The weights are moved in and out
along threaded rods that provide aprecise and

idea of pre-mounting another cartridge for

wand/cartridge shell from the rest of the arm.
tridge in the headshell.
The signal cable connects to an external RCA
jack box via amulti-pin connector. This means

stable adjustment. Acloser look at these weights

that you are free to use and experiment with

shows that they are displaced from true perpendicular in reference to the arm tube. This

your favorite interconnects between the arm
and preamp. Tiffany and WBT jacks are avail-

is by design, and assists in preventing the car-

able, the Tiffanys being standard. The latest

tridge from twisting while negotiating record

Tiffany connectors using an OFC copper base

warps.

with direct gold-plating (no intermediary plat-

Much time and effort went into sorting out

ing surface)—the CM-4 OFC and CM-3 OFC—

the counterweight design. Initially, rigidly cou-

are also available at apremium. And that's what

pled counterweight designs were investigated.

Iused during the evaluation.

This resulted in overemphasized bass that was
representative of ahigh-Q tonearm/cartridge

Installation

resonance. The bass was impressive, to be sure,

Along with the arm came adelightful array of

but without the pitch definition and tightness

tools designed to make your life much easier

Stereophile, March 1991
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during the set-up and adjustment phase There's

balance. The VTF is not calibrated, so you'll

apair of "Uncle Bill's" tweezers for connect-

have to provide your own gauge for this. Next

ing the signal wires to the cartridge. Of course,

come the VTA and azimuth adjustments to

there's aminiature Xcelite flat-blade screw-

complete the installation.

driver for tightening the cartridge screws, and
plenty of screws to choose from. An Edmund

Listening impressions

Scientific Ca dual-power magnifier is available

It was understood from the start that the Gra-

for use with the alignment fixture to be de-

ham arm would live or die on the basis of its
performance relative to the SME V. Bob Gra-

scribed shortly. The base mounting screws, the
counterweight adapter screws, and all routine

ham understood this very well during the

locking adjustments are made with a 764
Bondhus hex driver. With the single adjust-

design stage of the arm. After all, the SME is the
arm to beat. It has established astrong reputa-

ment of the cueing-device height, no other

tion worldwide and has even been considered

adjustment is necessary. The rule is: "if the
Bondhus adjustment tool doesn't fit it, don't
try to adjust it."
Once the base assembly is securely mounted
to the arm board, the next step is to fix the pivot-

by some as the best pivoted arm money can
buy. The SME had been my own reference for
the past couple of years. Ihad grown to appreciate its strong suits, and it has happily partnered avariety of cartridges. If the Graham

to-stylus distance Aspindle pin is slipped over

could exceed the SME's sonic virtues, it would

the spindle of the 'table and the overhang

be a miracle indeed and something really

adjustment is loosened with (of course) the
Bondhus tool. The wand/headshell is moved
via amicrometer until the spindle pin snaps

worth writing home about.
It didn't take me long to find out that the SME
was in serious trouble. During his visit to Santa

into position in the outermost hole in the head-

Fe, Bob brought along a Koetsu Pro IV, an
utterly amazing cartridge that Ihad achance

shell, at which time you lock the overhang
adjustment. There's no guesswork or awkward
templates involved. Next, remove the arm

to briefly audition on both the SME and Graham arms. The SME just wasn't as quick or as

wand and mount the cartridge in the headshell.

detailed as the Graham, and the Graham's bass

The alignment fixture snaps into the top of the

registers were tighter and better-defined. Nor

headshell and the rotating target plate is placed

were these subtle differences. Differentiating

over the stylus. The target plate exerts about

between the two was child's play.
Over subsequent months the 1.5 partnered

1.5gm of force on the cantilever suspension to
displace the moving assembly into its effective
transducing location. The fixture uses the can-

both the Rowland Complement and the Benz
MC-3 cartridges. The Rowland is pretty fussy,

tilever and stylus as areference in the alignment

demanding arigid and well-damped arm for

procedure. The idea is to move the cartridge

optimum performance Inever heard the Row-

in the headshell until the cantilever is centered
between the reference marks and the stylus

land perform this well in other arms. Its track-

aligns with either the Baerwald or Lüfgren

improved to the point where Iwas placated.

overhang indicators. This is an iterative and

Detail retrieval, transient speed, and spatial

time-consuming process, but well worth the

resolution hit new highs. Much of the same
differences were apparent with the Benz MC-3,

effort. After each tweak, check the position of

ing ability, which Ihad complained about,

the stylus and cantilever using the magnifier

which Ishuttled between the SME and Graham

and correct as necessary. The end results are

arms.

bound to be much more accurate than any-

Before Ielucidate the major differences be-

thing achievable with aconventional template

tween these arms in greater detail, let me point

Technically, the target plate should be abso-

out that arevised Australian Aura 'table was

lutely horizontal. With cartridge dimensions

used for these listening tests. A new, plaster-

varying greatly, it is quite possible that the target

filled platter, much more inert than the older
one, and anew arm pillar further improved

plate will be several degrees off horizontal, but
the magnitude of the error introduced by this
will still be extremely small.

the bass-detailing capability of the 'table. The
Threshold FET Ten/e preamplifier and Lindsay-

Reinstall the arm wand in the base assembly

Geyer and Kimber KCAG interconnects com-

and move the counterweight to achieve astatic

pleted the front end. Loudspeakers were Apo-
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gee Stages driven by bridged Classé DR-8

ance. The Graham's virtue here was neutrality.

amplifiers.

Lower mids were portrayed just as the master

The Graham arm consistently displayed a
remarkable ability to retrieve inner detail. This

tape intended them to be, with no enhancement through the orchestra's power range If

was aresult of several factors. Its noise floor was

you desire aslight lushing-out of the sound
down here, use tube gear with the Graham.

extremely low, which indicates arigid and welldamped arm. Surface noise was not emphasized, and soundstage transparency was increased over the SME, the latter sounding slight-

The SME's bass octaves were plentiful. In
fact, there was abit too much with the British
arm; in terms of quality, the character of the

ly more veiled and fuzzy. Transient decay was
exceptionally clean. It was easier to resolve the

bass was significantly looser, lacking the Gra-

decay of reverberant information down to the
noise floor of the recording venue Instrumen-

to hear these differences, don't use awimpy
minimonitor. With the Apogee Stage, the dete-

tal focus was tighter and spatially more precise.
The sort of detail that normally gets buried in

rioration in bass definition upon switching to
the SME was quite startling. You've got to lis-

ham's convincing pitch definition. Of course,

mud was resolved this time around. In alarge

ten to double bass with the Graham arm in the

chorus, such as that featured in Belshazzar's

chain: natural, tight, unadulterated bass. The

Feast (EMI SAN 324), with that many voices in

1.5 was also capable of reproducing timpani

full stride, it is quite easy for the sound to

strokes with plenty of impact. More control

homogenize to the point of being unable to

was apparent at the end of the transient than

pinpoint individual voices. With the 1.5, the
individuality of the chorus was never lost. A

with the SME. What the 1.5 did not provide,
however, was the cheap thrill of ahighish-Q

favorite of mine, the "Goodnight, Irene" cut
on the Weavers at Carnegie Hall album (Van-

arm resonance

guard VSD-2150), features audience participa-

Summary

tion at alevel that makes it not only hard to

The Graham Model 1.5 tonearm is the sort of

resolve in the first place, but difficult to locate

component that comes along once in agener-

in the proper section of the hall. The SME was

ation. It has coaxed more information from my

good at this; the 1.5 was simply better.

favorite cartridges than any other arm I've audi-

This level of detail resolution was not due to

tioned. It is remarkably resonance-free Tran-

some sort of psychoacoustic trickery. The treble was not etched to the point of artificially

sients are exquisitely preserved without smear-

highlighting detail. Far from it—treble tran-

and focused with great precision. Musical tex-

sients were cleaner, well-behaved, and dis-

tures are cleaner and purer than ever before.

tinctly faster. The rise-time differential between
the arms was significant. As aresult, transients

in its ability to penetrate deep into the sound-

ing or etching. The soundstage is transparent

The 1.5 resembles ahigh-powered telescope

were more energetic and convincing in their

stage and follow ambient information clear

impact. Less smearing or time dispersion took

down to the noise floor of the hall. Reproduc-

place The extreme treble had more air and the

tion of the bass octaves is remarkably free of

lower treble sounded less affected by overlying

the artifacts that afflict most toneamis. The 1.5's

grain and grundge. Upper registers of soprano

bass is tight, precisely controlled, and fright-

voice were sweeter and more delicate in tex-

eningly natural. As Irecall, only JGH's Versa
Dynamics player did as well in this respect.

ture. Taj Mahal's steel-bodied guitar (Recycling
the Blues & Other Related Stuff, Columbia
31605) had amore explosive impact because

The 1.5's tonal neutrality is the perfect setting
from which to fashion one's favorite tonal bal-

the transients seemed to erupt from aback-

ance Leave it alone, or add abit of spice Either

ground of silence and decayed away into si-

way, you can be assured that you're retrieving

lence rather than into asea of fuzz.

everything off the record your cartridge is
capable of.

In the midrange, the sound of the SME was
warmer and fuller through the lower registers.

The 1.5 is the perfect arm with which to

Whatever it contributed to the sound was

enjoy my growing vinyl collection till the end

clearly euphonic. It was easy to listen to, just
the sort of romantic flush most audiophiles

of time If you haven't heard the Graham, you
haven't heard the future of analog.

crave. The 1.5 lacked the SME-V's gutsy balStereophile, March 1991
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JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP
CONSONANCE PREAMPLIFIER
Thomas J. Norton

Jeff Rowland Design Group
Consonance preamplifier
Remote-controllable preamplifier. Frequency response: 0.08Hz-600kHz, -3dB (line), 0.15Hz220kHz, -3dB (phono). Input impedances: user-selectable (see text). Output impedance: user
selectable (see text). Gain: 16dB (line), 60dB (phono). Input sensitivity (for 500mV output): phono:
0.5mV, line: 78mV. RIAA accuracy: 20Hz-50kHz ±0.20dB. S/N ratio, A-weighted (ref. 500mV):
77dB (phono), 87dB (line). THD (ref. 2.5V rms): <0.04% (phono), <0.012% (line). Maximum output
level: 10V rms (phono), 7.5V rms (line). Dimensions: 13.75" W by 2.65" H by 15" D. Weight: 14
lbs. Prices: $3340 with phono stage, $2990 without. Approximate number of dealers: 30. Manufacturer: Jeff Rowland Design Group, Inc., PO. Box 7231, Colorado Springs, CO 80933. Tel: (719)
473-1181.
As Iwrite these words, we're right in the midst
of an annual media feeding frenzy: the "Best

preamplifier provides is, in my experience,
unique: repeatable control—including wire-

of the Year" follies. This usually takes the form

less remote operation—performed in aman-

of lists compiled in groups of ten for reasons

ner which in no way compromises its top-

that must hearken back to some obscure Dru-

drawer sound.

idic practice. You know the routine: "'Ten Best

Ifirst saw aprototype of the Consonance in

Books of the Year," "Itn Best Films of the Year,"
"Ten Top Personalities of the Year," "Ten Best

1989, at the Stereopbile San Mateo Hi-Fi Show.
It may have been formally brought to market

Sports Plays of the Year." Every corner of the

in 1989, but it didn't appear widely until 1990.

media seems eager to get into the act. Specialinterest magazines are hardly immune. Car

My experience with it began in mid-1990, and
it became an indispensable part of my refer-

enthusiasts can get their fill of "Cars of the

ence system about an hour after Ihooked it up.

Year." Computer literates find their favorite rags

And therein hangs atale.

full of the "Ten Best Computers/Computer
Accessories/Computer Programs." And music

Actually, Iknew before Ieven received it for
review that the Rowland Consonance had a

magazines regale us with the

strong potential to rope in this reviewer. The

— km

Best Record-

ings of the Year." Everyone with access to a

reason lies in an important factor which (for

transmitter or printing press has got, it seems,

me) must be controlled in any critical listening

alittle list.
Well, almost everyone The high end of audio

test—playback level. If Ilisten to aparticular
piece of music today over agiven system and

doesn't deal much in calendar years. Products

form aparticular impression, the impression

are not introduced, allowed to shine, then

Iform tomorrow or next week will be differ-

retired from the scene in ascant 12 months.

ent unless the level is the same. As it will when

But if this reviewer were to pick the single most

comparing equipment in the tried and true

exciting product he has lived with over the past

audiophile fashion—listening first to one amp/

year, the choice would be easy: the Jeff Row-

preamp/whatever, swapping leads to another,
and repeating the experience. Everyone knows

land Consonance. What this new Rowland
114
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(don't they?) that in adirect A/B the levels must
be precisely matched. Less well appreciated is
the need to closely control the levels in any
type of comparison. "That seems about the
same" just isn't good enough.
With aconventional preamplifier, adjusting
the level in any sort of precisely controlled or
repeatable fashion is not easy to do. Adding outboard networks and auxiliary volume controls

(say between two power amps) next to impossible.
The Rowland Consonance (though certainly
designed with day-to-day usage rather than
listening tests in mind) gets around this problem by dispensing with rotary controls altogether. All of its controls are light-touch pushbuttons which control (through amicropro-

is, for the perfectionist audiophile, anathema.

cessor which is not in the signal path) hermetically sealed, gold-contact relays which in turn

Measuring the levels before every selection

control all of the preamp's switching and level-

played (and again when switching components) is more than tedious. The routine can

set functions. In the case of the latter, the relays

detract seriously from what we hope will be
atypical listening experience. In the past Ihave

switch in appropriate attenuator resistor-ladder
networks. A front-panel, 20-position fluorescent display indicates all of the selected func-

settled on using an overlay around the volume

tions of the preamp, including the level setting.

control (usually part of an index card secured

The 200 individual level-control steps permit

with tape which won't leave aresidue) and
carefully marking selected levels on this overlay. This does not allow the type of level match-

accurate, repeatable settings. lb add icing to the

ing required in an instantaneous A/B, but for
less stringent swapping it gets me within 1dB,
often less than 0.5dB.
While astepped volume control may seem
to be an answer to this dilemma, it can be a

fine adjustments for close level-matching and
cake, the display indicates the level setting for
each channel separately. Balance adjustment
is accomplished by means of the very same
relay/resistive ladder, but distinct balancecontrol pushbuttons (labeled Land R, for leftand right-channel increase) are provided.

decidedly mixed blessing. The steps on most

When the user elects to shift the balance to the

such controls are often too coarse—frequently

left, the first action the Consonance takes is to

more than 1dB. While this is fine for repeating

increase the left channel level by one step.

agiven volume setting at alater date with the

Next, the right channel level is reduced by one
step. And so on, until the desired balance

same equipment, it can make matching levels

A matter of volume

Consonance which related to this new

While there are 200 available level settings,

level.

the readouts are simply 0-200; they do not
directly relate to decibels. That's abit of a

The implications of this range far. If you
know the difference in sensitivity between

handicap for the reviewer and the audio-

any two components—preamps excepted,

phile who does alot of comparison listening, but not much. To relate level settings

of course—you can easily compensate for

to decibels, 1simply fed alkHz test signal
into the Consonance and measured the out-

that difference by acorresponding dB level
change in the Consonance. And the levels
will be close. The step changes in the Con-

put of each channel for each of the 200

sonance, as Ihave stated elsewhere, vary

steps. While this was abit tedious, it gave
me achart showing the relative level change

from 0.1dB to 0.25dB over most of the
range, widening only at extreme settings.

from one step to the next. It also indicated

Ihaven't given the specific readings which

very precise channel-to-channel tracking.
From that point on, it was asimple matter

Imeasured here for each of the 200 steps
because they will likely vary slightly from

to raise or lower the overall system playback

sample to sample—Rowland states only

level by afixed number of dB by noting the

that they are approximately 0.25dB per

existing level on the front panel of the Consonance, relating that to arelative dB level

step. This is all the information you really

in the chart, moving up or down the desired number of dB on the same chart, then

mine the actual dB change per step in your
sample, you will have to measure it your-

picking off the "number" setting on the

self, or find someone else who can.
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need for normal use. If you need to deter-
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adjustment is completed. Thus overall system

for 1, which is always phono when the preamp

level is maintained within afraction of adB.

is phono-equipped).

The Consonance also provides aunique

The second quirk is potentially more trouble-

memory and recall mode. It is possible to select

some, but applies only to early samples of the
Consonance, ours included. Suppose that you

and store aspecific level for any or all of the six
inputs. By entering the recall mode, the selected

have atuner connected to input 5and your

level is automatically entered upon switching

tape deck hooked up to input 6. Normally you

to that input. If you're into instantaneous A/Bs,
Idon't need to explain the value of this capa-

would select 5for the playback source (the signal to be fed to the main outputs) and 5for the

bility. If you're not, it's still auseful feature.
Every front-panel control is duplicated on

record source (the signal to be fed to the tape

the substantial (metal, not plastic) hand-held,

outputs. Want to monitor off the tape? No problem, select 6as the playback source and, as-

wireless remote control included as standard

suming you have your tape deck set up prop-

equipment. Other front-panel or remote-con-

erly, you will hear the tape playback of the

trollable features, in addition to the above-

radio program. But if you then inadvertently
select 6as the record source (there's no reason

mentioned volume and balance functions, are
input selection, left-cut and right-cut (useful
for system setup and troubleshooting), mono,

for you to want to do this, but suppose Murphy
has dropped over to hear the show), you'll very

absolute phase reversal, mute, and display-

likely be subjected to system-busting feedback.

blanking (in case you prefer not to have that

You should never be able to select afunction-

display illuminated all of the time—though a
single small figure remains illuminated in the

ing tape recorder as its own recording source.
I've seen this undesirable configuration in
other high-end preamps. The ergonomics of

blanking mode). Selection of the input to be
fed to the tape output jacks may also be made
from the front panel or the remote; it need not
be the same input being fed to the main outputs. The obvious use for this capability is to
enable the user to listen to one source while

the Rowland, however, with its numbered,
unlabeled inputs and easy remote-control
access, make such an accident more likely than
with any of the others. Fortunately, Rowland
has informed us that shortly after we received

recording another. But an additional use sug-

our sample, achange was made in the Con-

gests itself: by routing to the record output a
different input from that being fed to the main

sonance effectively "locking out" input 6. That

outputs, aconnected tape deck's input circuitry
will not load down the primary source during
critical listening (the tape output is unbuffered).
Since those 200 level settings are rather fine
(each step was measured to be between 0.1dB
and 0.25dB), two additional level-set controls
(up-fast and down-fast) on the remote raise
and lower the level 10 steps at atime. (These
"coarse" adjustments are also available on the
front panel by using aslightly different procedure). Three additional controls on the remote,
labeled I, II, and III, have no apparent current

is, it is impossible to select input 6as the feed
to the tape outputs. Atape deck which is to be
used for recording should, therefore, always
be connected to input 6. If you own an older
sample of the Consonance and use atape deck,
exercise caution (or contact Rowland about a
modification to your unit).
It's impossible to fully appreciate the value
of having all of these features—especially volume, balance, phase reversal, and mute—controllable from the listening position until
you've actually tried it for yourself. Idon't
know what's kept high-end manufacturers

function, but are there to provide for future

from designing remote control into their pre-

additional capabilities which can be incorpo-

amps, but it's likely been market-driven. lb be
sure, Rowland was not the first to come out

rated into existing units by updating the microprocessor.

with such aproduct. The Meitner preamp (and

1%vo ergonomics problems are worth noting.

its newer Melior cousin) has been on the mar-

The first, apotential source of confusion, involves the input (and record) select indications

ket for some time, and Meridian provides

on the fluorescent display. These merely indi-

extensive remote control in some of its products, notably the 208 CD player/preamplifier

cate the selected input numbers, 1through 6.
You must remember what you plugged into

and their new D-6000 amplified loudspeakers.

each input; the numbers won't tell you (except

flexibility (or fine control of level) of the Con-
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But none of these products provides quite the
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sonance. Other high-end manufacturers are
treading lightly into remote-control territory,
perhaps concerned that their customer base
is not yet ready to accept the concept. Rowland
themselves have related to me an interesting
story concerning the Consummate preamp
(their top-of-the-line unit having control and

up at all times (it consumes only 30W in idle).
llirn-on, turn-off surges are prevented by temporary muting during power application,
power drop, or power interruption. And whenever the Consonance is powered up, its fluorescent display puts on alittle show. First it reads
"The Consonance." Then, before reverting to
the normal operating display (which begins in

readout functions similar to those of the Consonance). On avisit to one of their dealers, they
found it being displayed and demonstrated

equipped" if the phono module is installed (it

without the remote—which was still hidden

may be deleted, if desired).

an all-zero mode at power-up), it reads "phono-

away in the shipping carton. Was the dealer
lazy, careless, or simply trying to "hide" the

The inside story

existence of remote-control capability?

Internal inspection of the Consonance revealed

Granted, it's expensive to implement aremote in away which meets high-end concerns.

the expected (at this price) high-quality layout

But Rowland has met that challenge here. I
don't mind telling you that the remote control
is not only addictive, but surprisingly beneficial

and construction. Banks of relays are visible,
as are the DIP switches used for impedance
matching. Two other DIP switches adjust the
remote's speed of operation. (The latter feature

sonically. Fine adjustments—one or two steps
(less than 0.5dB) at atime—can make asignifi-

is not discussed in the owner's manual, nor is

cant difference in the satisfaction level of the

ate on an alternate frequency should interfer-

overall reproduction. Not dramatic. Not earth-

ence occur with the remotes of other equip-

shaking. But significant and worthwhile. To

ment.)

refer to the capability as akin to having an audio
focus control would not be far off the mark.

Both the phono and the line stages of the
Consonance are encapsulated onto plug-in cir-

And being able to do such fine-tuning from the

cuit boards. The phono module, if installed,

listening chair means that you can accurately

may be configured via DIP switches (located

the fact that the remote can be adjusted to oper-

and instantaneously assess the subjective effect

under the module) for either moving-coil or

of the change. As alistener Ifind such acapability enticing. As areviewer Ifind it invalu-

moving-magnet pickups. Other internal DIP

able—especially when combined with the

switches provide 12 different settings for cartridge loading (11 low-impedance settings plus

front-panel readout! To get abetter idea of just

47k ohms), three line-input impedances (600

why Ilike the latter two features so much, see

ohms, 10k ohms, and 100k ohms), two output

the accompanying sidebar.

Impedances (150 and 300 ohms), and adjustable line-stage gain (located, as with the phono-

Although one might argue that relay-activated controls can be troublesome, Ican only
observe that in several months of use none of
the relays in my sample have malfunctioned.

stage gain adjustment, beneath the module).
An internal six-position terminal block per-

Rowland states that the relays are guaranteed

mits the Consonance to be easily configured
for worldwide power compatibility. The 100VA

for 100 million activations, aclaim that I, for

power transformer has separate secondaries for

one, do not plan to verify.

the analog stages and the microprocessor con-

Both inverting and non-inverting RCA outputs are provided on the rear panel of the Consonance, as are fully balanced XLR outputs.
Nearby is the socket for the remote-control
receiver (located in its own, separate chassis for
flexibility of placement), the detachable power
cord, and the on-off switch. Rowland recommends that the Consonance be left powered1Anumber of high-end manufacturers showed prototypes of
remote-controllable prcamps at the recent '91 Winter CES.
These seemed vo be invariably implemented with motor-driven
pots, and did not provide the precise repeatability and informative displa} of the Rowland.
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trol section. The analog supply provides rectification and filtering; local regulation is provided within the phono and line modules
themselves. The supply for the microprocessor
functions, ,following its own rectification and
filtering, is regulated with acircuit which shuts
down the "digital" functions and mutes the
output of the preamp if the supply voltage
drops to less than 95V (for the 120V configu2Rowland refers to this as the digital supply, which is tech.
nically accurate but potentially misleading: the "digital" functions of the Consonance arc strictly of the switching variety.
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ration). This so-called "watchdog" regulator

Sound

is followed by additional regulators for the digital display and relays.

While the primary system used most recently

All amplification stages in the Consonance

of the Apogee Stage loudspeakers, Threshold

are FETs operated in class-A mode. The phono

SA/12e monoblock power amplifiers, Oracle

amplifier module is divided into two stages.
The first stage is comprised of paralleled, high-

Delphi Mk.IV turntable with Oracle arm and

with the Rowland Consonance is composed

transconductance FETs operating at atotal of

Dynavector XX-1L phono cartridge, and Sony
CDP-X77ES CD player (along with Cardas Hex-

40mA without negative feedback. The user-

link and AudioQuest Lapis interconnects and

adjustable switching (to select MC or MM gain)

SYMO loudspeaker cables), that list by no

is located at this stage, as is the 75 jis portion of

means covers all of the equipment auditioned

the RIAA equalization (that portion which per-

with the Rowland. It has been the primary sys-

forms the high-frequency rolloff). The second

tem preamplifier with all of the components

stage operates in acurrent feedback mode; the

Ihave reviewed over the past six months.

feedback elements here provide the 3180 and
318µs portions of the equalization (the 3180ps

So where to begin? Perhaps with the observation that at no time during those six months

portion provides the RIAA low-end boost, the

did Ifeel the urge to remove the Consonance

318µs provides the required slope below lkHz

from the system to "cure" some sonic anomaly

with aknee at 500Hz). The phono stage is
direct-coupled (as is the rest of the preamp),

or other. Or to return to my long-time reference, the Klyne SK-5a—still asuperb pream-

with DC servos incorporated to correct for DC
drift. It should be noted that this phono stage

plifier and one that Ihave never regretted either
purchasing (over four years ago as an SK-5 and

provides an inverted polarity signal to the tape

subsequently updated) or using as my system
"anchor" throughout that period.
It's never easy to separate the sound of a
component from that of the system in which
it's used—more difficult yet when that com-

monitor outputs (though not to the main
outputs).
The line stage of the Consonance accepts the
single-ended output of the attenuator stage
(which follows the phono stage), provides the
appropriate gain, and also performs the conversion to differential (balanced) mode by
means of adifferential FET amplifier. No negative feedback is employed in this stage. There
are several ways of converting asingle-ended
signal to balanced operation. Rowland claims
that their (proprietary) method of conversion
is superior to other implementations, providing
increased loading flexibility, reducing time and
phase anomalies, and maximizing the Common Mode Rejection Ratio (te, minimizing

ponent performs as well as the Consonance
over along period of time with awide variety
of associated equipment. Still, the Rowland
appeared to be taking nothing away on that
night when the Apogee Stages, ably abetted by
the big Threshold amps and aStax D/A converter (on an all-too-brief stay in my listening
room), turned the audition into athree-ring
circus on "Barnum & Bailey's Favorite" from
Stars & Stripes (Telarc CD-80099). The overall impact, and particularly that of the bass
drum, was astonishing. As was the bass exten-

noise common to the plus and minus signalcarrying leads of the balanced cable).

sion over the same system (the Stax excepted—

Rowland does not use the IEC "standard" in

the soundtrack from The Abyss (Varese Sarabande VSD-5235) came near to clearing the

their balanced configuration. In their configuration pin 2carries the negative signal, pin 3
the positive. (Both configurations use pin 1as
the shield.) While anumber of manufacturers
use the same configuration, others use the
IEC—where pin 2is positive, pin 3negative.
The only problem this might cause would be

the Sony player was now in the chain) when

listening mom's bookshelves of their contents.
Still, there was no confusing the more extended but less dramatic low end of the PSB
Stratus Golds with that of the Apogees when
using the Rowland. Nor was there any ambi-

absolute polarity reversal if the Consonance is

guity as to the tautness and punch (though not
ultimate extension) of the low end of the Signet

used with apower amplifier from amanufac-

SL280s driven by the Consonance and the

turer using the IEC orientation. The polarity
reversal switch on the Consonance makes this
anon-problem.

Kinergetics KBA-75 power amp. In short, in the
low end of the spectrum, the Rowland appeared
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to be limited only by the associated equipment.
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The Consonance also provides consistently

intimately familiar with the Klyne but had

natural midrange quality and precise sound-

never formally auditioned the Audio Research

staging. When, in my recent survey of five CD
players, Irelayed my feelings about the liquidity

in my own listening room. Levels were closely
matched (as per my previous discussion of this

of the Sony CDP-X77ES and the "liveness" of

subject), though the comparisons were not

the California Audio Labs Aria Mk.III, recall that

direct A/Bs.
The face-off with the !Clyne proved interest-

all of this auditioning was done through the
Rowland Consonance. But all of the players did
not sound this way—suggesting that the Row-

ing. It also validated, to adegree, our capsule
description of that preamp in various "Recom-

land was merely passing on what was delivered

mended Components" lists. The SK-5a was

to it. Is the Rowland liquid? It certainly will not

slightly more immediate and palpable than the

prevent asystem from sounding this way, as my

Rowland through the midrange. At the same

audition of the Sony indicated. Ditto for live-

time it was abit softer and less detailed through

ness. And double ditto for that sense of palpa-

the upper octaves. The Klyne was, however, a

ble "presence" and focus which are revealed

shade more effective in its rendition of am-

so vividly by the Apogees. Again, if the rest of

bience. It also often sounded louder, though

the system can deliver, the Rowland will not

the levels remained matched, which related

let down its end of the bargain. I've listened to

directly to its sense of immediacy. On Lessons

awide variety of HF drivers over the past sev-

for the Lyra—Viol (Astrée AS 51) the Rowland

eral months, from the ribbons of the Apogees
to the soft domes of the Mirage M-3s to the

had aclean, defined HF response, with more
evident "rosin on the bow" than the Klyne,

metal domes of the PSBs, Signets, B&W 801s,

which was atrace rounder and warmer sound-

and JBL XPL160s. The differences between the
top octaves of these loudspeakers were clearly

the Klyne was superbly "there" in its vocal ren-

evident. There was no consistent characteristic

ing. On Black is the Color (LP, Opus 377-06),

which Icould blame on the Consonance other

dition, with anatural three-dimensionality and
perspective. The Rowland had ano less impres-

than that they perhaps all fell within the range

sive soundstage, but was abit more laid-back,

of what Iwould consider "good or better" HF

with noticeably more sparkle and "air" at the

performance. No consistent negatives, no

top. It also appeared to be somewhat more

harshness or hardness suggested astrong char-

dynamic than the Klyne In the low end, differ-

acter to the sound of the Rowland preamp. No

ences were apparent, but elusive. Iultimately

sensation of "canned" or "artificial" sound, no

felt that, overall, the bottom octaves of the

spurious brightness or tizziness; just HF per-

Klyne were ashade deeper and more potent—

formance which ranged from very good to
superb—at its best, open, airy, delicate yet

the explosive low end on Flamenco Fever
(M&K Realtirne RT-107) had a"seat of the pants"

detailed.
Ultimately, of course, Isought an answer to

equal, though the latter did not seem to lack

the same question which has undoubtedly

anything audibly. In light of this Iwas surprised

occurred to the reader. The Consonance may

to observe that the initial attack on percussive
bass seemed abit better defined with the Con-

wallop with it that the Rowland could not quite

well be more transparent than much of the
equipment with which it is likely to be used,

sonance, with the net result that the latter more

but nothing is perfect. How does it compare
with other highly regarded preamplifiers? To

often came across as subjectively tighter than
the Klyne. But the low-end differences be-

answer that question, Ireturned to the primary

tween these two preamps were by no means

system described at the beginning of this section (Stages, Threshold SA/12es, etc). The com-

dramatic.

parisons were performed exclusively with ana-

Ultimately Icame to favor the Rowland over
the }Clyne. It was more open at the top and had

log LP, using the Oracle turntable/arm and
Dynavector pickup as asource. Two highly

range perspective. Neither preamp exactly

what Ifeel to be the slightly more neutral mid-

regarded preamps were chosen to challenge

blew the other away, however, and it would be

the Consonance: the Klyne SK-5a and the
Audio Research SP-14. Apart from their design

misleading to say so.
The same might be said for the Rowland in

differences, these two units are unique in
another way which Ifelt would be useful: Iwas

comparison with the Audio Research. The SP14 immediately impressed with its delicious
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sound. An odd choice of words, perhaps, but

Consonance to Rowland's Model 1power amp

the first which came to mind as Ibegan listen-

in an upcoming review.

ing. The SP-14 was immediately involving,

My time with the Consonance was not all

invited continued listening, and was easily the

smooth sailing. Idid run into one rather dis-

most liquidly smooth and gainless of the three

turbing, intermittent problem—static electric-

preamps. It was also the most lively in the
lower treble and the least emphatic at the high

ity. On two isolated occasions shortly after the
preamp arrived, the controls refused to re-

and low extremes—though not obviously defi-

spond to commands, either from the front

cient at the top or the bottom. Paul Simon's

panel or from the remote. The problem was

Rbytbm of the Saints CD (Warner Brothers 9

cleared by switching the preamp off for an

26098-2) was more delicately detailed in the
extreme highs through the Rowland. It was also

treat astubborn glitch in acomputer). On at

better focused on the latter; there was an appealing bloom to the sound of the SP-14 which,

instant, then back on again (much as you might
least one of these occasions the phono stage
was in use (my notes and recollections are,

while it did provide aglow and vibrancy which

unfortunately, unrevealing in the second in-

the Rowland could not match, nonetheless did

stance). Then, after several weeks of uneventful

seem to slightly enlarge individual images,

use, primarily with CD (my recent CD player

though not to an objectionable degree. The

review was then in progress), the problem

Rowland excelled not only in focus, but also

recurred with avengeance. At least six times

in low- and high-end extension, clarity, and

in one evening, as Ilistened to phono using the
Oracle turntable with the Dynavector pickup,

inner detail. The Audio Research sacrificed
some of these things for amore striking immediacy, afuller, richer (but not dark or heavy)

the preamp controls froze. Each time the prob-

sound.

lem was easily cleared by briefly turning the
preamp off, but that did not reduce my annoy-

The Consonance struck me as being less instantly alluring than the Audio Research, and

ance. It eventually became clear that the problem was caused by static electricity. Specifically,

less likely to appeal to those for whom there are
tubes at the end of the rainbow. In my opinion,

whenever static could be heard (both through

however, the Rowland is marginally more accu-

the air and through the system) as the record
was removed from the turntable, the problem

rate than either the Audio Research or the

would recur. Nor was it necessary to touch the

Klyne, though Icould blissfully live with either

preamp at all for this to happen.
Icalled Rowland the next day and they were

of them (as Ihave in the case of the Klyne) were
the Rowland not available.

just as puzzled as Iwas. It was now winter, and

The above comparisons were made with
unbalanced interconnects from preamp to

dryness is common in Santa Fe at that time of

power amp, since the Audio Research has

the year. Jeff Rowland was about to drive down
from Colorado to check out the problem (and

has positive and negative outputs, lacks stan-

bring asecond sample of the preamp just in
case) when Mother Nature intervened with a

dard balanced (XLR) connectors. The Consonance, however, does have both balanced

not only kept him home, it must have raised

unbalanced outputs and the Klyne, though it

foot or so of snow, both at his end and ours. It

and unbalanced outputs, and Rowland makes

our relative humidity. Iwas unable to duplicate

astrong case for use of the former in their literature. How do the two compare? Ican only

either the static or the problem for the remainder of the test period. It remains apuzzlement.

answer that in my several months with the

Fortunately the few occurrences noted here

Consonance, Ihave used it extensively with

were irritating but isolated.

both types of interconnect. It has performed
superbly with both; Inever felt, when listening

Measurements

to either configuration, a strong desire to

The frequency response of the Consonance is

switch to the other. There are, certainly, good
and valid theoretical advantages to abalanced

shown in fig.1, which speaks for itself, as does
the THD+noise curve shown in fig.2, except

line. But these advantages should not dissuade

to note that the latter reading was almost en-

you from mating the Consonance with an

tirely noise. The line stage was non-inverting

amplifier having an unbalanced input. I'll have

from the "Normal" main and tape outputs with
the "Phase" indicator extinguished, though the

more to say about this subject when Imate the
120
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Fig.1 Jeff Rowland Consance, line-stage frequency
response, volume control at "100," 775mV
input (response at v/c "50" and "150"
identical, right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical
div.)

Fig.2 Jeff Rowland Consonance, line-stage
THD+Noise vs frequency, volume control at
100," 1V input
NURIO PRECIS,
25

ROCORM 1.11.., re =OS/

22 JIM Il 12:21.

balanced XLR outputs were wired with pin 3
"hot," conforming to the older US usage rather
than the IEC standard, which means that connecting it to an amplifier wired with pin 2
"hot" will invert signal polarity. The phono
stage was amystery: while it inverted the signal appearing at the tape outputs, the phono
signal taken from the "Normal" outputs was
polarity-correct. Apparently, the phono stage
does invert absolute phase, which is why the
inverted signal appears at the tape outputs;
when the phono input (1) is selected, however,
the preamp's microprocessor flips the output

n en A
Fig.3 Jeff Rowland Consonance, crosstalk Lto R,
with (top to bottom): 100 mV input, volume
control at "200"; 500mV input, v/c at
"120"; and 1V input, v/c at "78"
AIDIO MCISICS 110.21•IC NIPLIfile/ à /FLU*/ vs 11•2041
2.681111

22 M• II 12:47:5
2.1•I

stage's final polarity to ensure that the phono

1.9111

signal appears with the correct polarity. Micky
stuff, this absolute phase!
The line-level stage crosstalk shown in fig.3
indicates alevel-dependent crosstalk charac-

..

.

teristic. (The "T" indicates that the Audio Precision System One was unable to get aprecise
reading at that frequency due to noise.) It's a
bit high at the maximum (200) setting of the
volume control, but considerably better at
lower levels, indicating that it occurs before the
volume control circuitry, perhaps across the
input selection circuitry. From the way it rises
with frequency, the crosstalk appears to be
mainly capacitive coupling between the channels. The typical volume settings Ihave used

Fig.4 Jeff Rowland Consonance, RIM error, 500µV
input at 1kHz (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)
NISIO PRECISION MRCS! 0171.1.184
S.1.111

MORI

24 DEC RC II ISS:53

1.5610
I.811111

with the Consonance with other equipment
of average sensitivity almost never exceeded
120—the level used for the mid-level crosstalk
measurement.
Fig.4 shows the Rowland's RIAA equalization
error, measured with gain set for moving-coil;
it falls within spec. It's interesting to compare
this measurement with that of the Audio Research SP-14 (fig.5). The slight rise in the latter's
Stereophile, March 1991

II

Fig.5 Audio Research SP-14, RIAA error, 500µV
input at 1kHz, right (top), left (bottom)
(0.5dB/vertical div.)
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response across the treble, combined with the
Rowland's minor dip there, could account for
the somewhat livelier sound of the Audio
Research (a difference of about 0.5dB over a
broad range). There's about adB of difference
(in favor of the Rowland) in the low bass. The

range: 29.8dB at 20Hz, 30dB at IkHz, and
30.5dB at 20kHz. Moving-coil input crosstalk
at lkHz was in excess of 55dB, and DC offset
was negligible on all outputs.

Conclusions

relative differences between the curves do not

Even if it functioned as does virtually every

explain all of my observations, however, which

other preamp on the market—conventional
front-panel controls and all—the Consonance

was not asurprise.
Other measurements indicated that the unity
gain setting of the Rowland falls at asetting of
78 in the balanced mode, 114 unbalanced. The
balanced-line output impedance is 595/598

would be sonically competitive with the best
of them. As I've said, in over six months of use
Iwas never tempted to abandon it for another

ohms, the unbalanced 296/299 ohms (L/R

preamp. Inever felt that it compromised the
performance in any system in which it was

channels respectively, rounded to the nearest

used, in away which another, competitive pre-

ohm). This was taken with the output impedance set for the factory setting, 300 ohms,

amp would objectively "improve." The com-

which was used for most of the listening. The

That is not to say that another preamp might
not "lock in" to agiven system better, or might

line input overloaded (1% THD) at an output
of 21.5V (volume control at 200) and 17.4V (volume control at 100). Overload margin on the
moving-coil input (again, for 1% THD) referred
to 500µV, with the appropriate emphasis, and
measured at the tape outputs, was very good
to excellent and consistent across the frequency

parisons Imade only reinforced that feeling.

not better suit aparticular listener. But Ifound
the Consonance to be aformidable performer
with awide range of associated components.
As far as its convenience features are concerned, Rowland has given other manufacturers alot to think about.

MUSIC AND SOUND DCC-1
DIGITAL CONTROL CENTER
Robert Harley

MAS DCC-1 D/A preamplifier
Specifications: Line-stage preamplifier with audio/video switching and D/A converter. Inputs:
seven analog audio, three digital (one coaxial, one optical, one selectable), two composite video,
two S-VHS video. Outputs: four audio, two digital, two composite video, two S-VHS, one S-VHS
monitor, two composite video monitors, one external processor in/out loop. D/A converter resolution:
18 bits. Digital filtering: 8x oversampling. Line-stage gain: 20dB, selectable between active and
bypass. Dimensions: 8" D by 16" W by 2" H. Weight: 11 lbs. Price: $1195. Approximate number of dealers: 30. Manufacturer: Music And Sound Imports, Inc., 450B Pike Road, Huntington
Valley, PA 19006. Tel: (215) 953-9222. Fax: (215) 953-0360.
Before all of you see the word "video" in the
specification block and jump to the next equip-

DCC-1 reviewed here is aserious audio prod-

ment report (or deluge JA with angry letters),
let me assure you that the Music and Sound

sneak in areview of apiece of video equip-
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uct. No, I'm not acloset videophile trying to
ment. The DCC-1's video switching functions
Stereophile, March 1991

are secondary to its primary purpose as afull-

Features

function preamp (albeit without aphono sec-

lb call the MAS DCC-1 feature-laden is an under-

tion) and digital/analog converter. Moreover,
its ability to act as Grand Central Station for an

statement. One look at the rear panel's 40 RCA
Jacks, two optical digital jacks, and five S-VHS

elaborate audio/video system is just icing on the
cake, considering its merit-worthy audio per-

connections will dispel any question about the

formance and price.

ing of alarge audio/video system. This is con-

DCC-1's ability to handle the control and switch-

If you've managed to make it this far, afew

firmed by the front panel's extensive switch-

words about this unusual product's genesis.
Music And Sound Imports founded adivision

ing functions. But before discussing the DCC1's specifics, let's first get an overall view of the

called the High Technology Group (HTG) to

DCC-1's input, output, and switching capabilities.

manufacture products that addressed the growing trend toward integrating audio systems with

First, the DCC-1 accepts up to seven stereo

video systems. In addition, the HTG manufactures awide range of audiophile components

(S/PDIF), and an external analog audio proces-

with an ear to cost-effective designs. The com-

sor. On the video side, two composite video

pany's other products include a 100Wpc (8

signals and two S-VHS inputs are provided.

ohms) stereo power amplifier and astand-alone

Audio outputs include two pairs of main audio
jacks, two pairs marked "VCR," two pairs marked

digital converter based on the digital section
of the DCC-1 reviewed here.

analog input signals, three digital audio signals

"'Pape," and two digital outputs for driving a
DAT machine or external digital processor (if

The unusual combination of functions found
in the DCC-1 was inspired by MAS co-founder

one wished to bypass the DCC-1's integral con-

Mel Schilling's desire for asingle unit that

verter). Video outputs are no less extensive,

would serve as the heart of his audio/video sys-

with two video monitor outputs, two composite video jacks, two composite video RCAs

tem. All too often, video-oriented products
treat the audio section as an afterthought, with
little attention to sonic purity. ,Consequently,
video enthusiasts with audiophile standards are

marked "Monitor," two S-VHS ports, and one
S-VHS output marked "Monitor."
It is possible to route any audio input (ana-

forced to buy high-end audio-only products
along with video components to meet the

log or digital source) to any analog audio out-

needs of today's complex integrated systems.

to an analog tape deck, but an analog input signal cannot be digitized and routed to the DCC-

The result was often ajumble of different boxes,
cables, and the attendant switching and hookup nightmares.

put. Adigital input may be decoded and sent

1's digital-out port since the DCC-1 lacks an A/D
converter. Similarly, composite video inputs

The DCC-1 addresses this problem by incor-

can be routed to composite video outputs, and

porating an audiophile-grade digital/analog

S-VHS inputs can drive S-VHS outputs. How-

converter, passive preamp, and line-stage ampli-

ever, composite video inputs cannot drive S-

fier with extensive video switching functions

VHS outputs, and vice versa. In addition, the

in asingle slim chassis. The DCC-1 thus can be
used as an audio-only product, or as the central

DCC-1 permits listening to one audio source

control point of avideo system. Because this

source while taping another.

is Stereopbile, Iwon't evaluate the DCC-1's
video functions: I'll instead treat it as apassive

The rear panel's 40 gold-plated RCA jacks are
quite closely spaced to accommodate so many

control unit, an active line-stage preamplifier,

inputs and outputs on aslim chassis. In addi-

and aDIA converter. After describing its video

tion to the previously mentioned input and
output jacks, the rear panel also holds aDIN

features, you won't see the dreaded "V" word
again. Ipromise.

IHaving worked on the audio side of afew television and
video projects, Ican testify to much of the video industry's
attitude toward audio: if the meter moves, it's good enough.
Attempts to improve the sound quality arc often met by the
phrase. "But it's only audio." In addition. I've seen audio/video
switchers with mws of 741 op-amps, perhaps the cheapest and
worst device available for audio.
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while recording another, and watching avideo

jack that accepts ±20V DC from the DCC-1's
external power supply, this being a3" by 2"
box containing atransformer and rectifier. The
front panel includes two 10-position rotary
switches: one selects the monitor signal, the
other the signal to be recorded. At the far lefthand side, arow of five red LEDs indicate the
incoming sampling frequency of adigital source,
123

if the unit's de-emphasis circuit is switched in,

pin 3to the "cold," out-of-phase signal (cen-

and if the DCC-1 has locked to an input digital

ter pin of the output marked "Main 2"), and

datastream.
The front panel's center is dominated by a
window that lights up in red with the legend

XLR pin 1to both signal grounds (the RCA plug
shields). Reversing XLR pins 2and 3will invert
polarity.

"MAS High Technology Group." Three toggle

The line stage is aminimalist design, with

switches engage the analog audio processor

very few external components (eight resistors

loop, switch in the active line stage, and mute

and four caps per channel) surrounding the

the output. Finally, separate balance and de-

AD712 op-amps. All resistors in the analog gain

tented volume controls finish off the front

stage are metal-film types; capacitors are poly-

panel. The front panel is well laid out, easy to

propylene. This circuit, which is specified to

understand, and with clear markings—essential

provide 20dB of gain, can be removed from the

to aunit of this complexity. However, Iwould
have preferred asignal-routing status display

signal path by the front-panel toggle switch,
turning the DCC-1 into apassive control unit.

(as on the Melior Digital Control Center) rather

This excellent feature gives the user the trans-

than the company's name in bright red lights.

parency of apassive unit under most condi-

Removing the top cover reveals a single

tions, yet provides gain when necessary The

printed circuit board that consumes the entire

line section can also be engaged in those sys-

chassis bottom. This pcb is divided into six sec-

tems where apassive unit is not appropriate,

tions: power supply, main audio stage, digital

such as one using high-capacitance cable, low-

converter, tape buffer, input/output routing,
and video switching. Starting with the power

input-sensitivity or low-input-impedance power
amplifiers, or low-output signal sources.

supply, the DCC-1 receives ±20V DC from the

Another AD712 op-amp forms the output

external supply, then performs regulation on
the board near the appropriate circuits. A total
of seven regulation stages are used (±15V ana-

buffer that drives the DCC-1's four other stereo pairs of outputs (two marked "VCR," two
"Tape). This circuit, not in the main audio sig-

log, ±15V DAC, +12V relays, +5V decoder/dig-

nal path, remains engaged whether or not the

ital filter, +5V digital input processing and opti-

line amplifier is active or bypassed.

cal stage). This extensive voltage regulation is
impressive for aunit of the DCC-1's price.

passive control units over active line stages. My

The active line stage consists of an Analog

system is particularly well suited to apassive

Readers may be aware of my enthusiasm for

Devices AD712 dual op-amp for each channel,

unit with the high input impedance (137k ohms)

operated differentially. One of the op-amps can
be made inverting to provide abalanced out-

and high sensitivity (0.775V) of my reference

put, selectable by ajumper on the pcb. In the

VTL 225W Deluxe monoblock power ampli-

balanced mode, the two stereo pairs of RCA

fiers. Despite the sonic purity afforded by the
Electronic Visionary Systems Stepped Attenu-

output jacks that normally carry left and right

ator (which puts just two metal-film resistors

audio output signals now carry the in-phase
and out-of-phase balanced signal. One stereo

anything other than listen to LP or CD (an Audio

in the signal path), it is apain to use if one does

pair of unbalanced RCA jacks becomes asingle-

Research SP-11 Mk.II provides phono gain and

channel balanced output. Running the DCC-1

RIAA equalization). This is especially true when

in balanced mode thus reduces its main out-

recording cassettes for the car: the entire sys-

put ports to one rather than two stereo pairs.
This unusual configuration was necessary to

arecording.

tem must be rewired each time Iwant to make

maintain the DCC-1's small size without giving

The DCC-1 has solved many of the passive's

up any input/output RCA jacks: Even two XLR
connectors consume alate area of panel space.

problems with its multiple inputs, switchable

However, MAS's new SPA-100 stereo power
amplifier accepts balanced signals on dual (per
channel) RCA plugs. For driving balanced amplifier inputs via astandard XLR connector, an

line stage, and output buffer. While Idon't
expect the DCC-1 to match the transparency
of the EVS Stepped Attenuator, the DCC-1 is far
more convenient to use.
The volume pot and balance control (both

XLR to dual RCA is easy to make: connect XLR

in the signal path in bypass mode), made by

pin 2to the "hot," in-phase signal (center pin
of the signal output marked "Main 1," and XLR

Vishay of France, were chosen after extensive
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auditioning of many types. Custom-made for
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MAS, they are said to cost ten times as much as

Listening

regular volume controls. All RCA jacks are

The MCC-1 required extensive listening to

mounted directly on the pcb, eliminating pointto-point wiring. An empty 28-pin DIP socket,

evaluate its various sections. First, it was compared strictly as apassive control unit with the

marked "Reserved for Future Use," is located
toward the unit's right-hand side. This expan-

DCC-1's active line stage was auditioned in rela-

reference EVS Stepped Attenuator. Next, the

sion port provides for the addition of future

tion to the DCC-1's bypass mode. Finally, I

accessories such as remote-control operation.

treated the DCC-1 as adigital converter, comparing it with the new $800 Mellor Bitstream

By the time this reaches print, remote control
should be available for the DCC-1, including

D/A (reviewed elsewhere in this issue) and to

volume, balance, and mute control.

the Meridian 203, aunit that, in my opinion,

Moving on to the digital section, the DCC1uses the Yamaha YM3623B S/PDIF decoder

sets abenchmark level of performance for
$1000 digital processors. In this evaluation, the

and NPC 8x-oversampling digital filter, both
very common in outboard digital processors.

DCC-1 was fed adigital signal from an Esoteric

This decoder/filter complement is found in a
wide range of digital processors, from the

the DCC-1's "Main" output jacks with the vol-

$1295 Proceed PDP to the $12,000 Stax DACXlt. Although these chips were covered by a

P-2 transport and the analog output taken from
ume control all the way up.

sticker with the legend "MAS Hit" to hide their

The playback system consisted of an Audio
Research SP-11 Mk.I1 preamp and VTL 225W
Deluxe monoblocks driving Hales System 1Wo

identities, my curiosity got the better of me.

or System "I‘vo Signature loudspeakers through

D/A conversion is handled by two Analog
Devices AD1860 DACs, another popular chip

3' runs of hi-wired AudioQuest Clear Hyperlira. When evaluated as adigital processor only,

(Kinergetics, Theta, Melior). "I‘vci trim pots next
to the DACs provide MSB adjustment. The

the DCC-1 drove the SP-11 through

3,runs of

the new AudioQuest Diamond interconnect.

S/PDIF decoder, digital filter, and DACs are all

Other digital processors auditioned for com-

socket-mounted for easy removal and replace-

parison (besides the Melior Bitstrean? and Merid-

ment. All resistors are 1% metal-film types,
while capacitors in the signal path are either

VTL Reference D/A. When evaluated as apas-

polystyrene or polypropylene. De-emphasis
is passive and switched in by arelay.
Speaking of relays, the DCC-1 is filled with

VTLs through 20' runs of AudioQuest Lapis.
Before starting this month's reviews, Icom-

them-25, to be exact. This extensive relay.
switching network is necessary to perform the

tem. Although Ihold Lapis in high regard,

DCC-1's signal-switching and routing functions.
Most are located at the rear, keeping the signal
path short as well as minimizing the noise to
which the signals are subject—especially important in aunit with digital and analog circuitry
in the same chassis. The hermetically sealed

ian 203) included the Theta DSPro Basic and
sive or active preamp, the DCC-1 drove the

pared Lapis with Diamond in the reference syslistening through the admittedly very expensive Diamond was arevelation: more inner
detail, greater transparency, and tighter bass
with increased transient punch.
Iconnected aJVC DAT machine to the DCC1's digital in/out loop to verify the DCC-1's abil-

relays use gold-on-gold contacts.

ity to drive aDAT machine as well as the digi-

The MAS DCC-1 appears to offer quite abit
for the money: aD/A converter with quality

tal section's willingness to decode a48kHz digital signal (playing my own master tapes). It

components, passive control unit, active pream-

should be noted that some digital processors

plifier, and extensive audio and video switching

have trouble with a48kHz digital signal, afact

functions. While the DCC-1 is not lavish in

of which many owners will be unaware until

build quality, it is well made, especially con-

they try it, assuming they ever need to decode

sidering its price, which is quite low in relation
to the apparent parts cost. One minor flaw is
in the optical input jacks: the screws that are

a48kHz digital signal. Finally, an analog cnsgette

supposed to hold them in place are misaligned,

dubs using the DCC-1's D/A converter.
Ifirst listened to the DCC-1's passive line sec-

letting the jacks wobble when connecting or
disconnecting an optical cable. The DCC-1
looks utilitarian rather than elegant.
Stereophile, March 1991

deck (a trusty Aiwa ADF-770) was plugged into
the analog tape loop and Imade DAT-to-cassette

tion in comparison with the reference EVS
Stepped Attenuator. ATheta DSPro Basic drove
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the VTL 225W monoblocks via 20' of Lapis

stage. In acomparison with the bypass mode,

through either the DCC-1 or EVS unit. Levels

the active electronics added abit of fatness to

were matched to within 0.25dB between the

the bass and introduced some loss of LF defi-

two passive line stages. Ihad asuspicion that

nition. The low end seemed to lose abit of agil-

the EVS's pair of metal-film resistors would

ity and precision. In addition, the presentation

sound more transparent than the DCC-1's pcb

became alittle less transparent and detailed,

traces, pot, balance control, and relays. But

resulting in areduced sense of space, air, and

how much difference could there be between

depth. The soundstage became slightly fore-

passive units?

shortened and less layered, with instruments

A lot. The EVS was clearly superior. In fact,

becoming alittle fused together rather than

Iwas quite surprised at just how great the difference was. First, the EVS had agreater see-

spatially distinct. Despite these differences, the
DCC-1's line stage was relatively uncolored and

through transparency that made the instru-

true to the music. The "thickness" or "murk"

ments seem to exist in space before me. There

many active line stages introduce that obscures

was agreater ability to see into the soundstage's

musical detail and prevents the listener from
seeing through the soundstage was notably

depths. Subtle detail, both spatial and inner
instrumental, was clearer and more sharply

absent in the DCC-1. There was not the sense

focused through the EVS. In addition, the tre-

of disappointment often heard when making

ble was sweeter and purer, with amore musical

active vs passive comparisons. The DCC-1's line

quality. The DCC-1 tended to add atrace of

stage would be sonically acceptable in an $800

grain or hash over the treble. The Stepped
Attenuator was aclear window on the music,

stand-alone preamplifier.
Treating the DCC-1 next as adigital proces-

the DCC-1 aslightly opaque one.

sor, Iwas quite impressed by its performance

The difference between the two passive line

considering the unit's price and extensive facil-

stages was greater than one would imagine,

ities. The treble was soft and smooth, lacking

rather than less. However, it should be kept in
mind that the Stepped Attenuator's sole pur-

the hard textures and hashy forwardness so
often heard in inexpensive digital converters.

pose is to provide as pure asignal path as possible without regard for user convenience or

Although there was ameasure of metallic hardness, it was far less than what one often hears

amenities. Designed for the most hard-core of

from converters in this price range. Cymbals

audiophiles, the Stepped Attenuator's func-

had anatural sheen and brightness without

tional liabilities must be weighed against the

being overlaid with HF grundge. Vocals didn't

DCC-1's far greater capabilities to decide if that

have excessive sibilance or stridency, acharacteristic that often plagues low-cost digital pro-

last measure of transparency is worth it. Without acomparison with the EVS, the DCC-1's
passive stage is quite good; indeed, it is far better than most active line amplifiers, especially

cessors. There was acertain laid-back quality
to the presentation that made listening to adigital source relaxed and unfatiguing. Scott Kreit-

budget units. Ishould stress the point that the
EVS's superiority as apassive level control is

was round and smooth rather than thin and

great when thinking in terms of passive units

aggressive. Ifelt, however, that the presenta-

zees saxophone on Kick 'n Off (Cexton CR11264)

(in which the differences are expected to be

tion was alittle lacking in air and life in the top

minor), but small when considering the color-

octaves in comparison with the Meridian 203,

ations introduced by active line stages. In the

Theta DSPro Basic, and Melior Bitstream DIA.

final analysis, Ifound the DCC-1 quite accept-

Transient detail tended to be somewhat sub-

able as apassive control unit.
Comparing apreamplifier's active line sec-

dued, imparting aless exciting, or "up," musical
experience.

tion to apassive stage usually results in embar-

It should be remembered, however, that in

rassment for the active electronics, as its col-

systems that tend to be abit forward in the top

orations are thrown into sharp contrast. I've
done this to anumber of preamps and found

octaves, the DCC-1 may be abetter match than
with the VTL tube amplifiers and very flat Hales

them all to have unique sonic signatures. The

System Two Signature loudspeakers.

DCC-1's active preamp, however, held its own

The mids were similarly laid-back, giving the

musically in this demanding comparison. In

presentation asomewhat distant rather than

fact, it has quite agood-sounding active line

immediate rendering. Lead instruments moved
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slightly behind the loudspeaker plane. The
music never seemed thrust at the listener, as is
often the case with low-priced digital playback.
Instead, Ifelt the rendering to be warm and
relaxing, though at the expense of detail and
the ability to reveal finely woven textures.

the DSPro Basic. Soundstage transparency—
the ability to clearly see into the very rear of the
musical presentation—was acceptable at the
DCC-I's price level, though not outstanding;
afeeling of opacity obscured fine detail.

uing roundness to the mids. On some record-

To sum up the DCC-1's digital section: not as
musical as the Meridian 203, but more than
acceptable in aproduct that combines so many
other functions at areasonable price. It should

ings, Ifelt this characteristic made the presentation more musical and involving. With most

Theta DSPro Basic are far more expensive than

However, midrange textures were quite smooth
rather than hard and brittle, with anice, unfatig-

recordings, however, there was aloss of immediacy and palpability. On The English Lute Song
(Donan DOR-90109), for example, Julianne
Baird's voice somewhat lacked presence and
visceral tangibility. It moved back in the

be remembered that the Meridian 203 and
the DCC-1 when one adds apassive preamp
and active line stage to their prices.
Before getting to the measurements, Ican
report that all the audio switching and routing

soundstage and was less detailed than when

functions, both analog and digital, worked perfectly. There were afew minor annoyances,

heard though other digital processors. Listening to the DCC-1 in isolation, this laid-back por-

the DCC-1's input selector was switched to an

trayal wasn't immediately apparent. In side-byside comparisons with the Theta DSPro Basic
and Meridian 203, the DCC-1's relaxed character was thrown into sharp relief.

however. The first was an audible click when
input with an active digital source. Although
the click wasn't loudspeaker-threatening, it did
peg the cassette deck's meters. The second
glitch was that the 48kHz LED indicator didn't

The DCC-1's digital converter tended to be

illuminate when decoding a48kHz signal from

abit lean in the bass, lacking the visceral impact

the DAT machine. Ialso thought the line-stage

and feeling of weight heard through the 203,
Mellor Bitstream, or DSPro Basic Consequently,
the DCC-1 produced less of a foot-tapping
rhythmic urgency than the other processors.
Although detailed and articulate, the low-frequency rendering lacked authority and "slam."

gain alittle high: with the line stage in, the first
few detents on the volume control provided
more than enough output signal, especially
with an outboard digital processor. When not

Dynamics were moderately good but no match

specifically listening to the line stage, however,
Ileft the DCC-1 in bypass mode and never
needed more gain to drive the VTLs.

for the Theta, which excels in this area.
Soundstaging was fairly good, though not

Measurements

up to the standards set by the Meridian 203.
Overall presentation width was narrower than
the 203, Mellor Bitstream, or DSPro Basic,
especially in the treble. Through the DCC-1,
there was agreater feeling of the music confined between the loudspeakers, rather than
enveloping them in the soundstage. The DCC-1

Looking first at the DCC-1 in the bypass mode,
the unit exhibited aminor insertion loss1.7dB—with the volume control full up. As
expected, the DCC-1's output impedance varied according to volume-control position. With
the volume control halfway up, output impedance was 4k ohms across the band; with it all

had the ability to throw acredible illusion of

the way up, Imeasured 2k ohms output imped-

depth, however, and present anice impression

ance (source impedance driving the MAS unit

of three-dimensional layering. Instruments
toward the soundstage rear were spatially dis-

was 25 ohms). This high output impedance,
typical for passive control units, suggests keep-

tinct from those at the front, adding to the

ing interconnect capacitance between the

DCC-1's sense of depth. Image specificity and

DCC-1 and power amplifier low to avoid high-

ability to differentiate disparate musical lines
without homogenizing them were quite good

frequency rolloff in the audio band. The frequency-response curve of fig.1 shows the

for such areasonably priced digital processor.

beginnings of HF rolloff in the extreme treble.

Instrumental outlines were clear and distinct,

Interchannel crosstalk in bypass mode with
the undriven input loaded by the Audio Pre-

separate from their neighbors. In this regard,
however, the DCC-1 was somewhat bettered
by the Meridian 203, and greatly bettered by
Stereophile, March 1991

cision's 25 ohm source impedance (fig.2) was
about —60dB in the midrange, decreasing to
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-47dB at 100Hz and -45dB at 20kHz. This is
afairly high level of crosstalk for apassive unit
(the EVS Stepped Attenuator measured as having over 100dB of channel isolation, for example).

NORIO PRECISION RCA FR 0.91.1/11r1

MR 91 12.111:16

11011.1

2 1111199
1.5eee

The active line stage provided 14.7dB of gain,
alittle lower than the specified 20dB. THD+

I.

Noise vs frequency at IV output, shown in
fig.3, was very low at 0.007% across the band.
The DCC-1's maximum output level before
clipping was just over 10V, more than adequate
to drive any power amplifier. The active line
stage's channel separation was alittle better
than when in bypass (fig.4), measuring -72dB
at IkHz and decreasing to -45dB at 20kHz. Fre-
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Fig.1 MAS DCC-1, bypass preamp mode frequency
response (right channel dashed)
(0.5 dB/vertical div.)

quency response (not shown) was ruler-flat,
and didn't exhibit the slight HF rolloff seen in
the bypass mode. S/N was 83.6dB (left) and
84.6dB (right), referenced to IV output. Finally,
the DCC-1's line stage is non-inverting.
Moving on to the D/A converter, the DCC-1's
frequency response (fig.5) had a0.5dB rolloff
at 10kHz, increasing to afull 1.5dB of attenuation at 20kHz. This rolloff will certainly be
audible and undoubtedly accounts for my
impression that the DCC-1 was "lacking alittle life and air in the top octaves." Output level
when decoding afull-scale IkHz sinewave was
1.44V, 2.8dB below the standard 2V output
level for digital converters. Despite this low out-

Fig.2 MAS DCC-1, bypass preamp mode crosstalk
Lto R, Rto L(5dB/vertical div.)
A11.10 PRSCISII01 OCA me nie.c.,

111.1.1

21 PR 9112:72AR

put level, the DCC-1's digital converter was able
to drive the VTLs/Hales Signatures to any comfortable volume without engaging the DCC-1's
active line stage.
The DCC-1's frequency response when playing an emphasized test signal is shown in fig.6.
The apparent negative error of -0.4dB at 10kHz
and -0.7dB at 16kHz is actually aresult of the
DCC-1's HF rolloff revealed in fig.5, not adeemphasis error. Channel separation was marginal, to say the least, measuring just 40dB
across most of the band and decreasing to 30c1B
at 16kHz. This is perhaps the lowest channel
separation I've measured in adigital converter.
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Fig.3 MAS DCC-1, active preamp mode THD+Noise
vs frequency at 1V output (right channel
dashed)
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During the auditioning, Idid note that the
DCC-1's "presentation width was narrower. ..
especially at high frequencies," and that "there
was agreater feeling of the music confined
between the loudspeakers rather than enveloping them in the soundstage."
Looking at the DCC-1's spectral content when
its processor decoded adithered -90.31dB
IkHz sinewave (fig.7), there is agood freedom
from distortion artifacts but we can see some
power-supply-related noise at 60Hz and 120Hz;
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Fig.4 MAS DCC- 1, active preamp mode crosstalk
Lto R, Rto L(5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.5 MAS DCC-1, D/A frequency response (right
channel dashed) (0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.8 MAS DCC-1, departure from linearity, left
channel (2dB/div)
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Fig.9 MAS DCC-1, lkHz squarewave at OdB
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Fig.6 MAS DCC-1, de-emphasis error (right
channel dashed) (0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.10 MAS DCC-1, HF intermodulation spectrum,
300Hz-30kHz, 19+20kHz at OdB (linear
frequency scale)
ital code representing a mix of 19kHz and
20kHz each at -6dB (the summed waveform
IN

1•1
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Fig.7 MAS OCC-1, dithered 1kHz tone at -90.31dB
with noise and spuriae, right channel dashed
(
1
/
3 -octave analysis)
these components are -110dB down in level,
however. Linearity was quite good, indicating

therefore peaking at full scale) produced the
intermodulation spectrum of fig.10. The lkHz
intermodulation product is below the measurement system's noise floor, but the 24.1kHz
product can be just seen at avery low -61dB.
(The cursor shows the 21kHz product at -69dB.)

the DCC-1 had been correctly trimmed at the
factory The left channel's linearity error, shown

Conclusion

in fig.8, was -2dB at -90dB and -3.5dB at -100dB.
The right channel was nearly identical. Driving

tive product with acombination of functions

the DCC-1 with apositive-going pulse revealed
that the D/A converter doesn't invert polarity.

The MAS DCC-1 is an interesting and innovausually found only on separate units. By including aD/A converter, passive line stage, active

A -90.31dB undithered lkHz sinew-aye was

preamplifier, and extensive audio and video

overlaid with audio-band noise, typical perfor-

switching facilities within the same chassis, the

mance for an affordable digital processor. Afull-

DCC-1 is likely to find an eager constituency

scale lkHz squarewave as decoded by the DCC-

waiting for just such aproduct.

1is shown in fig.9. The clipped top and ringing
are typical of the NPC digital filter used in the

considering everything one gets for the rela-

DCC-1. Finally, driving the DCC-1 with the dig-

tively modest $1195 price. If the DCC-1's D/A
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Its musical performance was quite good,
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converter sold for $800 on its own, it would

didn't match that of the Audio Research SP-11

get aClass C recommendation in Stereopbile's

Mk.II. However, taken as awhole and consider-

"Recommended Componente But combined
with adecent passive stage, an excellent line

ing its price, the DCC-1 offered excellent sonic
performance. Even if you never intend to use

section, and its myriad switching functions, the

the video switching functions, the DCC-1 merits

DCC-1 offers far more than just aDA converter.

arecommendation for its good sonics (espe-

To put the DCC-1's performance into per-

cially the line stage) and extensive facilities.

spective, its digital converter didn't have the

However, for those of you who have spent too
many hours on your knees behind your audio/

Meridian 203's musicality, the passive stage
wasn't as transparent and detailed as the EVS
Stepped Attenuator, and its active line section

video system with aflashlight, the MAS DCC-1
is truly abargain.

THRESHOLD FET TEN/E PREAMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Threshold FET ten/e preamplifier
Modular system consisting of stand-alone stereo high-level and phono preamps. Phono preamp
gain (at 1kHz): 37.7dB and 58.5 at the moving-magnet and moving-coil gain settings, respectively.
Phono preamp output impedance: 110 ohms, unbalanced; 220 ohms, balanced. Frequency
response (phono preamp): RIAA de-emphasis curve, +0.2dB, 20Hz-20kHz. High-level preamp
gain: 20.57dB maximum. High-level preamp output impedance (main out): 100 ohms, unbalanced; 200 ohms, balanced. Dimensions: 19" W by 2.1" H by 9.75" D (both main units); 6.4"
W by 2.75" H by 10.5" D including connector (both power supplies). Prices: $5700/system; highlevel only, $3200; phono only, $2500. Approximate number of dealers: 75. Manufacturer: Threshold
Corporation, 7325 Roseville Road, Sacramento, CA 95842. Tel: (916) 348-0600. Fax: (916)348-0678.
It is not entirely clear to me just what Thresh-

those of you who have given up on vinyl, the

old's "e-series" designation is supposed to
denote. Rather than get an official answer, I

High-Level preamp will accommodate such
disparate sources as analog tape decks, tuners,

decided that it would be much more fun to

CD, and DAT, without forcing you to invest in

speculate on the matter. Three strong possibilities come to mind: "extended," "extra," and

aphono section. If at alater time you come to

"evolutionary" Each of these adjectives makes
perfect sense in the context of the FET Ten
preamp's performance. The Ten/e extends the
already excellent attention to detail of the older
'In with better passive parts and power-supply

see the error of your ways and return to the LP
fold, the lénte phono preamp will provide you
with flexible gain and cartridge loading to
accommodate almost any magnetic-type cartridge.
I've been lobbying for such an approach to

execution. It also offers extra performance over

preamp design for several years, and I'm sur-

its predecessor in several important areas (to

prised that it is still the exception rather than

be outlined shortly). And finally, from my perspective, the Ten/e represents awelcome evolutionary sonic improvement that propels it to

the standard.
Each preamp is provided with its own out-

the forefront of ultra-high-end audio.

for the active gain stages. The connecting um-

board power supply which generates ±18V DC

Think of the Ten/e as asystem consisting of

bilical cord is sufficiently long to allow several

two separate but complementary prearnps. For

feet of separation between the two, this effec-
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lively isolating the AC mains transformer and

don't be afraid to experiment. The Ter* is flex-

rectification circuitry from the audio signal

ible in this respect and makes it easy to opti-

path. It is atrue-and-tried strategy that should
be standard procedure for any high-end

mize cartridge loading the old-fashioned way—
by ear. Both preamps lack On/Off switches, and

preamp.

are intended to be left on at all times. This is a

The high-level preamp will accommodate up
to five program sources. The first set of inputs
may be balanced or unbalanced. Balanced

sensible design decision. Solid-state devices

(XLR) and unbalanced (RCA) main outputs are

mal power consumption, there's really no good
reason to turn asolid-state preamp off and on.

provided, as are two tape loops. However, to

sound better once astable operating temperature has been reached. Considering the mini-

properly use the balanced outputs, the amp
should possess 600 ohm balanced inputs (stan-

Listening Impressions

dard on professional equipment and some

Unless otherwise noted, the FET Ten/e was

high-end power amps, such as Threshold's SA
12/e). Both sets of outputs offer low source

auditioned as asystem. The analog front end
consisted of the Aura turntable, Graham Engi-

impedances so that long interconnect runs may

neering Model 1.5 tonearm, and the Rowland

be safely used.
The volume control is asealed 32-detent

Complement and Benz MC-3 cartridges. Power
amplifiers were the Threshold SA/12e mono-

stepped attenuator which is tested during

blocks driving the magazine-owned pair of

production for ldB absolute accuracy Steps are

Apogee Stages on their dedicated stands. The

on the order of 3dB at the lower and extreme

High-Level preamplifier was tested directly

ends of the range, and about 1.5dB through the

using my own master tapes and the Apogee-

center. Although only one volume control is

filter-enhanced Sony PCM-Fl digital processor.

visible on the front panel, there are in fact two

Its effect on phono playback was also assessed

independent controls sharing acommon shaft,

indirectly by substituting the line-level section

thus maintaining maximum channel isolation.

of the Air Tight ATC-1 tube preamp.

There are anumber of other useful features

The very best solid-state preamps have al-

accessible by the High-Level preamp's front
panel which Iwill leave as an exercise to the

ways excelled in the area of detail resolution,
and the Ten/e proved no exception. Its ability

reade4 except to note the presence of asummed

to resolve low-level nuances—what JGH calls

mono mode. This is useful for minimizing dis-

inner detail—was consistently remarkable.

tortion during the playback of monophonic

JGH's official definition (see his indispensable

records with astereo cartridge. Together with

Audio Glossary') refers to the sonic subtleties

the balance control, I've also used the mono

within acomplex program signal, reproduc-

mode to listen for sample variations between

ible only by asystem having high resolution.

loudspeaker channels. With the aid of the bal-

One of my favorite tests for this purpose is the

ance control, quick A/B comparisons between

"Goodnight, Irene" track on The Weavers:

channels are possible. To do this right, how-

Reunion at Carnegie Hall-1963 (Vanguard

ever, it is important to place both speakers next

VSD-2150). The Tenle had no difficulty in re-

to each other—preferably in the center of the
room. The room's sonic signature becomes

solving the audience singing along and in
localizing the strongly contributing sections

much more audible when listening in mono.

of the hall's acoustic. Massed voices were also

There are no controls on the face of the

effortlessly resolved. On Laudatel (Proprius

Phono preamp. Cartridge-loading adjustments

PROP-7800), it was possible to pinpoint indi-

are internal and easy to implement via switch

vidual voices easily—but without the feeling
of being bombarded with truckloads of detail.

banks that allow the selection of 47k ohms, lk
ohms, 100 ohms, 47 ohms, and 22 ohms in parallel with 50pF, 100pF, 150pF, 250pF, or 730pE
The cartridge gain selection is also internal: 40
or 60dB nominal at IkHz. Top-heavy moving-

Soprano upper registers sounded natural, without the etch and transient emphasis that often
pass for genuine detail in lesser components,
but which in truth are nothing more than ahi-

coil cartridges really benefit from the highercapacitance settings. And even high-output
MCs that are specified at a47k ohm load may
sound more natural with a lk ohm load. So
Stereophile, March 1991

IPrice $10.70 in paperback inc. MM. Available from Old
Colony Sound Lab, PO. Box 243, Dept. Sil, FtterboroupB, NH
03458-0243.
(603) 924-6371/9244256. Fax: (603)
924-9467.
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fi-ish embellishment of the music.
It is possible for acomponent to generate

crasies of the recording mixdown, the mikes,
and the hall with the authority and authenticity

artificial detail. Resonances in the frequency

of the master tape. The downside of this is that

domain or ringing in the time domain add fine
structure to the signal which was not originally

bad-sounding records and sonic blemishes in
general had no place to hide. The Fool on (be

part of the music. The fact that some audi-

Hill (EMI-Australia, OASD.7589) is aballet to

ophiles seem to crave the extra detail afforded

music based on themes by the Beatles, per-

by zippy or bright components should not

formed by the Sydney Symphony Orchestra
conducted by John Lanchbery. This is fun

cause us to lose sight of the inherent artificiality
of the sound of such equipment.

music; for along-time Beatles fan, it's simply

Reproduction of musical textures via the

irresistible. Sonically, however, and with the

Ten/e was smooth and pure, with an appealing

Ten/e in the chain, it was quite clear that the
vocal mikes sounded too bright and metallic,

and musically quite correct sensation of midrange liquidity. Textures were neither too soft

and that the panpotting of the choral voices

or tubey sounding nor too hard or analytical.

was sloppy. Studio productions were especially

The fabric of the music was not only free of grit

easy to unravel in terms of reverb, overdubbing,

and grain, but was also unfettered by overly-

peak limiting, and panpotting.

ing fuzz, electronic glaze, or the euphonic haze

The upside to this, of course, was that really

so endemic to tube preamps. The overall effect
was one of transient speed, clarity during com-

good recordings came through intact with clar-

plex passages, and soundstage transparency.
Almost all preamps add aflavor or aftertaste
to the music. Some tube preamps are sought
after because of the added "richness" or "lushness" they imbue the music with—regardless
of the nature of the program material. Other
preamps may be described as chocolate-flavored in that they darken the sound, or vanillaflavored because they sound light and airy.
Others can be categorized as analytical, forward, or laid-back. When the coloration is
strong, it tends to polarize opinion about the
product: some love it, some hate it. When the
coloration is both euphonic and subtle, there's

ity, transparency, and full dynamic shadings.
Instrumental timbres were reproduced by the
Tenle with great conviction. The upper midrange has proven problematic for many electronic components. This is where the sweet
spots for soprano voice and violin reside; it is
acritical determinant in capturing the dynamic
bloom, sweetness, and drama of these instruments. Very few amps and preamps, despite
what the measurements claim to show, really
get this range just right. The Ten/e certainly did.
Pilar Lorengar as Princess Pamina (The Magic
Flute, London OSA-1397) never sounded any
sweeter or more pristine. Itzhak Perlman's violin overtones (Bruch Violin Concerto, EMI ASD-

the danger that it could become not only ad-

2926) were not only focused and sweet but

dictive but also be mistaken for musical reality.
I'm quite sensitive to household odors. When

possessed asense of drama that I've rarely
heard on this recording.

Ivisit someone else's home my senses are

Or try to decide which of several Mimis in

assaulted by anew spectrum of strange smells

Puccini's La Bobeme takes the cake; with the
Ten/e such decisions were easy to make. Katia

that take some getting used to. When Iget
home, to afamiliar territory, I'm rarely aware
of any odors. Visitors to my house, I'm sure, are
acutely aware of the olfactory environment I've
become insensitive to because of constant
exposure. So it is with preamps, and explains
why first impressions are often so discerning
and rarely subject to revision. In the case of the
Ten/e, my first impression was that of astartlingly neutral reproducer. Now, after lengthy
and intimate scrutiny over many months, my
original impression stands unchanged.
The Tel* failed to impose asonic signature

Ricciarelli, with support from José Carreras as
Rodolfo and with the backing of the Covent
Garden Orchestra and Chorus (Philips 6769031),
paints an entirely unconvincing Mimi: the
drama and tragedy of the role just don't come
through her voice. (Carreras, too, makes for a
strangely wooden Rodolfo.) The sound quality
is otherwise excellent, several notches above
that of Serafin conducting the Orchestra of LA'ccademia di Santa Cecilia (Highlights, London
OS-25201). However, Renata Tebaldi gives a
luscious interpretation, greatly aided by the

or personality on the music, neither adding nor

creamy tenor support of Carlo Bergonzi.

detracting. It faithfully revealed the idiosyn-

di's voice, refined and sweet, displays the
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capacity for conveying the feeling of young

of the soundstage, its overall 3-D aspects,

love with great conviction. And what about

were more convincing. In contrast, the Ten/e

Anna Moffo (RCA LSC-2504)? The sound of this
1961 recording by Lewis Layton with Serafin
conducting the Rome Opera House Orchestra

sounded abit more two-dimensional in its
layering of the soundstage. These differences

is, to be sure, excellent. Yet from Ms. Moffo's

matters of degree. The Terile was always able

bittersweet rendition of "Che gelida Manina,"
I'm convinced that she's clearly in the running

to delineate asoundstage with considerable
spatial conviction; its imaging abilities are afar

for the definitive Mimi.
It should be noted that the Ten/e replaced the

cry from the proverbial "cardboard cutout"
type of presentation that afflicted so many early

Ten after the latter had spent over ayear in my

solid-state preamps. But it must be noted that

reference system. This put me in agreat posi-

the Ten/e does give up some imaging magic to

tion to compare and assess the sonic merits of
the two preamps. The Ten/e proved signifi-

the best tubed preamps around.

were not on the order of night and day, but

The Ten/e Line-Level preamp on its own, not
surprisingly, performed as cleanly and musi-

cantly cleaner and purer-sounding than my old
FET Ten. Not only were detail resolution and

cally as did the Tenle system. Evaluated indi-

soundstage transparency improved, but the

vidually using my own Sony PCM-F1 master

Ten/es reproduction of dynamics and bass definition were noticeably enhanced. With the

tapes, the High-Level preamp proved to be of

Ten/e there was less hesitation in going from
soft to loud; the music ebbed and flowed with

and pure without any overlying electronic or

reference quality. Musical textures were smooth
mechanical haze The preamp simply exhibited

greater ease. Bass lines firmed up even more,

no tonal personality of its own. It was never

taking on aprecision and punch the old Ten did

euphonic or forgiving in the way that atube

not have. It was not acase of the Ten/e being
bass-heavy, but of being able to follow the

preamp can mitigate upper-octave harshness.

lower registers of double bass and cello with

Test, the Ter* correctly identified aslight dull-

afeeling of greater definition and impact.

ing of the upper registers by the Apogee Stage

Substitution of the Air Tight ATC-1 for the
Tel* High-Level preamp proved most inform-

ley's upper range lacked the requisite degree

ative. The soundstage presentation became

of sheen and brilliance; the Ten/e pointed this

more civilized. Recordings which throb with
raw energy, such as 'raj Mahal's Recycling

out with uncanny accuracy. Switching to the
Black Dahlia speakers restored Lesley's correct

the Blues & Other Related Stuff (Columbia

timbre.

It never sugarcoated the truth. Using the Lesley

loudspeakers. Through the Stage my wife Les-

31605), were robbed of asignificant slice of
visceral excitement by the tube preamp. The
treble was softer-sounding. Transients were

Summary

not as quick. The midrange became slightly
warmer and more mellow. Dynamics were

itself in the forefront of preamplifier design.
The Tenle convincingly transcends mere hi-fi

constricted so that loud passages failed to reach

to enter the land of musical magic. The search

their spi peaks as linearly and effortlessly. Less

for asatisfying illusion of live music in the
home is what the art and science of audio

detail was apparent and, as you might expect
from atube preamp, the lows were not as good.
Bass extension suffered, as did impact and defi-

With the FET li-nk Threshold has firmly placed

design is all about. The Ten/e is an intensely
musical offering that considerably shortcuts

nition. The lows lost that satisfying crunching

the search for the "live" experience It gets me

sensation, being looser and less intimidating.

that much closer to the sensation of "live" than

The overall tonal balance was brighter and, surprisingly for atube preamp, abit lighter.

any other solid-state preamp I've heard. Al-

However, there was one aspect where the Air

sionality to the best tube designs, it leaves tube

Tight exceeded the Ten/e's performance: imaging. First of all, the spatial outlines of individual

preamps in the dust as far as being able to reproduce musical textures without euphonic

instruments within the soundstage were fleshed
out by the Air Tight more believably and with

additives and colorations.
Bass lines are well-defined and -extended.

agreater sense of palpability. Second, the Air
Tight's reproduction of the depth and width

Treble transients are quick and always in con-
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though it concedes some soundstage dimen-

trol. The music ebbs and flows with the great133

est of ease. Complex passages are readily resolved, and climaxes expand linearly from soft

nated by the Audio Precision's 25 ohm output
impedance is shown in fig.1 and can be seen

to loud. And throughout, inner detail is re-

to be very low, below -75dB across the audio

solved without resorting to an aggressive or

band.

analytical nature.

The line-stage gain with the volume control

There is no overriding personality. Timbrai

all the way up was 20dB—ie, 100mV input level

accuracy is exemplary The Ter* is tonally neu-

gave 1V output, from both balanced and unbal-

tral and adds essentially nothing in the way of

anced outputs—while the volume control setting giving unity gain for line-level sources was

textural grain or flavor to the music. The personality of the front end is faithfully transmitted

12 o'clock. The Fet Ten/e's frequency response

to the power amp and the speakers. Be fore-

was fiat from 10Hz to 30kHz, varying just

warned that if your front end is less than ade-

+0.008dB and -0.005dB within that passband.

quate, the Ten/e will tell all. There is no place

Distortion, too, on aIV output was aflat 0.003%

to hide with this preamp. It will certainly not

across the audio band, this measurement domi-

exacerbate the bright or sizzly character of

nated by noise Raising the input voltage to give

some MC cartridges, but neither will it soften

an output level of 10V revealed that whatever
distortion was present was the subjectively

the impact of such cartridges. The solution, of
course, is to change cartridges. The Benz MC-3

innocuous second harmonic Above that very

with a100 ohm/50pF loading works exceedingly well with the Ten/e.

high level, aminor crossover notch appeared,

The noise floor, even with alow-output MC
cartridge, is low. This is another area where

put signal at 11.94V. As this measurement was
taken with the volume control wide open, the

tubes have trouble competing. There's no need
for astep-up transformer or an outboard MC

FET Tel* line stage is essentially bombproof

gain stage. With the Ter* you've got it all. The
Ten/e offers an exceedingly pure and pristine
window on the sound. Almost anything else
you're likely to hear will sound as if permeated

with the 1% THD point reached for alIcHz out-

regarding input overload.
lbrning to the FET Ten/e phono module,
both the balanced and unbalanced outputs
gave the same output level; with the circuitry
set for MC cartridges, both outputs gave 284mV

with grain and fuzz.
The FET Ten/e, then, is my present reference;

ele MIMI MIMI kteltdir,
-WM

IIIRKI10

from all indications, it is likely to stay that way
for along while.

-um!

JA offers some measurements
Looking first at the line-level module, the output impedances were to specification at 199
ohms, balanced, and 100 ohms, unbalanced,
while the input impedances were quite low
at acalculated Bk ohms. Capacitor-coupled
sources with high output impedances are best
avoided, therefore, if alightweight bass is not
to result. The FET Tenle should have no problems driving long or highly capacitive cables.

Fig.1 Threshold FET Ten/e, crosstalk Lto R
(5dB/vertical div.)
II•10 MCIS101111111111A R11111.1dirl I .1.1.1e111,

2.2 Inn 91 17.1.:16
MO

The preamp was polarity-correct from all its
unbalanced outputs, while from the balanced

Aa

outputs, the polarity was correct with the XLR
connector's pin 2wired as "hot" and pin 3as
"cold." In this respect, though it follows the IEC
recommended standard, the FET Ten/e is wired
in the opposite sense to the Jeff Rowland preamplifier also reviewed in this issue, and care
should therefore be taken when doing side byside comparisons using just the balanced outputs. Crosstalk with the undriven input termi134

.----•••••"•-••••, •••-•...-.717;•,-------• ••• ••
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Fig.2 Threshold FET Ten/e, RIAA error, 500µV
input at lkHz (0.5dB/vertical div.)
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output at lkHz for astandard 500µV input,
equivalent to 55.1dB gain. Distortion and noise

audio band-30dB better than the best MC cartridge Ihave experienced (and that only in the

were both superbly low in level, while the
overload margin (for a1% THD point) with the

midband). The phono module doesn't invert
signal polarity and its output impedance was

module set to MC was 31dB at 20Hz and lkHz
and 32.5dB at 20kHz—astonishing perfor-

low and to specification, suggesting that with
its high gain, the module could be used with

mance! The departure from an accurate RIAA
equalization is shown in fig.2; within +0.1,

other manufacturers' passive control units as
well as with the FET Tenie line module.

-0.2dB limits, avery slight saddle in the mid-

Iacknowledge that these basic measure-

treble can be seen. Crosstalk varied somewhat

ments don't in themselves indicate agoodsounding preamp, but Ifound it very satisfy-

according to the source impedance with which
the undriven channel was loaded, but in the
worst case was better than 70dB across the

ing that Iwasn't able to catch the FET Tenie out
in any way .
—John Atkinson S

MELIOR BITSTREAM DIA CONVERTER
Robert Harley

Mello'
te, MUSE

D A
TEX

Museatex Mellor Bitstream converter
Specifications: Bitstream D/A converter. Filtering: 8x oversampling. Frequency response: 5-20kHz
+0.1db. Dynamic range: >95dB. S/N ratio: >90dB. Channel separation: >90dB. THD: <.03%.
IMD: <.03%. Output impedance: <300 ohms. Output level: 3V at full scale, non-inverting. Inputs:
one coaxial on RCA jack, one optical on TOSLINK jack. Warranty: 5years. Price: $750. Approximate number of dealers: 55. Manufacturer: Museatex Audio Inc., 6605 Thimens, Ville St. Laurent,
Quebec, Canada H4S 1W2. Tel: (514) 333-6661. Fax: (514) 333-0382.
Writing this review in the first few days of 1991

tion for the discriminating music lover's dig-

caused me to reflect on the past year's progress
in digital playback. It seemed that every few

ital dollar heats up.
Consequently, the dynamics of designing

months brought new musical standards in dig-

and marketing digital products in the face of

ital processors and CD players, both in abso-

rapidly changing technology certainly makes

lute terms and at various competitive price

DIA converter design an unenviable job. In

points. Products considered "best buys" in a
given price category often enjoyed brief reigns

addition to making the designer's job more dif-

as newcomers took their places. Judging by the
new digital products introduced at the most

and techniques makes shopping for adigital
processor or CD player much more confusing
for the music lover. With each manufacturer

recent Consumer Electronics Show, 1991 will
see an even greater volatility as the competiStereophile, March 1991

ficult, the proliferation of new technologies

trumpeting aparticular approach (and often
135

denigrating other methods), it's difficult to sort
truth from fiction. This was especially evident

or coaxial input is selected. Upon power-up,

at the CES, as awhole slew of new digital con-

the Bitstream D/A defaults to the optical rather
than the coaxial input, acondition that can be

verters was introduced, many of them claiming

reversed by moving ajumper inside the unit.

unique technology.'

The rear panel reflects the unit's operational

This brings us to the Melior Bitstream D/A

simplicity with just apair of gold-plated ana-

Converter, along with Meridian's 603, one of

log output jacks and two digital inputs. The
coaxial input is provided by agold-plated RCA,

the first two decoders commercially available
in the US to use the new Philips SAA7350 Bitstream D/A chip. The 7350 has been long awaited
by designers because of its ability to be used
with outboard digital filters and analog ampli-

while the optical input is astandard TOSLINK
jack. Acaptive AC power cord finishes off the
rear panel. No power on/off switch is provided,

integral filter and analog stage built into the

suggesting that the unit be left on continuously.
Looking inside, the Melior Bitstream D/A is
quite straightforward and economical in design.

7350's predecessor, the SAA7320 series. Many

A 15VA transformer is mounted at the unit's

fier of the designer's choosing, rather than the

of the digital processors introduced in 1991 will

front and is wired to the single rectangular

use the 7350 in avariety of circuit configu-

printed circuit board. The power supply includes

rations.
My previous experiences with Bitstream
decoding have been decidedly mixed. On one
hand, I've given less than positive reviews to
two other Bitstream converters. However, Ifeel
that the current standard of performance in

the transformer, bridge rectifier, five 2200µF
and four 4700µF electrolytic filter caps, and
four independent regulation stages. The Bitstream D/A incorporates Ed Meitner's Floating
Charge Current power supply, but in amore

under-$1000 processors is set by the Meridian

cost-effective configuration than found in the
$2250 Melior Digital Control Center. Rather

203, aunit that uses dual 7321 chips operating
in differential mode.

than use three large inductors to isolate the DC
supply from the AC line (on the positive and

Where does the new $750 Melior Bitstream

negative rails and ground), the Bitstream D/A

D/A fit in the rapidly escalating, moderately

uses transistors to perform the same function,
at agreat savings in cost as well as pcb real

priced digital converter wars?

Technical description
The Mellor Bitstream D/A shares acommon

estate Another hallmark of Ed Meitner's designs
is the use of zener diodes for voltage regulation
rather than the ubiquitous three-pin TO-220
types found in the vast majority of audio com-

styling with other Mellor products, but is
scaled down to half the width of the company's
other components. The unit is nicely made,

ponents. The Melior Bitstream D/A employs
four large zener diodes mounted to the chas-

especially for its quite modest price of $750.

sis bottom for heatsinking, regulating the ±15V

The side panels are polished and lacquered
mahogany and the top is black plexiglass, giv-

analog rails, +5V digital supply, and +5V for the
7350 Bitstream D/A. The power supply con-

ing the Melior D/A the impression of amuch

sumes about athird of the pcb area.

more expensive product. No screws are visi-

The digital circuit is based on the Yamaha

ble from the top or sides, adding to the streamlined appearance.

YM3623B S/PDIF decoder chip, a Yamaha
YM3434 8x-oversampling digital filter, and the

The black front panel has asingle membrane-type button labeled "Input" that selects

Philips SAA7350 Bitstream converter chip. This
is the first digital processor I've seen that uses

between the unit's optical and coaxial inputs.
Arow of red LEDs, mounted behind the mem-

decoders use the NPC, Sony, or Philips filters.

brane panel, indicates several operating conditions. The top three LEDs display the incom-

The Yamaha filter chip is unusual in its small
size (16-pin DIP) and low cost in relation to its

this Yamaha 8x-oversampling filter; most

ing data's sampling rate (321cHz, 44.11cHz, 48kHz);

more popular counterparts. The only other

the fourth LED down illuminates when the

converter Iknow of that uses it is the highly regarded $800 PS Audio DigiLink (to be reviewed

decoder's de-emphasis circuitry is switched in;
and the bottom two LEDs indicate if the optical
IWatch for afull CES report next month.
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in the near future). The S/PDIF decoder, digital filter, and associated digital circuits are
located on the left rear portion of the pcb.
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the filter chip are input to the Philips 7350 Bit-

frozen, then brought back to room temperature. Idescribed this process as used on CDs

stream converter. This chip, available only in
limited quantities at the time of this writing,

in the October issue (Vol.13 No.10, p.5). The
components are placed in a chamber sur-

differs from the 7321 (found in the Meridian

rounded by liquid nitrogen and the tempera-

203 converter and 208 CD player/preamplifier)
in that more of the IC's functions can be

ture is slowly brought down to -300°F, held
there, then slowly returned to normal temper-

bypassed. Rather than forcing the designer to
use the 4x-oversampling FIR (Finite Impulse

atures. The entire process takes about 24 hours.
This controversial technique reportedly im-

Response) digital filter and analog amplifier of

proves the components' sonic performance.

the 7321, the 7350 permits use of outboard dig-

Since Idon't have acryogenically treated and

ital filters (like the Yamaha YM3434 in this application) as well as outboard analog amplifiers
instead of the 7321's internal op-amp. This

non-treated Melior Bitstream D/A converter for
comparison, Ican't comment on the tech-

opens awide range of circuit-topology options
to designers who previously wouldn't accept

performed on CDs I've found renders an audi-

The 18-bit-wide, 8x-oversampled data from

the limitations of the 7321. 2
The analog stage is based on one BiFET opamp per channel driving adiscrete output
stage. 3(The op-amps' identity had been concealed in my review sample.) Critical capacitors in the analog stage are DC-biased so that
the cap sees avarying unipolar signal rather

nique's effectiveness. However, this treatment
ble change in the sound.
Overall, the Mellor Bitstream D/A is very well
built and has ahigh level of fit and finish, especially considering its moderate price. This type
of finish quality would be acceptable in aunit
three times the Bitstream D/A's price.

Listening

than one that is symmetrical about ground.

Iauditioned the Melior Bitstream D/A with the

This technique reportedly reduces the capa-

usual array of ancillary equipment. VTL 225W

citor's deleterious sonic effects. Output filtering

Deluxe monoblocks drove Hales System Two
Signature loudspeakers (my usual reference)
and the Hales SystemlWo (reviewed next issue,

is third-order Bessel, trimmed for best groupdelay characteristics. Apair of FETs switch in
the passive de-emphasis circuit.

along with the Snell Type C) via 3' runs of bi-

All resistors and nearly all signal-path capa-

wired AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz. The Mellor

citors are tiny surface-mount types. Some critical caps, however, are non-surface-mount

D/A, along with other processors under audition, drove an Audio Research SP-11 Mk.II

polycarbonate types. The analog half of the
pcb, which also contains the 7350, has an ex-

preamplifier, which was connected to the VTLs
through AudioQuest Lapis. Alternately, the pro-

tensive array of power-supply decoupling caps
throughout the circuit. An output relay discon-

cessors under audition were connected to the
VTLs through an EVS Stepped Attenuator, a

nects the analog output jacks from the circuit
until the digital section has locked to the incom-

passive control unit. An Esoteric P-2 CD trans-

ing data, acondition indicated by the illumination of one of the three sampling-frequency
LEDs.
One unusual aspect of the Melior Bitstream

port provided the digital datastream through
Aural Symphonics Digital Standard digital interconnect. Analog interconnects were AudioQuest Diamond. The Melior was compared

D/A is the cryogenic processing the analog elec-

with the $1195 MAS DCC-1 (reviewed this issue)
and the Meridian 203 Bitstream decoder, aunit

tronics undergo. Before insertion into the pcb,
the op-amps, output transistors, 7350 Bitstream

that Ifeel sets abenchmark level of performance in reasonably priced digital playback.

DAC, and other analog-stage components are

In my review of the Melior Digital Control
Center (Vol.13 No.11), Inoted the unit's smooth

2By the time you read this, Theta Digital will have introduced
their $1250 DSPrime digital processor employing the 7350
Bitstream converter, but with their DSP-teeed filtering (a single
Motorola 56001 running at -ix oversampling), and proprietary
software. This unit will be by far the least expensive true DSP
digital processor. Watch for areview.
3A BiFET op-amp is achip that combines bipolar transistors
with junction field-effect transistors (J-FETs) in the same
monolithic package. BiFETs provide broader bandwidth,
higher input impedances, and faster slewing than conventional
op-amps.
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treble and velvety textures. Expecting afamily resemblance between the MDCC and the
Bitstream D/A, Iwas surprised by the very
different presentations the two products offer.
First, the Bitstream D/A's treble tended to be
abit bright, forward, and tizzy—the antithesis of the MDCC's laid-back top end. This is the
137

Bitstream D/As most salient characteristic, and

Melior DA had an enjoyably big, robust quality

one Ihad to listen past to discover the unit's

in the low end. The extreme bottom end, in

other sonic strengths and flaws. The upper-

particular, was powerful and dynamic. Bass

midrange and treble regions took on aless than

drum was clean and quick, without bloat or

involving perspective. Cymbals tended to be

tubbiness. In this regard, Ifelt the Melior D/A

abit on the forward and etched side, dominat-

to be more musically satisfying than the some-

ing the presentation. Similarly, Ifelt vocals to
be somewhat sibilant, with an overemphasis

what leaner MAS DCC-I.
Transient detail was razor-sharp, crisp, and

on "s" and "ch" sounds. In addition to being

prominent—in fact, alittle too prominent for

overly prominent, the treble was overlaid with

my tastes. Ifelt the presentation had an overly

atrace of graininess that obscured the natural

etched, analytical quality, partly as aresult of

timbres of high-frequency-rich instruments.

this tendency to exaggerate high-frequency

On Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller (Reference

transients. This gave the presentation an up-

Recordings RR-33CD), the attack of the ham-

front immediacy that may be preferred by

mers hitting the strings in the Büsendorfer's

some listeners, however. Subtle musical ele-

upper registers tended to be alittle metallic and

ments tended to be thrust forward, contributing to the highly detailed rendering. For exam-

hard. In addition, there was ahomogeneity in
the treble that obscured individual instrumen-

ple, finger-on-string noise on the acoustic

tal lines. All this had the effect of making
music—especially overly bright recordings—

guitar and bass recording from the Stereopbile

less than involving. However, recordings with
little high-frequency content were unaffected
by the Bitstream D/A's somewhat etched portrayal.
In addition, there was atrace of glare and
hardness to midrange textures that exacerbated
the Bitstream D/A's forward character. Lead

"R:st CD was heightened. This gave the impression of greater presence, but also made the rendering unnaturally analytical in my opinion.
However, if you're the type of listener who
revels in hearing every minute detail in arecording, the Melior Bitstream D/A may be your
cup of tea.
Soundstage width was impressive, with a

instruments—violin, guitar, piano, vocals, sax—all

good impression of lateral size. Instrumental

had abrassiness that pushed the instrument
forward toward the listener. In this regard, the

images were stable, but their outlines tended
to be less distinct and focused. Consequently,

Bitstream DAs presentation was the antithesis

Ihad no feeling of instruments existing within

of the overly laid-back MAS DCC-1. The Bit-

the soundstage independently: they tended

stream D/A's presentation didn't have the liqui-

instead to become alittle homogenized and diffuse. Subtleties in the mix that should have

dity, roundness, and sense of ease heard through
the MAS DCC-1, or especially the Meridian 203.
Listening to music through the Melior Bitstream

been independent of the other instruments

D/A for long periods tended to produce aperceptible tension rather than arelaxed involve-

same fabric. Adding to this impression was a
slight soundstage opacity that prevented aclear

ment with the music.

view into the very rear of the presentation. The
soundstage had less of the see-through trans-

These impressions were formed by general
listening as well as from side-by-side comparisons with the MAS DCC-I and Meridian 203.
Between processors under audition, Imatched
levels to better than 0.15dB. Thinking that
Museatex's own interconnect might have been
abetter match with the Bitstream D/A, Ireplaced the AudioQuest Diamond interconnects
with Museatex's Crypton interconnects. However, Ifelt this exacerbated the treble prominence: Iquickly returned to the Lapis.
Ifound the bass reproduction quite satisfying, with aroundness that conveyed the music's
rhythmic drive. Pitch definition and ability to
differentiate the bass line were excellent. The
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sounded as though they were woven from the

parency I've come to expect from modestly
priced digital processors lately. Inextricably
intertwined with these characteristics was the
foreshortened sense of depth and space. Although the Melior Bitstream D/A rendered
some feeling of soundstage depth and distance,
it was nevertheless surpassed by the DCC-1 and
Meridian 203 in this regard.
In short, Ifound the Melior Bitstream D/A
rather "digital" sounding and abit of adisappointment, even considering its reasonable
price, excellent build quality, and beautiful
styling.
After having written this description of the
Stereophile, March 1991

Melior Bitstream's sound, Iwas sent amore

any indication of how the thing sounds. (See

recently made unit that reflects current production. The difference is reportedly an additional
circuit that reduces jitter in the recovered clock
as well as afew very minor circuit refinements.
Indeed, something was different about its data

my interview with Audio Precision's Richard
Cabot in January) However, it is sometimes
possible to draw correlations between mea-

input circuit. The older unit locked to the transport's output immediately, the newer one took
afew seconds.
Comparing the original review sample with

sured performance and sonic impressions.
The Melior Bitstream D/A put out 2.63V
when decoding aOdB lkHz sinewave, 2.5dB
above the standard 2V output level, which is
something to be aware of when making A/B
comparisons. Frequency response (fig.1) was

the newer version revealed that the updated

ruler-fiat, with anegligible droop in the ex-

unit did indeed have somewhat better sonics.
Although the Bitstream D/A's basic character

treme treble (-0.1dB at 20kHz). De-emphasis
error was minimal, but there was avery broad

was unchanged—rendering most of my initial
assessment valid—the degree of my criticism

positive error through the midrange and tre-

was ameliorated by auditioning the newer unit.
Iheard less etch and grain in the treble, more

0.1dB up in the right channel at 16kHz. As can

space and differentiation of instrumental outlines, and agreater feeling of ease through the

ble, being 0.2dB up in the left channel and
be seen in fig.2, the rise begins at IkHz, which
despite the very low amplitude of the error, will

more recent production sample. In addition,

be slightly audible as brightness or fizziness on
emphasized discs due to the broad nature of

the newer unit had agreater ability to involve
the listener in the music.

the curve and the ear's sensitivity to these frequencies.

Measurements

Fig.3 shows the spectral content of the Melior's
output when decoding adithered -90.31dB

The Melior Bitstream D/A measured quite well

IkHz sinewave. Note the absence of power-

on the bench. As Icontinually find with dig-

supply-related noise, almost perfect linearity

ital processors and CD players, there is very lit-

indicated by the IkHz tone's peak just going

tle information in the measured data that gives
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Fig.1 Melior Bitstream, frequency response (right
channel dashed) (0.5dB/vertical div.)

Fig.3 Mellor Bitstream, dithered lkHz tone at
-90.31dB with noise and spuriae, right
channel dashed (
1
/
3-octave analysis)

Fig.2 Me ior Bitstream, de-emphasis error (right
channel dashed) (0.5dB/vertical div.)

Fig.4 Mellor Bitstream, departure from linearity, left
channel (2dB/div.)
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over the -90dB horizontal division, the absence
of harmonics of the 1kHz tone, and the very
low level of HF noise. This is excellent performance, and one of the best I've measured.
Crosstalk was minimal, channel separation
being maximum at 1kHz (112dB), decreasing
slightly to 97dB at 16kHz. The Melior Bitstream
D/A showed no interchannel phase difference,
as would be expected from its topology. Driving the unit with apositive-going impulse (track
44 of the Japan Audio Society Test Disc) pro-

TO.•

mac

Fig.5 Melior Bitstream, undithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB
•

duced apositive-going output, revealing that
the Melior does not invert polarity. Output
impedance was 282 ohms across the band—a
moderate value.
Linearity, shown in fig.4, was excellent, the
DAC maintaining almost perfectly linear output
to -100dB, with 2dB of positive error at -110dB.

Fig.6 Mellor Bitstream, 1kHz squarewave at OdB
Isar %stem Ragellœde

Oloolto

The left channel is shown, while the right channel was similarly impressive. The -90.31dB
undithered 1kHz sinewave (fig.5) looked typical but doesn't show the clear +I, 0, and -1
steps evident on D/A converters that use the
UltraAnalog multi-bit DAC modules (the Stax
DAC-Xlt and VTL). In addition, the waveform
is overlaid with audio-band noise and spikes.
A 1kHz squarewave at OdB is shown in fig.6,
and is typical of linear-phase Japanese digital

-00.0 •

,
mod. 0

toice.0

.000.0
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oesioo.0
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Iregres0 tlememe, - 11(000400, • -0.41,14.

Fig.7 Mellor Bitstream, HF intermodulation
spectrum, 300Hz-30kHz, 19+20kHz at OdB
(linear frequency scale)

filters. Finally, the intermodulation spectrum

me want to turn down the volume. Although

created when the Bitstream D/A decoded a

auditioning alater-production sample reduced
the severity of these criticisms, Istill felt the

OdB-peak waveform consisting of a1:1 combination of 19kHz and 20kHz sinewaves is
shown in fig.7. The 1kHz product is very low
in level, and the 24.IkHz product can be seen
at alow -61dB.

Melior Bitstream D/A lacked the sense of ease
that is aprerequisite for musical involvement.
When compared with other digital processors in its price range, the Melior Bitstream D/A
just doesn't offer the level of musical perfor-

Conclusion

mance available from units such as the Aragon

On the plus side, the Melior Bitstream D/A is

D2A, Proceed PDP, Meridian 203, or the MAS

well-constructed and has ahigh level of fit and

DCC-1, in my opinion. The competition is just

finish for aproduct in its price class. Its presentation was big, open, and highly detailed, with

peting units mentioned are more expensive

an up-front immediacy. The bass was tuneful,
round, tight, and conveyed the music's rhythm

than the Melior ($190 more for the 203 at the
low-priced end, $500 more for the PDP at the

and drive. Soundstaging was moderately good

high end), the price difference is well justified,
in my estimation. This is especially true of the

for such an inexpensive processor, with afair

too fierce at this price point. Although the com-

sense of depth. Those listeners who enjoy

Meridian 203, which, while not costing that

hearing every nuance and subtlety brought to

much more, offers ahigher level of musicality

the surface will probably like this processor's

However, Ican certainly imagine some lis-

presentation.
However, the Melior Bitstream DXs forward

tener preferring the Melior Bitstream D/A's

treble and overly detailed presentation were

detailed presentation, especially in asystem
that softens the highs, and suggest that those

abit much for my taste, precluding my recom-

inclined toward an immediate and vivid pre-

mendation. Ihad ahard time listening past the

sentation give the Melior Bitstream D/A an

overly etched treble, acharacteristic that made

audition.
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AUDIOSOURCE TNR ONE
AM/FM TUNER
Don Scott

AudioSource TNR One FM/AM tuner
AM/FM stereo tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 2pV/11.22dBf mono,
8µV/23.26dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 38pV/36.8dBf. Capture ratio: 1.3dB. Selectivity: 60dB alternate channel. 4dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 72dB mono, 70dB stereo.
Stereo total harmonic distortion: 0.25%. Stereo separation: 53dB. SCA rejection: 55dB. AM suppression ratio: 50dB. 19 and 38kHz products: -55dB. Power consumption: 12W. Dimensions:
16 1
/
2"W by 11 5
/
43" D by 23,43" H. Weight: 8.3 lbs. Price: $229. Approximate number of dealers: 150.
Manufacturer: AudioSource, 1327 North CaroIan Ave., Burlingame, CA 94010. Tel: (415) 348-8114.
AudioSource is aCalifornia-based company

and fixed-level RCA audio outputs. 'Ruling is

whose products are manufactured in the US,

brisk and positive in 100kHz steps, and general

Japan, and Taiwan. The company has special-

construction is slightly better than expected
for the list price.

ized in producing excellent equalizers over the
past ten years, but in 1990 expanded its product
line to include a60Wpc amplifier, apreampli-

FM RF performance

fier, and atuner. The tuner was obtained for

The TNR One is awideband tuner exhibiting

review based on positive experience from

almost no adjacent-channel selectivity (a mea-

owning/using the AudioSource EQ Eight/Series

sured 4dB for 200kHz spacing). Alternate-

II equalizer over the past year. As speculated,

channel selectivity (measured 60dB for 400kHz

the tuner inherits the value/performance

spacing) is adequate to separate closely spaced
stations unless the signals are extremely strong.

character of the manufacturer's past products.
The TNR is ano-frills basic tuner with small
round function buttons similar to those of
Adcom components. On/Off, AM/FM selection,
and avery bright red and green display are on
the left. The 3-4-digit frequency display, band,
Stele°, Auto tune, Memory, and preset numbers
are displayed in red; the 5-level signal meter is
green. Red-lit preset selection and memory
controls for 20 random presets are on the right,

50dB stereo quieting is claimed at aridiculously
poor 56µV/40.1dBf, which Iassume is amisprint. It measured amore typical but not outstanding 38µV/36.8dBf. Muting threshold is
factory-set at 8µV/23.26dBf, exactly where stereo reception becomes excessively noisy. Usable mono sensitivity is ajust okay 2µV/11.22dBf.
Basically, the tuner is most suited for suburban
reception because of its limited RF-smotch and

along with avertical "tune" rocker switch,

the lack of any form of noise reduction. How-

Man/Auto, and Mono/Stereo selectors. Beyond

ever, its sonic virtues warrant experimenting

preset "10," tuning is somewhat awkward. The
times-10 button must be held in, plus "1" to
"10" to retrieve presets 11-20. Also, to enter a

with ahigher-gain antenna than the flimsy Tantenna shipped with the unit.
Starting with this review, all tuner measure-

two-digit preset requires three cumbersome

ments are being made using anew, superb test

steps: Memory, times-10, then "1" to "10." The

instrument, the Sencore SC80. The analyzer

rear panel has provisions for either a300 or 75

exceeds most broadcast transmitter specifica-

ohm antenna, AM loop antenna connections,

tions and has achannel accuracy of ±2Oppm.
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This, I'm certain, will further enhance the absolute accuracy of my RF-related reviews.

of tone controls for FM listening because no
two stations seem to have the same tonal balance For instance, Ican listen to the same pro-

FM audio performance

gram on six NPR stations and they all need cor-

The first thing Inoticed was the tuner's excel-

rection to be ideal. Therefore, Ilooked to a

lent SCA rejection. There were no birdies or

company that knows tone controls for acon-

wispiness on any SCA-carrying stations because
of excellent filtering of 19 and 38kHz compo-

trol preamplifier to meet this need. Imust say
that, for $249, the preamplifier is arare bargain.

nents, which normally beat with the 67kHz

It's super-clean, has almost nonexistent cross-

SCA products to produce adifference interference. There is some residual 67kHz product in

talk between inputs, and has awarm, detailed

the audio output, but its audible effect is minimal due to the no-beat factor. Stated distortion

camp of amplifiers, taming their chalkboard

specs are rather high, 0.40%, in stereo at IkHz.

Adcom amp, the GFA-535 (usually selling for

tonal footprint that mates well with the Adcom
irritation. , For example, the least expensive

Imeasured abetter 0.25%, heard as some slight

under $300), mated with the Pre One, produces

transistor grit. However, the TNR One's excellent bass and treble extension, topnotch stereo

excellent sound at an economical price There-

separation, and convincing soundstage con-

low-cost system or for just correcting FM tonal

tribute to sound accuracy that is quite accept-

imbalances.

fore, Ihighly recommend the preamp for any

able even for the more-than-casual listener.

Conclusion
AM performance
Ithink design engineers should be tied down
and made to listen to what they have created.
The AM section has the potential of being
respectable, but is maimed below 1100kHz by
interference from the tuner's own bright
fluorescent display. Placing the loop antenna

AudioSource's goal, according to V.P. Larry
Lurie, is to present high-performance components designed for value. To this end, Ifound
the company meets its goal. The tuner is no
worldbeater, but does offer good sound—at
least on FM—for asystem in which FM is not
the primary listening source and high cost can-

distant from the cabinet alleviates 50% of the

not be justified. It does best, as indicated, in

interference, but still spoils most reception.

areas of moderate signal strength without the

The interference is not present on FM.

need of high selectivity, and is recommended
only for those applications. Astep-up in per-

Matching Pre One preamplifier
Irequested the companion AudioSource

formance at twice the cost is the JVC FX-1010N
($470, Vol.12 No.4), or the more expensive

preamplifier along with the tuner because it has

Onkyo T-9090 II ($750, Vo1.11 No.5).

avery wide-range, three-tone-control scheme
(±12dB at 100Hz, ±6dB at 1200Hz, and ±12dB
at 15kHz), plus an additional selectable +7dB
at 50Hz and asubsonic filter. I'm an advocate

IThe MIc.11 incarnation of the Adctxn GFA-555—see my review
in the October 1990 issue—has amuch improved treble presentation compared with the older 555

CANNED MUSIC 1
Bill Sommerwerck listens to 23—count 'em! 23!—headphones.
In part 1of atwo-part review, Bill auditions electrostatic models
from Stax and dynamic models from AKG, Beyerdynamic, and Denon
In the three years since Ilast reviewed head-

Sixes driven by aHafler XL-280. Inow have the

phones, I've learned more about how one listens to them, and consequently, how one tests

Stax Lambda Signature and its hybrid amp,
while my main system consists of B&W 801s

and ranks them. Ihad remarked in the previ-

and the Hafler amps. Nothing has changed my

ous review (in Von() No.9) that even the Stax
Lambda Pro and its dedicated amplifier did not

mind (ear?) about that conclusion.
But this makes no sense at all. The 1µm dia-

sound as natural or realistic as my Acoustat

phragm in the Lambda Signature bas to be a
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Table: Headphone Specifications
ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES
Brand
Model
Type
Headband
Dover matehal
Bias source
Bias voltage
Frequency range
Sensitivity
Power handling
Weight (headset only)
Weight (headset +cable)
Cable wire
Cable length (to phones)
Cable length (to amp)
Cable configuration
Special features
Accessohes (optional)
Warranty/period
Suggested list price
Discounted?
Sample source
Approximate number of dealers
Manufacturer/importer

Telephone:

Stax
SR-34 Professional
circumaural/open back
single
4gm polymer
none; electret
not applicable
24Hz-28kHz
5W cont, 30W peak
170gm
245gm
straight
25m
1m
yoke
speaker/phones switch
limited/1 year
$200
sometimes
manufacturer's loan
200
Stax Amehca
20620 S. Leapwood Ave..
Suite F
Carson, CA 90746
(213)538 5878

ELECTRODYNAMIC HEADPHONES
Brand
AKG
AGK
Model
K-1000
K•280 Parabolic
free field
circumaural/open -back
Type
Headband
double, self-adjusting
Headband force
35N
3.5N
Driver
multilayer
parabolic
Frequency response
45Hz-20kHz
20Hz-ZOkFiz
Frequency response tolerance ±2dB
Equalization
free field
Impedance
120 ohms
75 ohms
Sensitivity/1 mW
94d8
Power handling
1000mW
200045
Distortion 4 100 dB
<05%
Weight (headset only)
270gm
220gm
Weight (headset +cable)
3
709m
Cable wire
straight
Cable length
1.75m
3m
Cable configuration
yoke
left-hand
Plug
4-pin XLA
Special features
pivoting drivers; adj temple cushions
kcessones (supplied)
wood storage box; amplifier cable
Warrantylpenod
Suggested list phce
Discounted?
Sample source
Approximate number of
dealers
Manufacturer/importer
Telephone

Stax
Gamma +SRD-6/Sfl
circumaural/open back
dual, adjustable
2gm polymer
signal-derived
230V
15Hz- 30kHz
103dB/100V rms
8W cont. 301A/ peak

Stu
Gamma Pro +SRD-71Pro
circumaural/open back
dual, adjustable
1.5 gm polymer
AC paver supply
580V
15Hz-30kHz
103dB/100V rms
8W cont, 30W peak

306g m
straight
25m
1m
yoke
speaker/phones switch
ext. cord, ED-5 equalizer
limited/1 year
$400
sometimes
manufacturer's loan
200
Stu Amenca
20620 S. Leapwood Ave..
Suite F
Carson, CA 90746
(213)5385878

306gm
straight
2.5m
1m
Yoke
speaker/phones switch
ext. cord, ED-5 equalizer
limited/1 year
$700
sometimes
manufacturer's loan
200
Stax America
20620 S. Leapwood Ave.,
Suite F
Carson, CA 90746
(213)5385878

Beyer
DT 325
supraural
single
2N

Beyer
DT 990 Pro
circumaural/open-back
single
35N

30Hz-20kHz

5Hz-35kHz

40mm titanium film
3Hz-31kHz

diffuse field
600 ohms
>=96dB
100mW (7 75V)

32 ohms
106dB
1200mW

250gm

220gm

40 ohms
>=98dB
100mW (2V)
<05%
100gm

Denon
AH -D900
circumaural
single

straight
15m
yoke
35mm nght angle
choice of 3pad colors

coiled
straight
>3m
3m
yoke
left-hand
l/4
3.5mm
user-replaceable headband cushion
/'adapter
4
1
1
/
4"
adapter

limited/1 year
$895
rarely (?)
manufacturer's loan

limited/1 year
$185
often
manufacturer's loan

limited/1 year
$65
often
manufacturer's loan

limited/1 year
$2613
often
manufacturer's loan

limited/(?)
$140
sometimes

100
AKG
1525 Alvarado Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415)351 3500

3000
AKG
1525 Alvarado Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415)351 3500

300
Beyer Dynamic
5-05 Bums Avenue
Hicksville, NY 11801
(516)935 8000

300
Beyer Dynamic
5-05 Bums Avenue
Hicksville, NY 11801
(516)935.8000

1
Denon USA
222 New Road
Parsippany NJ 07054
(201)575 7810

better transducer than any loudspeaker driver

less-than-state-of-the-art speakers,' the two

(whether dynamic or electrostatic). The SRM-

most likely answers were that the Stax prod-

TI's simple hybrid amplifier is almost surely

ucts weren't as perfect as they "ought" to be,

better than the XL-280 (and perhaps most

or that there was some fundamental difference

other amplifiers).

between headphone and speaker listening that

In raising the question of why state-of-the-

kept the former from sounding as realistic as

art headphones seemed sonically inferior to

the latter. The second explanation now seems
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to be the correct one. To see why, let's return

ers (though still not matching the speakers).

to my review of the Stax ED-1 (Vol.12 No.4).

However, the ED-1 introduces problems of its

This rather complex equalizer corrects for the

own—at least for reviewers. What is unex-

subjective difference in tonal balance between

pected about the ED-1 is that the listener has

free-field and diffuse-field sound sources.
The brain knows the difference between

to learn how to hear to its EQ. 3And once he's
learned it, it's extremely hard to unlearn.

sounds arriving from asingle source (free-field

As explained in the ED-1 review, Iwas at first

sounds), and diffuse fields where sounds arrive

unable to hear any improvement from the

from many directions. The brain applies a

equalizer. On some recordings, it had no effect;

different equalization to the latter, in order to

on others, it simply changed the apparent

maintain timbrai consistency for sound sources
arriving from different directions. The brain

coloration—mostly just "different," but some-

appears to interpret headphone listening as

denly snapped into place that Icould hear the

times "worse." It was only after everything sud-

coming from two single sources (free-field)

ED- l's improvement. Apparently, the only way

rather than diffuse-field, regardless of the mik-

to learn how to hear the benefits of the equali-

ing technique used. 2The brain therefore applies

zation is by repeated exposure.

the wrong equalization, causing headphone
playback to have aperceived tonal balance

Audiophile addiction

different from speaker playback—even after

I've become hopelessly addicted to the ED-1.

all head/pinnatcanal corrections have been

Iwon't listen to the Stax electrostatics without

applied.
This failure of the brain to correctly "inter-

the equalizer. I've often tried switching the ED1in and out to hear what happens. On some

pret" headphone listening may explain why
there is sometimes extreme interaction between

recordings there is little change. But with most
recordings there is an obvious—and some-

aheadphone's coloration and the colorations

times painful—increase in coloration and loss
of naturalness.

of the recording. With extended listening to
speakers or amplifiers, you've probably noticed
that their colorations remain fairly constant
from recording to recording. Adark or veiled

This addiction is not just aesthetic or psychological—it turned out to bepsycbophysical. It caused an unexpected and unpleasant

amplifier tends to sound that way with most

surprise when Istarted these reviews. All the

recordings. Similarly, ahollow or nasal-sound-

headphones sounded much worse than Ithought

ing speaker impresses that character on almost

they should. In switching from the Stax Lambda

every recording.
Headphones are different. Nasal-sounding

Signature-cum-ED-1, every other headphone
—including the Stax models—revealed an

headphones can honk like crazy with one disc,

overly forward midrange, combined with vary-

yet be almost inaudibly colored on another. A

ing degrees of honkiness and coloration. All
of them.

simply miked audiophile recording can sound
exquisitely lifelike on one set of 'phones and

My previous use of the ED-1 had thrown an

dissolve into abloated, confused mass of muddy

enormous monkey wrench into my reviewing.

sounds on another, while an ordinary record-

Listening with the ED-1 had apparently shifted

ing evokes substantially less difference.
It appears that diffuse-field equalization at

my "ear-set" to such an extent that every head-

least partly corrects this problem. In over ayear

sounded highly colored, regardless of its other
merits. And that's only the half of it. My brain

of listening with ED-1 inserted, Ifound that all
recordings showed significantly lower coloration and sounded more as they do over speak1Although 1own and love the B&W 801 /II (three pairs!), it
isn't aClass A speaker It is aclassic product that sets astandard for dynamic speakers that don't require asecond mortgage, but it really belongs at the top of Class Bin Sterropbile's
"Recommended Components. 2Because there is no interaural crosstalk? Because the sound
is injected directly into the ear canal? Idon't know; I'm speculating. Where is Dr. Günther Thiele when you need him?
(Probably messing around with Sabine—and Idon't mean
Albert.)
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phone which wasn't diffuse-field-equalized

had "learned" that headphones—any headphones—were "supposed" to be heard with
diffuse-field equalization, and protested when
Iremoved the EQ. But the learning had no effect on my perception of loudspeaker reproduction, which remained unchanged. If Icouldn't
reset things, Iwould have to abandon the review
3.john Sunicr of "Audiophile Audition '• told me that he could
not hear the improvements wrought by the Scut ED-1, and
returned it.
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The obvious solution was to turn off the ED-

for good bass response while avoiding the mid-

1and listen to the Lambda Signature by itself

range colorations or boxy midbass that often

for several hours. This worked, reversing the
effect of the ED-1; at the end of that period the

occur with asealed enclosure.
I've tried to describe each headphones type

Signatures no longer sounded horrendously

accurately, but it's difficult. The distinctions

colored.

are so blurred that they no longer have any real
significance. If you want or need aparticular

Of course, what Idid was akin to forcing a
cripple to walk by yanking away his wheelchair.

type, be sure that's the type you're buying.

It didn't address the fundamental problem—
that headphones without diffuse-field equali-

Plugs & adapters

zation (ie, 99.5% of all models) are—to put it

Until the advent of the Sony Walkman, head-

in the most negative light—even poorer in
sound quality than they appear to be.

called phone plugs because they're the same

This is no exaggeration. Diffuse-field EQ

phones used y
4"(6.25mm) phone plugs. (They're

adds at least ahalf Class-level of performance

plug used on telephone switchboards.) The
Walkman introduced the miniature 3.5mm ste-

to the headphones using it. (My forthcoming

reo plug.

review of the less expensive Stax ED-5 will

Until afew years ago, lightweight, supraural

address the question of whether diffuse-field

headphones for portable use had mini-plugs,

EQ also improves the sound of the better

while headphones intended for home use

dynamic headphones.) Diffuse-field head-

(regardless of construction) used

phone EQ is useful; perhaps it will start appear-

has changed recently, with manufacturers sup-

ing in digital processors.

Y.," plugs. This

plying adapters to let the 'phones connect to
either size jack.

Circumaural vs supraural
Perhaps there's no point to it, but I've listed the

Almost every headphone in this survey came
with aplug adapter. Some 'phones (mostly the

enclosure type for each headphone in the table.

lighter, smaller models) have a3.5mm stereo

At one time there were only two headphone

plug as standard, and supply ay," adapter. The

types—circumaural and supraural.
The original Koss SP-3 was circumaural—
literally, "around the ear." A dense foam ring

bigger headphones are mostly

y," and include

a3.5mm adapter.
Of the two approaches, Iprefer putting ay
4"

surrounded and sealed the pinna to prevent the

adapter on a3.5mm plug. A 3.5mm adapter

driver's rear wave from canceling its front wave.

hanging off ay
4"plug is an enormous hunk of

(There would otherwise be little bass exten-

hardware that puts undue strain on the tiny

sion.) The fact that the case holding the driver

jacks in portable equipment.
The Denon and Sony headphones have the

was also enclosed didn't hurt, either.
Some 20 years ago, Sennheiser introduced

best-designed adapters. Their standard 3.5mm

the first supraural ("on the ear") headphones.
These headphones made no attempt to prevent

plug has athreaded collar and the y," adapter
screws on. This is quite prepossessing; Iwish

bass cancellation. The driver enclosure was

all headphones were made this way. The Beyer-

open at the rear, and the front of the case rested

dynamic DT 325's y
4"adapter doesn't screw on,

on the ear, with aonly layer of acoustically

but there's aplastic holder on the cable that

transparent foam separating it from the pinna.

should keep it from getting lost.
Have you noticed that more and more head-

By adroitly adjusting the driver's resonant frequency and Q, as well as taking advantage of

phones have gold-plated plugs? According to

the fact that the listener was (so to speak) sit-

Sony, the customers want the plating; it's seen

ting on top of the driver, the engineers were
able to get adequate bass extension and output.

as amark of quality. The Sony MDR-101 Mk.II

Until recently, with the exception of Stax

is simply agold-plated version of the original
reviewed in Vol.10 No.9, which is why we

"earspeakers" like the original Sigma 'phones,

didn't retest it. (It remains aRecommended

these were the only headphone types. But

Component in Class D.)

designers have learned how to mix and match
the various acoustical components. One com-

Warranties

mon design is acircumaural pad with an openback enclosure. This retains the sealing needed

The Federal Trade Commission recognizes two
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types of warranty—full and limited. Aftall war145

ranty covers everything—all parts, labor, and

Any good headphone is analog-ready, digital-

shipping in both directions. Crown (no longer

ready, prime-time-ready, and any other "ready"

in consumer electronics) offered afull war-

you might care to name (except maybe Helen-).

ranty; they'd even send you anew shipping car-

'Nuf said. On to the reviews.

ton, free if you didn't have one. Similarly, Polaroid reimburses your shipping costs and even

Review context

throws in afresh pack of film.
Alimited warranty obliges the customer to

omitted the preamp for these reviews. Icon-

pay something for warranty repairs—even if

nected the variable outputs of my Denon DCD-

My hardware has not changed, except that I

it's just one-way shipping. Almost everything

3000 CD player directly to aHatler XL-280

you buy has alimited warranty. Some limited
warranties are actually more liberal than most

amplifier. Except for the AKG K-1000, Stax

unlimited warranties. Take Krell, for example.
Short of deliberate abuse or gross negligence,
my understanding is that they'll fix anything
that goes wrong, for whatever reason, for the
life of the product, regardless of who currently
owns it.
None of the headphones reviewed in this

SRD-34 Pro, and Stax Gamma models (which
connect directly to the amplifier), all headphones were driven through the same 11:1 voltage divider used in the first review. This divider
gives 21dB of attenuation to protect the headphones, and its source impedance of 0.9 ohms
more closely simulates the headphone's realworld interface.

and the next issues offers afull warranty (though

The XL-280 is not aperfect amplifier (nor

one brand is quite generous, as we shall see).
However, the only thing you have to pay for is
return shipping, which (considering how little
most headphones weigh) is hardly an onerous

my all-time favorite amp), but it has at least one
saving grace: it is tonally neutral into almost any
load. If Isay aheadphone is bright, dull, or

financial burden.
What bothers me is the way manufacturers
(virtually all of them, not just audio firms) play
fast and loose with the language. You'll see
things like "a full 90-day limited warranty."
Huh..

!?

muddy, you can bet that's what it "really"
sounds like. If you know how your amplifier
sounds (compared to the Hafler), you'll have
apretty good idea how aheadphone sounds
with your amp.
In the first review, Ihad connected the better
headphones (and all the personal-stereo models)

The "full," of course applies to "90-day," not
"warranty." You see, this incredibly liberal

to aSony Discman, to see how much their sound

manufacturer is offering a"full" 90-day war-

significant impedance. Idropped that test this

ranty (as opposed to a"full" 5days). In this

time. Only two of the 'phones were clearly
intended for portable use and this is atest you

writer's opinion, the only time period "full"
should be applied to is "lifetime." Atwo-year
warranty is no more or less "full" than atwoweek warranty, 4 and the FTC really ought to

changed when the source driving them had a

really ought to run on your own equipment
anyway.

outlaw this consumer-confusing language.

Raw material

Sex, lies, and "digital-ready"

It's impossible to hear arecording or atransducer in isolation: the recording is audible only

"Digital-ready" has done for the hi-fi indus-

through the headphones, and headphones are

try what "lemon-scented" did for household
cleaners. I'm sick and tired of seeing "digital-

mute without program material. Therefore one
never knows exactly what either component

ready" plastered over everything—mid- and

sounds like; the ear and brain are only aware

higher-priced products, especially. The implication is that digital is necessarily better than

of their aural conjunction.
This means that no matter how—shall we

analog—it isn't, is it? —and that headphones

say —"mediocre" aheadphone is, it's usually
possible to find arecording with compensating

need some (unspecified) group of enhanced
characteristics to get the most from digital
recordings (they don't—at least not any more

colorations. The opinions in this review are
therefore based on listening to avariety of

than they need them for good analog sources).

recordings of several kinds of music, made with

-I 'Wu years is afull two years, and two weeks is afull two
weeks, and there's no arguing that, right?

different recording philosophies. Low-ranking
headphones are down-rated because they show
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apattern of poor performance (even though

headphone listening and speaker listening sup-

one particular recording may sound perfectly
fine).

ply different sets of cues to the brain. Perhaps
simply miked recordings trigger adifferent set
of responses from multi-miked recordings.

The following CDs were used to audition the
headphones, representing arange of music and
recording techniques, though there is an emphasis on audiophile and classic analog recordings. Idid not use LPs, partly because CDs are
more convenient, but mostly because Ican't
justify wearing out my record collection. Many
of these selections were played 30 or 40 times;

In my last review Iused some of my own digital master tapes. Idid not use them this time,
because they were made on flakey —literally—
chromium-dioxide stock and I've never gotten around to redubbing them. As Isaid in the
first review, there was no inconsistency between

would you do that to your valuable records?

what Iheard with commercial recordings and
what my own master tapes revealed.

Equate Brass, Bacchanales, Nimbus NI 5004;
Ella Fitzgerald, The Irving Berlin Songbook,

What Ilisten for

Verve 829 534-2; Perkins, LA'près-midi d'un
Dinosaur, Hyperion CDH 88035; Wagner/Solti,
Das Rbeingold, London 414 101-2; Stravinsky/
Pro Musica, L'Histoire du Soldat, Reference
Recordings RR-17CD; Depth of Image, Opus 3
CD 7900; Liszt/Berman/Giulini, Piano Concertos 1& 2, DG 415 839-2; Mussorgsky/Muti,
Pictures at an Exhibition, EMI 47099; Rachmaninoff, Sonata in gfor Cello & Piano, Bain-

Headphones are mechanical transducers, and
are thus subject to the same sorts of problems
that plague pickups and speakers. So the first
thing Ilisten for is mechanical coloration. Is the
overall response smooth and flat, or peaked,
rolled-off at either end, bright, thin, and so on?
Does the midrange suffer from vowel colorations ("uh," "et," "ooh," "ah," etc.)?
I'm very critical of vowel colorations. There

bridge 6272; Chihara/LeRoux, The Tempest,
Reference Recordings RR-10CD; Mendelssohn/

are $30 headphones free of these midrange

Laredo, Symphonies 3& 4, Nimbus NI 5067;

heart. Iunderstand that JA is more accommo-

resonances, so Ifind little forgiveness in my

Goldsmith, Star 73-ek soundtrack, Columbia

dating. As the ear nulls out minor colorations

CK-36334; Pfitzner/Kubelik, Palestrina, DG

of this sort after afew minutes' listening, John

427 417-2.
Two of these disks are "ringers," intentionally
thrown in in an attempt to make everything

is willing to overlook these problems if the
headphones are otherwise of good quality.
It's interesting to note that headphones color

sound awful. And both of them are audiophile

ambient sounds (that is, sounds originating out-

recordings!

side the headphones) in much the same way

LA'près-midi d'un Dinosaur was recorded
with Tony Faulkner's "phased array" of spaced
figure-8 mikes. The Ractunaninoff cello sonata
was probably miked with near-coincident
cardioids (though the album doesn't say). Both
have the slightly "raw" and over-reverberant
sound of simply miked recordings. (I prefer it
to the slick, "processed" sound of most commercial recordings.)
So what makes them ringers? On the very

they color program material. This isn't surprising; adriver and its enclosure impose the same
colorations on sounds passing through them
as the sounds they generate. You can use this
observation to help you decide among headphones in the showroom. Listen to the room
noises, then put on the phones. Any changes
you hear (especially with open-back designs)
always appear as similar colorations in program
material.

best headphones they sound fantastically nat-

I've always been a"transparency freak" —am

ural, but on less-than-the-best transducers the

Ilistening to the equipment, or through it?—

sound deteriorates badly. The midbass dis-

and Idon't anticipate changing. Dryness, veil-

solves into a muddy, murky mess, and the

ing, atoo-rounded top end—anything that gets

ambience is confused or diminished. Yet most

in the way of the music—are no-nos.
Cleanliness is important. Some otherwise

other recordings (presumably multi-miked) do
not show such an exaggerated shift in character.
Why? I'm not sure, and I'm reluctant to speculate. (Sherlock Holmes advised against specu-

decent-sounding headphones have such high
distortion levels that one wonders how the
designer could have not heard it. More subtle

lating without evidence: "It weakens the mind.")

things, like raspy violin tone, also count against

However, it is now fairly well understood that

aproduct.
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Timbrai accuracy is critical to any sense of

did image outside my head, the better head-

realism. Many audio products (and this includes

phones placing them further away. As the

amplifiers as well as transducers) seem to di-

source diverged from in-line with the ears, the

minish the fundamental and emphasize the har-

sounds came closer to my head; sounds near

monics, producing alightweight, unnatural

the front or rear imaged inside my head. Evety

tonal quality. Viols should retain adistinctly res-

headphone compressed the apparent space

inous character, brass instruments should be

this way; the better headphones simply pre-

"flatulently blatty" OGH's term), woodwinds

served abetter sense of distance and space.

woody and so on. An instrument should sound

No headphone created abelievable sense of

like aspecific instrument, with adistinctive

sounds in front of or behind my head. (The lat-

character and texture, not ageneric member

ter is afavorite demonstration of binaural discs,

of that instrument's family. This is one of the

and it appears on the first band of Stax's Space-

most obvious differences between excellent
and indifferent headphones—or hi-fi products

have to learn how to hear this effect. This is

of any type.
Imaging is hard to judge, since headphone

learned how.' You may want to add abinaural

Sound CD.) John Sunier feels the listener may
probably true; it would seem that Ihave not yet

listening generally causes an "in the head"

recording or two to your pile when you audi-

effect, regardless of the program material. (The

tion headphones; one can reasonably assume

effect seems to be listener-dependent. Ihave
never found any headphones that consistently

is areliable indicator of overall accuracy

that accurate reproduction of binaural sources

produce an out-of-head effect, even with binaural recordings—and that includes the AKG

Scream ...real. ..loudl

K-1000 or any of the Stax "panoramic" modPls.)
Imaging is not afactor in my ranking, since

to one hour of noise before auditioning, to be

headphones good in other respects generally
show less-pronounced in-the-head imaging.
Accuracy of depth and soundstage width are
hard to judge through headphones. The elimi-

Isubjected all headphones in my last review
sure they were properly broken in. (Electrostatic and orthodynamic models were driven
for four hours.) Joe Grado suggested adding a
low-frequency signal to really exercise the sus-

nation of interaural crosstalk tends to exagger-

pension. He feels the noise is more effective in

ate depth and spaciousness, but despite the

altering the surface characteristics of the driver

enhancement, only the best dynamic and elec-

than in breaking in the suspension.

trostatic headphones show abelievable sense

This seemed agood idea, so Idrove all the

of space around and among the instruments.

headphones with both FM interstation noise

Ihave no hidden agenda or any prejudices
against any company's products. I'm simply

and a30Hz squarewave. Iset the level using the

trying to come to an informed opinion as to

Pee-Wee Herman technique: turn up the volume until the headphones "Scream. ..
real

how accurate each 'phone is, using high-qual-

...
loud!"

ity program material and my experience with
live recording as references.

Binaural tests

Ican see the manufacturers quaking. Don't
worry. Ipicked alevel that didn't cause audible breakup, but was substantially higher than
the average level any intelligent person would

John Sunier, probably this country's premier

select. This mild torture test didn't damage any

binaural maven, suggested Iaudition the better-

headphones.

sounding headphones with binaural recordings. He said there's abig difference among

AKG K-1000: $895

headphones in their ability to project abeliev-

With the exception of the Sony MDR-RIO,

able, out-of-head image from atrue binaural

which lists for $4000, the K-1000s are the most

recording. Itherefore listened to some good

expensive dynamic headphones Iknow of. 6

binaural recordings with the better headphones.
Much to my disappointment, the image re-

And unlike any other dynamic headphone, the

mained within my head. (Or more precisely,
on the line between my ears.) Sounds recorded
more or less in-line with the Kunstkopfs (the
dummy head used in binaural recording) ears
148

K-1000 is supposed to be driven directly from
5Although it is virtually auniversal fact that the frontal soundstage collapses into the head with binaural recordings, good
k)calizatkm to the sides and behind the ficn.d is not hard to find,
in my experience, even with leis than good headphones Ihave
no explanation for BS's problem in this regard.
—JA
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the amplifier, without attenuation. Accordingly,
the K-1000 omits the standard phone plug in
favor of aNeutrik four-pin XLR connector.
AKG supplies about 20' of speaker cable with
amatching connector. If you don't like the
cable or plugs supplied, you're free to substitute your own choice.
AKG said aspeaker switch box would be
available in January 1990. None was supplied,
sol can't comment on its features or construction. AKG also suggests that you connect the
K-1000 to aclass-A amplifier "to ensure maximum sound quality." Ihappen to agree that
class-A amps generally sound better than classAB amps, but there aren't that many class-A
amps on the market—and they generally aren't
cheap. The market for $895 headphones is
already fairly small; Idon't understand why
AKG would want to narrow it any further!
Besides, at the watt or two of power (maxi-

AKG K-1000 headphones

mum) required by the K-1000, most class-AB
amps are operating in class-A, anyhow.

heads, but devices which press against the

The K-1000 is perhaps the most mechanically distinctive headphone extant. Besides a

head, however low the pressure, seem odd. (I

leather band that rests on your cranium, there
are four cushioned leather pads that press

don't agree with Dick Olsher that these are
especially comfortable; to me, they are "not
uncomfortable.") The "awareness" disappears

against your temples. Two of the pads can be

after afew minutes, though. In later listening

moved fore and aft for the most comfortable
fit. Four click-stopped positions let you return

sessions it took my head only afew seconds to
ignore the K-1000.

to your favorite setting. The leather headband
is retained with elastic cords, which automat-

The K-1000 also appears to be the first headphone with movable drivers. They normally

ically conform the headband to the top of your
head.

sit against (or very close to) your ears. A fric-

It takes abit of fiddling to find the most comfortable position for the K-1000. Ipulled the

catch lets you swing the drivers away from your

tion catch holds them in place. Releasing the
head; the catch is then reset to hold them at

adjustable temple pads (fester stützpolstern!)

their new positions. The drivers can swing in

all the way out; Ithink only someone with a

an arc, from parallel to your ears to sitting at 45°.

very shallow skull (?!) would leave them re-

(The instruction manual says there's adetent
at the preferred position—with the drivers

tracted. 7 Ialso rotated the drivers slightly forward, as suggested in the manual; they were

swung out afew degrees—but Isensed no

not comfortable touching my ears.

such detent.) In the fully extended position
they become two miniature full-range speakers

Although the K-1000 was not uncomfortable
per se, Idid find myself very aware of its presence. We're accustomed to things sitting on our
6In discussing the MDR-RIO with Sony's Marc Finer, Idecided
riot to review it, partly because its ahombly expensive limitedproduction item, but mostly because Ifelt it couldn't possibly be good enough to justify its price—twice that of the Stax
Lambda Signature headphones and SRM-TI amplifier. If
enough readers disagree, I'll try to get apair for review. For
those on atight budget, J&R Music World of New York sells
the MDR-RIO at alow, low, everyday price of $2800.
7After wearing the K- 1000s, Inoticed that the leather pads
Weft coated with 2 dry, powdery film—probably soap. (I don't
use Zest.) How this affects the longevity of the pads is unclear.
You should clean them periodically with saddle soap. Or you
can use your leftover (snicker) Armor All to treat them. (That
should hold you about 20 years!)
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in front of your head—not unlike the Stax concept of "earspeakers."
This was a conscious element of AKG's
design approach. AKG has not attempted to
equalize the drivers for correct response at the
eardrum (as have other companies, such as
Beyerdynarnic and Stax). Rather, the drivers are
intended to have aflat free-field response (as
measured in an anechoic chamber), as aspeaker
would.° The pinna is then free to modify the
8Please don't write, Roy. Irealize that some speakers (such
as yours) are designed to be flat in the listening room.
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response in the usual manner.
AKG's Dr. Carl Poldy puts it this way: "There

driver is also coated with avarnish that supposedly duplicates the varnish used by 16th- and

being no arbitrary equalization, it is the listen-

17th-century instrument makers to suppress

er's ears that derive their own, 'personal' spec-

"partial vibrations." 9 Diaphragm thickness,

tral cues. Each K-1000 produces an interference free plane-wave sound field in front of the
ear which is only subject to the natural influ-

mass, and elasticity are claimed to be optimized
using laser interferometry.
Each earpiece contains an inductor and two

ence of the shape of the listener's outer ear."

resistors to provide the required contouring.

Whether this approach is correct for drivers

There is no overall attenuation; Iassume that

which sit so close to the head is debatable. I'll

about 20dB of bass boost is required, which
accounts for the K- 1000's low sensitivity and

return to this point later.
The driver cables are embedded in agroove

need for direct amplifier connections.

from the front. Although AKG says this permits

Since the K-1000's rated sensitivity is about
20dB lower than most other headphones', I

the headphones to stand up on adesk or table,

wondered whether apersonal stereo could

on the underside of each driver, and emerge

Ifound it alsp reduced any tendency of the

drive it satisfactorily. Imade an adapter and

wires to tangle or catch on clothing. Nice.

attached the K-1000 to the Sony D-TIO Disc-

driver cages, which look alot like microphone

man. The Discman was able to play loud music
at amoderately high level, cleanly (which is
nothing short of amazing!), but there was no

mesh. (No surprise; AKG is one of the big microphone companies.) The steel headband,

reserve for those times when you want to really
let go. Bottom line: the K-1000 needs an ampli-

though, is an odd shade of rust! It looks Really

fier that can put out awatt or two—maybe five
or ten, to be safe.

The K-1000 is also cosmetically unique.
Most viewers commented favorably on the

Strange Ican see black or white or gray or platinum or eggshell or maybe even chrome or pale
blue, but rust? Well, the color of headphones
doesn't matter when they're on your head. And
you'll never mislay them; maybe that's why
AKG picked this color.
All this beautiful design comes packed in a

AKG experimented with several materials for
the headband and driver case. Cast titanium
wasn't strong enough for athin-walled design.
Beryllium was tried but discarded because of
its toxicity. (One wonders why AKG ever tried
it in the first placer) The final solution, not sur-

black wooden box with afoam liner. The foam

prisingly, was fiber-filled plastic, which is

even has aseparate cutout for the extension

sturdy, relatively inexpensive, and fairly dead,

cable.

acoustically.

The large-format (A4) instruction book is as
deluxe as the packaging, and in five languages.

"Jus' tell us how it sounds, fer goodness'

It starts off with an essay from Dr. Poldy

sake!" The K-1000's sound is in the Beyer-

explaining the principles of binaural hearing

dynamic DT990 Class—roughly electrostatic

and the (supposed) advantages of open drivers
positioned close to the head. The second sec-

in resolution of detail and lack of coloration,
but without the "see-through" transparency

tion discusses the pros and cons of the three

of any of the electrostatic 'phones in this

most common transducers (electrostatic, or-

review. As with the Beyerdynamic, the K-1000's

thodynamic, and conventional dynamic), and

sound is subtly dry and very fine-grained.
(Although the dryness is possibly partly due

why AKG rejected all of them.
AKG's solution is actually aconventional

to the Hailer amp, note that the Stax head-

dynamic driver (though they don't admit it)

phones still sound more liquidly transparent
than the dynamic models reviewed here, even

using aspecial VLD (Vented Linear Dynamic)
magnet system with an unusually high degree
of acoustical transparency (75% claimed).
The driver looks like asoft-dome tweeter
with acircumferential voice-coil. It's supported
by four arched rectangular flaps rather than by
aconventional circular surround. The driver
material is an unconventional multilayer hybrid
using elastic materials to damp resonances. The
150

when driven by the Hafler.)
Rotating the drivers even slightly alters their
9It is now known that instrument varnishei of this era included
powdered gemstone. It apparently enhanced the varnish's
damping properties.
10 Iused to work on klystmns with beryllium-ceramic components. The tube had all sorts of warnings plastered over it:
"Don't touch the ceramic elements. Be certain you don't
scratch yourself on their sharp edges." "Don't grind beryllium
components unless wearing an aspirator."
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low-frequency output below about 100Hz.

"something" near my head.

With the drivers next to your ears, low frequencies are slightly too full, with agood, satisfying "whoomp!" but not much control. (Like

dark and occasionally sounds slightly "hooded"
on brass, winds, and strings. The sound of the

most headphones, the K-1000 does not have
tight, extended bass. The Yamaha YHD-1,

herency of headphones at the top of Class C

reviewed three years ago, is still the champ in
bass transparency and detail.) The balance is
also slightly too warm. Pulling the drivers all
the way forward results in alightish but more
neutral balance.
Overall output varies with position, too.

The treble range of the K-1000 is slightly

K-1000 does not have the top-to-bottom coand above. The K- 1000's sound also suffers
from the midrange coloration that marred the
sound of many other dynamic headphones in
this review. The K-1000 has a tendency to
"honk." It's most obvious on recordings with
brass, notably the Equale Brass and The 7èmpest.

Compared to the level when next to the ears,

Iwondered whether the nasality was due to

the level drops about 10dB when the drivers

the K-1000's being equalized for free space, but

are in front of the head. Moving the drivers for-

listened to in close proximity to asolid object

ward also makes the sound slightly phasey."

(your head). One cannot argue AKG's basic

The effect varies with the recording; multi-

premise—that the drivers should have as flat

miked discs generally show less phasiness than

aresponse as possible, with the head and the

simply miked audiophile discs.

pinna modifying the response in the "natural"

The phasiness is no doubt partly due to having two dipole radiators in close proximity to

way they do when you're listening to speakers

your head. (The K-1000 is almost completely

or live music. The question is whether this
actually occurs. Idon't believe it does.

open-backed, remember?) Iconjecture that

The problem is that your head modifies the

some of the out-of-phase rear wave from one
driver sidles around your head to the other ear

driver's response in ways it isn't supposed to.

and alters the image. The other cause is the ten-

its way down the ear canal. Some of it bounces

Not all the sound emitted by the driver finds

dency of any stereo pair of transducers to

back to the driver, where it is in turn reflected

sound phasey at close distances. (If you don't
believe me, try it with your speakers. It's caused

back to the ear, and so on. These reflections

by the velocity component being too strong

don't occur when listening to sound sources
(such as loudspeakers or musical instruments)

relative to the amplitude component. Ithink.)

that are at least afew feet from the listener. Mak-

On the other hand, the K-1000 has the most

ing the driver smaller doesn't help much,"

open sound of any headphone I've heard. This

since the driver's mounting surface or frame
also reflects sound.

is probably due to the fact that the driver is
(uniquely, it appears) as open to the rear as it

To see whether the presence of my head

is to the front. But this openness does not come
with an especially good perception of ambi-

caused the nasality, Itried holding the headset several feet away and turning up the vol-

ence; Iwould rank the K-1000 only average in

ume. Nope. The K-1000 was still colored.

this regard; compared to the better headphones, the K-1000 is poorer than average.

Comparisons: The K- 1000's $895 price is not

Indeed, the tremendously "open" quality of

far removed from that of the Stax Lambda Sig-

the K-1000 seemed excessive—it overrode the

nature headset. (Indeed, it is not far removed
from the price of the Stax Lambda Pro head-

specific ambient quality of the recording.
This seemed curious. Even curiouser was the

set and SRM-1/Mk.2 amplifier system—S1200.)

way Iseemed to be acoustically "aware" of the

So Idecided to compare the K-1000 directly
with the Lambda Signature.

driver enclosures, even when they weren't
touching my ears. With the drivers fully pulled

Not surprisingly, the K-1000 doesn't stand

away from my head, the sound was simply

up to the comparison. The K-1000 doesn't

there, with almost no sense of the sound coming from aphysical source. But when the driv-

have the liquid midrange, focused image, and
subtle delineation of detail that mark the better

ers were close to my head, Iwas aware of
II "Phasiness - is the vague imaging or -pressure in the ear."
effect caused by anomalous phase shifts in the recording or
signal processing.
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12 AKG claims the driver emits a free plane wave. However,
its small diameter means its output must he spherical—
cspecially in the nearfirld. And it cannot be truly fire. because
your head is present to modify it.
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electrostatics. Although your brain tends to null
out the K-1000's midrange coloration after a
minute or two, Ifeel that even an inexpensive
headphone shouldn't be obviously colored.
Conclusion: At $895, despite its basically
open sound, I'm afraid the AKG K-1000 is too
colored and not transparent enough to get a
wholehearted recommendation. It strikes me
as an incomplete implementation of an excellent idea. If AKG could lower the level of coloration, Icould better judge the basic design.
In view of this disparity between my conclusion and those of other reviewers, JA will be
offering asecond opinion and aset of measurements in next month's "Follow-Up" section.
Regarding eyeglass compatibility, Ifound the
K- 1000's frame and leather pads to seriously
interfere with eyeglasses.

AKG K -280 Parabolic: $185

AKG K-280 Parabolic headphones

Although there have been anumber of head-

ticeably diminished. The Liszt piano record-

phones with multiple drivers, they have always
been two-way systems, with one driver han-

so colored that it lost almost every quality that

dling the bass, the other the treble. The AKG
K-280 is perhaps unique in being the only
multiple-driver headphone in which both
drivers are full-range.
The "parabolic" designation refers to the

ing, which can sound remarkably lifelike, was
made it sound so natural.
Pushing the drivers against my head helped
restore amore natural tonal balance. However,
it did not remove the other problems—and
one can hardly enjoy music in such an awk-

positioning of the drivers along aparabolic arc,

ward position. Moving the earcups changed

aimed at the ear canal. , The intent is to gener-

the sound more than with any other headphone I've auditioned. This is probably due to

ate abroadly spread soundfield that interacts
with the pinna, thereby introducing the necessary tonal shaping that is unique to each listener's ear.
The auditions got off to abad start with the
Equale Brass. Brass instruments were nasal and
hollow-sounding. The tonal balance was on
the cool side, with an incisive, slightly sharp
treble. The K-280s exaggerated the tape hiss of
the Ella Fitzgerald recording, as well as adding
aslightly "woody" quality to her voice. The
K-280s exposed lots of detail, but without

varying interference effects between the dual
drivers.
In short, the K-280s are hardly naturalsounding or even euphonic (My notes include
ageneral comment —"No fun.") They lack a
sense of harmonic "weight" or rightness and
obscure most of the elements of arecording
that convey acoustic naturalness or musical
communication. There are much better headphones for less money; Ican't recommend

much subtlety of texture.

these.
Eyeglass compatibility: Fair. Eyeglasses can

They also threw what can only be described
as asonic "bright white light" on Dinosaur.

higher-than-average resistance.

This compensated for the slight darkness of the
recording, but was not musically flattering,
creating acolorless, washed-out sound. Although the Ftachmaninoff has arather exaggerated sense of richness and warmth, the K-280s

be removed and replaced with somewhat

Beyerdynamic DT990 Pro:
$260
The DT990 Pro is the "professional" version
of the headphones Irecommended so highly

removed all sense of this. Ambience was no-

in the last headphone review. According to

13 Inasmuch as any three non-colinear points define acircle,
the positioning could just as well be called "circular."

Beyerdynamic, they were designed in response
to requests from recording engineers, who
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Basically, the DT990 Pro shifts the tonal balance from "classical" to "pop." If you listen
mostly to pop music and thought the DT990
could stand abit more bass impact, or you just
like having your lights punched out with asolid
low end, you'll probably like the DT990 Pro.
The DT990 Pro was one of the few headphones that produced either reasonably accurate or euphonic sound with all the recordings
Iauditioned. That's saying something. Recommended (though anotch below the DT990).
Choose your music and take your pick.
Eyeglass compatibility: Good. Eyeglasses
can be removed and replaced with only moderate resistance.

Beyerdynamic DT 325: $65
Beyerdynamic DT 990 Pro headphones

The DT 325 is Beyerdynamic's entry in the
"lightweight open-air" sweepstakes and were

wanted more bass, asturdier headband, and a

last reviewed by JA in the April 1989 issue (Vol.

single cable. They got them, along with agold-

12 No.4). The large, single-piece plastic head-

plated plug.

band is lightly padded, and the big red ear

The DT990 Pro uses the same driver as the
DT990 (which remains in the line, unchanged).

cushions sit lightly but stably on the ears. The

However, their tonal balance is modified to pro-

earcups slide up and down; the friction is set
to let them move easily but remain in place

duce apositive 4or 5dB "shelf' below about

once positioned.

150Hz. This appears to have been achieved

The headband struck me as rather thin and

simply by increasing the headband tension.

overly flexible. Although Idoubt it could be

When Ipressed the original model more tightly

broken under normal use (or even moderate

against my ear, it sounded almost identical to

abuse), it was nowhere near as sturdy as the

the Pro. The increased pressure also seems to
produce amore forward midrange on both

headbands of Sony and Koss headphones cost-

models, though Bob Lowig at Beyerdynamic

The cable is rather short, suggesting the DT

ing less, nor was it as well-finished.

says he doesn't hear this change, and it was not
adesign goal.
The Pro's single headband is less comfortable than the dual headband of the original
model. It presses slightly into the top of the
head, rather than conforming to the skull (as
dual headbands do). However, the leather cushion is user-replaceable, an important consideration in aprofessional product that may have
to withstand constant abuse. The left-handed
single cord is unquestionably an improvement,
though, especially for right-handed engineers.
Except for the bass boost, the DT990 Pro
sounds almost like the DT990. Almost. The
bass enhancement starts abit too high in frequency (for my taste) and tends to mask the
more subtle qualities of the midrange. (The
psychoacoustic term for this is "upward masking.") Still, the Pros do abetter-than-average
job of conveying the musical subtleties of a
recording.
Stereophile, March 1991

Beyerdynamic DT 325 headphones

325 is intended for portable equipment rather
than home use. The plug is amini, with afriction-fit y
4"adapter supplied. The DT 325 is
unusual in having aplastic clip on the cable to
hold this adapter; you aren't likely to lose it.
After the Beyerdynamic D1'990 Pro, the DT
325 was disappointing. The tonal balance was
as lightweight as the 'phones themselves. This
helps with darker, more bass-heavy recordings,
but is unsatisfactory when the recording has
amore natural balance. Brass instruments were
slightly nasal; brass and voices took on asharp
edge. Sibilants and tape hiss tended to exaggeration. In general, instrumental sounds were
reduced to mostly transients, with aserious
loss of "body."
Itried the DT 325 with my Sony DT-10 Discman, which is slightly dark-sounding (a failing
of many personal stereos). The colorations
only partly canceled each other; the DT 325
was still too light and bright in texture.
Although not an expensive headphone, the
DT 325's balance is too skewed to be recom-

Denon AH -D900 headphones

mendable even for casual listening. A disappointment.
Eyeglass compatibility: Good. Eyeglasses

ing." The AH -D900 is ahighly colored, dark-

can be removed and replaced with only mod-

sounding headphone that has no compensat-

erate resistance.

ing virtues. Icannot recommend it.

Denon AH -D900: $140

single headband pressed against the top of my

Denon has produced so many good products
in virtually every component category (my
tuner, CD player, and preamps are all by Denon)

skull, even after Itried to bend it abit. (Naturally, your skull may differ.) Eyeglass compati-

that Iexpected these headphones—with their
high-tech titanium drivers—to be exceptional.

replaced with only moderate resistance.

They were extremely disappointing.
The Equate Brass recording was dark-sound-

Stacks of Stax

It was not especially comfortable, either. The

bility: Good. Eyeglasses can be removed and

The following three Stax headphones are in

ing, with a"quacky" (I can think of no other

many ways more alike than different—both

adjective) brass sound. Ella Fitzgerald's voice
was "hooded," and the midrange slightly hol-

electrically and sonically. The state of the elec-

low and "cupped." (That's the coloration you

where $200 headphones can (sort of) compete

hear when speaking into your cupped hands.)

with $2000 models. It would be more useful

trostatic headphone art has reached apoint

Dinosaur was dark and hollow, with little sense

to the reader, therefore, if Ifocused on the

of room sound. The Liszt was dark-sounding

differences among these products rather than

and completely lacking the strong sense of real-

reviewed them in isolation.

ism this recording conveys with the best headphones. The Rachmaninoff cello disc was heavy,

SR-34 Professional and the Gamma series in

The first two following sections discuss the

dark, and dead-sounding. The "Scottish" symphony sounded distinctly "hi-fi"; strings were

general terms—appearance, features, config-

hooded and nasal. Star 7Fek sounded utterly

uration, basic sound quality. The remaining

phony and totally artificial. (This is not an exag-

sections analyze the more subtle differences
in their sound, discuss how their sound changes

geration.)
Besides these problems, my notes give a

and make afinal comparison with the Lambda

general description of the sound as "uninvolv-

Signature.
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when played through the SFLM-T1 amplifier,
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Stax SR-34 Professional (SR-30
Pro headset +SRD-4 adapter):
$200
The previous version of this model got my
unofficial "Best Buy," and many readers agreed.

on the periphery of the pinna. The pressure
isn't especially high, but the pads cover too
small an area and press the outer regions of the
pinna against the head. The pads are therefore

Stax claims improved performance from the
new diaphragm, which is only 4µm thick (vs

(on my ears, anyway) less comfortable than the
pads on most other headphones. You have to
find just the right position for the earpads, or

the 61.tm of the older model). And the SR-30
Pro—"SR-30 Pro" refers to the headphones

you become aware of them after afew minutes.
Iwish Stax would change the pads, or make an

themselves, while "SR-34 Pro" refers to the com-

alternate set available.

bination of the headphones and their adapter

Like the previous model, the SR-30 Pro has

—really delivers on this claim. The Pro wins
the "most improved" award of this review.

asingle stainless-steel headband covered in

Like all electrostatic headphones, the SR-30
Pro must be driven from apower amplifier.

force is only slightly higher than average, the
band is decidedly springy, and firmly mates the

Stax supplies an adapter (the SRD-4) with the

drivers when you aren't wearing them. The

needed step-up transformers and aspeaker/

drivers pivot loosely on the headband yoke,

headphones switch. There is no power supply;
the diaphragm is made of permanently charged

springiness, makes the SR-30 Pro the "fiddli-

polymer (an electret),,*and therefore needs no

leather- finish vinyl. Although the headband

and this looseness, combined with the band's

high-voltage bias.

est" headphone I've ever used.
Ifumbled every time Iput on the SR-30 Pro,

The SR-30 Pro has the same earpads as the
SR-30. They are flat, not well padded, and sit

them from their tilted position. Then Ihad to

First Ihad to grasp the drivers firmly and turn
hold them pried apart and correctly positioned

14 Technically, no dream is permanent; they all slowly depolarize. However, modem electrets have ahalf-life of about 20
years; the headphones will be sonically obsolete before they
become unusable.

as Islipped them on. On two occasions when
Idropped the SR-30 Pro, one or both of the
drivers popped loosed from their mounting

Stax SR-34 Professional
headphones
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yokes. Nothing was damaged, but this sort of

flected sounds, are much more clearly pre-

behavior is generally rare among headphones.

sented. The SR-34 Pro has much of the subtlety

I'm not dumping on Stax; people select

and rendition of musical detail that characterize

headphones for sound quality, not ease of use.
However, Iwould be remiss if Ididn't acknowledge significant ergonomic shortcomings.
(The 1987 review included the Signet TK44

the best headphones.
Eyeglass compatibility: Fair. Eyeglasses can
be removed and replaced with somewhat higherthan-average resistance. Also, the earcups do

headphones, which are virtually identical—
sonically and cosmetically—to the original SR-

not stay firmly in place.

30s. They had amore comfortable headband

Stax Gamma: $400
Stax Gamma Pro: $700

and earpads, but cost more, too. They're still
listed in the 1990 Stereo Buyer's Guide. Since

The Gammas are Stax's penultimate head-

both the Stax and Signet 'phones are sourced
from the same third party, Signet could very

phones. The Gamma Pro bears the same relationship to the Gamma as the Lambda Pro does

well upgrade the diaphragms of their model,

to the original Lambda. The Pro models have

too—but Idon't know if they plan to do so.)

athinner diaphragm (for improved transient

The sound, though, is something else. The

response), increased diaphragm/stator spacing (for increased maximum output level), and

original SR-30 was subjectively neutral, but
had adry, fine-grained character and lacked the

ahigher polarizing voltage (to restore the sen-

depth and transparency of the better electro-

sitivity lost from the increased spacing).

statics and the very best dynamic 'phones.
The new 4um diaphragm reverses every-

The Gammas are cosmetically unique; they
are arguably the most beautiful headphones

thing. (It must be the diaphragm because the
adapter is unchanged. Itook it apart and Stax
is still using the same green-tape-covered transformers.) The SR-34 Pro has afar more liquidly

made. Almost every other headphone has round
or rectangular earcups. The Gammas' earcups
are elliptical, with an open back consisting of
radial and horizontal ribs. They look like two

transparent midrange, without any trace of dry-

eighth-notes connected by abar. One could

ness or graininess (even when compared with

also view them as pieces of fancy Victorian

the direct-drive Lambda Signature). Consider-

soap (albeit in matte black!). Either way, the

able depth and spaciousness have been added.

style is classic.

Beyerdynamic's claim that the DT990 is of

At first glance, the Gamma models are
visually indistinguishable However, the model

near-electrostatic quality is no longer valid; the
SR-34 Pro offers adistinct leap in sound.
The improvements, alas, come with the loss
of the near-ruler-flat neutrality of the SR-34.15

names are clearly marked on the headbands.
And whereas the Gammas have elliptical ear-

The midrange is more forward (which is not

pads, the Gamma Pros extend the ellipse at the
bottom to form abulging triangle. Of course,

necessarily bad, depending on your taste and
the kind of music you like), but the upper mid-

be plugged into a"Pro" jack.

the Gamma's plug is designed so that it can't

range has gained of bit of flash and atrace of

Both models are sold separately; you select

brassy hardness. This loss, however, is offset

the interface that fits your system or meets your

many times over by greatly improved trans-

needs. The interfaces include: aconventional

parency and lower grain. Details, especially
those that characterize subtle instrumental

transformer/bias supply; aportable, batteryoperated amplifier/bias supply; and the SRM

colors and the relationship of direct and re-

series of direct-drive amplifiers. Stax supplied
an SFtD-6/SB transformer for the Gamma and

15 Or maybe not. I've noticed that grainy-sounding equipment
also seems more neutral than products with aliquid-sounding
midrange. The reason is not clear. At least one other irvicwer
(Enid Lumley) has made similar observations."
16 This, Willie is because your traditional puritanical American
upbringing leads you to feel ultra•guilt when you arc confronted with acomponent that is so musically appealing it
makes you want to jump in the air for joy. And that guilt leads
you to believe that such acomponent must be "less neutral"
than another which is unmusical and grainy. Remember the
hedonist 's guiding rule: If acomponent sounds more musical to cam familiar with the real thing, it is more neutral, by
definition.
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an SFtD-7/Pro transformer for the Gamma Pro.
Eyeglass compatibility: Very good. Eyeglasses
can be removed and replaced with almost no
resistance.
SR-30 vs Gammas vs lambda Signature vs
Transformers Vs Amplifier: These headphones are alike in two important respects:
they all have the "see-through" transparency
Stereophile, March 1991

Stax Gamma headphones

and crisp transient response one expects from
good electrostatic transducers. The casual lis-

of the Stax amplifiers?

tener will be attracted by these good qualities

ing the SR-30 Pro and the Gammas with both

and may miss the more subtle differences.
And there are differences. Specifying and

I've tried to resolve this problem by auditiontheir own interfaces and through the SRM-T1
amplifier. The results were interesting.

evaluating them is complicated by Stax's "mix
'n match" configuration of headsets, interfaces,

The sound of adapters: Let's start by consi-

and amplifiers. The passive adapters work with

dering how these headphones sounded when

only regular or professional headsets (but not

driven through their adapters. (The amp is the

both), which slightly reduces the number of

Haller XL-280.) The Gamma Pro was clearly

combinations (fortunately for the reviewer!).

the cleanest of the lot. This was especially

But any headset, including the electret models,

noticeable with Star Pete. (This isn't the clean-

can be used with any amplifier. Since the adap-

est of recordings to start with; it therefore tends

ters sound different from each other (and the
amplifier), some experimental rearranging is

relief.) The Gamma Pro was also more focused

required to figure out what the headsets sound
like and what the adapters sound like.

and effortless on voice.
Both the SR-30 Pro and the Gamma showed

In the past Iauditioned the Lambda models
only with the SRM direct-drive amplifiers, even

some hardness. The SR-30 Pro also leaned

though Stax makes considerably less-expensive transformers that attach to your existing
power amp. I'm surprised our readers never

while the Gamma was slightly dead in this region. (All the electrostatic headphones were

complained. Don't they want to know how the

difference is due to inadequate use.) On bright

transformers affect the sound? Or have our

or hard material (le, most commercial record-

readers rejected transformers en masse, in favor

ings) the Gamma was preferable; on neutral to
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to throw differences in cleanliness into clear

toward too much upper-midrange output,

broken in for at least four hours, so Idoubt this
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dull sources, the SR-30 Pro and Gamma Pro
had more natural tonal balances. With neutral

electrostatic pecking order, but not as far removed now from the Gammas. It lacked their

to dull material, either Gamma was slightly

resolution of detail, though the difference was

more transparent and detailed than the SR-30

less than the difference between the SR-30 Pro

Pro. It seems that hardness and excessive treble

and any dynamic headphone in this review.

energy actually mask the perception of detail.

The Gamma Pro, though, had an airy, delicate
high end that neither the Gamma nor the SR-

Idismantled the adapters for the SR-30 Pro
and Gamma. They use exactly the same trans-

30 Pro could match.

former; the only difference is that the bias-

Below 100Hz, both Gammas were clearly

voltage leads in the SR-30 Pro's adapter are
clipped off, since the SR-30 Pro uses electret

more impressive than the SR-30 Pro. Low instruments had both impact and air that were

elements. The common transformer suggests
that the added hardness and reduced cleanli-

Gamma was still slightly darker than the Gamma

ness of the SR-30 Pro and Gamma are from the
transformer. So the next step was to move the

missing from the less expensive headset. The
Pro, but this is not always abad thing. It tames

SR-30 Pro headset over to the Gamma Pro's

harder-sounding recordings, and (by darkening timbres) adds psychoacoustic emphasis to

adapter.

the low bass.

Bingo! Most of the hardness disappeared,

In short—all these headphones are winners.

and the SR-30 Pro's sound was noticeably
cleaner (though still not as clean as the Gamma

The problem lies in getting an interface that

Pro's). Clearly, the SRD-7/Pro adapter—which
has larger transformers than the adapters for

amplifier will make up for the Hafler's modest
deficiencies, but it cannot compensate for the
added hardness and brightness of the trans-

the SR-30 Pro and Gamma—sounds better,
even if it isn't perfect.

really shows off their good points. A better

former interfaces (particularly the less expensive ones).

lUbes to the rescue: Now that Ihad apretty
good idea how the transformers were degrading the sound, the next step was to figure out
what, if any, naughtiness my Beer XL-280—a

This is why Iso emphatically recommend
Stax's direct-drive amplifiers. It's not just that
they sound better or permit you to bypass all
the problems connected with power-amp and

product that Isuspect is anathema to most of

speaker connections. It's the way they let you

Stereophde's readers!?—was introducing. I
moved both Gammas and the SR-30 Pro over

use the Stax headphones as reference transducers that you can carry anywhere or connect

to the SRM-T1, eliminating both the amplifier

to any program source.

and adapters. (It accommodates one regular
and two Pro headsets, so Icould plug in all of
them at the same time.)
The SRM-T1's tran.sformerless vacuum-tube
drive let all these headphones—regardless of

Worth the money? Oh, yes. You're probably
wondering how the Gamma Pro compares (or
not) with the Lambda Signature. Is the Signature really worth the added cost?

price—really shine It supplied slight improve-

Ah-yup.

ments in transparency, depth, and detail—

The Lambda Signature is even more trans-

precisely those qualities the XL-280 lacked.

parent and alive-sounding than the Gamma

Although easily noticed, they were not great.
The biggest differences were noted on audi-

ED-1 equalizer attached. It has apristine, fo-

ophile or near-audiophile recordings, where
the improvements in detail and transparency
added additional character and subtlety to
instrumental presentation.

Pro. It is slightly less colored, even without the
cused quality that the Gamma Pro can't quite
match. The latter, by comparison, is fuzzysounding. Not only are individual sounds less
cleanly delineated, but the image itself is less

The SRM-T1 also gave aclearer fix on what

precise and clear. As good as the Gamma Pro

the headphones themselves sound like. Iheard

is, the Lambda Signature is significantly better.

no residual hardness from any of these models.
The SR-30 Pro was still at the bottom of the
17 Is your amplifier a96-joule weakling? Does it cost less
than $5000 and weigh under 200 pounds? Do other amplifiers kick silicon wafers in its faceplate?"
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In Part 2. ..
..
of this survey, Iwill be reviewing dynamic
headphones from JVC, Koss, Nalcamichi, Pickering, Signet, Sony, and Stanton.
Stereophile, March 1991

TICE TRI. CLOCK
Thomas J. Norton
Device to eliminate "electron noise" from the AC line. Price: $350. Approximate number of dealers:
100. Manufacturer: Tice Audio Products Inc., 2140 Pond Road, Unit #3, Ronkonkoma, NY 11779.
Tel: (516) 467-5254. Fax: (516) 467-5309.

When Isubmitted my piece for the October
1990 "Industry Update" on the digital alarm
clock controversy, Iwas only aware of the $500
Coherence Industries version and the $25
Radio Shack standard model. In case you're just
getting back from the moon, Ishould elaborate
abit. Some people have observed that operating one of these clocks in the listening room
actually has an effect (many report apositive
one) on the sound of an audio system. Why this
should be so has not been explained satisfac-

substituted. According to Tice, after the clocks
are treated with T.P.T., their "programming"
is then transferred to the conductors in the
system—more specifically, to the electrons
within the conductors—by plugging the clock
into the circuit which powers the system.
I'll have more to say about all this abit further on, but first let's cut to the chase. Although
we followed Tices instructions about using the
clocks to the letter—not placing them on top

torily—certainly not to my satisfaction.

of power amplifiers or other components likely
to throw amagnetic field; experimenting with

The plot thickened shortly after Isubmitted
my copy, with the announcement that Tice

verify the claims made for the T.PT. clock here

Audio Products, manufacturer of the well-

in Santa Fe. John Atkinson, Bob Harley, Guy

regarded Power Block line conditioner, was
marketing asimilar product. Or, more precisely,

Lemcoe, and Iall listened independently to the
effects of these devices on our systems. JA dis-

they are marketing what they refer to as "Tice

cusses his reactions to the product in this issue's

Pulse Technology" (T.P.T.).
Electrons normally travel through aconductor in asomewhat random and chaotic manner.
Even under the influence of acurrent-generating electric potential, they can scarcely avoid
collisions with the conductor's (and various
impurities') atoms. Tice claims that T.PT. "programs" the electrons to flow in amore direct
path. This is said to reduce so-called "electron
noise," atype of noise which Tice says they
have recently discovered, and to dramatically
improve the sound of asystem where T.P.T. is
employed. This electron noise is said not to be
related to other forms of power-line noise. The
T.P.T. process is claimed to be applicable to a
broad range of products; in the present instance it has been applied to the familiar Radio
Shack (né Spartus or Micronta) large-number
digital alarm clock, this clock said by Tice to
be acarrier for the T.PT. processed electrons
much as ablank tape carries encoded audio
information.
The first two samples we received still carried the Spartus label. When we were sent
updated samples (the samples upon which our
observations are based), aTice label had been
Stereophile, March 1991

the AC plug polarity—we were not able to

'As We See It." RH noted no change in the
sound of his system with the clock. GL did hear
adifference—a more forward sound with the
Tice—but felt it to be anegative change.
Which brings us to yours truly. Idid my initial listening with two Tice clocks in my system,
since feedback has indicated that two work
"better" than one.,During my first listening session, afriend from the East Coast was visiting
Santa Fe. He has been using two plain-vanilla
Radio Shack clocks in his own system, and is
more than satisfied with the results of his $50
investment. As we listened to my system with
the Tice clocks plugged into the power line—a
system very familiar to me but new to him—we
both heard differences, most notably atrace
more presence to the sound and (I initially felt)
perhaps aslightly better-defined midbass. I
considered the differences to be subjectively
quite small. When Iasked my friend if he was
hearing the same sort of differences which he
has heard on his own system with his non-Tice
clocks, he replied yes, and that the degree of

ISet George 'rice's reasoning behind his recommendatIon to
try two clocks in this month's "Letters" column
—JA
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change was similar (one cannot do more than

afield. Which is true. But as far as I'm aware,

broadly generalize about this, for obvious
reasons).

such an effect is temporary and vanishes as soon
as the field is removed. The contention that elec-

Ilater spent considerably more time listening

trons could be "programmed" by T.P.T. to

to the two Tice clocks on my own, and con-

move more coherently—which appears to be

tinued to hear subtle differences. While the

at

midbass did not appear to be changed in this
longer audition, Icontinued to note abit more

nor indirectly addressed in the readings (unless
Imissed it). 2

the heart of the process—was neither directly

forwardness to the sound with the clocks

While to be fair to Tice it must be stated that

plugged in. But ultimately Ifelt that the elusive

they admit they do not as yet have afull explanation for TVE, it must also be stated that what

changes heard were not an improvement in my
system; it was simply ashade more open with-

they do offer is difficult to accept on scientific

out the clocks.

grounds. Just how does T. PT. "program" elec-

To be perfectly honest, I'm abit nonplussed
that Iheard any change at all. The only logical

trons to flow more "coherently," and to avoid
colliding with atoms in the conductor—thus

conventional explanation Ican offer for why
these clocks may affect the sound in some (but

able to do this by the simple matter of plugging

not all) systems is that they may produce some
sort of electromagnetic interference Iconsider
the explanation offered by the manufacturer
for their operation to be off the wall, to put it
mildly. I'm not saying that there's nothing to
it, only that it falls firs afield of recognized scien-

reducing "electron noise?" How is the clock
it into your power line? Tice's White Paper on
the subject is of little help in clarifying matters.
It suggests that to learn more about electron
flow and how it is affected by pulsed magnetics, further reading should be pursued in
quantum electrodynamics, quantum field the-

tific principles. A more lucid and rigorous

ory, the Maxwell equations regarding field radi-

explanation is demanded if any credibility is
to be established for T.PT. among those of us
who don't believe that better sound requires

ation into free space, the Feynman diagrams,
Perturbation theory, and, most importantly, the

us to casually throw our prior knowledge
about the way the Universe works out the window. That knowledge must always be subject
to review, but can only be abandoned or modified in the face of compelling theory and evidence.

field of magnetic resonance No specific references are given to guide the interested through
these admittedly deep waters.
This would all be academic in the face of
conclusive listening tests. As Ihave already
stated, the proof remains in the pudding. I
brought the new clock (two clocks were sent,

That said, Iwould never discount aproduct

but Ielected to listen to one this time around,

merely because Idon't accept the explanation
offered for its operation. Most cable manufac-

JA listening to the other in his system) into the
listening room for afurther audition. Care was

turers present questionable arguments on their

taken to keep the clock away from other equip-

products' behalfs, but Istill find significant

ment with large transformers, as per Tice's

sonic differences among cables. Various CD

directions. It was plugged into the same out-

tweaks have their strong proponents, though

let which supplies the preamp and program

no proven theory has been offered for their

sources.

supposed effectiveness. And the T.PT. clock is
not quite in Peter Belt territory—at least it is
actually connected in afashion (through the
power line) to the system.
Subsequent to the above observations, Tice
sent new samples of the TM'. clock with afurther update. They also sent excerpts from various books, in an attempt to further explain the
operating principles behind the process. There
are hints that the clocks are treated by some
sort of pulsed magnetic field, and the excerpts
were apparently submitted to show that electrons can be affected by the presence of such
160

2For those wishing to investigate these references for themselves, they were (in addition to the White Paper), excerpts
from Matter in Motion, The Spirit and Evolution of Pbysics,
Ernest S. Abers and Charles F. Remelt, Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
p.322 (the pertinent words, which were highlighted, are "Actually, all substances can be magnetized to aminor extent by iery
strong magnetic forces; and the metals cobalt and nickel show
effects similar to, but not as strong as, inan. - (my italics); Basic
Electricity and DC Circuits, Howard W. Sams & Co., pp.127 through 1-31; McGnste-Iiill Encyclopedia of Science and
Technology, 6th Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Ca, pp.151-152
(Paschen-Back effect), p.328 (Stark effect), and pp.614-615
(Anomalous Zeeman Effect and Zeeman effect in molecules);
and km Nostrunes Scientific Encyclopedia, Seventh Edition,
Van Nostrand Reinhold, pp.1044 and 1055, p.2146 (Paschen.
Back effect). p.2642 (Stark effect), p.3062 (Zeeman effect), plus
an additional page from the same reference (unnumbered in
the copy sent us) which briefly mentions the Zeeman effect
and discusses the vector model of the atom.
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My observations remained as before. There

nothing about the clock would suggest that it

were times when Ifelt that the system-withdock was subtly—very subtly—more immediate. At other times Iwas not at all certain. And

is aparticularly good generator of ions—no
high-voltage needles to spray charge into the
air, no fan to spread those ions into the room.

when Idid feel that Iheard something, Iwas

What about the system? Mr. Tice states that

not fully convinced that it was an improvement. But again, Icannot emphasize enough

conventional electrical tests fail to reveal the

that such changes as were heard in my system

is supposed to reduce in level. What if the

were, at best, highly elusive.

Clock is itself asource of noise on the AC line?

Yet the plot thickens. Just before we were
about to go to press with this review, Dick

Morecroft once telling me that LEDs were

Olsher listened very briefly to the Tice clock.

anathema in high-end systems, the reason

existence of the "electron noise" that the Clock

I remember UK amplifier designer Denis

While he, too, has doubts about the explana-

being that, like zener diodes, they generate a

tions offered for its operation, he was favorably

significant amount of wide-band noise, the RF

impressed by the perceived change in the

content of which creeps through power sup-

sound of his system (the same amp and loud-

plies into the audio circuitry. (An amplifier
power supply may have avery low impedance

speakers Iused—Threshold SA/12es and Apogee Stages—but different cabling and front
end). So while most of us who've tried the
dock remain unconvinced of its ultimate effec-

at audio frequencies, shunting noise to ground,
but this is not necessarily the case at radio fre-

tiveness and value for money, at least I'm in-

quencies.) In addition, any seven-segment or
alphanumeric display is multiplexed—only

trigued enough to consider further investiga-

one segment of one character being illumi-

tion, and apossible follow-up.
It's possible that Tice's clock will do something that you find desirable in your system.
Iwouldn't discourage anyone from listening
to it for themselves, but Iwould still insist on

nated at any one time—to lower power consumption, thus generating a considerable
amount of HF switching noise Anumber of hifi components that feature such displays—the
Rowland Consonance preamplifier, CD players

trying before buying—or, at the very least, on

from An:am and The Mod Squad/McCormack—

an unconditional money-back guarantee from

allow them to be switched off for this very rea-

adealer you trust.

son. Given that the Tice Clock's power supply

JA adds apostscript

digital hash would leak into the AC mains, thus

If it's true that the Tice T.PT. Clock does have

modifying the behavior of the audio components.
This, of course, is also conjecture., but it would
explain why TJN's friend felt an untreated

asmall but audible effect on the sound of your
system, how could this be so? Having read the
Tice literature, Ithink that the official explana-

is rudimentary it might be possible that all this

tion of what is going on is plain wrong. It seems

Radio Shack clock to have the same effect as the

to me that if the Clock does effect an audible
change, the reason would fall into two separate

T.PT. Clock. It also fits in with my intuitive feeling that, with the exception of afilter, plugging

categories: a) the Clock has an effect on the sys-

any active device across the AC power line can

tem; b) it has an effect on the listener.

only add, not subtract, something. However,

Looking at the latter first, say that the Clock

it does run counter to the experience reported

emits negative ions into the air. These are gener-

by Sounds Like. ..reviewer Myles Astor 3of

ally accepted to have apositive psychological

witnessing George Tice demonstrate the T.PT.

effect—several companies sell ionizers to help

effect by plugging a"treated" length of speaker

people relax, although Iuse mine to rid the

cable into an AC outlet! In addition, none of the

bedroom air of pollen in allergy season—and

measuring equipment that we have access to

the slow spread of ions from the clock into the

is sensitive enough to pick up this hypothet-

air would explain Tice's specified need for the

ical RF noise produced by the Clock.

device to be active for 15 minutes before having
an effect. The fact that the ions would not
immediately dissipate upon the device being
unplugged would also explain why the effect
is said to die away gradually. On the other hand,
Stereophile, March 1991

Ideas, anyone?

—John Atkinson $

3On The Audiophile Network bulletin board, 10/4/90. lb
become asubscriber to TAN, phone them at (818)782-1676
(voice) or (818)780-6260 (fax), or write do 14155 Kittridge
Street, Van Nuys, CA 91405.
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CALL TODAY!
Audio Express offers:
1. no-risk home trial on cables
2. prompt shipment (usually 2nd Day Air!)
3. an ironclad satisfaction guarantee.

Cary Audio
The new Cary Audio SLA 70
35 watt/channel stereo tube amp. $1125.00

S

Interconnect Cables
Audioquest, Aural Symphonies,
Cardas, Kimber. Straight Wire,
Audioquest Lapis, Emerald, Aural
AS-One, Kimber KCAG (silver),
Monster, Music Metre,
Kimber KC-1, etc.
Call for details
on no-risk
home trial
program!

Speaker Cables
..... n

.111.••0

Call today for the Cary Audio line bochu
Mono Bloc amplifiers -"sensationar Loaded with user
friendly features, superb sound, and excellent build quality.
65 watt: $215000 pr. 100 watt: $2995.00 pr.

Audioquest, Aural Symphonics, Cardas,
Kimber, Monster. Straight Wire, TARA,
Audioquest Clear, Green. Cardas Hex.
Quad, TARA Quantum, Kimber 4TC ,
Kimber BIC, etc.
Call for details elilimgaffill
on no-risk
home trial
program!

Cary SLP pre-amp: $995.00
Cary SLY pre-amp active line unit only: $84500
CAD 5500 CO processor "black box version": $995.00

CD Stoplight
CD treatment for improved
clarity, resolution
and ambiance.
Call

Sonex
Sonex Jr. sound absorption panels
2' x2' x2* (charcoal or beige)
$49.95 /4Shipped Ground

Straight Wire-Maestro

Navcom/Audioquest
Vibration Dampers

Top quality speaker &
interconnect cables
Ca8 for prices

Target/Standesign
Speaker Stands and 2105 shelf racks
available Call for sizes 8. prices
All racks
& stands
shipped
ground

Navcom Silencers.
The latest in vibration technology.
Component size $59.00/4
Audioquest-Sorbothane Feet
CD Feet $24.00/4
Big Feet $39.00/4

Power Cords
Aural Symphonies S159 00
Cardas Hex S189 00
Distech $169.00
TG $119.00

olp),
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Wider Selection of "Best Buys"
Faster Delivery. 2nd Day Air!
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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For Records

NoiseTrapper
"I did hear asignificant
improvement with the
Audio Express unit over
the raw A/C outlets..."

Signet /AT 0C-9 phono cart. Call
Nitty Gritty fluids and brushes. Call
Last Record Care Products. Call
Record Sleeves
50 $14.50 500 $115.00
Other quantities available

Rosen Harley April. 1990

Record mats Audioquest $34.00

(Vol 13. No 4)

Record Cleaning Brushes
Hunt Brush $19.95 Audioquest $9.95

Stereophi&

Try NoiseTrapper, the most effective,
economical way to improve your sound.
NoiseTrapper AC isolation &filter:
$299.00

AO Cartridge Demagnetizer $79.95
Sumiko Blue Point cartiridge. Call

Now available:
NoiseTrapper Plus
$379.00
Shipped UPS
ground
$8.95

'Recommended Component'. October 1990. (Vol. 13. No. 10), Stereoohile

Grado
Still the best in low price cartridges
ZTE+1 $19.95 ZF3E+ $29.95
Other Grados: Call

Navcom CD Rings
The only CD treatment to utilize
the vibration damping properties
of pure Navcom. Call

All items are shipped UPS
2nd day air unless otherwise indicated.
Accessories: One item: $5.25
Turntables and stands: $12.95
Extra items: $1.25
Electronics: $9.95
Business hours: M-F 9am-7pm CST
Closed Saturday and Sunday

Kinergetics KBA-75 Class Aamp
$1495.00
Kinergetics/BSC
Subwoofers: Call

Digital Cables

All Kinergetics
stripped ground

Aural Symphonies.
Kimber, Straight Wire,
TARA, etc: Call

Accessories
Edison Price Music Post $39.95/2 pr.
Audio Prism 6500 Antenna. Call
Shure Stylus force gauge. $12.95

Monster X-terminators 549.00/4
Sumiko Tweek $74.95

Prices subject to change.
Add 3% for American Express.
We accept Mastercard, VISA, Discover,
American Express, and Optima.
GUARANTEE: You may return any product,
(special orders excepted) for any reason,
within 2 weeks of receipt, for credit or
refund, (your choice) less shipping costs,
if product is undamaged, complete as
shipped. Non-cable returns subject to 10%
restocking charge. Ask for specific details.
1-91
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Sumiko Counterfeet. Call

1-800-866-5575

Cramolin Kit. $14.95
TRI Wonder Solder & Capacitors
Resista Resistors. Call

1-800-580-5575 Texas only
3800 North Lamar Austin, TX 78756
FAX: 512-323-5574. Service: 512-323-5575
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McCORMACK

The First Name in Sonic Excellence
The Last Word in CD Musicality
The Mod Squad proudly announces
aspecial line of distinctive audio
components: McCormack—named for
our designer, Steven McCormack.
We launch this new line with two
extraordinary
compact disc players.
The Prism II and The
Signature.

Both players integrate the purity of
McCormack sound with the elegance
of McCormack styling and the
convenience of upgradability.
McCormack. The first name in sonic
excellence. The last
word in CD musicality.

T/.4xLemd
1

Visit your local Mod Squad
Dealer today, or contact

542 North Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024 •(619) 436-7666

THIS IS NOT A CLOCK!!!
INTRODUCING TICE PULSE TECHNOLOGY
Tice Audio Products is redefining the word innovation. Consumers and critics agree
that TPT is a major breakthrough in audio and video reproduction. TPT enables electrons to move in a more direct path eliminating their chaotic movement and the noise
it creates. TPT electrons are simply far more efficient than untreated electrons and will
deliver cleaner signals for your audio and video equipment.
The effects are astonishing!
By simply plugging the TPT Clock into your wall outlet, it will energize your audio
and video system with TPT electrons. The TPT Clock dramatically improves audio
sound stage reproduction, clarity and bass. In your video system TPT improves clarity,
color saturation and increases brightness with reduced video grain and noise. TPT
helps your equipment deliver a more life like audio and video presentation that you can
see, hear and feel!

The difference is there, the difference is TICE.
Look for our other fine products:
POWERBLOCX, TITAN, MICROBLOCX, POWER EXTENDERS
and THE VARIABLE VOLTAGE CONTROLLER
2140 Pond Road, Unit #3 •Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
(516) 467-5254 Fax (516) 467-5309

AUDIO PRODUCTS INC.

In Canada:
Interlinear 105 Riviera Drive. Unit 3•Markham, Ontario, canada L3R5J7
(416) 479-1893

Call or write for more information on all of our products and a free copy of our TPT engineering white paper.
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AARON COPLAND, 1900-1990
Richard Schneider
offers an
appreciation

w

-hile it's not entirely inappropriate
for Leonard Bernstein to be remem-

could compose such awork at such atender

bered for "Maria," it would seem
tragic if Aaron Copland were to be remembered

age will soon be ready to commit murder."
Copland, along with his colleagues and contemporaries, enjoyed the championship of

only for his Fanfarefor the Common Man. The

Serge Koussevitzky, who gave new American

piece is played these days at an increasing num-

music regular hearings at Boston Symphony

ber of official state functions, and appears

concerts. Some of Copland's early pieces were

headed toward becoming atiefacto instrumen-

complex and thickly scored to the point of

tal national anthem. For Copland's fame to rest
on such apiece would be tantamount to remem-

being impractical to perform, not to mention

bering Shakespeare for "lb be or not to be. ..,"
with no means of knowing that line's context,

Lincoln Kirstein of Ballet Caravan, an early
predecessor to American Ballet Theatre, pro-

or of reading anything else by Shakespeare.
Of the American composers of his genera-

vided Copland with the means of abreakthrough: acommission to compose the score

tion, few lived longer—more than twice as
long as Gershwin, who was born only two
years earlier. Copland never wrote hit tunes like
Gershwin, but musical society caught up with
him after arough start. When he returned from

"inaccessible" to listeners.

for Billy the Kid. Thus was born an idiom,
music for the American prairies and plains with
open fifths for open spaces, familiar cowboy
tunes, their accents and modulations sufficiently displaced to prevent ahackneyed effect,

his studies in Paris, most American audiences,
conservative to the point of stodginess, found

with astringent harmonies and piquant orches-

his music offensively brazen, dissonant, and

bussy, Ravel, and Stravinsky.
Copland would never shrink from making

far too jazzy for concert halls. Before Walter
Damrosch conducted the premiere of Cop-

tration derived from exposure to Les Six, De-

apoint, but he enjoyed pleasing his listeners

land's Organ Symphony, he turned to the audi-

far more than alienating them. El Salon Mex-

ence and said, albeit jokingly, 'Anyone who

ico provided him achance to let his hair down

Stereophile, March 1991
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1`\\/AUDIO TOYS
...at prices you can afford!
Digitmaker
the ultimate "read only digital cd drive unit

Byteline 001
the correct digital coaxial interlink cable

Signature Series Phono System
the world's finest analog playback system

Vinyl Vise
premier analog disc clamping system

Isodrive
state of the art cd drive system stabilizing kit

ToneCones
the ultimate conic isolation devices

ConeCouples
the premier vibrational damping pod,

Isostand & Maxistand
high rigidity welded steel equipment stands
call or write for our free information package and
the name of the dealer near you!

SimplyPhysics, Inc
13158 Veterans Memorial Parkway
Dept B. • Houston, TX 77014
713-537-5083 • Fax: 713-537-9618
Dealer, Forngn, b OEM Inquiry bunted

Over the past several
years, PRoAc has received
praise from both audio
reviewers and music lovers

PERFORMANCE
WITHOUT COMPROMISE.

alike for creating highly
accurate

and musical loudspeakers.
Now to enter the 1990s, there

is the Response series, anew
line of reference loudspeakers

o

utilizing the very finest component parts available.
If you thought you've
already heard the best, audition
them at your PROAc dealer.
The only compromise would
be not to own them.
USA
112 Swanhill Ci, Baltimore, MD 21208/301-486-5975

EXCLUSIVE US DISTRIBUTOR PROAC
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with raucous vulgarity, but he could be as

one. These pieces are well-known to musicians,

wholesome as aNorman Rockwell painting

and pose few complications. Such works as

when it came to such works as Appalachian
Spring, A Lincoln Portrait, Symphony 3, and

Symphonic Ode, Orchestral Variations, and
others, however, are full of meter changes, in-

the Fanfare for the Common Man.

terlocking figures, counting problems, and
other terrors. It is scarcely surprising that Cop-

He managed some half-dozen film scores,
and received awell-deserved 1949 Academy
Award for his music for Hal Wallis's The Heiress

land's own recordings of these pieces with

—without becoming aHollywood insider at

rehearsed. But they're "close enough for jazz,"
highly spirited, and the musicians were moti-

the expense of his concert music. One must
savor the 1939 film of Steinbeck's Of Mice and

London orchestras sound scrawny and under-

vated as much by Copland's generous, kindly

Men and Copland's musical contribution to it,

good nature as they were by his stature as a

and then view the 1981 TV film version, which
starred and was admirably produced by Robert

musical personage.
Copland's conducting career, uneven as it

Blake. In view of the relative changes in taste
over the years, it was possible for Blake to ren-

may have been, was surprisingly well-documented on video, if various archives have been

der Steinbeck's play with even greater accuracy

protected, and if rights-owners are willing to

for prime-time TV than was possible in the
earlier theatrical film. In every respect, Blake's

observe the necessary amenities to make these
performances available to the public Copland

TV version was an outstanding success, except

appeared on several occasions in the early '60s

for the music For those familiar with the earlier

with the Boston Symphony, all of which were

film scored by Copland, Blake's version con-

taped for radio broadcast, and at least one of

tained nothing but apale shadow of the sound

which was videotaped: asmoking performance

and style of Copland, and none of the sub-

of Symphony 1(the non-organ version of the

stance of the genuine article.

Organ Symphony). During the summer of 1963,

It remains to be seen how Copland will be
commemorated on recordings in the years to

Copland appeared at the Ravinia Festival with
the Chicago Symphony. It was one of the few

come. His most "accessible" pieces have be-

times WGN-TV videotaped the CSO during a

come standard repertoire. Recordings of Copland works go as far back as the '30s, when

Ravinia performance, in which the CSO gave
him masterly renditions of Orchestral Varia-

Koussevitzky recorded El Salon Mexico with

tions, Billy the Kid, and A Lincoln Portrait,

the BSO. Since RCA plans aKoussevitzky Col-

confidently narrated by Illinois's youthfully

lection for CD, it is not unreasonable to expect

handsome Govemoç the Honorable Otto Kerner,

these early Copland recordings to reappear.

who would subsequently be indicted in acor-

The 1945 Lincoln Portrait with Melvyn Douglas

ruption scandal, go to prison, and ultimately

narrating, in real time and space, not overdubbed,

die abroken man. Does that still exist any-

would be especially welcome RCA's excellent

where, anyone? What acollector's item that

recordings of Appalachian Spring and The

would make!

7knder Land Suite, with Copland/BSO, have
been available on CD for several years.
Word reaches us that Sony Classics will reissue their CBS Copland recordings comprehensively in stages during 1991. Several of these
recordings have been available on CD for a

The one Copland video for which there
should be no problem was adocumentary on
his life and music aired several years ago on
PBS. Perhaps by the time this is published, it
will have been re-broadcast. Watch for it. Among
other scenes, it contains asequence in which

while, but it's worth waiting for the new Sony

Lincoln Portrait is rehearsed by the National

issues for the lower prices; and, Ihope, more

Symphony under Leonard Bernstein. The nar-

advanced, less meddlesome remastering.

rator is Copland himself. The rapport cannot

One issue not often raised with regard to

be described—it must be seen. Short of turning

Copland's conducting is that although he was
an excellent musician, he never became askilled

narrating—one can scarcely imagine amore fit-

it around—Copland conducting, Bernstein

enough conductor to do real justice to his more

ting tribute to the talent and character of each

complex works. He could characterize the

of these crucial figureheads, lifelong friends,
both gone now to become part of our cultural

bucolic hush of Appalachian Spring, or the
coarse brutalities of Billy the Kid, as well as anyStereophile, March 1991

history. ..
as life goes on.
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'A wonderfully congenial place
to listen and shop, with all sorts
I II of superb equipment. The salesmen, abright and friendly group, are eager to talk
audio all day—they don't hold anything back.
A big plus: They lave and know music as
well as sound." New York Magazine—February 19, 1990
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Authorized Dealerships: Acoustic Energy •Adcom •Apogee •Aragon •Ariston •ASC
•Audible Illusions •Audio Access •AudioQuest •Audio Research •Aural Srnphonics
•Benz-Micro •California Audio Labs •Cardas Audio •Convergent Audio lbchnology
•Creek •CWD •Day Sequerra •Duntech •Esoteric Audio •Epos •Fosgate •Goodmans
•Grado •Hales Audio •Harmon-Kardon •Heybrook •Kalmar •Koetsu •Krell. Krell
Reference •Krell Digital •Magnan •Martin-Logan •Meridian •Mirage •Mod Squad

Singer
012,000 sq. ft. El 9Audio demonstration
rooms o Media room with front and rear
video projection and full surround sound
oAll services on premises oDelivery and
system set up El Custom installation and
design o Remote control multi-room
installations and media rooms
D Specialized services for architects,
Mirage M-3
interior designers and contractors D Audio/video
cabinetry o Pre and post-construction wiring O Expert
foreign shipping oTrade-ins accepted El Major credit cards

SOUND by SINGER1
HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
•Monitor Audio •Monster Cable •Museatex •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Ocos
•Onix •Optonica •Pattern •Pioneer Elite •Primare •Prisma •ProAC •Proton •PS Audio
•QED •Quicksilver •Ram Labs •Rega •Revolver •Revox •Roksan •RPG Diffusors •Signet
•Siltech •SME •Snell Acoustics •Sonance •Soundstream •Stax •Sumiko •Talwar •Target
•Ibra •Ibrk •Theta Digital •Tice (Power Block etc) •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research
•Versa Dynamics •Vidikron •VPI •Wadia Digital •Wallspeaker Tech •Wilson Audio

Baffleless
Loudspeakers
fitaito

REFLECTION FREE SOUND

Soundwave loudspeakers have the open, seamless,
and transparent sound of the best "panel" (electrostatic, ribbon, and planar) speakers, while offering the
superior dynamic range and extended bass response
of the best "dynamic" designs. And they offer astereo
image that is second to none.
Arevolutionary patented design, achieved by the
utilization of acoustic intensity mapping techniques,
Soundwave loudspeakers have aunique "baffleless" enclosure, special drive units, and a180
degree radiation pattem. The result is sound so natural and three dimensional, you II think
there are live musicians performing in your listening room.
the analyzer curve is astoundingly smooth. Subjectively, this speakers most outstanding characteristic was its superb clarity and resolution of inner detail in complex
textures, achieved without excess brightness or exaggeration of sibilance. String sound was
smooth and rosin y, imaging was excellent and choir voices could be identified individually.
I've heard few speakers that are as satisfying with both pop and classical music"
—Peter W. Mitchell, Stereophile, Vol. 13 No. 4, April 1990

conventional
loudspeaker

Soundwave
loudspeaker

Soundwave Fidelity Corp. 3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 •(716) 383 -1650

We've written our own

1
,11
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I
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•

with aspecial, limited-edition FM tuner tat is even more musIca
and more selective than the FT-10.1, (a performer that has
already established its own reputation for ri and sonic excellence).
For more information, call us at 1-800-448-8490
"The FM Specialists"

øynalob oU9

MAGNUM

Transit Rd. -Ill
Bowmansville, NY 14026

(716-684-0460
1
-7 0

In Canada: 8Strathearn Ave. U9
Brampton. Ontario L6T 4L9
(416) 791-5888
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BUILDING ALIBRARY
W ILLIAM
WALTON
Symphonies
1and 2
Barbara Jahn

w

Walton found composing an
agonizingly difficult process; his

and its genesis certainly lived out that sentiment.
Harty intended that the premiere of the First

commissioned works were invari-

Symphony should take place on March 19,

ably completed late, having been "dragged out
of him in self-doubt, chaos and misery" Sym-

1934, with the London Symphony Orchestra
at the Queen Hall, but it soon became obvious

-i
Ili=

phony 1was no exception, despite the fact that

that the work would not be ready. Six months

it represented the culmination of asuperbly

later, Harty was writing in desperation to Wal-

productive decade in which Façade, the Viola

ton's publisher, Hubert Foss, although he did

Concerto, and Belshazzar's Feast were born.

feel that "the poor boy [was] right to wait until

The work was started early in 1932, the year

he [was] quite satisfied." It was an extremely

of Walton's 30th birthday, in answer to Hamil-

odd and damaging decision, then, for him to

ton Harty's request for asymphony. Walton

go ahead with aconcert of only the first three
movements on December 3, 1934. Walton sub-

greatly admired Harty's achievements in maintaining the high standards of the Manchesterbased Hallé Orchestra after Richter's departure
and, in aletter to Siegfried Sassoon, he declared
that such fine musicians might well help him
"to knock Bax off the map." (Arnold Bax was
both prolific and, at least in Britain, held in high
esteem as asymphonist at the time). Nevertheless, he thought it a"portentous undertaking,"
Stereophile, March 1991

sequently made some unwise remarks to the
press about having had trouble with the Finale,
and being undecided as to whether he should
use fugal devices in it or not. The die was cast
and, when the first complete performance was
given almost ayear later, the Finale was poorly
regarded. In fact, when Eugene Ormandy conducted it in Philadelphia in October 1936, many
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LINK UR YOUR CD PLAYER
WILL NEVER BE THE SAME.
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Digital Link

Imagine sound so remarkable, from every CD, and
from any CD player. It's yours, with PS Audio's new
Digital Link DSP (Digital Signal Processor).
Just plug in Digital Link between your CD player
and preamp or receiver, and let its advanced, 18-bit,
8times oversampling processor work its magic.
Because you bypass all of its internal electronics.
your CD player is instantly upgraded to state-of-theart. Your CDs will sound sweeter, more open, and
more dynamic.
And because its D-A computer chips are user-

replaceable, your Digital Link will never be outdated.
As technology improves, simply plug in new chips!
All you need to link up is aCD player with a
coaxial digital output in the back and agood quality
digital interconnect. Just pltig Digital Link into the
output, and then into the CD input on your preamp
or receiver. Now turn it on — and hear the sweet
sounds you've been missing!
PS Audio Digital Link DSP $799.00 (shipping $7.95)
Special Tara Labs Digital Cable (1M) $39.95

NO PHONO STAGE.
AND NO PHONY PRICE.
PS

Why pay for what you don't need? PS Audio's new
6.0 "Line Stage Only" preamp has no fancy extras —
like phono stage — so there are no phony baloney
extra charges. Instead, you get apreamp that easily
outperforms others twice the price.
The 6.0 lets you control just how much circuitry
is in the signal path. The "bypass" switch removes
the tape monitor loop from the circuit for clearer,
sweeter sound. The "straight-wire" switch turns the
6.0 into apassive volume/balance control with no
active circuitry in line — giving you the cleanest
sound you've ever heard. Plus six inputs, including
two tape loops — and high-quality, precision parts
used throughout.
PS Audio's 6.0 gives you everything you need —
including its world-famous sound — and nothing you
don't. Order yours today!
PS Audio 6.0 Line Stage Preamp $499.00 ($9.95)
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Satisfaction Guaranteed, Or Your Money Back.
Try either PS Audio product in your system. If
you're not satisfied — for any reason — simply
return it within 30 days for afull refund of the
purchase price.
C A I.I,

1-800-942-0220

Use your charge card (Amex, Discover, MC, Visa).

Not astore. More.

AIM°
DVISOR
A

225 Oakes SW., Grand Rapids,
MI 49503 616-451-3868
FAX N1-616-451-0709
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of the audience walked out. Although the Symphony has since been recognized as awork of
greatness, there are still those who maintain
that the last movement is ill-fitting.
Although Walton denied, many years later,
that the Symphony represented the threat of
war, he did admit to acertain emotional turmoil
during its composition. The urgency, malice,
melancholy, and jubilation of the respective

His reading is typically detailed and structurally
clear, with the Philharmonia playing with renewed vigor and precision, but its lack of agility is enervating to listen to and cannot stand
up against the fierce competition of the last
decade, let alone Previn's legendary performance set down way back in 1966.
Another performance which has yet to find
its way onto CD is that recorded in 1978 by Vernon Handley and the Royal Liverpool Philhar-

movements may well have been aworking out
of the passions he was experiencing in "chang-

monic (ASV ACM 2006). Basically, it seems lack-

ing girl friends between movements." The

luster, for, in awork of such dynamic tensions,

women in question were prominent figures in

sloppiness in ensemble immediately deflates
any sense of urgency or pent-up emotion. The

the high-society circles in which he moved:
Baroness Imma Doernberg and Lady Alice
Wimborne, no less.

same could be said of Alexander Gibson's 1983
recording with the Scottish National Orchestra

The Second Symphony was completed in
1960, five years after its commission by the

with no coupling on CD, is poor value for money

for Chandos (ABRD 1095, CHAN 8313) which,

Liverpool Philharmonic Society, and therefore

at only 43:13.

late for the 750th anniversary it was intended
to celebrate! Years of waiting revealed awork

Handley's more recent second thoughts, set
down in 1988 for EMI (CDC7 49671-2), are cer-

on amuch more compact scale than the First

tainly more assiduously realized by the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, but it is aperfor-

Symphony (it has three movements rather than
four), but requiring alarger orchestra. A less

mance that has ignored the rhythmic drive that

dramatic work, too, it only inspired an ill-earned

is surely at the heart of this work, in favor of a

tepid response and stands in the shadow of its
earlier counterpart.
The First Symphony found its way onto disc

study of its half-lights and shadows. Admittedly,
concentration on inner voices and detail seeks
out amore lyrically expressive vein than is nor-

very quickly for acontemporary work. Hamil-

mally tapped but, for me (and, it has to be said,

ton Harty and the LSO were to release it on 78s

my opinion runs contrary to that of many of

shortly after its completion. The reissue on LP

my colleagues), the result is weak and effete.

of this pioneering reading some 50 years later
(by London/Decca, on their Enterprise label
414 659-1) reveals Harty fearlessly going for
effect, even though this was often at the expense of good ensemble and intonation, particularly in the "unplayable" wind parts. Arecessed sound that emerges tentatively through
inevitable surface noise does the performance
no favors.

Nevertheless, if it's Walton's Hindemith Variations that you want, the Symphony can be
regarded as agenerous filler.
Sir Adrian Boules 1957 recording has found
its way onto CD via PRT (PVCD 8377, NIXCD
6012 in the UK, coupled with Belshazzar's
Feast), and while it must be dismissed outright
for its poor sonic qualities (the woodwinds

Walton himself made arecording of the work

have to fight to be heard throughout), it's interesting to see just how the work's contempor-

in 1951 with the Philharmonia, whose founder,

aries made sense of it. Boult was to have given

Walter Legge, acted as recording manager. Wal-

its second performance, but achildishly abject

ton was no great conductor, and the performance, despite sonic improvement at its reissue

apology from Walton in February 1934 forced
him to change plans: "There is, Iam ashamed

as part of a3-LP set in 1982 (HMV SLS 5246),

and disappointed to tell you," Walton wrote,
"no hope of my finishing the symphony in

seems rather offhand and lacking in commitment; the composer makes no attempt to point
detail or structural landmarks, the performance

time for its intended performance on March

he was creating probably bearing very little re-

performance to Harty, it will be necessary to

semblance to the one he was hearing in his head.
Coinciding rather unwisely with this reissue

abandon the idea of performing it at the May
Festival." Sorry he undoubtedly was, and mind-

set, EMI issued Bernard Haitink's thoughts on

ful that it was "a rather painful situation" for

the work with the same orchestra (ASD 4091).

him "to live down," but one can only be thank-
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ful that Walton's reputation was sufficient to

when, in December '85, he made another re-

encourage his torchbearers to wait.

cording of the Symphony, this time with the

Boult, as Sir Malcolm Sargent was to do ten
years later (EMI CDM 763269-2), used the pedal

RPO and released on Telarc CD-80125, prior
to RCA's reissue of his '66 performance. This

points in the opening Allegro movement as a

performance didn't live up to its promise, Previn's

binding agent and the insistent, galloping string

views having mellowed over the intervening
years to produce areading of greater breadth,
lower temperature, but ultimately less satis-

ostinati as its power base, rather than permit
them to become adestructive force, which
they most certainly threaten to do in Previn's
hands. Yet, like Previn, Boult encourages bass
and timpani to great effect.

faction.
In 1987, fellow American Leonard Slatkin
presented arecording of the work (coupled

Strangely, Souk's Scherzo—Prestq con mali-

with an exciting Portsmouth Point Overture,

zia—sounds whimsical here, yet, eventually,

Virgin VC 790715-2), which even his record-

he was to refuse to conduct the entire work as
he found this very movement just too mali-

ing company set up as "a real challenge for
Previn's RCA performance." Slatkin himself

cious in its sentiments! Sadly, the recording of

admitted to being pleased with it, as it captured

his beautifully tranquil Andante is just too agon-

the energy and intensity that he was able to

izingly difficult to penetrate, although the
pomp and ceremony of the exciting finale

generate in concert. It certainly has an equally
potent vivacity that is nevertheless held in tight

shines through.

control, but the opening Allegro lacks heart,

In 1966, André Previn committed to disc
what was to become the classic performance
of the work to date (RCA GL 42707). Working

failing to find the expressive qualities that Previn
is able to combine with rhythmic tenacity. Again,
in the Scherzo, there is evidence of amazing

with the London Symphony Orchestra at its
zenith, Previn was able to bring all the weight

control, but this is accompanied by abreath-

of his experience in the world of jazz to bear

swer to this lies in the fact that Slatkin said he

lessness and lack of character. Perhaps the an-

in interpreting the taut syncopations and rhyth-

felt he had captured the "diabolical" nature of

mic complexities of the work. Unlike Boult

the movement. But is this really what it is

(and Sargent, whose exciting if comparatively

intended to express?

safe interpretation with the New Philharmo-

For me, the Andante is spoiled by the flau-

nia was released at about the same time), Previn

tist's wide, intrusive vibrato, but nothing could

had the confidence to let go of the pedal points

equal Slaticin's Finale, from its majestic fanfares

as astructural support and allow the first move-

and vigorous, fiery fugue, to the magical echo

ment to build in more episodic fashion on the

of the Andante and the last chord's undying

strength of its component parts. This is aper-

strength. Ultimately, it is this American who has

formance of bold colors and aggressive detail,

understood and realized the summation of this
movement and its predecessors. The produc-

and there is no let-up in the intensity of its emotions; likewise the Presto, with its spiteful brass

tion of the disc was in the capable hands of

and winds and sharply contrasted dynamics.

Andrew Keener. Some have found its harsh

There is as much malice expressed here as there

edge entirely fitting for the work, while others

is vulnerability of the spirit in the Andante, con

think it aserious detractor from the quality of
the performance. For me, the coolness of the

malincolia, which succeeds in looking below
the veneer of austerity to the wounded emo-

interpretation is amore significant stumbling

tions it hides. But Previn soon snaps us out of

block.
That the LPO had not performed this work

this melancholy mood with amagnificently
forthright Finale that has the inevitability and
climax of atrue last movement.

for 17 years prior to the rehearsals for the re-

RCA recently reissued this wonderful per-

cording with Slatkin is an amazing statistic
when the quality of their playing is taken into

formance on CD (7830-2-RG) and, while it has

consideration. Strangely enough, after so long

ironed out some of the recording anomalies of

in the wilderness, they were to enter the recording studios again with the work in little

the original LP, its clean, lively, and immediate
sound smacks of the characteristic harshness

over ayear, this time with Charles Mackerras

of some digital remastering.
Previn's aficionados had their hopes raised

at the helm, but still with Andrew Keener at the
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ford Town Hall and Keener and his engineers

movement and the vibrant Variations of the

have done an amazing job in capturing its am-

Passacaglia Finale are the characteristics of this

bient dimensions. A more generous distance
has been allowed, and while this enhances
presence, it has also softened the impact of

performance that stay in the mind. The two
discs complement each other; only the record-

what is basically avery sound performance.
Mackerras, like Walton, is less concerned with
drawing attention to structural climaxes; rather,

ing quality of the earlier proves to be any real
disadvantage.
Ashkenazy's Second Symphony cannot be
recommended because of the serious restraints
that the live recording places on the RPO's well-

he goes for aseamless texture that, nonetheless, reveals no lack of detail. His lamenting
Andante is as intensely emotive as Previn's, his

rehearsed, though hampered performance (see

Finale fugue as z.appy as Slatkin's.
Even better, though, is the generous coup-

pink Vol.13 No 10). This disc, released by ASV
(CD RPO 8023) and coupling Oliver Knussen's

ling on this mid-priced disc—Walton's Second
Symphony. The more sensuous, transparent

ten's Serenade for tenor, horn, and strings),

my interview with Andrei Gavrilov in Stereo-

Symphony 3(and astudio recording of Brit-

scoring of this work seems much closer to
Mackerras's heart. In the slow movement and

surely has less to do with the choice and quality

the eighth and ninth Variations of the Finale he
draws from the LSO the most refined yet tenderly expressive playing imaginable.

import of the occasion—Ashkenazy's return to
the USSR after 26 years in exile.
So, my preference for the First Symphony

Mackerras's only real challenge in the Sec-

still lies with Previn's '66 RCA recording, de-

ond Symphony lies with the previously men-

spite its sonic drawbacks. His Second Symphony, too, is very fine, but so is Mackerras's.

tioned EMI Studio disc, which at mid-price
combines Sargent's 1967 recording of the First
Symphony with Previn's 1974 recording of the
Second. But Previn's tone is very different: the
effervescent, mercurial qualities of his first

of program than it has with the greatness and

If you go for all three discs, at least you'll have
three very fine but totally different performances
of the First Symphony to vie for aplace in your
affections.
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THE PRESENCE OF ALIVING PAST
John Crabbe examines the digital reincarnation of
Mercury's pioneering "Living Presence" recordings

I

tis just 40 years since Robert Fine established Mercury Records and issued the

famous Chicago/Kubelik Pictures at an
Exhibition. Although that recording was in

mono, its minimalist microphone technique
and no-compromise approach to dynamics
and equalization were applied to stereo in due
course, leading to astream of Living Presence
LPs. But the discs and pickups of the time were
not always successful in conveying Mercury's
intentions, for the master tapes created difficulties when it came to cutting grooves which
could handle the huge peaks yet remain silent
enough not to obscure pianissimo subtleties.
These days, Telarc and others follow asimilar
recording philosophy, confident that whatever
they come up with will transfer to current
(compact) discs without demur. But in the late
'50s and early '60s the LP medium had to be
pushed to its absolute limits to accommodate
Mercury-style signals, so it seems only fair that
the latter should now be given the benefit of
digital hindsight.
Akey figure both then and now was/is Wilma
Cozart, as Robert Fine's Recording Director in
the 1950s/60s, and as his widow Wilma Cozart
Fine to oversee CD production today. Her involvement provides areassuring continuity,
whereby the Philips/PolyGram organization
which now owns the Mercury label gave her
carte blanche to apply her special brand of perfectionism to the transfer process. The old tube
gear was resurrected and refurbished so that
the tapes and films could be played exactly as
originally intended. Working closely with CD
mastering engineer Dennis Drake, Ms. Fine also
judged sound quality across the old and new
media to ensure that what we hear from the
CDs is as close as may be possible to the archive
recordings.
The items included on the ten CDs comprising this initial release span the period 195664, but in 1961 Mercury changed from conventional half-inch tape to 35mm magnetic film.
The wider tracks, higher speed, and greater stability of this resulted in improved performance
on several fronts, most notably in the matter
of background hiss, which is evident on some
of the tape-originated recordings here, especially if one listens via headphones, which also
Stereophile, March 1991
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reveal occasional traces of hum. Four of the
CDs derive from tapes and six from magnetic
film stock (the latter labeled "35mm"), and a
brief history of Living Presence appears in each

dozen sundry minor arrangers, etc. However,
it happens that Antal Dorati appears on five of
the discs, and as he also spans the full 195664 period and encompasses ten composers, I'll

booklet to set the scene, written by Mercury's

lead off with him.

original Musical Supervisor Harold Lawrence.

In 1962/64 Dorati conducted the London
Symphony Orchestra at Watford Town Hall,

For those interested in how microphones
affect sound quality, the Mercury team used
lèlefunIcen models throughout, asingle central
201 plus an M56 at each L/R wing until 1958,
then three 201s from 1959 on. Although thought

not far from London, in performances of the
Dvorak Cello Concerto, Bruch's Kol Nidrei,
and Tchaikovsky's Rococo Variations, with
Janos Starker as soloist (Mercury 432 001-2,

of by many as "purist," this spaced-omni scheme

film, 63:48). Lacking the acoustic opulence of

is regarded with suspicion by others (myself
included) because of time/phase anomalies

some larger venues, the Watford Hall tends to
be used as a"second best" location for London-

which are avoided with asingle crossed-pair
directional mike. But omnis tend to be superior

sound reasonably spacious it is not in my view

in terms of coloration, and it is doubtful whether the less precise imaging arising from spaced

quite reverberant enough for Dvorák's romantically expansive music. It can also impart a

mikes really matters all that much in practice.

rather "hard" character to an ensemble, which
it does here, although one must take into ac-

Ideally, the center channel would be kept intact
all the way to the listener rather than divided
L/R in the mix, and all stereo listening would
involve equidistant loudspeakers. But we live
in an imperfect world, so I'll simply tackle these
recordings in terms of common-sense listenability.
Although Ionce had afew of these Mercury
recordings on LP, they have long since disappeared, while the rest here are new to me. So
any sonic or musical judgments will be made
afresh, as if these were all new recordings, without losing sight of historical circumstances. A
general look at the batch reveals seven conductors and nine ensembles recorded at ten auditoria in four countries, while the music comes
from some 20 well-known composers, plus a
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based orchestral recordings, and while it can

count that the LSO of that period could be an
extremely brilliant-sounding orchestra, tonally
as well as musically. The cello is placed well forward at the center, though not so close as to
seem impossible, and has asmooth, lightish
quality despite its nearness. Starker's playing
is technically superb and the concerto receives
an attractive (if rather cool) overall performance,
but it is not helped by the assertively bright
orchestral climaxes or by arather silly "mad
rush" finale The Bruch work's more restrained
scoring and the mostly intimate manner of the
Tchaikovsky convey quite different sonic impressions, with some really lovely playing from
Starker in the latter offsetting asomewhat more
diffuse orchestral backcloth in this 1964 item.
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Also from Watford, and recorded with the

Fountains/Pines of Rome (Minneapolis SO,

same orchestra at around the same time as the

1960). Both recordings here employed tape,

Dvorak and Bruch, are the Piecesfor Orchestra
by Schoenberg,
bem, and Berg, plus the lat-

and despite acontinuity of venue for the LSO
pieces these suffer atouch of mushy grain on

ter's Lulu Suite from 1961 (432 006-2, film,
75:53). Bright and clear in the extreme, and
evoking no reservations this time about an
acoustic which hardly needs to be relaxing for

the strings and arather unpleasing texture at
tutti climaxes. Tape hiss also now obtrudes,
encumbered with plopping or bubbling noises
from time to time, presumably asymptom of

such caustic music, these recordings might fool
an uninformed listener into believing that here
we have apan-potted close-miked production.

aging. One certainly sees why the Fine/Cozart
team moved over to magnetic film, for even

Perhaps it's simply that the Second Viennese
School actually used instrumental projection

one realize that pianissimos and ambience have

as acompositional ploy, and to be fair the

ison with the previous items.

without the plops the level of hiss here makes
lost adegree of freedom and ease in compar-

venue does allow some convincingly set-back

Dorati's performances on the LSO half of the

placings when needed. Dynamics are vast, and
here we really do benefit from Mercury's insis-

CD rather lack verve compared with those of

tence that there should be no compression.
Their procedure was to set the recording level
in response to awork's loudest climaxes, played
separately for that purpose, but one suspects
that on occasion things would go "over the
top" during actual performance. That certainly

the coupled Roman tone-poems recorded
three years later in the Northrop Auditorium
at Minneapolis. There is still some tape noise
on these, and alittle bubbling, but my main
reaction was to the poor Northrop acoustic. It
simply sounds altogether too cramped and
dead for such grandiose music The sound pic-

seems to have happened here at the climax of

ture is bright, clear, wide, and full in the bass,

Webern's second piece, as also when Lulu's

but rather too bright at fortissimos, especially
as all but the orchestra's furthest parts excite

famous scream seems to overload, but these are
momentary effects only. Soprano Helga Pilarczyk's voice is centrally placed and sensibly
balanced for its three appearances. But hear this
CD for the brassy raspberries and impressive
dynamic leaps—unless you actually like the
music!
Staying with Dorati, we have two orchestras
on the next disc (432 007-2, tape, 73:02), an allRespighi package divided between The Birds
and Brazilian Impressions (LSO, 1957) and

so little reverberation that one tends to feel "got
at." But in compensation the performances are
excellent, with some particularly loving attention given to the quieter, tender passages (yes,
they do occur in Respighi). Ifound that one
way to compensate for the srnallklead acoustic
is to reproduce an anti-phase signal via rear
loudspeakers ala David Hafier's Dynaquad,
when the sound opens up splendidly. The
finale of "Pines of the Appian Way" is then

..
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TJN on Frederick Fennell,
the Eastman Wind Ensemble,
and the sound of CD vs LP

My collection of old Mercury Living Pres-

and detailed, but can also tilt to the aggres-

ence recordings is not that extensive. Iwas
just beginning my record collecting during
their heyday, and funds were seriously lim-

sive. The dynamics of the original are there
on the CD, and separation seems improved
over the LP. The CD has the better low-end

ited. Irecognized their quality even then—

wallop, though its definitely softer top end

over adecidedly primitive "stereo"—but
they were not my top sonic choice. Of the
recordings available in the early '60s, Imar-

quency transients less incisive.

ginally preferred the somewhat richer sound

But my copy of the LP has afair amount of

of early Decca/London releases. Ihad also

surface noise, providing for fewer distrac-

begun some limited collecting of open-reel

tions on the CD. Philips has, thankfully,

tapes at the time, and most early stereo LPs

made no attempt to eliminate the tape hiss

sounded distinctly threadbare and com-

which is generic to these recordings. The
hiss is quite obvious on the CDs, though I

pressed in comparison. The Mercurys were
definitely leaner than the Londons, and
sometimes more than atrace bright and
"raw" in sound—qualities only partially
due to limitations in early-'60s playback
equipment. But compressed they were not.
There was no denying their appeal. Their
sheer aliveness was aresult of askilled application of straightforward recording tech-

makes the initial impact of those low-freIhave to say that, overall, Iprefer the CD.

had no problem tuning it out, and distinctly
brighter and more "white-noisey" on the
LP, though otherwise no more prominent.
At least we can be thankful that no effort
has been made to Band-Aid the noise in the
originals.
Make no mistake, this initial re-release of
Mercury recordings has been superbly

niques and aminimum of extraneous equip-

done. We can only hope that the same care

ment and "processing." And nothing else

will be given to later re-issues from the cata-

on vinyl could touch their dynamic range.
They stood, with the Decca/Londons, son-

ence recordings have been transferred to

ically head and shoulders above anything

CD. Above all, Ihope that Philips resists the

else being produced at the time. (I was

temptation to muck around with the trans-

log, until all of the important Living Pres-

never afan of early RCA recordings—per-

fers as the re-release continues and different

haps it took better playback equipment for
their worth to be uncovered).

individuals become involved in, and have
control over, the whole process. Iwould

Only one of my original Mercury record-

also love to see new vinyl masterings, but

ings overlaps this initial re-release of Living

won't hold my breath on that one.
For those tempted to compare the Mer-

Presence titles on CD. The Fennell Britisb
Band Classics has always been one of my
favorite Mercurys. Philips has supplemented
the program material in the original LP with

cury LPs and the new CD equivalents and
draw some sort of analog/digital comparisons, don't. There are simply too many

material from another recording (thus the

variables involved, not the least of them

title change); my comments apply primarily

being your choice of playback gear. And let
us not forget that the original LPs were cut

to the material from the original as reprocessed for CD.

from fresh master tapes, the CDs from tapes

The LP is noticeably brighter-sounding
than the CD; crisper and leaner is the most

around 30 years old. Subtleties originally

appropriate description. There is anatural
weight to the CD which the LP cannot

They are, judging from the results of these
CDs, still in astonishing sonic condition.

match. The LP's balance sounds more open

But they are not new.—Thomasj. Norton

Stereophile, March 1991

on those tapes may well be lost to time.
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transformed from loud-but-dead to loud-andglorious.

ers back naturally, with room for the sound to
breathe. And what wonderful performances.

The Northrop venue was also employed for
the earliest recording in this whole batch (1956),

Slcrowaczewski sometimes moves rather slowly,
but never misses any expressive detail in this

when Dorati conducted the Minneapolis orch-

marvelous music. Iwas simply swept off my
feet, and strongly commend this CD. The dy-

estra in aKodály/Bartók program (432 005-2,
tape, 67:53), with a1958 trip to Austria to direct
the Philharmonia Hungarica thrown in for

namics are every bit as wide as one might wish,
and apart from noting some brief touches of

good measure. The cramped acoustic is again
in evidence, compounded on this earlier occa-

grittiness on the violins in the taxing "Death

sion by acuriously bottom-heavy instrumental

Moving to another school-hall for afurther
"35mm" CD with atape-derived filler, we have

balance. It is almost as if one were sitting close
against araised orchestral platform, with the
cellos and basses above and to the right providing avery full-bodied sound, but the general
picture somewhat lacking in HF sparkle. Had
Ibeen listening purely for pleasure the tone
controls would have been tilted accordingly,
and once again the Hafler trick was very effec-

of Tybalt," Ihave nothing negative to say.

Paul Paray conducting the Detroit SO in music
by Ravel and Ibert, recorded at the Cass Technical High School in 1962 (432 003-2, film,
67:38). This has aspacious yet slightly artificialsounding acoustic, but perspectives are satisfactory and my initial impression of something
odd soon faded. The ambience is perhaps not

tive in adding space. But the tape interposes a
particularly bubbly lower-mid background

really quite deep enough for the mysterious
nocturnal spaces in the "Prélude àla nuit" of

here, and while the dynamics and LF are impressive Iwould class this early session as

Rapsodie Espagnole; but more importantly,
the tonal/instrumental balance lacks warmth,

"experimental." Its music comprises Kodály's
Hdry János Suite and Bartók's Hungarian
Sketches and Roumanian Folk Dances, in duti-

lberes Ports of Call are well handled by Paray,
but Icannot empathize with his view of Ravel.

with adegree of harshness at some climaxes.

ful but not very lively performances—in con-

He is too coolly careful for my taste, and uncon-

trast with the filler. Here, Dorati's fellow Hun-

sciously slow at times in Alborado and Pavane.
Also, despite its wide dynamics, La Valse goes

garians, recorded in the Grosse Saal of Vienna's
Konzerthaus, give superbly idiomatic perfor-

awry through wayward tempi. There are some

mances of Kodály's Marosszék Dances and
Dances of Galánta, and are captured on amuch

curiously rough mezzo-forte string passages
here too, while the great orgasmic climax loses

quieter tape. The sound is also hugely differ-

out from alack of LF body. To make amends,

ent, with alighter, brighter balance in amuch

Ravel's un-Ravelian Le Ibmbeau de Couperin
fares better in performance. This was taped in

more open and airy hall. But here, far from the
above suspicion of drooping HF, there's atouch

Detroit's old Orchestra Hall in 1959, and the

of peaky tizz on the strings.

changed venue brings amore full-bodied bal-

Dorati's last appearance comprises just atail-

ance to this much smaller-scale music—but

piece to aprimarily Prokofiev CD: Mussorg-

there's some tape noise here, including bubbles.

sky's A Night on Bald Mountain, recorded
with the LSO in Wembley Town Hall in 1960.

Now across to NY for two tape-based issues
recorded in the Eastman Theatre in Rochester.

Nearer to the center of London than Watford,

Howard Hanson conducts the Eastman-Roches-

this hall has amore reverberant acoustic and

ter Orchestra in his own Symphonies 1& 2

serves the music well, with abig, colorful orch-

(Nordic and Romantic) and Song of Democ-

estral sound to match alively performance. And

racy, with the Eastman School-of-Music Choir
in the latter (432 008-2, tape, 66:40). Here, Ifear,

there's aquiet background despite tape for this
one item on a"35mm" issue devoted mainly
to the two Romeo &Juliet suites (432 004-2,
film, 67:30). These feature Stanislaw Skrowac-

we are back to adead, small-sounding acoustic,
rather like that of the Northrop Auditorium but

zewski conducting the Minneapolis SO, re-

without that venue's compensating fullness of
bass. The Nordic (recorded 1960) is made to

corded in 1962 but this time in the Edison High

sound brash and overbright, generating an urge

School. What arelief this is after the cramped
Northrop Hall. Everything comes alive, with

once again to reach for the tone controls and/or

some real space and perspective to set the play-

not so much weak in itself as lacking the sort
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switch on those rear speakers. The bass seems
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of bottom-octave support provided by agood
hall, although this is certainly granted to the
bass-drum in (iii). The Nordic tapes are quiet,
while the Romantic from two years earlier has
just an innocuously smooth hiss, with no bubbling. Here, perhaps because of adifferent layout (or the M56 mikes?), there seems to be

recorded on tape the year before in the Fine NY
studio. All the performances here are very
good, with athletic but expressive pianism in
the concertos and cool command in the solos.
That said, Imust declare disappointment with
the recorded balance, which brings the piano
up-front to the point of absurdity in the con-

instance, are nicely set back. The effect is cer-

certos. It is wide and dominant, with arelatively weak orchestra partly "hidden." The

tainly not so glaringly overbright as on the Nordic, and Iprefer it. The Song of Democracy

abrightly edgy sound despite being so over-

(1957) brings in some slight mid-frequency tape

shadowed by the soloist, plus some piercing

noise and bubbling, and while the sound itself

fortissimo trumpets at times. However, if one

more space around. The important horns, for

orchestras themselves are somewhat L/R, with

remains very clean, the acoustic is still too dead

ignores the piano the setting is quite pleasantly

—especially for the disappointingly small-

spacious. The NY encores sound excellent,

sounding chorus. I'm not familiar with Hanson's idiom, so cannot judge the performances

with abrightly percussive instrument in astudio framework, while the Moscow solos have

here, but it does strike me that the one-time

an equally viable but more rounded tone-qual-

`American Sibelius" label was rather optimistic.

ity, plus some hall ambience.
That Moscow trip also saw the recording of

The other Eastman CD features Frederick
Fennell's famous Wind Ensemble in British &
American Band Classics (432 009-2, tape,
61:30). Taped in 1958/59 and revealing only a
very gentle hiss despite the high replay levels

Balalaika Favorites at the same venue, featuring the Osipov State Russian Folk Orchestra
under Vitaly Gutov in 14 items (432 000-2, film,
49:30). More of the Bolshoi Hall's acoustic is

demanded by some items, this music seems

in evidence here, but for someone unfamiliar

less fussy about its acoustic setting. It comprises Jacob's William Byrd Suite, Walton's

with massed balalaikas it is difficult to know
quite what the sound should be like.' In daz-

Crown Imperial, and Hoist's Hammersmith

zling array of size, from piccolo to contrabass,

from the Britons, and Bennett's Symphonic

the fingered balalaikas are joined by shepherd's

Songs and Williams's Fanfare &Allegro from
the US, music of such range and variety that

occasional solo plectrum-strummed domes out

horns, accordion, and percussion, with an

Fennell's forces are given ample scope on all

front. The effect is shattering. All the various

fronts. The finale of the Walton is underpinned

sections can be heard at work, with stunning

by the Eastman Theatre's pipe organ in asplen-

virtuosity both in their own departments and

did climax, the Hoist offers some wonderful
contrasts of scale and sonority, and Ican heart-

in total ensemble. But Imust confess that once
I'd jotted down some sonic impressions the

ily recommend the Serenade and Celebration

music took over with avengeance. The blend

from Bennett's Songs as rip-roaring roof-raisers.
Aquite superb collection, and while things do

of swirling gaiety and sad nostalgia had me alternating between smiles and tears, while sev-

sometimes get rather near to the tape's limits,

eral pieces are real fun-pokers. Absolutely not

it's wonderful to have such punchy stereo dy-

to be missed.

namics captured so well all that time ago.
The last two discs are the fruits of apioneer-

ent excellence concerns recorded dynamics;

ing venture in 1962, when the Mercury team
made the first-ever American recordings in the

dard. Although Iparted with my handful of

Soviet Union. Pianist Byron Janis was on tour

Mercury LPs, Ishall certainly be keeping and

there at the time, and joined the Moscow Phil-

replaying five of these CDs: Skrowaczewski's

harmonic and Radio Symphony Orchestras
under Kondrashin and Rozhdesvensky respec-

laika Favorites, Dorati's Roman Respighi (with

tively for the two Liszt concertos, recorded in
the Bolshoi Hall of the Tchaikovsky Conserva-

Hailer), and his Bartók/Kodály CD just for the
sheer idiomatic enthusiasm of the Philharmo-

tory (432 002-2, film, 63:28). These are sup-

nia Hungarica

plemented by seven solo pieces by Liszt, Schumann, Falla, and Guion, three of which were
Stereophile, March 1991

So, avery mixed bag, where the only persistbut the best things here are superb by any stan-

Prokofiev, Fennell's Band Classics, the Bala-

Ilb paraphrase Gary Lamm, "Welcome to Heaven: here's your
harp. Welcome to Hell; here's your balalaika!"
—JA
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audiolechnica

RECORD REVIEWS

RCA's Toscanini Collection—the second release
(p.205).

Bunky Green's Healing the Pain—nary aweak spot
(p. 208).

Classical
P.D.Q. BACH: Oedipus Mr& Other Choral Calamities
Oedipus kr, Classical Rap, Knock, Knock, Birtlatty Ode
to "Big Daddy" Bacb
Professor Peter Schickele, The Greater Hoople Area Off'
Season Philharmonic & The Okay Chorale; Newton
Wayland, conductor
Telarc CD-80239 (Cl) only). Jack Renner, eng.; Robert
Woods, prod. DDD. TT: 64:29

A "Tipper Sticker" on the jewel-box cover
warns that Classical Rap contains "Pathetic,
inane lyrics." A better example of truth in
advertising would be hard to find. Birthday
Ode to "Big Daddy" Bach is aset of polymetric
variations on "Hoch sollst du leben," the German equivalent of our own "Happy Birthday"—
it's intermittently thrilling as five time signatures simultaneously unfurl. Oedipus 7irc itself
is that most tedious sort of cowboy oratorio
(Aria: "Howdy there, I'm Oedipus Tex!")—one
written, as it were, by someone who knows
nothing of country music but what he's learned
from other parodists.
The discerning listener might ask himself
where he might hear music of higher caliber.
Well, almost anywhere, until the third work on
this program, and the only one I'd consider
listening to again: the choral cantata Knock,
Knock, S. 4/
1.
Its recitatives, replete with cleverStereophile, March 1991

nesses verbal and musical, only begin to provide the ample evidences of Prof. Peter Schickdc's compositional talents that culminate in the
delightful fugue to the shaggy-dog text "Transporting young gulls across a staid lion for
immoral porpoises."
In those rare places where lameness of wit is
avirtue highly prized, valued in direct proportion to the amount of abdominal agony revealed by pained rictuses, Oedipus Tex & Other
Choral Calamities might be considered ahigh
offering to Queen Victoria, the patron saint of
weak humor ("We are not ...," etc). Certainly
Telarc has done an astoundingly natural job of
recording; that infamous bass drum's skins can
be heard napping in your listening room even
on abudget high-end system. For aficionados
of old-style sonic spectaculars, there's some
intimately recorded snooker in the foreground
as Prof. Schickele (literally) phones-in his
labored introductions to his attorney's poolhall. Chorus and orchestra are soundstaged
with astonishing verisimilitude, and the ambience
is believably "euphonic" throughout.
But describing a P.D.Q. Bach concert or
recording is like explaining your favorite joke
after it's just bombed. Not as bad (ie, good) as
last year's 1712 Overture & Other Musical
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Assaults. Ithink. If you liked this before, here's
more.
—Richard Lehnert
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 2, Egmont Overture
BRAHMS: Haydn Variations
Sony Classical SMK 46247 (CD only). Bud Graham, eng.;
Mischa Schneider, Thomas Frost, prods. AAMDD. rr
6834
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1& 6
Sony Classical SMK 45891 (CD only). Bud Graham, eng.;
Mischa Schneider, prod. ADD. ri' 68:40
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 4
SCHUBERT: Symphony 5
Sony Classical SMK 46246 (CD only). Bud Graham, eng.:
Mischa Schneider, prod. ADD. Ti': 69:48
All: Pablo Casals, Marlboro Festival Orchestra

These discs are part of Sony's series honoring
the 40th anniversary of the Marlboro Festival.
All of the works—previously unreleased—
were recorded during the summers of 1969 and
'70, when C•gels was anonagenarian and, with
the exception of the Brahms, were produced
in-concert. Viewed solely in terms of Casal's
age at the time, these performances comprise
miracles. Each is stamped by exceptional clarity In part, this results from the relatively small
Marlboro ensemble Only three double-basses
provide support, with aresulting sonority that
is sometimes lean to the point of gauntness.
Thus, save for the more familiar timbres of
modern instruments, these readings suggest
the lightweight tone favored by many authenticists. But only in the Brahms and the fourth
movement of the Beethoven 6does this small
orchestra prove abit undernourished for the
music.
More objectionable in the Brahms is ablandness of style in the first five variations that
deprives them of their inherent contrast. Things
improve considerably with variation VI, but
not enough to rescue the performance Equally
disappointing is the Beethoven 2. Its first movement is distended by atempo so waywardly
slow, the music is virtually reduced to acaricature in which all tension, drama, and wit are
lost. With afirst-movement repeat observed,
the performance of the entire score runs to just
over 40 minutes, abreadth the work simply
cannot sustain. The Egmont Overture receives
the best performance on the disc, but with its
unorthodox, clipped phrasing and cramped,
colorless tuttis, it is far from arecommendable
account.
The two remaining discs in this batch of
releases are another story. The Beethoven 1and
4also feature expansive first movements, but
are enlivened by more sharply drawn accents
and more pointed phrasing. Interestingly, this
1, with its unusually expansive first movement
and lively but unhurried concluding movements, is almost areplica of aversion Casals
Stereophile, March 1991

recorded in 1930.1n contrast, this 4has none
of the breathless scurry of an earlier Casals
recording also dating from about 60 years ago.
Some listeners may well prefer both works
delivered with more brio and tautness, but
both have awit and power that are very much
apart of the Beethoven style, with detail in 4
being especially well-defined. Note, for instance,
Casals's care in clarifying the important bassoon passages in the work's opening and closing movements. And in the outer movements
of both scores, exposition repeats are included.
For many tastes, the prize among these performances may be that of 6. Its first movement
is joyful and colorful, the clarinets of Harold
Wright and Richard Stoltzman lending the
music a virtuosic, rustic piquancy it rarely
attains. The concluding "Hymn of Thanksgiving" is reverential but animated, echoing the
joy of the first movement. Some may find the
"Brook" wanting in requisite flow, but the bite
of the winds and the clarity of inner voices suggest amomentum as compelling as that produced by afaster tempo. Unfortunately, the
small orchestra (as already noted) does sound
abit anemic in the "Storm," and Casals's omission of the essential repeat in the third movement makes it disproportionately short. But
even with this loss (and the absence of arepeat
in the first movement) this "Pastoral" shines
as the work of an exceptionally thoughtful,
sensitive, and uncommonly musical performer.
Equally impressive is the Schubert 5. Here
is arelaxed, lyrical reading, redolent of the
long-admired, pre-World War II recording of
the score made by Beecham. Casals, however,
secures greater color from the orchestra and
proves more closely attuned to the work's harmonic motion. The gorgeously sustained slow
movement, phrased with loving delicacy, is
especially riveting, though its spell is broken
in the coda by adisturbing flaw in the ensemble Still, for those who favor asinging, gemütItch approach to ascore that can also be convincingly played with greater snap and vibrance,
this is aversion well worth investigating. An
exposition repeat is included in the first movement, but not in the finale.
In all three releases the microphone is very
close, neutralizing some of the resonance of
Marlboro's fine hall, but lending the resulting
dry ambience welcome clarity and presence.
Audience noises occasionally obtrude, as do
some "shushes" from Casals when he wants
soft playing. Rather than being bothersome,
however, these add to the sense of occasion.
One technical flaw: the Beethoven 2, contrary
to indications on the jackets, lacks access points
for its last three movements.
Sonically and musically, what is offered here
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has limitations that may restrict the appeal of
these performances. All the same, they preserve
amusical temperament shaped by the 19th century and the work of aman who once admitted that his biggest regret was not having gone
to meet Brahms. Thus, as historical documents,
they are invaluable, and everyone interested in
the history of performance practices should be
grateful to Sony for having released them.
—Mortimer H. Frank
BERLIOZ: Romeo &Juliet, Les Nuits d'Été
Anne Sotte von Otter, mezzo-soprano; Philip Langridge,
tenorjarnes Morris, bass; RIAS Chamber Choir; ErnstSenff Choir; Berlin Philharmonic, James Levine
DG 427 665-2 (2 CDs only). Wolfgang Mitlehner, Cog.;
Wolfgang Mayer, prod. DDD. TT: 2:03:24

Despite impeccable playing from one of the
world's greatest orchestras, recorded with fullbodied but spacious brilliance in Berlin's splendid Jesus-Christus-Kirche, plus Anne Sofie von
Otter to tempt those who collect fine singers
(with Les Nuits d'Été thrown in for good measure), Icannot muster more than intermittent
admiration for this Romeo &Juliet. An inappropriately massive body of low and middle
string-tone brought to bear at tuttis, an overprim correctness of manner adopted by the
semi-chorus in the Prologue, atendency to perform the work as if it were abig Germanic symphony, alack of sharp rhythmic poise—none
of these things makes for idiomatic Berlioz.
But this is the reaction of someone with a
dozen versions on his shelves, and those unfamiliar with the work would no doubt still be
greatly intrigued by its diversity under Levine,
be carried away by the blazing climaxes, entranced by Queen Mab, amazed by the Tomb
Scene, and struck by the many superb instrumental contributions from the Berlin orchestra's principals. Indeed, even this hardened Berliozian has to admit that the quasi-Brahmsian
richness of texture serves the Love Scene's
climaxes very well in atreacly, opulent sort of
way, while the dynamic lift given to the chorus of Capulets as they move from monotone
to melody in the Funeral Procession is certainly
striking—if of doubtful authenticity. Miss von
Otter is effective (though rather cool) in the
potentially very moving strophic verses, and
Philip Langridge provides anicely poised Mercutio, but Ifear that James Morris as Friar Laurence often seems under stress during the
Finale, and is at times notably off pitch. Here,
Denon's Inbal/Frankfurt recording with Robert
Lloyd (reviewed in November) is incomparably better, despite the Berlin venue's reverberant advantage.
As for Nuits d'Été, when the soloist is
allowed to get on with the job without too
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much orchestral support, this is pleasing and
at times very beautiful. But the fullness of tone
employed in R&Jseems to have remained available for the song sessions, and every so often
Levine allows the orchestra to dominate the
proceedings rather than simply provide Berlioz's lovely transparent backing. The massive
climaxes imposed in "Sur les lagunes," for
instance, force Miss von Otter to take an almost
epic, Wagnerian stand, while the opening
orchestral forte to "L'Ile Inconnue" suggests
the start of some gigantic symphonic finale
rather than alightweight, ironic tail to an exquisite (if sometimes passionate) group of songs
about love and lamentation. —John Crabbe
DELIUS: Partsongs
GRAINGER: Folksongs for Chorus, Songs from The
Jungle Book
Simon Halsey, City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra Chorus
Conifer CDCF 162 (CD only). Antony Howell, eng.; Morten Winding, prod. DDD. TT: 54:23

"Found Genius Sea Chanty singing man—I in
Seventh Heaven. Perks." This brief telegram,
arriving near midnight and frightening Rose
Grainger's household some 81 years ago, indicated that her maverick musical son Percy had
come across new songs and asplendid singer
in Dartmouth, Devon, while on aconcert tour.
Some three years before that, in 1905, he had
found equally launchable (though landlubberly) material when visiting Lincolnshire. He
quickly arranged "Brigg Fair" for tenor and
chorus, then showed it to Delius, who asked
and obtained permission to use it as the basis
for his eponymous set of orchestral variations.
Charles Daniels's moving performance with
the CBSO Chorus is alone worth the price of
this enterprising CD.
Those who remember Ken Russell's moving
film about Delius know of the links between
the breezy Australian (whose former home in
White Plains is now partly amuseum) and the
atypical Englishman, awilling exile for most
of his life and, like Grainger, aclose friend of
Edvard and Nina Grieg. Agood idea, then, to
gather together some of the smaller choral
pieces and let us hear what they were up to in
their salad days. Of Delius we have three very
early works written when he was studying at
Leipzig ("six hours aday Composition and
Bach") in 1887 or thereabouts. The texts are in
German but may be translations of Norwegian
poems. "On Craig Dhu" (1907) is anature-poem
evoking impressions of aWelsh mountain-top,
and the music fits the mood perfectly. But why
not mention the author's name? Arthur Symons,
the well-known writer and critic, was as enthusiastic about "Appalachia" as Delius was fond of
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Symons's poetry. The 8-part "Midsummer
Song," on the other hand, does seem to be
anonymous, and both text and texture call for
alighter touch than we have here.
Grainger's songs and shanties cover awide
range of subjects. Besides "Brig,g Fair," there
are other folksong settings from Lincolnshire
("Six Dukes went afishin"), Lancashire ("There
was apig went out to dig"), and the dancelike "1Was down in yon valley" ("The Lost
Lady Found"). To add to the geographical
spread, we have "The Skye Boat Song,"
"Irish 'Rine from County Derry" ("Danny
Boy"), and abluff, bracing "Australian UpCountry Song." later re-masticated in his
"Gumsucker's March." If you think of seashanties as jolly and sassy, try a real tearjerker—"Shallow (a.k.a. Shaller) Brown," one
of the songs Perks got from John Perring, a
"deep-sea sailor" of Dartmouth. Paul Kletzki
used to say to the strings of the Philharmonia
Orchestra: "Cry it!"—but here we have too
many musicians and too few tears. For good
measure there are three songs to texts by Rudyard Kipling, sung with great conviction.
Recorded in achurch in Birmingham, the
chorus sounds inhibited and the acoustic is so
woolly that it's difficult to hear the words,
which are very important. This condition may
suit the wordless pieces, but it severely restricts
the intelligibility of the remainder.
In view of the different character of each
individual item, the best solution would have
been to choose the most suitable ambience in
accordance with the emotions being expressed.
You can't foist on an invisible audience exactly
the same sound for "On Craig Dhu" as for a
barrack-room ballad. True, the dramatic nature
of the latter gains from the participation of
Patrick Wheatley afine baritone; but all in all,
variety in vocal color would have improved
matters considerably. Closer miking is not
impossible.
—Denis Stevens
FRANCK: The Complete Masterworks for Organ
Michael Murray, organ
Telarc CD-80234 (2 CDs only). Jack Rcnncr. trig., Robert
Woods, prod. DOD. IT: 2:28:44
FRANCK: The Organ Works of Cesar Franck
Jean Guillou, organ
Dorian DOB-90135 (2 CDs only). Craig D. Dory, Brian C.
Priers, engs.; Randall Fostvedt, prod. DDD. TT: 2:26:31

In these collections we have two distinct views
on abody of organ works which many consider the only one capable of standing comparison to J.S. Bach's. Perhaps most interesting is
that, despite their differences, both performers
studied with Marcel Dupré, astudent of Alexandre Guilmant, who, as a friend of César
Franck's, reportedly knew exactly how the
Stereophile, March 1991

composer intended these works to sound. So
which of these two very different performers
are we to believe holds the musical Truth?
While Ihave praised Jean Guillou for his
expressiveness and freshness of viewpoint
(Vol.13 No.3), he has come under fire elsewhere
for a purported cavalier treatment of the
printed score. On the other hand, I've found
Michael Murray to be abit ponderous and
obtuse (Vol.11 No.8), though some may consider his playing more tasteful than Guillou's.
In these releases, the two organists approach
amiddle ground, but certainly do not meet in
the center. Guillou, in general, remains the
more extraverted, Murray the more introverted.
Guillou has chosen alarger, more elaborate
instrument (his 101-stop organ of the Church
of St. Eustache vs Murray's 55-stop Cavaillé-Coll
product at St. Sernin), and he wisely exploits
the tone-colors at his disposal, giving principal
melodic lines greater brightness and clarity.
Guillou is Technicolor; Murray is rich sepia
tones. To borrow aliterary analogy, the viewpoint of Guillou is far above the rug, clearly revealing the pattern woven into it. Murray is
closer to the rug, and we have to work abit
harder to discern the figure in it. This is not to
disparage Murray, because he achieves akind
of poetic ambiguity that, Ithink, stands up
slightly better to repeated hearings.
Guillou is also more attuned to the Romantic
tradition of performance practice, with its freer
interpretive range. Murray is more the Classicist, displaying balance and restraint. Most typical of their contrasts in temperament is the
Grande Pièce Symphonique, the forerunner to
other "organ symphonies" by Widor and Vierne
Murray gives us stately repose, while Guillou
comes closer than ever to flamboyance. In
addition, the Fantasy in A finds Guillou with
more drive and momentum, while Murray
adopts arepose, giving contrasting sections a
homogeneous consistency.
But in certain pieces, the two do something
of aflip-flop. Pièce Héroïque, for instance, finds
Guillou suppressing the driving pulse of the
music and Murray accentuating it, sounding
much more béroïque. In the three great chorales,
Murray again paints with amore vivid brush,
while Guillou takes amore solemn approach.
These are exceptions, however.
It is fitting that the recorded sound complements the interpretive leanings of each artist.
The Donan team captures Guillou in alivelier
acoustic with avery solid, deep image. The
brighter tone colors are very vivid and the
focus sharp. Telarc presents Murray in amore
reverberant soundfield, also with avery welldefined image but one that is larger and more
enveloping. Murray's melodic lines are more
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deeply embraced by the accompanying chords
in arich amalgam of sound. For the audiophile
in search of a"sonic spectacular," the choice
of the Dorian collection is rather easy. There
is slightly more of ayou-are-there, hackleraising reality, and the strength of the deep bass
is truly of the plaster-cracking variety. Even
through my Magneplanar 2.5/Rs, not noted for
their overpowering low-bass response, pedal
notes are absolutely foundation-shaking. The
'Marc discs don't even come close in this regard.
Choosing between these releases on amusical basis is not so easy. Guillou is fresh and vivacious. Murray offers patrician restraint and marvelous taste. The former makes the music alive
and immediate, but Ithink the latter will prove
to render it more durable. —Robert Hesson
GLUCK: Ipirigénie en Aulide
Jose Van Dam, Agamemnon, Anne-Sofie von Otter,
Clytemnestre; Lynne Dawson, Iphigénie; John Aler,
Achille; Gilles Cachemaille, Calchas; others; Montt-verdi
Choir, Orchestre de l'Opéra de Lyon, John Eliot
Gardiner
Erato Musifrance 2292-45003-2 (2 CDs only). Yolanta
Skura, recording supervisor. DOD. TT: 2:12:50

This is amarvelous reading of Gluck's notaltogether-satisfying opera. Iphigénie does not
become a dramatic entity until about 45
minutes have gone by, so the listener must be
content with Classicism at its best for awhile.
But when real passions take over and the temperature goes up, we have aterrifically exciting opera to enjoy.
This is the Gluck opera which Wagner
deemed worthy of his fiddling with in 1847,
and arecording of that version was once available (RCA ARL2-1104). I've always found it
bloated (and, granted, it was aparticularly ponderous performance), so it's ajoy to have this
original version available. That said, I'm amazed
that John Eliot Gardiner opted for areading on
modem, rather than period, instruments, which
this opera cries out for. Nonetheless, his interpretation is full of bounce, energy, and rhythmic
verve, and the Lyon forces play with great polish and passion. Some tempi are on the abnormally quick side, but they never undercut the
drama.
The soloists are no less good. The music is
not easy, but Gardiner has assembled afine
group of singers, steeped in the style. José Van
Dam's Agamemnon is regal, and he reads the
words with power. His scene and aria which
close the second act are suitably epic. The
already ubiquitous Anne-Sofie Von Otter (has
any young singer in memory recorded so much
so fast?) makes much of Clytemnestre's music,
but Ihave afeeling that aslightly heavier voice
would have been more effective. John Aler's
Achille is magnificent: ferociously strong and
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manly, despite his basically light voice. And
Lynne Dawson brings authority and anicely
focused sound to 1phigénie's music. The rest
of the cast, to the smallest role, is ideal.
The sound is rich and clear, with enough
transparency to hear many of Gluck's inner harmonies, and the voice-instrument balance is
just right. In short, if Iphigénie is your cup of
tea, this set fills the bill handsomely.
—Robert Levine
GLUCK: Orpbée et Eurydice
Anne-Sofie von Otter, Orphée; Barbara Hendricks,
Eurydice; Brigitte Fournier, Amour; Monteverdi Choir,
Orchestre de l'Opéra de Lyon, John Eliot Gardiner
EMI CDS 749834 2(2 CDs only). Main Duchemin, prod.
ODD. T'T: 88:36

Yet another recording of Gluck's masterwork?
Well, in away—this is the 1859 Paris version
orchestrated and arranged by none other than
Berlioz, though afew numbers recorded here
(the Act 3 trio, for example), composed by
Gluck at different times, were not included by
Berlioz in 1859 for dramatic reasons. So it's a
hodge-podge of sorts, but that's not its problem.
Anne-Sofie von Otter is the eponymous hero
in this version, which was reworked for the
great Spanish singer Pauline Viardot. Von Otter
is amarvelous singer with abeautiful voice, and
she has the technique to sing the fiendishly difficult bravura aria which Gluck added in 1774
and which Viardot embellished to apoint of
hysteria in 1859. (We get the Viardot embellishments too.) Barbara Hendricks is a lovely
Eurydice, making much of the text, and Brigitte
Fournier is alilting Amour. The chorus and
orchestra sing and play magnificently for John
Eliot Gardiner.
The problem is that this set can't compare
in depth of feeling or interpretation with any
of the other available recordings, particularly
not the one on Capriccio of the 1762 alto castrato version (sung by acountertenor) which
Ireviewed in Vol.13 No.8. Here it's as if the
whole cast—Gardiner included—had approached
the score with afeather—they tickle the surface. Don't get me wrong—this is avery beautiful reading; there's not an objectionable note
in the whole performance. It's simply cold and
detached, sort of the way one expects Gluck
operas to sound. So if you're interested in fine
singing and playing alone (in magnificent, rich
sound, by the way), then this is for you; if you
expect to be moved by agreat work, look elsewhere.
—Robert Levine
HANDEL: Flavin
Jeffrey Gall, Flavio; Derek Lee Ftagin, Guido; Lena
Damns, Emilia; Bernarda Fink, lbadata; Christina Brigman, Vitige; Gianpaolo Fagotto, Ugone; Ulrich Messthaler, Lotario. Ensemble 415, Rene Jacobs, dir.
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Harmonta Mundi (France) HMC 901312.13 (2 CDs only).
Dr Thomas Gallia, eng. DOD. TT: 2:35:38

It's ajoy to hear how the great Baroque composers and librettists were able to make so
much of so little. Indeed, Handel's Flavio fits
the delightful description Irecently heard
applied to Baroque opera—not much plot, but
plenty of arias. Flavio is not the best known of
the composer's works by any means; the
learned annotator Winton Dean attributes this
to the peculiarly Italianate mixture of comedy
and tragedy which it contains. Indeed, of the
two main plot lines, the first, involving the love
between Guido and Emilia, contains major
tragic elements: Guido kills Emilia's father, then
implores his beloved to "finish the vendetta"
by killing him. The second plot thread concerns the triangle between Teodata and Vitige,
the young lovers, and the lustful King Flavio,
and is far lighter in tone. In fact, the noble Flavio is so willing to see the object of his desires
married off to another that one is inclined to
question the number of Lady Macbeth's offspring and wonder what happens at the court
of Lombardy after the operatic finis. (This is
essentially the entire plot, which is played out
over 21
/
2 hours of glorious singing.)
To Winton Dean's observations, Iwould like
to add my own, which is that Vitige and Teodata, unlike any 18th-century operatic couple
Ican readily think of, have engaged in admitted
pre-marital sex before the opera even begins.
Could this have upset the sternly licentious
audience of Handel's day?
At any rate, this recording proves Flavio to
be well worth arevival. René Jacobs has assembled amarvelously balanced cast, and Chiara
Banchini's Ensemble 415 (with some augmentation) plays beautifully for him. In particular,
his use of the continuo is very imaginative, contrasting the tone of lute and harpsichord. His
singers provide any number of lovely moments.
Iheard countertenor Jeffrey Gall quite recently,
as asplendid Polinesso in Ariodante; here he
surpasses himself, using the transition between
head and chest voices (perhaps the most difficult trick in the countertenor's trade) to very
good effect. Derek Lee Ragin is equally fine in
the other countertenor role (originally, of
course, sung by castrati), and tenor Gianpaolo
Fagotto is suitably forceful and self-righteous
in the first-act Fato tiranno. Lena Lootens is
fine as the woman torn between father and
lover, and Ihope she will forgive me for hearing
some of her arias in Emma Kirkby's voice.
Christina Hiigman and Bernarda Fink make a
lovely couple (Vitige was atrouser role from
the beginning), even if Ragin and Fink get the
big duet (the exquisite "Deh perdona").
Stereophile, March 1991

Once again, the period-instrument movement has rendered a service to lovers of
Baroque music—without such amovement,
Idoubt we would have arecording of this
opera at all. And incidentally, if you have not
listened to Baroque instruments for awhile,
having been understandably put off by wayward intonation at the beginning of the revival
(as someone said to me, you had to kind of
imagine what note they were playing), you
would do well to try again.
The sound here is very good for asmallopera recording. No exaggerated stage effects
are attempted, and balance between singers
and orchestra is well-managed throughout.
Instrumental definition is excellent, with the
basses particularly fine. Ithink the lute may
have an accent mike, but it's tastefully handled
(digital delay?). Recommended, even if you are
unfamiliar with Handelian opera.
—Les Berkley
MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde (piano version)
Brigitte Fasshaender, mezzo; Thomas Moser, tenor;
Cyprien Katsaris, piano
itIdec 2292-46776-2 (CD only). Jorg Ritter, prod.; Christian Feldgen, eng. DUD. TT: 60:38

Mahler scored both orchestral and piano
accompaniments for most of his songs, so it
comes as no surprise that he intended to publish aversion of Das Lied von der Erde for
voices and piano. His piano score, little known
for 80 years, has surfaced, and this CD is its first
recording.
Stephen E. Hefling, editor of the newly published score, provides in his notes for the disc
an overview of Das Lied's genesis in orchestral
and piano forms. As Hefling points out, though
the piano version is acompleted work, ready
to perform, there are substantial differences
both in words and music from the familiar
orchestral symphony. He speculates that Mahler set aside the piano version after learning of
his serious heart condition: with perhaps precious little time left to live, it was best to devote
that time to working on Symphonies 9and 10.
As we now know, Mahler's time did indeed run
out, and the piano version was never brought
into concordance with the orchestral.
The differences are apparent. The titles of
two songs are altered. Athird title has changed
gender; the Lonely One of the second song is
feminine: "Die Einsame im Herbst" in the
piano score, compared with "Der Einsame" in
the orchestral. Idon't have acopy of Bethge's
original translation from the Chinese, so cannot
say whether loneliness was personified as a
woman in Mahler's score. Iam more interested
that Mahler used the masculine form in the
work he finally published—this coincides with
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his changing "your flickering lamp" to "my
flickering lamp" in the same song. Others are
welcome to form different conclusions, but
these small changes seem to me measures to
personalize the text taken by an artist conscious
of the imminence of his own death. Another,
drastic textual discrepancy changes alittle of
the sense of "Der Abschied": the wanderer
speaks scornful words of farewell at the very
point where the rapturous passage "0 Schünheft! O ewigen Liebens, Lebens trunk'ne Welt!"
appears in the familiar version. (At least the
words are scornful if Itranslate correctly—
more on this later.)
As to performance: Katsaris's piano playing
is dexterous and big, sustaining ample color
through even the most orchestrally conceived
sections of the work's outer movements. It may
outdo even his famed recordings of the Beethoven symphonies in Liszt's piano arrangements.
Where the music is less extravert, as in the four
inner movements, Katsaris assumes an art-song
scale which these more intimate pieces take on
readily.
If only the singing were so good. Moser's tenor
is dull and brittle, breaking up at anything
approaching loud volume. Fassbaender is alittle better, but conveys little of the heart's-depth
sorrow to which this music is pendant.
This piano Lied is an interesting issue, but dispensable, perhaps even for the Mahler specialist. Other recordings with better singing are
bound to supersede it.
One last complaint about the production:
while the booklet prints the German lyrics from
the piano score, they are not translated into any
other language. Instead, Teldec footnotes them
with the changes, again in German, which Mahler
applied for the final orchestral version. Tèldec also
reprints complete English and French uanslations
of that orchestral version. It is hard to imagine
anyone who buys this CD not having at least one
it-cording of the orchestral Lied containing similar
translations, so their presence here is redundant.
Listeners who cannot read German are left not
knowing the meaning of Mahler's earlier words.
The lack of translations also reinforces the impression that Teldec hurried its disc to market
to win for it the title of World Premiere Recording, which it emblazons on its cover, and
would indeed seem to be its major virtue.
—Kevin Conklin
SCHUBERT: Lieder
Robert White, tenor; Graham Johnson, piano
Virgin Classics VC 790730-2 (CD only). TT: 65:19
HANDEL: Arias
Robert White, tenor; City of London Baroque Sinfonia;
Ivor Bolton, cond.
Virgin Classics VC 790796-2 (CD only). TT: 70:34
Botts: Roy Emerson, prod.; Mike Ross:ftevor, ens. DDD.
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Since his 1977 recording debut (RCA Victor),
Robert White's albums have been hailed for
sensitive, musicianly performance rather than
for sheer voice. Inspired by the late John
McCormack, afamily friend, White initially
seemed bent on trying to follow in McCormack's footsteps, especially in regard to the
Irish and Victorian song repertoires: an impeccable, if not impossible, quest. Intrinsically,
White's eminently listenable tenor, acultivated,
resilient instrument, just doesn't radiate the
beauty and sensual sheen of his idol's Olympian voice Nor has he developed acomparable,
larger-than-life vocal personality and aura. His
strength as a performer is centered in an
accomplished musical intellect that appears to
be on ahigher, more sophisticated plane than
that of McCormack.
Notwithstanding this comment, his Schubert
recital—which, prima facie, should have been
exceptional—is adistinct letdown. Recorded,
possibly, on an off-day, the voice sounds grainy,
dry, and, not infrequently, white—no pun
intended, the reference is to voce bianca. Possibly the relatively low keys place too much
emphasis on the least attractive part of White's
range. However, of even greater negative significance is his low-energy, prosaic interpretive manner which renders many of these
supremely uplifting songs earthbound. With
an inflexible, metronomical, rhythmic approach
allied to arestricted color palette, he sings all
the words and musical notes, but fails to convey
either verbal or musical poetry. Someone once
wrote, "Nothing in music is so fresh and spontaneous as Schubert's songs." Obviously the
writer hadn't heard this CD!
Even such charming and popular ballads as
"Frühlingsglaube," "Die Forelle," and "An die
Musik" sound torpidly pedestrian here. Yet
there are glimpses, in"Im Frühling" for instance,
of what might and should have been. The
piano accompaniments, masterfully played,
provide the kind of support that White obviously required and, therefore, don't relieve the
jejune artistic mood.
The switch from the Schubert to the Handel
epitomizes the proverbial night-to-day awakening. Confronted with the technically more difficult Handelian vocal lines, White's tenor triumphs with freshe; more vibrant, even youngersounding potency. It's almost an eyeopener to
read in the notes that both CDs were recorded
in the same month (with afew of the Schubert
songs, not identified, taped ayear earlier).
In top form in the Handel, the American
tenor—who sounds very English—displays
exemplary breath control enabling him to perform virtuosic runs, roulades, trills, and ornamentation while maintaining admirably even tonal
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emission. With meaningful, clear enunciation,
he is also relatively free of those intrusive
aspirates that so annoy many English critics.
The voice, then, is estimably produced,
applied, and recorded. However, it is the
singer's masterly understanding of the composer's particular idiom that raises this disc to
the apex of my preferred list of Handel vocal
recordings. In the prevailing scramble for
authenticity in baroque performing practice,
some singers and their advisers go overboard
and produce largely exhibitionist embellishments. White, who has taught medieval, renaissance, and baroque music history at the Manhattan School of Music, employs restrained,
idiomatic, appealing decorations. In the da
capo repetitions, for example, they are authentically realized and imaginatively performed
with skill and conviction.
Sacrilegious it may be to McCormack idolators—including, probably, White himself—but
White's singing of the Semele aria, "0 sleep,
why dost thou leave me?" seems even more
validly interesting than the justly revered
McCormack 78 classic. To single out just one
gem from this sparkling collection may seem
invidious, but the comparison is worth noting
as the McCormack has been the unchallenged
recording of this aria since it first saw the light
of day over 70 years ago.
Despite afew, very few, occasions when Ifelt
that alittle more dynamic variation would have
increased expressivity, this is an exceptional collection of Handelian music making.
The excellent orchestra and conductor provide
superb complementary collaboration, as do
the sonics and artistic ambience.
Schubert, no! Handel, emphatically, yes!
—Bernard Soli
DIANE THOME: New Music
Opus One 136 (LP only). Gane Louie, recording cng.;
Robert Austin, tape mg. AAA. TM 37:16

Along with hosts of other composers who
grew up under the spell of Schoenberg and
Webern, University of Washington faculty
member Diane Thome has more recently chosen to write music that is closer to the romantic
than the abstruse. Not that—as is commonly
misunderstood—the use of serial principles
necessarily leads to music that is unfathomable
except to the cognoscenti, or that is, for that
matter, atonal. But it most often turns out that
way. In part due to adesire to communicate
with awider public, agrowing number of composers have left the serial rubric to explore terrain that is freer, more sensuous, often exotic,
and less formally rigorous.
The shift does not mean that skilled composers have forsaken hard-learned craft in the
process, and in the works included here Ms.
Stereophile, March 1991

Thome—who received aPh.D. in composition
from Princeton and has since garnered numerous awards and commissions—displays agood
measure of craft as well as art. The success of
the wedding is most potently felt in Ringing
Stillness, Pearl Light, a 13-minute piece for
acoustic piano (performed by the composer)
and taped electronic or electronically processed
sounds.
The fusing of traditional instruments with
electronics is, of course, not new. But here the
mix is carried out with notable ingenuity and
skill. Decidedly more Debussian than Schoenbergian (there's even afleeting quote from
Claim de Lune), the score is marked by luminescent colors, interesting timbral combinations,
and images that play off one another like a
sonic kaleidoscope. But below this surface
charm is music made with great care; those
who wish to ponder deeper levels of construction will not be disappointed.
Ifind the other works less compelling and
often too dependent on repetitive rhythmic
and melodic figures. Veils is all electronic, and
for most of its nearly seven minutes features
organ-like oo-wah sounds used in rather predictable ways. The best is saved for last—an all
too brief coda that transports the listener to
chilling, subterranean depths. Stepping Inward
is achamber piece for oboe doubling English
horn, viola, and aplucked-string contingent
of mandolin, guitar, and harp used mainly for
accompaniment. The mood is pervasively tender and lyrical, with melodic inflection that is
frequently Spanish in flavor. Levadi (Alone) is
conceived for soprano and taped electronics
to apoem of Chaim Nachman Bailik. The voice
part—sympathetically realized by Montserrat
Alavedra—is decidedly mid-Eastern and is
bathed in the florid ornamentation of cantonal
song. The taped sounds, on the other hand, are
overly busy and veer toward the impressionistic and generic modern. The two elements are
not particularly synergistic, and despite moments
of intensely expressed emotion, Thome's setting does not exhibit agreat deal of invention,
nor does it stray very far from traditional models.
The recorded sound of the only all-acoustic
piece (Stepping Inward)is fine, if not outstanding in terms of presence or the representation
of instrumental timbres. The concept and engineering of Ringing Stillness, Pearl Light
deserves special mention, however. There is
little of the artificiality one so often encounters in the mixing of live instruments with
taped electronics, and the overall impression
is one of areal performance in which all the
"players" are seated in the same space working together on equal terms.
—Gordon Emerson
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Classical Collections:
More RCA Toscanini
Audio

DVORÁK: Symphony 9
KODÁLY: HciryJános Suite
SMETANA: The Moldau
Arturo Toscanini. NBC Symphony (1953 recording, 1947
broadcast, & 1950 recording)
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60279-2-RG (Vol.24) (mono CD
only). Lewis Layton, Fred Lynch. engs.; Richard Mohr,
prod.; Nathaniel S. Johnson, supervisor; David Satz,
reissue eng.; John Pfeiffer, reissue prod. ADD. TT 71:48
STRAUSS, R.: Don Quixote, Op.35, lbd und Verkliirung, Op.24
Arturo Toscanini. NBC Symphony; Frank Miller (cello),
Carlton Cooky (viola). Daniel Guilet (violin). In Don
Quixote (1953 broadcast. 1952 recording)
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60295-2-RG (Vol.30) (mono CD
only). Lewis Layton. eng.; Richard Mohr, prod.;
Nathaniel S. Johnson. supervisor; David Satz, reissue
mg.; John Pfeiffer. reissue prod. ADD. TT: 64:32
RESPIGHI: Pines of Rome; Fountains of Rome;
Roman Festivals
Arturo Toscanini, NBC Symphony (1953. 1951, & 1949
recordings)
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60262-2-RG (Vol.32) (mono CD
only). Lewis Layton. eng.; Richard Mohr, prod.; Arthur
M. Fierro, supervisor; William C. Lacey. reissue vv.;
John Pfeiffer, reissue prod. ADD. TT 5955
STRAUSS, J.: An der scbiinen, blauen Donau
Tritsch-Tratsch Polka; works by Waldteufel, Leopold
Mozart, Suppé, Ponchielli, Paganini, Bach, WeberBerlioz. Glinka
Arturo Toscanini, NBC Symphony (1939-52 recordings
& broadcasts)
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60308-2-RG (Vol.40) (mono CD
only). Nathaniel S. Johnson. supervisor; Marian Conaty.
David Satz. reissue engs.; John Pfeiffer, reissue prod.
ADD. TT: 72:05
BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto, Piano Concerto 3
Arturo Toscanini. NB(: Symphony: Jascha Hefetz (violin),
Arthur Rubinstein (piano) (1940 recording. 1944
broadcast)
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60261-2-RG (Vol.41) (mono CD
only). Arthur M. Fierro, supervisor; JoaquinJ. Lopes,
William C. Lacey, reissue engs.; John Pfeiffer, reissue
prod. ADD. TT: 71:00

RC.A/BMG's second Toscanini release continues
to maintain, at least in part, the level established
by that company in resurrecting the classic,
commercially-made performances of one of
the great conductors of our era. To take the
audio material first, the majority of these
interpretations, with their riveting dynamism,
extraordinary instrumental clarity and immaculate shaping of materials may indeed be
described as legendary, even where alternate
views might have their valid points. Among the
present releases, the Richard Strauss disc, especially for its expressive and expansive Don
Quixote, is astandout. So is the vital and touching (the slow movement) "New World" Symphony. The Beethoven Violin Concerto of
1940, when first issued as a78 album, featured
adiamond on its cover; in its present form, it
has one of Robert Huplca's wonderful photoStereophile, March 1991

graphs of Toscanini, as does the whole series,
but the jewel analogy surely can remain. It is
an eloquent, classic account, magnificently
rendered by Heifetz with thoroughly integrated
orchestral support from Toscanini (those wishing to hear asonically more satisfying performance can be directed to Heifetz's later
Munch/BSO collaboration, but they will miss
what Toscanini was able to bring to the music).
Rubinstein, live in 1944 and very closeup
with ashallow-sounding piano in the Third
Concerto, is an interesting fillup, aremarkably
exciting rendition of the piano part but one that
idiomatically is more suited to Schumann than
to Beethoven. Toscanini 's classic accompaniment, more detailed than on the original 78
release, is on the highest level.
The three Respighi tone poems have long
been identified with the conductor, and all
three without question are superb performances. The Fountains and Pines, however,
are also somewhat disappointing for their lack
of mellowness and openness. Unfortunately
only marginally superior to RCA RCCD-1010,
the inadequate 1985 Japanese predecessor of
this coupling, the newer disc is still plagued by
shrillness and even distortion at climaxes. Surprisingly, the oldest recording, least satisfactorysounding in its initial LP releases, is Roman Festivals, here sounding better than expected.
One wonders whether RCA/BMG, regardless
of whether or not all original materials had survived (and some obviously did not), might not
somehow have produced, if not akinder, gentler CD, at least one that did not cause one to
wince at its most constricted moments (the
opening of Pines, second part of Fountains).
Death and »ansfiguration on the all -Richard
Strauss disc has equally unpleasant moments,
as do the concluding pages of the "New World"
(the Kodály and Smetana are more satisfactory).
Apeculiar hodge-podge of mostly popular
classics (such as the Poet and Peasant Overture, Skaters Waltz, Blue Danube, lkitscb7katscb Polka, Paganini Moto Perpetuo, and
Bach Air from the Third Orchestral Suite) is the
one disc out of this release with the most variable recording ambiences, ranging from the
excessively dry Suppé of 1943 in Studio 8-H to
an almost Chandos-like, contemporary distant
miking for the Johann Strauss of 1941-42 in
Carnegie. Performance-wise, least good is the
Glinka, raucous (in sound as well) and not
always precise, and the Leopold Mozart (né
Haydn) Toy Symphony, which to my taste is too
tight and unsmiling. Best in all respects, sound
included, is the Ponchielli Dance of the Hours.
There's agood deal to enjoy here, but the Ponchielli, to my mind, is worth the price of the
whole disc.
— Igor Kipolle
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Video
WAGNER: Orchestral Excerpts
Lobengrim Prelude to Act 3; Tannbauser: Overture and
Bacchanale; Siegfried Forest Murmurs; Giaterdammerung: Siegfried's Rhine Journey; Die Walkiite Ride
of the Valkyries
Arturo Toscanini, NBC Symphony (NBC telecast of
3/20/48)
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60333-6-RG (Vol.» (I mono Laserdisc). Charles Grey, eng.; Don Gillis, original prod.; Hal
Keith, original dir.; John Pfeiffer, reissue prod. ADD.
TT: 5407
BRAHMS: Symphony 1
WEBER: Euryantbe Overture
Arturo Toscanini, NBC Symphony (NBC telecast of
1/23/51)
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60337-6-RG (Vol.6)(1 mono Laserdisc). George Mathes, eng.; Don Gillis, original prod.;
Doug Rodgers. original dir.; John Pfeiffer, reissue prod.
ADD. Ti': 56:02
DEBUSSY: Nuages & Fêtes
FRANCK: Rédemption
ROSSINI: William Tell Overture
SIBELIUS: En Saga
Arturo Toscanini, NBC Symphony (NBC telecast of
3/15/52)
RCA Victor Gold Seal 60335-6-RG (Vol.8) (1 mono Laserdisc). George Mathes, audio eng.; Don Gillis, original
prod.; Kirk Browning, original dir.;Jotui Pfeiffcr. reissue
prod. ADD. TT: 55:48

The all-Wagner program of 1948 was the first
of the ten Toscanini telecasts. Musically it is
quite stunning and fascinating to watch as well,
even though the work of the three (!) cameras
is hardly flawless. Because no camera rehearsal
was feasible, wrong instruments are sometimes
shown (this was in the days before the late Jordan Whitelaw of WGBH set the tone for symphonic telecasts), and there are moments of
washed-out and fuzzy images. Nonetheless, the
picture is mainly on Toscanini (as opposed to
the Weber/Brahms), and, at least for amusician
or avid music lover, the result is tremendously
interesting. One cannot help but be caught up
in the intensity that one hears—and sees. The
advantage, of course, is that one views the conductor's expressive gestures and cues, sharing
his overriding passion from the vantage that
only the men of the orchestra could observe.
A very classically conceived, not very expansive Brahms Symphony 1makes up the bulk
of the second disc; it, too, is mesmerizing, even
though there are more appealing Brahms Firsts
to be heard from Toscanini. Visually, the TV
direction spends more time on the men of the
orchestra, not always appropriately, and there
are the usually shaky, occasionally fuzzy
moments. Poorest of all, visually, is the mixed
Debussy/Franck/Rossini/Sibelius program, but
what aprogram that is! Sporting anew haircut
and looking remarkably youthful, at least at the
outset (by the end he is noticeably tired), the
conductor, just ten days short of his 85th birthStereophile, March 1991

day, presents to my mind the most satisfying
telecast program yet available. The repertoire,
of which only the Rossini produced commercial recordings from Toscanini, is performed
with enormous momentum and excitement.
Imagewise, however, there are some severe
lighting and exposure problems, as well as a
lack of sharpness and detail. Still, this is atelecast where the camera is almost always on the
conductor. For the sake of those amazing head
shots, discernible even in spite of the technical limitations, and for the superb program, this
is the laser disc—at least so far—that Iwould
want most to watch and play for friends.
Soundwise, things tend to be overly bright,
already apparent in the stressed sibilants of the
opening spoken announcements. The microphone pickup, especially for winds, tends to
be tight, something that occurs even in Carnegie Hall, as in the second and third laserdiscs.
Lower instruments emerge effectively, but
there is agrainy quality to the strings plus an
unpleasant shrillness at many climaxes. Brasses
invariably tend to be raucous; in fact, Ifound
a6dB treble cut to he mandatory throughout
all three laserdiscs. Of the three , ol.8 (Debussy,
etc.) has the fullest sound. One wishes that the
production could have minimized these negatives through more effective (but not drastic)
EQing. In sum, for both audio and video, these
three one-sided discs are for the most part
extraordinary experiences. Yet one wonders
whether, in reproductive terms, all has been
done technically that could have been done.
—Igor Kipnls

Show Musk
FREDERICA VON STADE: My Funny Valentine:
Songs by Rodgers & Hart
Frederica von Stade; John McGlinn, London Symphony
Orchestra
EMI CDC 754071 2(CD only). Simon Woods, prod.: John
Kurlander, eng. DDD. TT: 69:14

In areview of Frederica von Stade's pop album
conducted and arranged by Jeremy Lubbock
(Flicka: Another Side of Frederica von Stade,
CBS MK 44609, Vol.13 No.11), Iexpressed reservations about the selection of songs and the
arrangements, suggesting that she find adifferent conductor/arranger to work with. Well, von
Stade has taken my advice; the evidence is the
present recording. (Let's not quibble about the
fact that this recording was actually made
before my review.) What adifference! The
songs are an amalgam of standards ("My Funny
Valentine," "Bewitched, Bothered, and Bewildered," "Where Or When," "Falling in Love
with Love") and obscurities (eg, "Now That I
207

soprano sax solo and contains several lonely,
Know You," described in the liner notes as "a
angular, and pensive passages. This composifirst recording of atotally unknown song") by
tion is, in turn, followed by arendition of the
Rodgers and Hart, featuring the original
aptly chosen ballad, "Who Can I'him To,"
arrangements, mostly by Hans Spialek. Under
which casts Childs's warm piano, Davis's soft
John McGlinn's sensitive direction, von Stade
bass, and Penland's brushes as acushion to
sounds as if she's been singing these songs all
her life—no hint of aslumming opera diva
Green's alto. The same could be said for
"You've Changed." Each is startlingly exquisite.
here! With numbers as well-known as some of
Not that the entire session is low-keyed or
these, memories of other singers' renditions
melancholy. Cole Porter's "I Concentrate on
are bound to intrude (eg, Judy Blazer's "My
Funny Valentine," from the recent Babes In
You" stands as an upbeat classic. Here, Green's
alto rekindles thoughts of David Murray's origArms, New World NW 386-2, remains my
inal composition, "Ming's Samba." And "Wild
favorite), but von Stade is consistently delightful. My only criticism is generic, and may be a Life" and "Seashells," two Green originals,
function of my limited attention span: 17 songs
move decisively in near-frenetic fashion, the
by the same composers, sung by the same
altoist pushing not only himself, but also his
trio, particularly Davis and Penland, who work
singer, is rather more than Ican take in one sitting, no matter how wonderful the music and
pianoless for extended periods.
how talented the singer. It's abit like being conThese pieces do, however, radically contrast
fronted with apastry trolley full of goodies:
"Radio Theme, Love Theme" and the brief
much as Ilike desserts, Iwon't have more than
(1:25) "Love Theme—Reprise," which closes
one or two (all right, maybe three or four) at a the set; unmistakably, they serve as three
introspective soprano outings. Both "Loves,"
time. With this caveat, and assuming that you
like your pastries created with alight touch, My
like the aforementioned "Walter's Theme,"
open with unaccompanied contemplative
Funny Valentine is highly recommended.
Good sound, and agreat cover picture.
solos, lines delicately softened by injecting
—Robert Deutsch
Childs's electric piano and Penland's brushes.
The calming "Radio," like each of producer Ed
Bland's four contributions, originally aired in
a1989 PBS presentation of Raisin in the Sun,
an endeavor that featured Green's work and
BUNKY GREEN: Healing the Pain
fortuitously led to this session.
Bunk) Green, alto & soprano sax. Billy Childs, piano; Art
There is not aweak spot on Healing the
Davis, bass; Ralph Penland, drums
Pain, an album filled with engaging, challengDelos DE 4020 (CD only). John Eargle, mg.; Ed Bland,
ing selections, each worthy of several listenAmelia Haygood, prods. DDD TT. 6552
ings.
—Jon W. Poses
Those in the know remain well aware of saxMARK ISHAM: Mark Isbam
ophonist Bunky Green's exploits since he first
Mark Isham, trumpet, keyboards, electronics; Unite
rose to prominence some 30 years ago. UnforTikaram. vocals; Peter Maunu, David Torn, guitar; Chick
Corea, piano; Ed Mann. vibes; John Novello. organ;
tunately, the multi-reedman is much underDoug Lunn, John Patitucci, bass; Alex Acuna. 11-rry Bozrecorded and hence underexposed. Consezio, Peter Van Hooke, drums
quently he, like many other talents, has tended
Virgin 2-91293 (CD only). Stephen Krause, eng.; Mark
to fall between the cracks.
Isham, Stephen Krause, prods. DDD? Ti': 45:42
Currently teaching in Florida, Green let fly
with Healing the Pain, aDecember 1989 quarIt's acommercial album, afusion album, a
tet date dedicated to the memory of his parents,
trumpet album, and agood album, but not a
both of whom, at that time, had recently
Mark !sham album as we've come to expect
passed away. The album features Billy Childs
them, and certainly not agreat one. Mark
delivering some of the best piano he has ever
Isham is intended as its maker's coming-out
played, either as leader or sideman; Art Davis,
disc. Obvious eponymity aside, there's even a
the respected bass player; and veteran drummer
photo of his face on the cover—lsham photos
Ralph Penland serving, in amatter of speaking,
have been few and far between, even on his
as acatharsis.
own albums. !sham wants to present himself
The soulful, ballad-laden session cleanses.
as a trumpeter and bandleader for once, a
While the opening track, "The Thrill is Gone"
change from his role as reigning ambiencemeister behind screens silver or phosphor, and
(not the well-known blues tune), strikes me as
from his vineyard-toiling as aseemingly botamasterful piece of ensemble work before
building during Green's wailing alto, the followtomless pool of flowing newage.
up composition, the much more modem "WalSo, anew order? Well, on sound-swatches
ter's Theme," begins with an unaccompanied
like "Honeymoon Nights," "Marionnette," 'An

Jazz
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Eye on the World," and 'Ashes and Diamonds,"
what has definitely not changed is Isham's slow
atmospherics, full of synth washes, and his
almost Kenny Wheeler-ish trumpet sonorities.
Almost, Isaid. After years of tasty Isham
trumpet hints, from his work with, among
others, Art Lande's Rubisa Patrol and Van Morrison, through his Harvey Milk soundtrack and
beyond, it turns out that Isham does not have
all that much to say through what he now
claims is his main axe. It's amazing how quickly
this changes as soon as he returns to the more
comfortable role of accompanist, deferring this
time to singer Tanisa Tilcaram on "Blue Moon"
(yes, that "Blue Moon"—Elvis's) and Tilcaram's
own "I Never Will Know": classy little fills and
runs, great timing, fine mute work, most of
which disappears when the spotmike swings
back to him. Of the seven otherwise vocal-less
selections, only on "Toward the Infinite White"
and the last track did Iget the sense of true
composition, structure, improvisation. Through
most of the rest of the album, it's generic Isham
film music, tasteful enough but heard better
before.
Still, no one does "atmosphere" like Isham,
as he proves once again on the final track,
"lbrkish Delight," asuite as satisfying Castala's "The Gracious Core" or his soundtracks
for The Beast or Tibet: subterranean rumblings,
sci-fi metal birds screaming across the distance,
and an honest-to-God melody—modal, of
course. Brought me back to the Bulgarian folk
tunes Isham used to deploy with the Rubisa
Patrol.
A surprise or two: Tanisa Tikaram's husky
intensity is nonetheless calm for all her mannerisms. The lyrics to her "I Never Will Know"
read as if someone sliced vertically through the
lead sheet and gave her the left half, the song's
happy/sad sense tantalizingly almost out of
reach. The harmonies of "Blue Moon" are
starkly stripped as Tilcaram vamps vocally like
Marlene Dietrich/Marianne Faithfull.
Isham's sidemen are drawn from his state-ofthe-art electric rep company: Bozzio, Mann,
Torn, Maunu—with guest spots by Chick
Corea, Corea's bassist Patitucci, and Tikaram
returning the favor of Isham's playing on her
own The Sweet Keeper (Vol.13 No 12). Sound
is satisfying studio ersatz, specious spaciousness and all that, though not at all "digital."
Surprisingly disappointing for someone as
prolifically, consistently graceful in straddling
the jazz/fusion/new age boundaries as Isham
has been. Better luck next time.
—Richard Lehnert
WYNTON MARSALIS: Tune In 7bmorrow (soundtrack)
Wynton Marsalis, trumpet; Alvin Batiste, Dr. Michael
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White, clarinet; Wes Anderson, Harvey F.strin, alto sax;
11.ydd Williams, tenor & soprano sax, clarinet; Joe Témperley, baritone sax: Herb Harris, tenor sax; Wycliffe
Gordon, trombone; Marcus Roberts, piano; Warren
Bernhardt, Lucky Peterson. organ: Reginald Veal. bass:
Berlin Riley, drums; Johnny Adams, Shirley Horn,
vocals
Columbia CK 47044 (Cl) only). Tim Grelan, cm.; Steve
Epstein, Delfeayo Marsalis, prods. DDD. TT 63:37

The Rethinking of Wynton Marsalis:
Part XVIII
Designer Jazz, Yuppie Jazz, Arrnani Jazz, SqueakyClean Jazz, Correct Jazz: Wynton Marsalis's
music has been called all these things, and
there's acommon subtext: Marsalis is astylist,
but no innovator; ten years into his solo career,
it's agood bet he never will be. Though his
music often surprises, it's the surprise of calculated cleverness rather than the unpredictable shouts of the soul. Idoubt if Marsalis ever
surprises himself He's arefiner, asummarizer,
awrapper-up of jazz history. Comparing WM
to, say, Miles Davis is like comparing an accurate, impeccably researched, sumptuously realized, perfectly acted costume drama to the
actual slice of history it attempts to represent—
there's that quality of deliberateness, of costumery,
no matter how naturally worn, that has always
infused WM's music. Always, in his playing,
there's afeeling of "as
"This is what I'd
play if Ireally played jazz." And in all this, I'm
haunted by the words of Coalhouse Walker Jr.
in Ragtime: "I play so good white folks think
I'm fakin' it"; or what Mark Twain said of
Wagner's music: "it's not as good as it sounds."
Fascinating and entertaining as it is, Miles
Davis and Gil Evans could never have made
nine In Tomorrow; more to the point, they
never would have wanted to. Wynton Marsalis
is not jazz's Next Big Thing, and never will be.
But he is jazz's premier archivist, popularizer,
and establisher of canons of jazz taste Marsalis's
playing has always seemed furiously intent on
doing the musically right thing, as opposed to
the emotionally real thing; and the fact that the
individualities of his bands' members have so
seldom been allowed to soar is telling. Ithink
of his records in terms of effort, not inspiration;
of skill, not joy; of labor, not fun.
But after all that, 714ne In Tomorrow, Marsalis's soundtrack (his first) to the film of the
same name, manages to fuse all these oppositions. The music, all Marsalis's own except for
"I Can't Get Started," is virtually nothing but
fun—leering, half-drunk, baggy-pants fun that
manages to somehow retain apixilated poise.
Marsalis has done his usual workaholic
homework, and the album is remarkably
rich—highlights are slower tunes like "Crescent City Crawl" (the film is set in New Orleans)
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and 'Alligator 'Pail Drag," and the deliberately
prissy cocktail jazz of "Social Soft Shoe." 'Alligator," aslow blues grind, sounds more than
anything else I've heard from Marsalis like a
musical conversation, the octet Amen-ing on
the cadences to the testifying trumpet. Between
the choruses is apalpable silence of assent
among the players.
There are also big-band charts, soap-opera
organ, Ellingtonia, Basiedom, hothouse flowers
like The Ways of Love," and even ataste of
Albanian wedding music. Totally entertaining—
if Marsalis is funnin' me, this is exactly how I
like to be funned. Of course, the other half of
me thinks its all so goddamn tasteful it could
be the next Woody Allen soundtrack. I'm tom
between my love of classic surface gloss and
my hunger for substance. Marsalis promises
both, but I'm still not sure he delivers.
It's not until the very last of the 16 tracks,
"Double Rondo on the River," that all coy
masks and Mardis Gras feathers and sequins are
doffed. Appropriately, it's the longest track, the
meatiest, and the most recognizeable to Marsalis fans.
Nor does it hurt that this is the most naturalsounding recording yet for Wynton. Iknow,
Isay that every time but, really, the production
styles of WM albums have gradually—very
gradually—improved since the early '80s.
(Never fear, CBS- and digital-bashers—there's
still along way to go.) Alligator" does sound
as if it was eight musicians in one room—an
anechoic chamber, maybe, but still one room.
Ihaven't seen Pine /n Tomorrow, and just
as well—following the music with Marsalis's
liner notes is almost as delightful as doing the
same with last year's Crescent City Christmas
Card. And, like my review of that disc. Iend
this piece the same way: regardless of whether
you see Wynton Marsalis as crucial or merely
important to the present and future of jazz, or
simply one of CBS's finer marketing coups,
nine /n Tomorrow will not bore you
—Richard Lehnert

111111.1
GRATEFUL DEAD: TINtbout A Net
Jerry Garcia. Bob Weir. guitars & vocals; Phil Lesh. bass.
vocals. Brent Mydland. keyboards. vocals; Bill Kreutzmann. Mickey Hart. drums & percussion; Branford Marsalts. tenor & soprano sax
Arista AL3-8634 (3 LPs). ACD2-8634 (2 CDs). John Cutler
Jeffrey Norman. David Roberts. engs.; John Cutler. Phil
Lesh. prods AAA/AAD? Tt. 2:1201

About 20 years ago, steeped in—or was it in a
stupor over?—the Grateful Dead, my friend Joe
Sieger, quoting some literary source, labeled
them "The high school band that made it big."
Stereophile, March 1991

Some two decades later, save the band's mammoth popularity, not much has changed.
Chord structures of Dead material remain relatively simple though rhythmically complex,
layered, and filled with undulations. Song
selection, drawn from classic blues and rock
literature and originals, is, as always, stretched.
Nonetheless, long ago Jerry Garcia & Co.
began to apply the "if it ain't broke, don't fix
it" mentality to their music. In an ugly but simple twist of fate the Dead—the most spontaneous band in rock history, the band with the
endless h.exituilit, the music coop that epitomized
the counterculture—trucked itself into painfully obvious predictability.
The band's issuance of Without A Net, somehow billed as "The world's grandest, largest,
best live recording," the Dead's "first in 10
years," underscores the mega-corporation's
cartoon-like self-parody.
Ilast witnessed the band in 1982. For me to
pick up a132-minute, 15-song presentation,
recorded in avariety of venues between October
1989 and April 1990, and to have heard all but
five songs before, is pathetic. Such limitations
become crippling, particularly when you take
into account apoorly executed, overdone,
screeching reading of Traffic's "Dear Mr. Fantasy," and ahackneyed, Paul Butterfield-like
rendition of Robert Johnson's "Walkin' Blues."
Do 1—or any pre-1980s, now ex-Dead
Heads—need to hear hoarse vocals and off-key
harmonies on previously recorded redundant
versions of such first-wave chestnuts as "China
Cat Sunflower"/"I Know You Rider"? Must we
be subjected to more recent but now ancient
compositions such as "Cassidy" and "One
More Saturday Night," the latter, at its best, a
Chuck Berry ripoff? Do we need to listen to
pseudo-disco or half-assed, heavy-handed,
Spanish-tinged beats pompously delivered on
"Let It Grow"?
Okay, so the Dead pay attention to sound
quality and engineering techniques. 1'es. they
still play gorgeously crafted instruments. Witbout A Net maintains such traditions. Not surprisingly, the two-CD and three-LP sets—
identical except for the sequencing of "Bird
Song"—are both well-recorded, mixed to nearperfection, and well-edited but for a few blatant moments of hyped crowd noise/applause.
Such quality is, however, no longer enough;
the industry has caught the Dead. These days,
anyone with any brains pays attention to the
technological agenda; competition demands it.
With so many Dead bootlegs on the streets,
with versions of their own tunes available ad
nauseam, the question here is: Why put out
alive album that's 80% rehash, nine selections
originally waxed between 1967 and 1975?
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"Help on the Way"/"Slipknot!"/"Franklin's
Tower," running for nearly 19 minutes (all of
side 5on the LP)? "Eyes of the World," with
Branford Marsalis mundanely rockin' out on
tenor and soprano sax for more than 16
minutes? Each song, sadly, offers little or no
improvisation, another trait that, at one time,
separated the Dead from the pack.
Without A Net is falsely but, ironically, aptly
titled. Conservative and patently planned, the
Dead continue to fall from grace. Keyboardist
Pig Pen's 1973 death threatened the band's
foundation; Keith Godchaux's death, though
it paled in comparison with his predecessor's,
took its toll; the band took awhile to recover.
However, keyboardist Brent Mydland's tragic
passing barely caused an internal whimper last
year; instead, it triggered auditions. Indeed, priorities change; in this case, anyway, gone are
the days.
—Jon W. Poses
LOS LOBOS: The Neighborhood
Warner Bros. 26131-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Larry Hirsch, eng.:
Larry Hirsch, Los Lobos, prods. DDA/DDD? TT: 45:19

With their unblinking depiction of survival on
the wrong side of the tracks, Los Lobos rose
from East L.A. wedding-band obscurity to earn
the title of America's best rock and roll band. ,
But on The Neighborhood they look at those
same mean streets with innocent eyes, and the
result is an album that Mister Rogers would be
proud to own.
Even at their grittiest, Los Lobos have always
had adeeply spiritual side, and this time they
toss in adouble dose of hope and hold the
despair. The album is astroll through aneighborhood filled with wide skies, magical trees,
and Daddy's bedtime stories. Songs of simple
joy and simple fear like "Jenny's Got aPony,"
"Angel Dance," and "Deep Dark Hole" wouldn't
sound out of place on aDisney soundtrack,
and love songs like "Emily" and "Take My
Hand" replace the bittersweet realism of their
earlier work with Brill Building optimism.
If there's one singer in rock who can summon the pure, unconflicted emotion needed
to pull this kind of record off, it's David Hidalgo.
The lovely cajun waltz of "The Giving Tree"
makes abeliever out of me, and his angelic duet
with ex-Band drummer Levon Helm on "Little John of God;' asong about aphysically
challenged child, had me close to tears. But
these magic moments don't come quite often
enough, and at times The Neighborhood slides
dangerously close to the vaguely optimistic
schlock that's the stock-in-trade of their rootsrock inferiors.
Producer Larry Hirsch aims for an oh-soISounds strange, Iknow, but who's second?
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modern "big" sound, but ends up with asonic
salsa mole. It's too bad they didn't invite Levon
to take aturn at the drums; sessionmen Jim
Kellner and Jerry Marotta lay on the backbeat
with atrowel. Also missing in action is the
Ritchie Valens-meets-the-Blasters sound of
Cesar Rosas's Strat—one of rock's great joys,
in my book—replaced by some all-too-generic
synth fills. The CD sound, bigger and flatter
than the vinyl, is probably truer to his misguided intentions.
Perhaps sensing the error of their ways, the
wolfmen get back to basics at album's end.
Added at the last minute, the record's title track
serves as amuch-needed coda. With its tale of
afamily torn apart by drugs, drink, and broken
dreams, "The Neighborhood" brings it all back
home and delivers us, for better or for worse,
from the Neighborhood of Make Believe. "Can
you say CRACK HOUSE? Iknew you could?"
—Allen St. John
VAN MORRISON: Enlightenment
Mercury 847 100-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Mick Glossop, mtg.; Van
Morrison, prod. AAA/AAD. IT 5105

I'll just bet you think this is another of Van Morrison's annual albums of vague Celtic spirituality, no melodies, subtly skewed blue-eyed
soul, and sumptuously slow recyclings of classic Ray Charles grooves.
Well, you're right. Enlightenment differs
from recent Van discs only in its upbeat, uptempo
pace. It goes down mighty easy, and there's little new here: songs about Avalon (again!),
garden-variety Yeatsian mysticism in "Youth
of 1,000 Summers," and nostalgic mutterings
about the way it was "In the Days Before Rock'n'Roll." But then along comes alittle gem like
"Start All Over Again," complete with Georgie
Fame organ rolls (played by Georgie), that's so
goddamn friendly you actually believe Van
could, as he sings, "give it up instead /Start all
over again." And the realization begins to sink
in that Van really bas had to write so many
musically simplistic songs before he could have
written something as truly simple as "She's My
Baby" (though Icould have done without the
strings), or the quiet vision of domestic heaven
that is "So Quiet in Here." And it's arelief to
know that if Van has the temerity to title an
album and song "Enlightenment;' he at least
has the humility to admit: "Enlightenment,
don't know what it is."
There are no female backup singers, for a
change; Fame does that palely. The good news
is that Van has forgone his usual "recitation"
track; the bad news is that he's hired Paul Durcan to do it for him ("Rock'n'Roll"). Hasn't anyone developed aLeast Favorite Track button yet?
Sound is standard VM: big, warm, no rough213
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ness but in the Man's voice itself, which has a
metallic edge on CD. The LP is deeper, warmer,
punchier, with more satisfying bass.
Morrison's US album sales have slowly but
steadily risen since his signing with Mercury
in the early '80s, and Enlightenment constitutes
no straying from the uniquely steady development—or lack of it—that keeps Van fans coming back in larger and larger numbers. Putting
on any Van Morrison album of the last ten years
is like stepping into awarm bath after ahard
day's labor—nothing new, hardly challenging,
and always exactly what you want. Yes, you've
heard it all before, and yes, you'll still like it. So
settle back, close your eyes, pass the Epsom
Salts, and let Van tell you once again how he's
gonna make abrand new start. After all, it's too
late to stop now.
—Richard Lehnert
FRANK SINATRA: Songs for Swingin' Lovers
Frank Sinatra, vocals; Nelson Riddle, arranger, conductor
Capitol SM 653 (LP). AAA. TM 45:19
Capitol SM 653 (reissue LP). AAA. rr: 36:53
Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs Ultradisc CD 538 (CD). AAD.
TT: 45:19
Capitol CDP 746570 2(CD). &mastered by Larry Walsh.
MD. Ti': 45:19
All four: Voyle Gilmore, producer.

Listening to these four incarnations of Sinatra's
Songsfor Swingin' Lovers was the easy part—
as easy as deciding which of the four has the
best sound. But offering meaningful comments
on the artistry of one of Sinatra's and Riddle's
most memorable collaborations is considerably more difficult given aresult that is almost—
as one of the songs so aptly puts it—"Too Marvelous for Words."
This is vintage middle-period Sinatra, by
which time he had matured considerably since
his crooning days with Harry James and
Tommy Dorsey And he was good then. But by
the early '50s, he had learned how to shape a
lyric and inflect amelody in ways that were
both magical and entirely his. Earlier albums
had become part of the growing Sinatra legend,
and when Songs for Swingin' Lovers was
released in 1956, 01' Blue Eyes was already
without peer as an interpreter of what amounts
to the American art song. At 75—though his
voice is no longer as strong or as vibrant—he
still is.
And no one has ever had agreater gift for
choosing the best material. Like the three Capitol albums that preceded it, Songsfor Swingin' Lovers is atheme collection and includes
such enduring gems as "You Make Me Feel So
Young," "Old Devil Moon," "Our Love Is Here
To Stay," and "I've Got You Under My Skin."
They're done to aturn, and even such relative
trifles as "Swingin' Down the Lane" and It
Happened in Monterey" seem like much more.
Stereophile, March 1991

Nelson Riddle provides some of his finest writing, putting his unique blend of subtle or
straight-ahead swinging, atouch of whimsy
and velvety instrumental warmth, to striking
effect. As usual, his arrangements are as crucial
to the finished product as the accompaniment
to aSchubert song.
In terms of recorded sound, the original
mono LP is obviously the authentic article; for
me it also remains the most sonically convincing of the four versions. There are those who
argue that virtually any modification of such
afine recording is akin to colorizing ablackand-white movie, and that the original sonic
ambience is as integral to the musical totality
as the performance itself. Iam not adoctrinaire
member of this group because Iwelcome those
times when modern technology can meaningfully enhance ahistorical recording. However,
in this instance the original LP has an immediacy
and intimacy totally lacking in the LP reissue
and considerably diluted in both CDs. On it
Sinatra sounds as if he's in the room singing to
you rather than emanating from afar-away studio or convention hall. There's even some
sense of depth, and instrumental timbres are
presented with veracity and clarity. The reissue (which deletes three tracks) was made at
atime when added reverb was thought to be
synonymous with "presence"; comparing it to
the original is like equating canned fruit with
fresh. Both CDs are also more reverberant than
the original, and some will undoubtedly feel
they have greater bloom. Between the two,
there's astridency and touch of nasality in the
Capitol CD not found in Mobile Fidelity's 24ktgold-plated Ultradisc, which should make the
Ultradisc worth the extra money (it retails for
$30). Icould live with it happily, but only if I
couldn't get my hands on aclean copy of the
1956 LP. If you don't already own one, you're
probably in for some scouring of used record
shops—a task that will prove well worth the
effort.
—Gordon Emerson $
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(CD, LP)
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enthusiastic about being able to work in a"nonstudio .'situation that they gave enough good
performances for two full albums! (CD has alternate takes of four tunes and times out at more
than 75 minutes.)
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Tice T.P.T. Clock

audiophiles. Two of our listeners distinctly and

Editor:

unquestionably heard asubstantial increase in

Tice Audio would like to thank the staff at Ste-

soundstage space, while one listener heard no
change at all. We believe from this evidence

reopbile for taking the time to review our T.RT.
Clock. We do, however, disagree with much of
the review's content. We feel that Mr. Norton

that some people, yourself included, do not
perceive soundstage space as well as others da

has done agreat disservice to Stereophile by
misleading its readers with his continued in-

This is not to be taken as an insult; it is merely

direct assertion that an ordinary untreated
Radio Shack LED clock can make an audible

also true that the perception of soundstage is

difference to an audio system.
Tom, Ifrankly do not understand your persistence in perpetuating the ridiculous concept

fact, derived from our own listening tests. It is
somewhat equipment-dependent. As you indicated yourself, Dick Olsher was favorably
impressed! Was his favorable impression due

that "plain-vanilla Radio Shack clocks" can

to the fact that the front-end equipment and
cabling were changed as you indicated, or per-

make any difference at all! Your explanation of
the phenomenon as being "some sort of elec-

haps because Dick's hearing ability is far more
attuned to the delicacies involved in sound-

tromagnetic interference" (sic) is totally incorrect and without any sound scientific explana-

stage reproduction, or perhaps both?

tion. ,With regard to your remarks about our
explanations being "off the wall, to put it

technical director of The Absolute Sound, did

mildly," and "that it falls far afield of recognized
scientific principles," is, to say the least, most

It is truly interesting that Frank Doris, the
ablind listening test using an earlier, less powerful version of our T.PT. Clock, and was able to

correctly determine when our T. vr. Clock was

self-indulgent on your part. T.P.T. is amajor

in use six times out of seven, blindfolded.

scientific breakthrough! At present, our knowledge with regard to the process is somewhat

Regarding your comment on perceived value
for money: obviously, if you cannot hear the

limited, but growing daily. We are not asking
anyone to throw all prior knowledge about

uct, it will not have ahigh perceived value. If

how the universe works out the window—that
is absurd. All we are saying is that neither you

the technology before writing your review, we

nor Iknow everything. There is much in science which is still unknown. We ask you as a

as to the immense amount of power and time

improvement brought about by any new prodonly you had consulted with us to learn about
would have been most happy to enlighten you

reviewer to have an open mind before you
make ridiculous, judgmental remarks.

consumed in treating only one T.P.T. Clock.

We are most suspicious about the comments

at atime. The high cost of developing the T.PT.

made that the T.RT. Clock caused a"more for-

process and having the necessary equipment

ward sound." Regardless of your claims of

built makes the $350 retail price quite abargain!

proper setup, amore forward sound is aclear
indication that the plug polarity of the T.P.T.

enjoying the benefits of their T.PT. Clocks take

The treatment process is performed one clock

May we also ask that consumers who are

Clock was reversed. The reduction of electron

amoment to write John Atkinson, at Stereo-

noise will always open the soundstage and
move it further back, not forward!
The T.P.T. treatment process has taught us a

phile, and let him know your feelings on the
T.P.T. Clock and the comments made in Tom

great deal about the way people hear and per-

Norton's review. Iwould also like to suggest

ceive reproduced music. We have come upon

that those audiophiles who have not tried a
T.PT. Clock try one. Tice Audio dealers sell the

an interesting phenomenon you unintention-

T.P.T. Clock with acomplete satisfaction guar-

ally allude to in your review. Some people do
have agreater sensitivity and ability to hear and

antee; you have nothing to lose. We also invite

understand soundstage reproduction. We have

our white paper describing the T.PT. technology in greater detail

conducted listening tests with three qualified

Stereophile readers to send for afree copy of

George & Francine Tice
IBut see my postscript to the review.
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Graham Engineering Model 1.5
tonearm

it changed from the Model 1.0 to the Model

Editor:

outstanding examples of phono cartridges, I

It's alittle hard to write aresponse to areview

play records that I'm very familiar with.

1.5), or try anew turntable or some of the more

like this one; certainly, there are no points to

With these improvements, Iam repeatedly

quibble over, and Iam, of course, very happy

amazed and thrilled at just how much musical

that Dick Olsher has praised the Model 1.5
tonearm so highly. Although Chaucer's advice

detail and emotional experience are still available for discovery in the grooves of the LP For

might have been "What nedeth wordes mo?,"
Imight mention afew points to clarify the

my part, when Irediscover older favorites in
my LP collection this way, Ifeel very much as

motivation and thinking behind the design in

if Iam getting an entirely new recording.

our present digital environment.
There were several goals to achieve, which

Ihave taken reasonable care of my records
since Istarted collecting them in the late '50s,

included, among many things, simplicity of

and, frankly, they just don't seem to wear out.

installation, high accuracy of setup, and convenience in use. Iwanted to enable the owner

Certainly not to the wholesale degree that is
suggested by the all-or-nothing (or is it "ones-

of the 1.5 to install and use the arm with the cer-

and-zeros"?) thinking of digital proponents,

tain knowledge that all the adjustments are cor-

where any tick or pop is unacceptable. And a
lot of other people apparently took reasonable

rect. This becomes increasingly important in
these days of what Iperceive to be analog apa-

care of their records, as my growing collection

thy on the part of some dealers who appear not
to have sufficient skill or interest in correct

of used LPs testifies. Ijust don't buy the idea
that most records are inherently short-lived.

turntable setup.
Ichose the SME-style base mount because
the design of the overhang adjusting system
required fixed-plate surface mounting; and of
course, there are many, many turntables out
there with the SME cutout already made.
Repeatability and accuracy of VTA were con-

There are millions of musical treasures still
out there in LP form which represent much talent and effort on the part of the performers,
and also of the engineers who recorded their
artistry. It is ashame, Ithink, that so many of
these great recordings are being tossed out like
old sandwiches. There seems to be apreoccu-

sidered important; hence, the calibrated micro-

pation with high-tech gadgets in our culture,

meter system which can be used in either direc-

and in this case, Ithink the laser light is blinding

tion and also during play. As anote of interest:

many people so that they can't see, or don't
want to see, what really has been going on in

the whole-number graduations on the VTA
scale represent l° of pitch change (SRA), as
seen by the stylus-tip profile.

the record business. There is also an excessive
fixation on the availability or non-availability

The 1.5 is available in two basic color styles:

of software. This unfortunate state of mind is

avery durable satin black-anodized finish as

diverting the audiophile from much pleasure

abase color, and either 24kt gold or chrome

which is already available to him or her, and

for the bright parts.

which is already residing on their bookshelves,

The 1.5 tonearm is. as DO correctly stated,

dusty from inactivity.

the end result of many models and design

Analog progress has not stopped. There are

experiments. In the last few years, afew of my
digital friends have asked me why Ibothered

some extraordinary examples of phono car-

to pursue such an "outdated" technology. This

tridges now available whose performance was

is apoint which Ifeel very strongly about, and

only adaydream afew years ago. Ilirmables are
better than ever, and, of course, my feelings

so, while trying not to lecture too much, I

about tonearms need no additional comment.

would like to round out this response with my
answer to those people:

Those digital enthusiasts who listen only to CD
players have probably become very compla-

As Dick pointed out in the first part of this

cent. Having nothing else to compare with

review there are many LP recordings out there

except another CD player, they assume that the

which are not in the CD format. Many of them

improvements heard mean that CD is rapidly

never will be, at any time. When Imake im-

catching up to the LP

provements in the tonearm (particularly when
218

While it is true that current CD players are
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better than the earlier modeLs (which produced

treatment: Mix 4parts of water with 1part liq-

dreadful sound forever), LP playback development is also improving, and is, Ifirmly believe,
actually pulling away from digital in absolute

uid fabric softener in aplastic spray-bottle.
Spray afine mist of this solution on the floor

performance. The point here is that those digital supporters who have assumed that their

operating the equipment. Repeat this proce-

players are nearly the equal of analog will be

necessary to prevent static-electricity buildup.

in for a major shock when they stop long
enough to listen to aproperly adjusted high-

Jeff Rowland
President. Jeff Rowland Design Group

or carpet where one stands or walks when
dure every couple of weeks or as often as

end analog source. And they should do so as
soon as possible, before they follow their
predecessors into the dreadful mistake of aban-

Museatex Melior Bitstream
converter

doning their valuable record collections in

Editor.

favor of the trendy high-tech fascination and
couch-potato convenience of the CD. To me,

It is obvious from the review comments that
Robert Harley was reviewing defective units.

the obsession with new technology for its own
sake is not what audio is all about; rather, it is

There have been two other reviews recently on
the Melior Bitstream convener, one from the

about the most accurate retrieval of cherished
(and now, irreplaceable) musical performances.

other high-end magazine in the US and one
from Canada. Both reviewers compared the

For many people, that is still the LP record and

Mellor Bitstream converter to the Meridian, and

its easy-to-read jacket, although the CD, with

their observations were exactly the opposite

amagnifying glass to read its jacket, can cer-

of Mr. Harley's. They found the Melior unit to

tainly have its place in an audio system as well.
These are the reasons why Idesigned the

be laid-back and more musical.
As Mr. Harley is one of the most respected

Model 1.5 tonearm. Iwill continue to work at

reviewers of digital equipment, we will have

it as long as there are people who are serious

to rule out any problems with equipment com-

about their commitment to audio and the

patibility or improper installation. When we

demonstrably superior musical experience that

receive the units back, we will investigate the
reasons for the problem and Iam sure Mr.

is already in their possession, merely waiting

Harley will have achance to reevaluate aprop

to be used.
RobertJ. Graham

erly functioning unit.

President, Graham Engineering, Inc.

KurienJacob
President, Museatex Audio

Jeff Rowland Design Group
Consonance preamplifier
Editor.
Iwould like to thank Thomas" Norton for his
clearly written and accurate review of the Consonance preamplifier. Iam pleased that he
found the operational features and remote
capability valuable in making evaluations of
review samples. We feel that user-friendly features play an important role in long-term customer satisfaction, but, regrettably, most designers pay little attention to this area.
It has been impossible for us to duplicate the

For the record, Stereophile 's policy concerning areview unit that appears to the reviewer
to befunctioning perfectly but doesn't sound
satisfactory and is subsequently said by its
manufacturer to be defective is to allow them
to submit afurther sample. This is what bas
already happened in the case of the Mellor Bitstream converter
—JA

Music And Sound DCC-1
Digital Control Center
Editor:

static-electricity problems Mr. Norton briefly

Iwish to thank Bob Harley for his in-depth and

experienced, despite our own environmental

thorough review of our DCC-1 Digital Control

conditions: Colorado Springs also has extremely

Center.

low relative humidity and is at 2000 meters of

We did not conceive of the DCC-I as "the last
word in sonic performance." but rather as an

elevation. If users do experience asimilar situation using the Consonance or other audio
equipment, Irecommend asimple antistatic
Stereophile, March 1991

extremely user-friendly audio/video control
center that satisfies agrowing need in today's
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marketplace. It finally gives today's audio/

have eluded the reviewer.

videophile the opportunity to simplify the con-

Point #1: Headphone listening is ahighly per-

stantly developing complexities of today's
audio/video systems while not sacrificing overall sonic performance. At $1195, the DCC-1

sonal experience. Probably due to the foreign
environment of close-proximity listening,

offers ergonomic convenience and near-stateof-the-art sonic performance in one chassis,
saving the everyday consumer the time, expense, and frustration of installing ajungle of

without the usual directional cues from shared
information, the ear is particularly susceptible
to what the brain reinforces as "good sound."
Mr. Sommerwerck illustrates this with his story

black boxes and switching devices. This, to

about "unlearning" his preference for the Stax
ED-1 EQ unit. His preference is for the sound

many, cannot be justified by amere fraction

of the "diffuse field," room-type equalization

more of fidelity.

curve, acurve only aminority of listeners will

To be compared with $5000 preamps, $1000

typically select as their personal favorite (our

digitallanalog converters, etc., is, of course,

diffuse-field-equalized K-240DF is outsold 6to

quite flattering. Indeed, the DCC-1 uses chip

1by its brother the K-240M, which has amusic-

sets found in digital/analog converters costing
as much as $12,000, as well as other high-

type equalization). The subjective quality of
the diffuse field EQ curve is ade-emphasis of

quality parts (metal-film resistors, polypropylene caps, etc) throughout its construction. As

the bass and an emphasis of the high frequencies. A reader of this review should be aware

with all our designs, reliability remains an

that this is the author's preferred headphone
sound quality; his comments regarding "nasal"

extremely high priority.
So yes, the DCC-1, on a"perfectionist" basis,
can be bettered in sonic performance. On a
more practical note, however, I100% agree
with Bob Harley's conclusion that, "taken as
awhole and considering its price, the DCC-1

or "dark" qualities in the headphones he reviews are no doubt due to this ingrained preference of his.
Though it is laudable of Mr. Sommerwerck
to attempt to support the "rightness" of his

offered excellent sonic performance," and

opinions scientifically, his own data [not pub-

"merits arecommendation for its.. .extensive

lished in the review—Ed] do not support the

facilities." "The MAS DCC-1 is truly abargain."

interpretation he gives them ...
It is clear that

Mel Schilling

the K-1000's damping is superior to that of the

Music And Sound Imports, Inc.

Stuc unit. In fact, the additional diaphragm resonance of the Stax may give it the sonic signa-

AKG K-1000 headphones
Editor:
We appreciate the opportunity to respond to

ture that Mr. Sommerwerck (and many other
Stax owners) know and love...This postimpulse resonance present in the Stax diaphragm could be emphasizing upper-order
harmonics, which would account for Mr. Som-

Mr. Sommerwerck's experiences with the K1000. Stereopbile and Mr. Sommerwerck pro-

merwerck's hearing a"click" in the Stax and

vide their readers with reviews offering far

a"pop" in the K-1000. This "sonic signature"

greater "passionate encounter" than they are

of the Stax may be something Mr. Sommer-

likely to enjoy elsewhere.

werck finds pleasing. Indeed, the Stax SR

We were surprised to find Mr. Sommerweiric's
comments to be so completely at odds with the

and we have used it as abenchmark of quality

reviews we have received up to now in Europe,

in creating the K-1000.

Lambda Pro is arecognized industry standard,

Canada, and the US. Unfortunately, in the space

Since the only legitimate way to compare

allotted we're not able to discuss Mr. Sommer-

headphone responses must include the ear and
head structure, researchers in this area use

werck's review point by point, nor to correct
his many misconceptions. We hope that Stereophile will allow us the space to introduce scien-

dummy heads with a measurement microphone in the position of the ear canal. We have

tific materials that directly contradict Mr. Som-

included five traces comparing the K-1000

merwerck's findings. We would also like to

(fig.1) with the Stax SR Lambda Pro (fig.2), mea-

have achance to discuss points related to his
mechanical use of the K-1000, and to clarify the

81 dummy head. The test signal used was

goals of the K-1000's design, which appear to

pseudo-noise of linear (unweighted) energy

Stereophile, March 1991

sured in operating position on aNeumann KU
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distribution from 10Hz to 20kHz.

head. The templepads are intended to touch

The frequency-response traces (top in each

the head at least an inch above the eyeglass

set) are relatively self-explanatory; the unevenness above 4kHz is due to the shape of the
dummy's head and ears, as well as to mechan-

area; the metal basket covering the transducer
rides roughly y
2"to y," away from the head.
However, we are aware of people with smaller

ical parameters. The K-1000 is somewhat more

or more oval-shaped heads, for whom the K-

accurate in this comparison, though the similarity of the two systems is notable.

1000's fit needs to be modified, and we are at
work in the lab to accomplish this.

The left-hand impulse trace (bottom left
trace) shows sound pressure vs time. The other,

on the head in the eyeglass area, the transducer

Unfortunately, if the templepads are resting

bottom center, trace shows acoustic energy dis-

is centered down by the earlobe. Any trans-

tribution over time, independent of phase. On

ducer will sound colored when listened to off-

both traces, the greater resonance of the Stax

axis in this fashion; the K-1000 is no different.

transducer within 0.3ms of the event is notable.

If the wire-mesh baskets also impeded his

The bottom right trace, the Wigner Distribu-

glasses, he must not have opened them to the

tion, is the local distribution of energy in the

proper listening position. The swiveling ear-

time/frequency plane. In other words, it shows

pieces on the K-1000 are intended to be opened

what frequencies (horizontal axis) arrive at the

to provide inter-aural crosstalk, so that shared

probe microphone at what time (vertical axis).

information can provide the perception of

The Wigner Distribution graph is agenerally

depth. It would appear that Mr. Sommerwerck

accepted industry standard for headphone

has not opened the earpieces, but listened to

comparison. The graphs for the two head-

them off-axis at very close proximity: the ear-

phones show that the K-1000 earpieces create

pieces "were not comfortable touching my

fewer reflections than the Stax, and that the

ears," and "They [the drivers] normally sit

Stax exhibits somewhat longer time delay in

against (or very close to) your ears." We find it

the bass region. The crisp, well-defined bass

quite unfortunate that Mr. Sommerwerck's

response of the K-1000 is due to the full diaphragm excursion allowed by its dynamic

opinions appear to have been formed with the

design.

his head. 2
Point #3: There are anumber of inaccuracies

The similarities between the two systems are

transducers placed in the wrong position on

more remarkable than the differences, how-

in the author's description of the K-1000. ..

ever. It certainly is not possible to justify the

larger issues in the K-1000's design philosophy

reviewer's subjective judgments of the sound

are also misunderstood. Traditional headphone

quality of the K-1000 from alook at the scien-

designs, like the Stax (and other AICG models),

tific data.
Point #2: Since Mr. Sorrunerwerck's opinions

attempt to provide afull frequency response.

use asmall enclosure, sealed to the ear, to

are not supportable scientifically, we surmised

However, all are colored by comb-filtering

that there must have been atechnical or mech-

effects that are inherent; the driver fires, and

anical problem with the review pair of head-

sound bounces off the ear to reverberate in the

phones. Indeed, one of the problems that a

enclosure. In fact, designs incorporating ear-

close reading of the review turned up is that Mr.

pads use this feature to trap bass frequencies,

Sommerwerck may be one of the small per-

which otherwise would be less than satisfying

centage of listeners for whom the K-1000 does

for the listener. Traditional dynamic headphone
designs allow less than 30% of the sound to

not fit properly, out of the box. The last comment in his review is that eyeglass compatibility
is "poor," and that the "frame and leather pads

escape from the system, and even the best electrostatic allows less than 50% of the sound out

seriously interfere with eyeglasses." However,

of the system, with the remainder left to poten-

any listener should be able to remove and put

tially cause problems. The electrical grid struc-

on glasses completely unimpeded by the K-

ture of the electrostatic diaphragm membrane

1000; there is nothing in the design that should
come near the eyeglass area.
The templepads and the over-the-head selfadjusting headband of the K-1000 are the only
parts of the design that touch the listener's
Stereophile, March 1991

2My "Follow•Up" to Bill's review of the K-I000 will appear
in the April issue. IMUM note here however, that Idid find the
nasal coloration noted hy Bill to he ver, do.i...oidroit on the mkt
positioning of the headphone transducers. If the headphone
is higher or lower than the ear oanal, such coloration does
become significantly accentuated.
—JA
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also inhibits bass excursion, inherently.
One of the K-1000's very important points
that Mr. Sommerwerck misrepresents is its

We felt that this error should be pointed out,
especially since errors of fact rarely appear in
Stereophile.

design goal: AKG has made the K-1000 as acoustically transparent as possible. Over 75% of the
driver's sound is allowed out of the system, to
avoid colorations from comb filtering. The
driver is also designed to provide aflat response in afree field, allowing the ear to use

Kevin Halverson
Muse Electronics

Shure 78rpm playback
Editor:
We were pleased to see two reader recommendations for the Shure V15 Type V-MR cartridge

all the effects of inter-aural cues and pinna
effects that it would naturally. In fact, for angles

(January "Letters" column) in reference to qual-

of incidence within a180° half space, the frequency response of the K-1000 and the free ear

Playing 78s No.4, however, Mr. José Fernán-

ity cartridges for playing 78rpm records. In
dez incorrectly recommended the proper sty-

are identical. In other words, the frequency
curves and pulse responses are congruent, as

lus model to fit the V15 Type V cartridge body.

recorded by aprobe microphone placed at the

recommended was the 78rpm stylus for the

The model VN478 stylus that Mr. Fernández

entrance of the acoustically sealed ear canal.

Type V's predecessor, the V15 Type IV. These

Truly, the K-1000 is the first headphone design

cartridge and stylus models have both been dis-

that has the possibility of being musically con-

continued. Those interested in 78rpm styli for

sistent from one listener to the next, due to the

their V15 Type V cartridges should purchase

lack of variable comb filtering introduced by
an ear cushion.

the neutral response of the V15 Type V car-

We respect and applaud Mr. Sommerwerck's

tridge body, will provide highly accurate 78rpm

sincere quest for his own personal ultimate

reproduction at a%-cry reasonable price.
Mark Brunner

headphone. Particularly due to the mechanical fit problems he apparently had with the K-

stylus model VN578E which, combined with

Sales Promotion Assistant, Shure Bros. Inc.

1000, though, we would ask the readers of this
review to take the opportunity to try the K-1000
for themselves, and to form their own opinions. We feel confident in stating that the K1000 stands on its own as aground-breaking
reference listening system. It most definitely
will acquit itself well in ahead-to-head com-

Muse
Editor.
On p.183 of the January 1991 issue, in areview
by Robert Harley (Threshold S/550e), we find
an error of fact with regard to amention of a
Muse Model One Hundred Fifty Amplifier. Bob
comments on the output-device count of the
Threshold amplifier as compared to aB&K
ST-140 and Muse Model 150 Monoblocks. He
states, "For comparison, the B&K ST-140, rated
at 105W into 8ohms, used asingle pair of output devices per channel, while the Muse Model
150 Monoblocks (150Wpc into 8 ohms) are
more generous with three pairs per channel."
In fact, the Model 150 has six pairs of output
devices per channel and is rated at 125Wpc into
an 8ohm load.
Stereophile, March 1991
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Dave Ogden
Product Manager, AKG Acoustics, Inc.

Ihu RACKII'm System

parison with any headphone system in existence.

The best record rack in America
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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THE AUDIO GLOSSARY

by J. GORDON HOLT

In the threc and a halt decades since the arrival of stereo, no one has
done more than J. Gordon Holt to develop and define aconsistent vocabulary
for describing reproduced sound. This is actually two dictionaries in one: agloeeary
of subjective audio and acomprehensive plain-English guide to nearly two thousand technical terms. If you aren't exactly sure about *'liquid" midrange or "hard"
sound, or find yourself puzzled by an unfamiliar word or alphabet-soup abbreviation, you'll find aconcise explanation in this handy, compact reference volume.
But watch out When you least expect it. Holt's dry humor emerges. You'll learn
that acassette is "a small cass,'* achube is "a British tube," and acode causes
*•blockage of the dose.** Whether you chuckle or groan, you won't be bored!
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YES! Please send me The Audio Glossary!
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OLD COLONY SOUND LAB

PO Box 243, Dept. S12, Peterborough, NH 03458-0243
(603) 924-6371 /924-6526 /FAX: (603) 924-9467

USA

CALL OR WRITE

Answering machine for credit card orders only: (603) 924-6371 before 9:00 a.m., after
4:00 p.m. and weekends. Have information plus MCNISA available.

FOR YOUR FREE
CATALOG!

BY THE YEAR 2000

EVERYTHING ELSE WILL HAVE COME AND GONE—BUT YOUR
TICE AUDIO POWER BLOCK &TITAN WILL STILL BE THERE!
•Atma-Sphere •Audible Illusions •Belles •Cary
•Chicago •Distech •EHS •Emineni Tech •
FMS •Fried •Garrott •Kinde •Kinergetics •
Klimo •Magnum •MFA •Musica, Concepts •PS
Audio •Pro-Ac •Quicksilver •Sonance •Spica •
Straightwire •Sumiko •Superphon •Systemdek
•TARA Wire & Electronics •Target •Tice •VPI

Hear These And Other Fine
Products At:

POWERBLOCK —Improvement greater than
you ever imagined. Indispensable for any hiend system.
TITAN—Coupled with the powerblock—they
define the state of the art in AC line conditioning.
POWER EXTENDER—Rack style. 6 outlet
strip designed not to degrade the AC power.

AUDIO
ENJOYMENT
Call for appointment

516-360-8815
iCaroline Avenue, Smithtown, NY 11787

Used equipment bought, sold, traded
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF THE MCNEILL AUDIO REPORT
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers Interested In selling Stereophile call (505)982-2366.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5, Box 57
Huntsville
Audio Video Lab
2801 Newby Rd SW

El Toro
Tower Records
23811 El Toro Rd
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N. El Can-ano
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd

ALASKA
Anchorage
Fair Oaks
Shimeks
Pinkerton Audio
405 E Northern Lights Blvd 6716 Madison Ave, Ste 8
Fairfield
ARIZONA
CAM Stereo Unlimited
Mesa
2020 N. Texas
Hi -Fi Sales
Gardena
810 W Main St
Reference Audio Systems
Phoenix
18214 Dalton Ave
Sound Alternatives
Hollywood
4126 E. Lewis
World Book &NEWS
Sounds Like Music
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Real Hi Fi Systems
Irvine
2734 W. Bell Rd. #1306
Soundquest
Tower Records
4255 Campus Dr. #116
3949 E. Thomas Rd
Leucadia
Scottsdale
Music
by the Sea
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way. Ste 1 542 N Hwy 101
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
2900 E Broadway
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
Creative Sight &Sound
400 N Bowman, Ste B-3
CALIFORNIA
Armyo Grande
Central Coast Audio
123 W. Branch
Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Audio Chamber
17178 University Ave
Music Lovers
1510 AWalnut St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
2585 Telegraph Ave
Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills Audio
8950 W. Olympic Blvd
Christopher Hansen Ltd.
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Shelly's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave, #4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W. Foothill, #139
Colma
Serra Stereo
4947 Junipers Serra
Cotatl
Zone Audio
7880 Old Redwood Hwy
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd
Dublin
Stereo Plus
6767 Dublin Blvd

Los An ides
Avene Electronics
8414 W. Third
Pans Audio
12401 Wilshire Blvd
Radio Active Sound
1278 Westwood Blvd
Mission Viejo
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan, Ltd.
110 W. Olive Ave
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd

Newport Beach
Audio by Design
1000 Bristol St N.
Oakland
California Music World
1015 63rd St
Pro Audio
383 40th St
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N. Tustin
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E. Colorado Blvd
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
3627 Merrill Ave
Rohnert Park
Auto Symphony
5704 Commerce Blvd
Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
2440 Fulton Ave
Paradyme AudioNideo
1720 Fulton Ave
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San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St

Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd, #24
Pads Audio
20037 Ventura Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO
Boulder
ADSystems Ltd.
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
San Jose
The Stereo-File. Inc.
Paradise Sound
1939 Pearl St
860 S Winchester
Chewy Creek
San Luis Obispo
U.S. Tech
Audio Ecstasy
248 Detroit St
786 Higuera
Colorado Springs
Santa Barbara
Listen Up #3
Audio Vision
230 N. Teion
612 N. Milpas
The Sound Shop
Mission Audio
528 S Teton
215 W Mission St
Denver
Santa Cruz
Listen Up
Cymbaline Records
999 S. Logan
1336 Brommer St. #9A
Sound Hounds
Santa Marla
1575 S Pearl
Jeff Lynn Audio
U.S. Tech
5455 Esplanada Ave
111 S. Madison
Santa Monica
Sound Hounds
Optimal Enchantment
646 S. College Ave
522 Santa Monica (by appt.
Westminster
Shelley's Stereo
Westminster Newsstand
2212 Wilshire Blvd
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Sausalito
CONNECTICUT
Music by Design
Bristol
107 Caledonia St
Sound Unlimited
Sherman Oaks
169 Church St
Tower Records
Danbury
Classical Annex
Carston Stereo
14623 Ventura Blvd
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Simi Valley
Fairfield
House of AudioNideo
The Sound Source
1970-4 Sequoia
1955 Black Rock Tnpk
Stockton
New Haven
Pnvate Line
Take
5Audio
Home Entertainment
105 Whitney Ave
88 W. Castle St
New London
Torrance
Roberts
Stereo Hi Fi Center
90 Bank St
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Stereo Lab
Tustin
140 Bank St
The Digital Ear
13011 Newport Ave, #100
FLORIDA
Upland
Boca Raton
Audio Haven
Vern's Electronics
1937 W. 11th St
3259 N. Federal Hwy
Van Nuys
Cleanvater
Audio Den
Rising Sounds
15600 Roscoe Blvd
28901 US 19 N.
Audio Den
Fort Lauderdale
8101 Orim, #7
Audio Center
Venice
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Armadillo &Company
Fort Pierce
928 California Ave
Sound Insights
Walnut
2302S US 1
Audio Best
Jacksonville
2411 S. Joel Dr
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd 10
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Key West
Classical Annex
Audio International
8840 W. Sunset Blvd
1436 Kennedy Dr
Westminster
Largo
Audio Today
Sound Creations, Inc.
14306 Beach Blvd
3690 East Bay Dr

Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E. New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
11927 S. Dixie Hwy
Pompano Beach
Stereo Shoppe
1650 N Federal Highway
Tampa
Audio Visions
14306-F N. Dale Mabry Hwy
Audio Visions
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry Landing
Lilbum
Musical Designs Inc.
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
3184A Waialae Ave
The Audio Shoppe
803 S Beretania, #207
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd
IWNOIS
Barrington
Stereo Images of Barrington
718 W. North West Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N. Prospect Ave
Glenn Peers Audio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Chicago Speaker-works
5700 N. Western Ave
Sound Choice
928 W. Diversey Pkwy
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E Ene St
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W. Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E. Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E Arcadia

Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Saint Charles
Audiophile St Charles
411 S. 2nd St
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St
SprInoneld
The King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Authentic Audio
3584 N. Wells
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
9546 Allisonville Rd
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi RShoppe
824 E. 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert
Marlon
The Audio Room Ltd.
1426 Twixt bee Rd
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colley 's
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metaide
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Octave's
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N. Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Playing by Ear
5615 Berm Rd
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Lane
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu Audio Shop
326 N. Market St
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
lutheryllie
Gramaphone Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E. Rockville Pike
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgia Ave
Towson
An Die Musik, Inc.
1Investment PI, Annex Bldg
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
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Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brooldine
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Looney Tunes Il
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Dartmouth
Sound Il
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Wortesby
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E. Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E. Liberty
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E. Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17920 Ten Mile Rd
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
325 Grove St
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Stereo Showcase
2440 28th St NE
Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
MISSOURI
Kansas City
Pnmus Audio
1104 Baltimore

St. Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131 S. Brentwood Blvd
Flips Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh, Ste 1
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tiger Tech
1550 E. Tropicana Ave
Tower Records
4700S Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo
Reno
High End Stereo
959 W. Moana Lane

Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Or
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
291 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
Santa Fe Sight 8Sound
500 Montezuma, Ste 109

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Mom's Music Systems
Windsor Plaza, 98 Wolf Rd
Batavia
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Unicorn Audio
Amherst
206 E. Main St
Audio Ensemble
Binghamton
2Pauls Way
JSG Audio
Hanover
1437 Front St
Camera Shop of Hanover
Buffalo
47-51 S. Main St
Speaker Shop
NEW JERSEY
3604 Main St
Chester
Canandaigua
Professional Audio
Audio Nouveaux
Consultants
71-73 S. Main St
57 E. Main St
Fairport
Deptford
Fairport Soundworks
Hi Fi Connection
30 State St
136 Fq 41
Late Grove
Englewood
Audio Den Ltd.
Stuart's Audio
Smith Haven Plaza
3Grand Ave
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Marlton
Latham
Hi Fi Connection
Clark Music in Albany
RD 1, RI 73
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
MIllbum
Uverpool
Professional Audio
Audio Excellence
Consultants
4974 Alexis Or
182 Essex St
Lynbrook
Morristown
American Audiophile
Sight and Sound
373 Sunrise Hwy
60 Speedwell Ave
Merrick
South Street Stereo
Performance Audio
20 South St
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Northfield
Mount Kisco
Sound Inc.
Accent on Music
900 Tilton Rd
175 Main St
Princeton
Fox and Sutherland
Woodbridge Stereo
15 S. Moger Ave
127 Village Blvd US Route 1 Nanuet
Ridgewood
Eardrum Audio Video
Sounding Board
148 E. Rt 59
75 Franklin Ave
New York City
Sea Girt
Electronic Workshop
Monmouth Stereo
10 E. 8th St
2133 Hwy 35
Lyric Hi-fl Inc.
Shrewsbury
1221 Lexington Ave
Monmouth Stereo
2035 Broadway
450 Hwy 35
Park Audio
Tom's River
425 Park Ave S.
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
Sixth Avenue Electronics
1841 Hooper Ave
1024 6th Ave
lreMon
Stereo Exchange
Hal's Stereo
627 Broadway
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Sound by Singer
Verona
18 E. 16th St
Audio Connection
Tower Records
615 Bloomfield Ave
692 Broadway
Westfield
1961 Broadway
Stuart's Audio
Patchogue
544 North Ave E
Square Deal Radio
NEW MEXICO
and Television
Albuquerque
456 Waverly Ave
Absolute Audio Store
Pleasantville
1540 ATramway Blvd NE
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
Page One Newsstand
217 Alexander
11200 Montgomery NE

Rowe Audio
1737 Mt Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Roslyn
Discriminating Ear
Harbour Vie" Shoppes
1518 Old Northem Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Ave
Secaucus
Harvey Electronics
600 Secaucus Rd
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, R1 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Gordon Electronics
2739 Erie Blvd E.
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E.
Walton
Audio Classics
US Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E Post Rd
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildare Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Pineville
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Centertille
Stereo Showcase
1516 State Rt 725
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery Way
Stereo Store
7842 Cooper Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane
Progressive Audio
1754 N. High St
Cleveland
The Sound Resource
12801 Buckeye Rd
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 C,ol. Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N. Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
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Are you killing your records
with ablunt instrument?
Protect your valuable record collection. Replace your phono
cartridge or stylus today Send for our free brochure.
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston. IL 60202-3696
(708) 866-2553

SHURE'

Why Music Lovers
Buyfrom
Square Deal.
Square Deal auditions
virtually everything — but carries
only the best models of the best brands.
You get to choose from the cream of the crop!
A quiet expert is always on hand for your
inquiries or to take your order. Your major
credit card is welcome.

uare Deal

456 Waverly Avenue
Patchogue, New York 11772

(516) 4751857
Others: 1800 332-5369
Local:

ADS •AKG
Alphason •Apogee
Arcici •Ariston
B&O •B&W
Boston Acoustics
CA L •Carver
Classe Audio •CWO
Dahlquist •Dual
Electro Companiet
JBL Pro Urei
Lexicon •Magnum
Mod Squad
Monster •NAD
Nakamichi
Onkyo •Ortofon
Sonographe
Sony ES
Straightwire
Sumo •Terk •Tice
Velodyne
& Morel

Since 1925. We must be doing something right.
Stereophile, March 1991
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bledo
Jarniesons' Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Mantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N. May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Premium Audio
4715 E. 41s1 St
OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St
PENNSYLVANIA
Benvyn
Sou odes
747 Berwyn Ave
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr Stereo
1016 Lancaster Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E. State St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Place
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
All That Jan
617 S. 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. 3rd
Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N. Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama yPonce de Leon
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Hilton Head Isle
Sound Ideas
218 Park Plaza
TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900
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Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.
Taker Books
2400 West End Ave
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd.
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N. Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Marcum Electronics
6009 Burnet Rd
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd, #159
El Paso
Soundquest Inc.
6800 Gateway E. 10
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
13158 Veteran's Memonal
Pkwy
StereoWorks
2470 S. Dairy Ashford. #285
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289, #13
McAllen
Videorama
1301 Pecan
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd
UTAH
Sait Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S. Highland Dr
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products &Svcs
215 Main St

Falls Church
The Sound Exchange
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Audio Wealth
8047 W. Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc
6477 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northrup Way
Richland
Tin Ear
704-A Symons
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
WASHINGTON, DC
Needle in aHaystack
1990 KSt
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc.
467 High St
WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S. Hastings Way
Greenbay
Hi Fi Heaven
1917 S. Webster Ave
Madison
High Performance Audio
402 S Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Sounds of Music
220 7th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
K&A Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W. Broadway

Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morns St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Stralheam Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3203 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W.
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. Unit 2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St. K3
Mississauga
Laserland
2200 Dundas St E
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W., e3
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N.
%Male
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
129 Jarvis St
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W.
Great National Sound
615 Queen 51W.
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
71 McCaul St. Units E8 &E9
Waterloo
Sound Stage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
233 Brock St S.
Windsor
Audio Two
2863 Howard Ave

QUEBEC
Anion
Son-Or
7339 St Zotique
Montreal
Metropolitan News
1109 Cypress St
Opus Audio
5181 Decarie Blvd
Duebec
C0R.A
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thombury, Victoria
Audio 0Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122
BERMUDA
Hamilton
M&M International, Ltd
61 Church St
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4. Blistrup
Copenhagen
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilia Hi-Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M P Bruunsgade 36
GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str 2b
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
Videorythmos
6Sivitanidou St
176 76 Kallithea
Musicompact
293 Kif ssias Ave
Crete
Audio &Visual Co
3Zografou St
Thessaloniki
Audio Hall
2Delhou St
HONG KONG
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St
YK Audio
Room 201, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
PYK Audio
248 Ocean Terminal
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61
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Achieving sonic realism.
Audio by Design was
created by music lovers

and musicians with the
simple goal of offering
the highest level of
musical accuracy
possible.
We offer complete
systems from less than
$800 to state-of-the-art
audiophile and roomto-room remote
systems.
Specialists in
design and installation
of all your audio/video
needs.

Angstrom •Apogee
Acoustat •B&K
California Audio Labs
Conrad-Johnson
Forte •Fosgate •KEF
Lexicon •Monitor Audio
MB/Cluart •Nakamichi
NHT •Meridian
Mirage •NAD
PS Audio •Ratel
Soundlab •STAX

SERIOUS
AUDIOPHILES
DESERVE
SERIOUS
SERVICE
And that's what you
will get at Reference
Audio/Video. We offer
the best in high-end
audio and the best in
friendly service by
our knowledgeable
staff. From the latest
CD players to the
finest high-power
amplifiers, you'll
like our surprisingly
affordable prices and
fast shipping.

MFA •COUNTERPOI
RE VOX •ACOUSTAT
MOD SQUAD •JSE •
DAHLOUIST •BOSE
NHT •HARMAN KAR
HAFLER •PRECISE
PS AUDIO •ONKYO
CELESTION •PHIL
LEXICON •PROTON
VELODYNE •SNELL
MELDS •STAX •CWD
TICE •AUDIBLE IL
OHM •DCM •ARCICI
PROAC •CAL AUDIO
SONANCE •PIONEE
BEYER •JAMO •VP!
THORENS •KIMBER
FOSGATE •MAGNUM
SME •TARGET •JBL
AUDIOOUEST •CAR
BE VER •TARA •AKG
NILES •PARASOUND

Threshold •Sonance
Well Tempered Labs
Van den lui

lllReierence
Call us at

1000 Bristol Street North
Newport Beach, CA 92660

7141851-0112

UNLIMITED
Audioquest

B&K •Modified B&K
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
Electrocompaniet
Eminent Technology
JSE Infinite Slope

(213) 517-1700

18214 Dalton Ave., Dept. C, Gardena, CA 90248
Hours: M-F 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 1 Pacific Time

r

CABLES1
39 brands, 200 products

I available
▪—310MESA:

for in-home trial.

I

TUBES 4 (- 1
"Hammer-tested" for.

Imicrophonics/6

mo. guaranty.'

Kinergetics

1RAM LABS: State of the art1

Lexicon

.computer testing & matching.

Monster Cable
Sony ES
Spica ... & More
"Established Since 1959"
"We hear Music with our Ears;
We listen with our Minds."
A. Angers, Founder

SOUND UNLIMITED
169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(203) 584-0131
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I COMPONENTS/
ACCESSORIES

I Vast

selection

Call or write.

I
I

(The Cable Company)
1-800-FAT WYRE
or (215) 297-8824, or fax (215) 297-8661

I MON-FRI 10-6, SAT 12-4 visa-mc
p.o.box 579, point pleasant, pa 18950

I

I
I

JAPAN
National Distributor

Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-Ku

THAILAND
Bangkok
Audio Suite
350/1-2 Petchaburi Rd
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Raiadamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3r0 Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
SWIM Marketing Co.
Peninsula Plaza, 3rd Floor
153 Rajadamri Rd

MEXICO
Mexico DF 06600
Audiorama SA

Marsella 71

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor

2611 RV Delft

Tannoy Netherlands

Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HIFI Stereo

Rijnstraat 142-150

3

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock

SAUDI ARABIA
National Distributor

Jeddah
Audio Tech
PO Box 14369
SINGAPORE

National Distributor

Audio Suite-Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 ECoast Rd
SPAIN
National Distributor

Valencia

Elite
Padre Jot re, 22

Sarte Audio

B
H SOUR R L
S
R
YOUR
PINVESTMENT

National Distributor

Petone, Wellington
I)
d

National Distributor

THE BEST OF

UNITED KINGDOM

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor

County of Dublin

TAIWAN
Taipei
Taitu Electronics Corp
6F, No 57-1, Sec .2
Chung Ching South Rd

Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow 62
Music Room
221 St. Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady Hi fi
18 Monmouth St

Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd.
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Becks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade, Friar St

• YOUR CHOICE OF 12 SYSTEMS
• SYSTEMS FOR RECORDS, COs, OR BOTH
• STATE-OF-THE-ART ENGINEERING
FOR LITERATURE ANO DEALERS

NITTY GRITTY

4650 ARROW HWY., F-4, MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
714/625-5525

WEST INDIES
JAMAICA
Kingston
Dataline Equipment

&Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

Model 1000: $399 Model 2000: $699

BYPASS
YOUR
PREAMP!

Discriminating audiophiles realize the purest signal path is superior in
accurate music reproduction. Reference Line achieves stunning performance by
optimizing ultra-high quality component ry in a pure passive configuration.
\nid it ions

r,aiihiIsIp Th rough Select Dealers

P.O. Box 290352, Davie, FL 33329-0352.305/370-9960
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AUDIO MART

RATES: Private, eso per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $1.75 per word, $70 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)983-9106. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
FORT WAYNE, IN-QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Rotel, Onkyo, Mod Squad, Chicago Speaker
Stands, lumber Kable, Audioachnlca; Linn turntables,
cartridges, and loudspeakers; Arcici, Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics, Conrad-Johnson, VP!, Vandersteen, Et&W. Three Rivers Audio, (219)422-5460.

ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN HIGH-END SPEAKER CABLES, only 48C/ft. Wonderfully transparent, neutral,
uncolored. These cables are fantastic and the cost is
almost free, using off-the-shelf materials. Detailed
plans, only $4. .4Ae 5909 NW Expressway #242S,
Oklahoma City, OK 73132.

ORACLE DELPHI MK.111, SME-V, Benz Micro MC3,
mint, all less than six months old. Will not separate,
$3250. (301) 321-1915,Jobn.

30-60% SAVINGS 10 PURCHASE DIRECT from Hong
Kong! DAT, CD player, amplifiers, and accessories. Ask
for pricelists with $2 postage. Winston Camera &
Radio Ca, Ltd., Mail Order Division, 55 Hankow
Road, Hong Kong. We accept Visa/MC. Fax (852)

VANDERSTEEN MODEL 4s WITH CROSSOVER and
3pairs of 13" MIT shotgun MH-750. Ready for biamp/
triwire setup, $3500 OBO. (206)385-2517.

369-9313.

CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized
dealers for B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound,
Counterpoint, etc The Stereo Belding Outlet, 320 Old
York Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215)886-1650.

KLYNE, ALTIS DIGITAL, ELECIROCOMPANIET, Celesnon SL, Perfectionist Audio Components, Dynaudio
loudspeakers, Magnum Dynalab, Space & Tune., Reference Line, Sumo, Musical Design, Stuniko, MAS, Arcici,
JBL Video, Distech, Vkll-Tempered, Thorens, Philips
CD players, Vecteur, Benz cartridges, Fosgate, many

DESIGNER SOUND? NO! MUSIC? YES! Hear what the
musicians intended with awell-matched system from
Stereo Consultants. Belles, B&K, Superphon, Audirc,
Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts, Melos, ProAc,
Fried, Focus, Linaeum, NEAR. Ryan, many more.
Competitively priced in Lafayette, IN. Stereo Consultants, phone (317)474-9004, 3-10pm

EsT, Mon.-Sat.

McINTOSH MR78, $950; C32, $800. Both absolutely
mint with packaging; JBL S7R speakers and equipment
cabinet, excellent condition, best offet (415)462-7808
PST
LIKE-NEW STORE DEMOS for sale: Celestion System
6000 subwoofers, Celestion SL600 and SL700 satellite loudspeakers, ADS M-15 Tower loudspeakers,
Magnepan MG2.5 Planar loudspeakers, Stax Quattro
Il CD player, Meridian System, SME IV tonearm. Buy
from professionals with 17 years in the business. Azul
Heath Audio, 2036 N. Clark St., Chicago IL 60614.
(312)549-8100. We accept Visa & MasterCard. Will
ship UPS.
BRAND-NEW FACTORY-SEALED SME-V toncarm,
$1600 firm. (713)974-3207.
AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: Celestion 3000, TARA Labs,
Counterpoint SA100/220, PS Digilink, Audible Illusions Modulus, Music Concepts, Mod Squad, ACOUSCII,
Spica Angelus, Beyer, Magnum, Fosgate, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Spectrum, Rauna, Sound-Lab,
Kinergetics subwoofer, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, Monster, Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (714)861-5413. Appt.
YAMAHA DSP-1 PLUS DSR-100 Dolby Pro-Logic,
$800/pair. (203)649-8277.
McINTOSH C22 PREAMP, $1500. (203)649-8277.
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more Straightforward guidance. !Crystal Clear Audio,
Dallas, TX, (214) 821-2753. Audition evaluations
available.
NAKAMICH1 DRAGON, 6MONTHS OLD, low hours,
mint condition, wife disapproved, $1800. (919)4905189 eves.
SOTA COSMOS, THRESHOLD, MARTIN-LOGAN,
Quicksilver, Surniko, Klyne, MFA, sarA Siltech, Linaeum, SME, Superphon, Atma-Sphere, Spica, Forte,
Philips, Rotel, BEL, Wadia, and more. Corner Audio
1204 NW Glisan, Portland, OR 97209. (503)227-1943.
BLOW AWAY B&W, CELESTION, and AE without
blowing big bucks. After 3years' development, San
Francisco Soundwories' newest marvel: 3-way, floorstanding speaker with superb dynamics and ultrafast
bass. Uncompromised construction, separate timealigned enclosures, world-class drivers, Music Poststoo many tweaks to mention here. Save $1$ buying
factory-direct. $2200 with lacquer finish. Exotic hardwoods also available. 15-day home trial. Call (415)8210464, or write 269 Bartlett St., San Francisco, CA
94110 and forget those painful dealer mark-ups.
REF 107 SPEAKERS with K-UBE, walnut, mint, $2500;
RGR Signature Series One dynamic range expander,
$300. (801) 572-2666.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: AudioQuest,
Cary Audio, Clue Audio, Grado Signature, Koetsu,
Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, ProAc, PS Audio, Digital Link, Ryan Acoustics, Sansui/Vintage, Superphon,
Urge, Wadia Waveracc, Ut1.1:11anpered. Custom cable
terminations. Audio F-IxeUenc.e Liverpool, NY,(315)
451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
LINN SONDEK LP12 WITH ITPOK arm, latest mods,
near new, $1500. (505)989-8990.
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Music & Video Systems for the Novice & Connoisseur

Consultancy -Custom Systems -Acoustic Treatment
Installation -Retail

Apogee •Arcici •Audio Prism
AudioQuest •Basis •Benz • Cardas
Chesky • Chicago Speaker Stand
Clearaudio • Cogan Hall • Creek •Delos
Distech •Dorian • Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •First Sound
Garth •Harmonia Mundi • Klyne •Last

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

Lectron •Magnan •Merrill • Mod Squad
Mogami •Morch •Nestorovic •Neutrik

VANDERSTEEN mostu. MPIRTICI LOGeel ET

Opus3 •Pro Ac • Q E D •Rega
Reference Recordings •Rote! •Sequerra
Sheffield Lab •Sims •Sumiko •Superphon

Threshold MIT
r=` ,A1-x3 I'D
NointinitY audio research IRS Series

Tara Labs • Target • Tice Audio
Vendetta Research • Wadia • Water Lily
WB T •and More

800-628-0627
Princeton Junction, N.J. 08550

HOW TO SET UP AND
TUNE YOUR TURNTABLE
AND TONEARM
WRITTEN BY GEORGE MERRILL
ANYONE CAN CONNECT EQUIPMENT, BUT SETTING UP AND TUNING A TURNTABLE WITHOUT EXPERIENCE CAN BE A NIGHTMARE.
NOW THE NIGHTMARE IS OVER.
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO
TURNTABLE/TONEARM SETUP AND
TUNING, INCLUDING SONIC IMPROVEMENT TRICKS.
WRITTEN BY GEORGE MERRILL FOR
EASY UNDERSTANDING AND APPLICABLE TO ALL TURNTABLES AND
TONEARMS. SUPPLIED WITH PROTRACTOR AND STROBE DISK.
$8.95 INCLUDING U. S. POSTAGE.

MU@
UNDERGROUND SOUND
2125 CENTRAL AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 272-1275
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COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab

spicn

seem
SiOPPE
THE

21 N. Market Si.. Selinsgrove. PA •717-374-0150

WHEN YOUR EARS
SAY "HI-END"
BUT YOUR WALLET
SAYS "MID -FI
CALL HCM AUDIO!
•

•

•

OP

•

•

•

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
Straightwire •Audioquest
Monster •Sota •SME
AR ES-1 •Alpha Genesis
Grado Signature •Sumiko
Nitty Gritty •Stax •B & K
Musical Concepts •Fried
Music Reference •VMPS
Nelson Reed •Taddeo
Celestion •Sony
Standesign •And more!

HCN1 AUDIO
916-345-1341 • FAX 916-345-7269
1015 MANGROVE AVE., CHICO, CA 95926
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ORACLE ALEXANDRIA MK.III turntable and MMT
arm with Monster Alpha Icartridge, excellent condition, $595 plus shipping. Jeff (616)335-3233.

PROCEED PCD COMPACT DISC player, perfect condition, best offer Only serious inquiries please. (516)
223-0143.

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS Genesis CD player, new
with warranty, $1300; Threshold FET-10 Hi plus Vendetta Research power supply, $1400. (717)421-2884
days.

FINIAL TECHNOLOGY LTI LASER LP turntable,
$13,500. Latest ELP high-quality factory upgrades, not
aprototype CTI marketing review unit. (505)662-1415
or (505)667-1330.

TANDBERG TR1060, GREAT RECEIVER, $395; MAC
C28 preamp, $395; TRAC Z5000 cassette, serious
machine, $450; Pioneer F99BX tuner, $109. (313)
949-456Z

KEITH MONKS RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE.
(505)662-1415 or (505)667-1330.

AUDIOQUEST lm LAPIS, $300; 2m Lapis, $500;
Supaphon CDMAXX, $200; Sony X7, $900. Call (414)
426-3036, 7am-10pm CST

ADCOM GEC-575 CD PLAYER with box and manual
and remote, $375; B8dC M-200 Sonata amps with original paperwork and boxes, $1200/pair; C-J PV8 preamp
with original boxes and manual, $1100; Sequerra MET
8 woofers, oak, $750/pair plus shipping. Contact

TANDBERG 3014A CASSETTE DECK with remote
control, $2700 new, box and manual, excellent condition, sell $900.Jobn, (215)726-9062 EST

&keg (803)793-5897 nights or (803)793-4218 days.

MONSTER CABLE Ml, 15', like new, $155. Call Mike
(918)298-8502.
CARVER M1.0 AMP, $350 OBO; Infinity SM-I50
speakers, $450 OBO; MEI car tuner/tape with amp,
$100 OBO. Call Matt, (814)867-0423.

fiers. %Ve also offer the complete line of Unity Audio
speakers with superior class-A balanced design. Satisfaction guaranteed with personal service and technical advice. For free, no-obligation information, call
or write FidelityCraft, 643 Windemere Drive,
Brighton, MI 48116. (313)227-9740. Visa/MC.

FOSGATE 3610 SURROUND, $779; PS Audio 5.5
preamp, $699; Adcom 555 amp, $479; Magnavox
CDB650, $295. All mint. Roger; (805)498-8767.

MIT, MAS MASTERLINK, OCOS, Cardas cables, custom terminations, Camacs, XLR balanced, highflexibility tonearm sets; Clements Speakers, Vendetta

CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 2, RAM tubes, mint,
$950; Tandberg 3001A tuner, mint, $1100. 7bm after
6pm EST, (216)867-4832.

THE STANDARD IN AUDIO: FidelityCraft is now
proud to offer the NRG line of class-A and A/B ampli-

Research, custom Shallcross volume controls; MIT &
Wonder Caps/solder/wire; all types of audio connectors, tonearm and chassis wires; NAVCOM; Tone
Cones, many accessories/mod parts, $1 catalog ($3
overseas). Michael Percy, Bar 526, Inverness, CA
94937. (415)669-7181.
B&W MATRIX 801 & 802 OWNERS: Are you using
B&W's black box (high-pass alignment filter) with your
high-end equipment? You are being deprived of the

Fine Audio Components
We offer only two classes
of components:
STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET
We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.
CLASSE
VTL
APOGEE
MIRAGE
MERLIN
HALES
CAL
ROWEN
WELL TEMP
FIRST SOUND
CARDAS
BRASFIELD
VERSA DYNAMICS
EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY

MFA
MUSE
RYAN
VMPS
ROTEL
THORENS
SHURE HTS
BENZ

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110
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best. Now available are high-quality units at avery
affordable price. Ask for — The Golden Flute" byJPS
Labs at your B&W dealer, or call (716)822-0159.
SOTA SAPPHIRE TURNTABLE, with Sota Acrylic Mat
and MMT tonearm, ashwood base, excellent condition, $985. Georgg (408)492-2738days, (408)2231723 evenings.
CAL ARIA III, $1850; Oracle Delphi-1, $750; Electrocompaniet amp Ha, $800; Electrocompaniet preamp IMC, $850; Mod Squad Line Drive, $350; PS
200CX, $975; PS 4.6, $425; AudioQuest Clear, 10'
pair $475; Green, 10' pair $325; Green, 4' pair; $155;
2m Emerald, $250; 1m Ruby, $60; fm Ruby, $50; ET2
arm, $450 new in box; ET1 arm, $300. Bob (3M 474
8251, 9am-5pm EST weekdays.
HIGH-END AND HARD-TO-FIND audio components
bought and sold. New and used. Daily specials. Closeouts. Best prices! CD players, D/A converters, turntables, tonearms, cartridges, cassette decks, tuners,
preamplifiers, power amplifiers, receivers, and speakers. Audio America (VA). Call (703)745-2223.
GRANT AMPLIFIERS G1OOAMS vacuum tube monoblocks, new with warranty, retail $3600/pair, $1900
plus shipping; sealed audiophile LPs—For Duke, Harvest, Diya vu, Aqualung, Tapestry, etc (216)343-2164,
no calls after 1Ipm EST
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Western New York's Exclusive

MARK LEVINSON
DEALER

•MIRAGE
•NAD
•NAKAMICHI
•PROCEED
•PROTON VIDEO
•THETA
•THIEL
•VELODYNE

•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO RESEARCH
•AUDINUEST
•DENON
•GRADO
•LINN
•MAGNEPAN

AUDIO RESEARCH • B & W • CWD
GRADO • INFINITY-IRS BETA & GAMMA
LEXICON

•

MIT

•

M & K

• MONSTER

NAKAMICHI •ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA
PIERRE LURNE • SHURE SURROUND
SME • SOTA • SPECTRAL

MC • VISA • AMEX • DIS

• STAX

SUMIKO • SUMO • TERA • THIEL
VELODYNE • WADIA • WILSON WATT

r
J
IJ
r
"
IMO 1111«P lee' 1111.4111 t111111111tille0111
limbo 111k/ 0 11 141 M %WO 111à11 III
ROCHESTER NY

AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
Sound advice
without the price
(914) 666-0550
11:00am -6:00pm M-F

,4401EUSIONI
(402) 397-4434

SAT. 10-5

7511 Pacific • Omaha. NE 68114

OSSO -999 Vl6

MON.-FRI. NOON-9

SINCE 1968

IIMONIES

716-442-6050

2

• LUXMAN

MAGNEPAN

Trades Welcome

23141VIONROE AVE

SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Sonus
faber
tor loformation
S Literature
Plea.se (*all

301-890-3232

JS
A-LI•D•I•O

(1111.DHE£9 (7.
H1 .1120ASI11.1.1::
tiARri.....No 20866
1 I%« MOO 890-3819
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SHURE PHONO PREAMPLIFIER, Model M64, $40.
(505)989-8990.

INTERCONNECT, KIMBER KABLE KCTG, .5m/pair
RCAs, $350 retail, $175 OSO. (813)572-8009.

MELOS MA110 VACUUM TUBE line-stage preamp (new
tubes); Celestion SL700 (upgraded with Edison Price
Music Posts); both less than one year old and mint condition. Make offer. Charlie, (301)890-5576.

AUDIOQUEST AND STRAIGHT WIRE high-performance speaker, interconnect, and video cable products. Replace your current cable with superior-quality
cables and rediscover your music system. AudioQuest
Midnight cable, 10' pair, $159.95; AudioQuest Ruby
interconnect, 3' pair, $59.95. Call for pricing on other
professionally terminated cables. Cable Concepts,
(614)761-8933, or Fax (614)761-8955.

AUDITION OUTSTANDING SOLID CORE TECHNOLOGY interconnects, risk-free, for up to 45 days. Model
SCF-03, 195/pair; SCT-04, 1129/pair. Shipping, $4. Call
or write for more information. Stewart Grand, Solid
Core Technology, 3808 Wkstview Avenue West Palm
Beach, FL 33407, (407)842-7316.
KOETSU ROSEWOOD SIGNATURE, B/0.

Apt.

101,

435 E. 70th St., NYC 10021. (212)861-1655.
VELODYNE ULD-12 SUBWOOFER SYSTEM, $865.
Call (614)635-2598 after 6:30pm EST
TRIPPLITE POWER CONDITIONERS LC-1800,
$269.95, and rack-mount LCR-2400, $369.95, will
protect your system from surges, high/low voltage situations, and line noise. Call for pricing on other line
filters and conditioners. Cable Concepts, (614) 7618933 or Fax (614)761-8955.
AUDIO. ..
BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
Records. And we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. lb receive acurrent list without charge, call
(716)377-0432. Leave your name and address or telephone number and I'll get back to you.
PREAMPS: CONRAD-JOHNSON tube PV-1, $325;
originial Apt-Holman, $275. (602)749-2313.

Audio Imoqes
C
Ci
o
au
sé
n
s terpoint
Audio

Nairn Audio
PS Audio
Luxman
Hafler
Belles
Eastern l'a's Premier High End
Denon
tulio sp,ciafists

B & W

Martin-Logan
Energy
inneei)Vandersteen
Velodyne
Lexicon
°t
le a
Proton on ca
e
ProtonVideo
Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab
Theta Digital
California Audio Labs
VP! • Dual • CWD • Straightwire
Sonance • Sumiko. ...& morel
line (Ned", Mfordabditv. and Experliw IMA A Personal Tourh

5980

215-391-1200
Hamilton Blvd. • Wescosville, PA 18106
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HQD SYSTEM: FOUR QUAD ESLs (late serial numbers,
Koval-modified) in ebony HQD stands, two Decca ribbon tweeters, two Levinson LNC-2 crossovers, one
Hartley 24" woofer. All for $3500. (407)482-8913.
MAGNECORD 1024, DYNA PAT-4, 3.0. Gary, (206)
641-9718 evenings.
NELSON-REED 804C, BLACK GLOSS, mint, $1850;
Sony 508ES CD player, mint, $299. (608)277-1888.
AUDIO RESEARCH D-75 AMPLIFIER, recent $300
upgrade (Wondercaps, polystyrenes, metal films,
more). Can be used as 150W monoblocks (have 2).
Excellent with Icon Parsecs, Vandersteens, MartinLogans, etc. $750. (516) 744-6217 after 6pm ESTplus
weekends.
KRELL KSA-250 POWER AMPS, mint, less than one
year old, $4150; ICrell KBL pre/line stage, $2850; Duntech Sovereign II, finished in Cabiuna, mint, $7500.
FOB St. Louis; Krell ICRX-3 crossoveg $900; Wlodyne
ULD-12, oak, mint, $825. Barry, (314)4343252, leave
message.
STEREOPHILE BACK ISSUES, Vol.4 (1977) through
WI.13 (1990) complete, good condition, 21194 issues
for $300. Don, (215)660-1802, 9-5 EST (PA).
FREE SHIPPING FROM in/between audio; featuring
Cary Audio tube electronics, Gold Acto, AudioQuest,
Aural Symphonics, Apature, Esoteric, TARA Labs,
Straight Wire, DNM, SimplyPhysics, Dynavector,
Chesky. For your in/between needs, call (503)6385767for afree catalog.
ELECÍROCOMPANIET AMPLIWIRE IIA, $800; Electrocompaniet Preampliwire 1/MC, $850; Oracle
Delphi-1, $750; ET-I arm, $300; ET-2 arm, $450; PS
2000C, $975; Mod Squad Line Drive, $350; Mod
Squad Prism II, $650; Cotter NFB plus power supply,
$300; Rabeo SL-8E arm, new in box, $150. Serious
offers only. Bob, (317)474-8251, 9-5 EST weekdays.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Denon, Carver, NtElllérnpered, NEC, Forté, Nakamichi
R-DAT, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
Stax, NaJcamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko, VP!,
CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816.
SAN DIEGO AREA: The new Hales speakers (stunning
holography), Cardas cables, Convergent Audio preamps (that marvelous CAT), Symphonic-Line amps
(a big winner), First Sound passive preamps, Benz,
Sound Anchor stands, acoustic treatment material and
ideas. Auditions by appt. Used items occasionally.
Audio Archives, (619)455-6326.
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OMNI
SOUND
Jell Rowland DesIgn Group
Eminent Technology
ASC Tube Traps
Well Tempered
Kimber Kable
Audioquest
Clearaudio
PS Audlo
Duntech
Camber
Souther
Proton
Grado
SOTA
MIT

f

Profflufica

RUDIO /PECIRLIfT/

WE SELL MUSIC:
AUDIO EQUIPMENT IS SIMPLY
A MEANS TO THAT END.

Analogic Design Group
Avalon Acoustics
Audible Illusions
Monster Cable
Wilson Aud,o
Forte Audio
hey Gnity
Threshold
Spectrum
Athena
Onkyo
B& K
Spica
Thiel
VPI

•ACOUSTAT
•ADCOM
•AKG
•ARAGON
•ARCAM
•AUDIOSTATIC
•REVER
•CREEK
•CWD
•DUAL
•ENERGY
•GOLDRING
•GOODMANS
•GRADO
•HARMAN/
KARDON
•JANIS
•LINN
•MOD &QUA
•NAIM
•PARADIGM

Sony ES

For the sound mind.

OMNI SOUND
19020 Preston Road

Dallas, Texas 75252

(214) 964.6664

Straight Talk

•SPENDOR
•SPICA
•SUMIKO
•THETA
•VTI.
•VP)

EXPERT ASSISTANCE •
INSTALLATIONS •

SERVICE

\a 2236

N CLARK •CHICAGO. IL 60614 •312-863-9500,

HIGH END.
NOT HIGH PRICED.

•••

For 30 years we have provided the best quality, selection, ond advice to music lovers throughout the
central ti S. at very
competitive prices.

•PROAC
•PROTON
•QUAD
•REGA
•ROKSAN
•ROTEL
•1ROWLAND
•SOUND LAB

Audkequest
1:141K
California Audio Labe
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718-377-6530
30 STATE STREET
FAIRPORT, NY 14450
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SONY X55ES CD PLAYER, current model, perfect
with factory packing, $650. Also Monster MI professionally terminated with Mspades, 30' pais, $300. Also
25' pair AudioQuest F18, $50. Call Tim, (915) 8564425 before lOpm CST
AUDIO CHAMBER—PAY CASH for Cello, Levinson,
ALC, Krell, Spectral, Rowland, etc CA, (415)549-2178.
ATTEND THE '91 MONTREUX JAZZ FESTIVAL. Enjoy
some of the most exciting musical performances of
the year at the 25th anniversary Montreux Jazz Festival in Montreux, Switzerland, July 5-21, 1991. Sevennight complete packages art available with departures
out of avariety of cities. All packages include hotel,
breakfast, concert tickets for six nights, parties, free
activities, and more. Call for details and information
Robert, (800)753-3823.
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET: Pioneer CLD900 lasentise player (digital), $300 plus shipping; JVC
BN-5 Biphonic processor, $100; Franklin Mint One
Hundred Greatest Recordings Of A11 Time, $1200;
Dennessen PRD, $150; Audionics Space & Image Composer, $300; dbx 4BX dynamic-range expander, $500.
Most prices include UPS shipping. Write to Bill Sommertverck, c/o Stereophile, 208 Delgado St., Santa
Fg NM 87501.
STEREOPH1LE FROM VOL.8 NO.3 through Vol.12
No.12, 47 issues for $75; Sensible Sound, issues No.30
through No.40, 820. (615)371-8915.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LAB TEMPEST Il tube analog
CD player with power supply, best there is, hardly ever
used. (803)256-8294.

60 YEARS IN BUSINESS—WE MUST be doing something right. If it's amuch-in-demand audiophile product, we' re likely to have it for immediate shipment.
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just order
US-warranteed components directly. Visa/MC. Ask
for Steve K. or Dan W, Square Deal, 456 Waverly
Ave, Patchogue, NY 11772. (516)475-1857 or (800)
332-5369.
AR SP-111111, $3200; C-J PREMIER 5s, 82800; SOTA
Star Sapphire, black lacquer, $900; Electronic Flywheel, $150; Audio Garage Sale—from Litz wire to
raw drivers; send SASE. Records: 100 RCAs, 50 Mercurys, and more, midwestern prices. Send SASE. Douglas S. Robinson, 104 Lincoln Ave, Waterloo, NE
68069. Home (402)779-2589, utork (402)779.2531.
ROWLAND COHERENCE MODEL ONE, original version, grey, $2550; Rowland Coherence Model One
Mk.II, black, perfect, $3650; Krell 1CMA160B, factoryupdated version, mint, $5250; Conrad-Johnson PV8
with new rubes, $1150. 'Rades considered; we will pay
shipping anywhere. C,ontactionathan orJohn at (201)
879-8373 days, orJonathan at (201)964-6758 eves.
CLASSÉ AUDIO DR-2, CLASSIC, pure class-A amplifier,
Tiffany input jacks, Cardas power cord, VPI brick Tiptocs, $995; Distech platinum interconnects, 9' pair,
$125; OCOS speaker cable, $240/pair; itunaha TX 330
tunes, new, $125 (shipping included). (408)268-5914
PERREAUX PMF3150 AMPLIFIER, 300Wpc; Perreaux
SM3 class-A preamplifier; MOSEra, 24k gold-plated
circuit board. Warmth of tubes with reliability of solidstate; Perreatur TU3 AM/FM tuner, MOSFE11. All three,
$2650. (216)798-0218 after 6pm EST
SYSTEM SELLOUT: MUSICAL FIDELITY MC-4 loudspeakers with 30" Goldstands (2 pair), $650/pair; Ntlo-
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$800; TARA & Time speaker cable with TFA return
(2 pairs bi-wire), $150 each. Call Peter Edwards (414)
358-8179.
BEVERIDGE OWNERS: 2/2SW SPEAKER GRILLES.
OEM replacement pieces to restore the beauty of the
Beveridge 2/2SW speaker systems. Includes full instructions and installation kit, $150. We also service
all Beveridge equipment. Call RAM Labs/Music Reference, (805) 962-4445, Ban for more info. RAM
tubes, "The best for your ears."

Camber
KEF
111 8 Onan
Paradigm
Polk
Velodyne

Accessories
AKG
ASC TubeTraps
Audioquest
Beyerdynamic
Discwasher
Chicago Stands
Finyl
Nitty Gritty
Ortolon
A
Panamas
OED
Çv
Target
j

dyne 1012 subwoofeg $475; Forte Model IA amplifiers
(2), $800 each; Pioneer Elite CLD-91 combination
Laser Disc player, $1000; Sony TA-1000ESD preamp,

or. .

WATKINS ECHO MUFFS, $75 OBO. (202)546-7490,
leave message.
ACOUSTAT MODEL 3s; Medallion 12IC transformers,
8850, trade, OBO; Maranta cimes, $30. (616)684-4803.
TOP RETAIL $f FOR McINTOSH tube and SS, Maranta
robe, '50s and '60s JBL, EV Patricians, Mark Levinson.
(3/3)229-5191 evenings EST
OHIO: HALES AUDIO, Jeff Rowland, MFA, Klyne,
Basis, Kebschull, Quicksilver, TDL, Eminent lèchnology, Sota, Koetsu, Mod Squad, Sumiko, SME, Cardas,
Sound Anchors, Sanus Systems, and more! New
arrivals: Basis Gold Debut, Mod Squad Signature &
Prism Il CD players. The Sound Resource (216)7516363, byappointment. Year-end clearance of dealer
demos.
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SEEMING EA-2100, $1300; LAZARUS CLASSIC preamp, $500; Kindel PLS-A, $1000/pair; Counterpoint
SA-20, $1200; Counterpoint SA-1000, $500; Acoustat
4Medallion, $500/pair; Magnum FT-11, 8250; Janis
lA subwoofer system, $500. (812)988-1352.
THIEL CS-2, $950; HAFLER DH110, $200; DH220,
$275. (415)938-9805.
HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY—We are your
newest source for Arcici, B&K, Cardas, Merlin, Philips,
PS Audio, RoonlItme, Rotel, and TARA products. Call
Rich or Mark for sound advice/sound price. Signature Sound, PO. Box 2814, Liverpool, NY 13089. (315)
622-4137/9066.
BARCLAY BORDEAUX, $799; LUXMAN M117 200W
amp, $699. Both mint with warranty. (512)477-4631.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO—Los Angeles, since 1979. Ftoksan, Nairn, Spendor, Rotel, Creek, Pro-Ac, Onix, Rega,
Revolver, Sumiko, Arcam, Target, Castle, Heybrook,
Sound Organisation, Audio-Technica, Nitty Gritty,
Goldring, Kiseki, lots of used and demo specials. (818)
307-6467.
ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY! Vacuum-tube controlled. Latest technology and modular
design. Risk-free 30-day home trial. Uncompromised
performance at factory-direct pricing. Send one dollar
to: David Lucas, Inc, Dept. S1 924 Hulton Rd., Oakmont, PA 15139.
FREE CATALOG OF AUDIO KITS, components, boards,
accessories, cable, connectors, books, software, test
CDs, and more available from America's AudioSource
since 1969, Old Colony Sound Laboratory, PO. Box
243SS, Peterborough, NH 03458, USA; 24-hour tel.
(603)924-6371, Fax (603)924-9467.
MUSIC REFERENCE RM-4 OWNERS: Bring new life
to your RM-4 preprearnp. Music Reference proudly
announces the RM-4+, anew passive R1AA EQ phono
stage for use in systems where aseparate phono stage
is desired to amplify and equalize amagnetic phono
cartridge to bring it to line level. Call RAM Labs/Music
Reference, (805)962-4445, for more info.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereopbile review,
December 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rozo!! Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV

$50 PAID FOR MINT STEREO copies of RCA ISC 2287
(Andre/Tchaikovsky), Mercury SR 90212 (Patay/Chabrier). Others wanted! Randall Goldman, Box I,
Kenilworth, IL 60043.
DAT-120s: SONY, $10.99; MAXELL, Denon, TDK,
$9.99; Fuji, $9.49. Maxell: Ntrtex-90, $13.99; MXS-90,
$2.99; XLII-S 90, $2.39. TDK: MA-XG90, $10.99; MAX90, $3.49. Sony metal-ES90, $3.99; Denon HDM100, 83.99. That's: Suono-90, $8.99; CDIV-100, $4.19;
S/H, $4.95. Visa/MC. Tape World, 220 Spring St., Bullet; PA 16001, (800)245-6000.

Wanted
GETTING MORE THAN IT'S WORTH? Unlikely. Getting what it's worth? Always call (718) 387-7316 or
(718)384-4667(NY) first. Collector buying all tube
Maranta in any condition—especially Maranta model
9, etc., McIntosh, Tannoy, Quad ESL-63, all versions
Mark Levinson, Krell pre- and amps and x-overs, Audio
Research, Apogee, Conrad-Johnson, McIntosh. 'Bade
inquiries welcome. For trade: early Marantz model
1, Tandberg 3014 cassette deck, mint.
ACOUSTAT 2+2. Dave, (213)477-7105, LA.
CELLO PERFORMANCE amplifier Call (31355-.5820
days, or (317)844-9474 evenings.
TRAC Z-7000 CASSETTE DECK. Will consider trade
for llindberg 'irA 3014A cassette deck. Georg (216)
773-7328 after 6pm.
WANTED: ANY SERIES PHASE LINEAR 4000 or 1000.
Audition Audio, Minneapolis, (612)331-3861.

From NAD
to conrad-johnson,
Celestion to Mirage,

modest to the ultimate.

89132.

We/CDs/Tapes
PUTTY GRITTY LOVERS: manual rotation is truly
one-finger-easy with the Gliding Platter component
kit! Installs in seconds without tools or modifications!
Only $14 US ppd. Check/MO to: 1CAB Electro Acoustics; Box 2922, Plainfield, NJ 07062-2922. (908)
754-1479.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-of-print
direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II, and Import Pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc
5346 N. Guilford Ave ,Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317)
255-3446.
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Come meet some of the nicest,
easiest-to-talk-to folks in audio!

AUDIM-DEN
You It hear the dtlference

802-863-4398
100 Dorset Street
So. Burlington, VT 05403
•
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published on Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading. is never knowingly accepted
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write: Nelson &
Associates. 62 Wendover Rd.. Yonkers, NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
Acoustic Sounds
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Advanced Audio
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ARS Electronics
Audio Advisor
Audio By Design
Audio Connection
Audio Den—VT
Audio Enjoyment
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Audiophile Systems
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Kimber Kable
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Lyle Cartridges
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FINAL WORD
Manufacturers of high-end equipment are inter-

comes time for repair or trade-in. You might

viewed and fawned over, magazine writers and

even like to know what the system or compo-

editors are sought after by audiophile and manu-

nent sounds like before you buy it!

facturer alike, consumers are courted through

We, as equipment and music reviewers, do

advertising and direct-mail solicitation—but

our best to describe the inherent characteristics

what of the high-end audio retailer?
Iwrite this having just returned from amajor

of what we listen to but are helpless to offer

industry event held almost exclusively for the
retailer: CES. You'll read about it in next month's

much advice about wide-ranging compatibility,
or about how it will sound in your listening
room (since we don't know what that's like).

Stereopbile, where all attention will focus on

In all the respects enumerated above, awell-

new product after new product. Those manufac-

equipped, knowledgeable, and patient high-

turers mentioned will no doubt be delighted by

end retailer is ideally positioned to best help
you out.

our coverage, but the real reviewer at CES is the
high-end retailer. It is his judgments, refined
by the financial catastrophe which follows

How do they do? Here, you are the critic
(reviewers don't buy at hi-fi stores), and judging

wrong selections, that really matter to the high-

from the small number of angry letters we get

end manufacturer.

about retailers, they must be doing apretty

Who is this high-end retailer, about whom
snide remarks are so readily forthcoming, even

good job.
Are high-end audio retailers perfect? No, of

from manufacturers? (By the way, not all manu-

course not. Like most small businesses, many
of them are undercapitalized. In addition, the

facturers despise their dealers. In fact, there's
aremarkable coincidence between those who
love, respect, and work with their dealers, and
those manufacturers who are most successful.
Wonder why?) To wax purple, if high-end

profitability of high-end audio is such that it's
difficult to keep excellent salespeople at the
only salaries that can be offered. And, for mactly

audio is an automobile, the dealer is the tire,

the reasons that good dealers are so necessary,
high-end sales are inherently time-consuming.

where rubber meets the road; if aglass full of
water, the dealer is the meniscus; if an airplane,
the wing, where air is parted and lift provided;

day afternoon when the fourth person comes
in for athree-hour demonstration (this is the

if amilitary operation, the infantrymen and

same dealer who's had to spend his week read-

The retailer may even lose patience of aSatur-

women on the front line; if acommercial enter-

ing the likes of Stereopbile for lack of cus-

prise, the make-or-break factor.
It's hard to think of aretail arena where the

tomers). Iwould, of course, urge dealer patience
in even this situation, but customer under-

retailer is more important. With computers,
there's no contest: only high-volume retailers

standing would not be amiss.

can afford the quality sales force truly competent to advise you about hardware and software, and these are most likely found at mail-

found them to be agood bunch. They care a
lot about good sound, more than some reviewers
I've known, and they work very hard for their

order houses. Even automobiles can be sold by

good customers. Their complaints? Like Rod-

those with little knowledge of the product—

ney, they don't get no respect: some consumers,
all too many manufacturers (including the ones

the consumer makes judgments on the basis
of his own test drive, not on advice provided
by the salesperson, whose primary skill is price
negotiation.

Still, I've visited alot of retailers and always

whose livelihoods they represent), and the odd
reviewer comment seem to imply that dealers
are either unnecessary, undesirable, or both.

High-end audio, though, is acreative enter-

Even worse in the eyes of retailers are cus-

prise. You, the user, must assemble avariety of
equipment that works well together, that works

tomers who take lots of their time and exper-

in your listening environment, and that works

deal. My advice? Don't do that. Do find agood
retailer and stick with him as long as he's able

well with the music you like. All that, and you'd
also like to know whether the companies whose
products you buy will be in business when it
242

tise, then shop the country for a10% better

to make music in your home.
—Larry Archibald
Stereophile, March 1991

You wouldn't buy the drive train from a Ferrari,
the gear box from aPorsche, the suspension from a
Mercedes & assemble them in apickup chassis ...
Why do this to audio?
Melior is the integration of the world's best
technology in an audio system.

MELIOR DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
Digital Control Center
CD-Deck
Bitstream D/A Converter

MELIOR ANALOG EQUIPMENT
Analog Control Center
Audio/Video Controller
Phono Center
Electronic Crossover
Stereo Power Amplifier
FM Tuner

110> MELIOR SPEAKERS
Mellor One
Powered Sub-woofer

ACCESSORIES
Master Remote Control
Cryogenic Audio Connectors
Cryogenic CDs

MUSEATEX
Montreal: (514) 333-6661;

Calgary: (403) 272-3860;

The U.S.:1-800-463-3447

YOU CAN HEAR
THE DIFFERENCE!
"It's amazing", most people say, "how much better my system
sounds with AudioQuest' cables. Ican't believe what I've been missing!"

AudioQuest makes afull line of performance engineered cables; speaker,
audio-interconnect, video, S-video, fiber-optic and installation cables.
AudioQuest has spent 12 years continually improving and fine tuning
its cable designs to reduce all types of cable-induced distortion —
and to do it cost-effectively. Many different constructions and four
grades of copper and silver are used depending on the budget.
AudioQuest F-18 speaker cable is one of three
very flat cables which use multiple-solid conductors. The sound is sweet and clean because
strand interaction is eliminated, while skin effect and resistance are minimized.
AudioQuest
Indigo Hyperlitz*
speaker cable uses
geometry similar to our
most expensive cables,
yet is very affordable. The
clarity, dynamics and sense of
acoustic space are incredible, due
to the constant proximity of the spiraled,
magnetically isolated conductors.

• • • •

F-18*

AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitz interconnect cable uses a
patented construction which eliminates strand interaction and
minimizes distortion caused by insulation. Teflon insulation, FPC-e
copper (99.99997% pure), and resistance-welded, direct-gold plated,
FPC`" plugs make this cable sound incredible. The aural invisibility of
this cable is something you will have to experience for yourself.
AudioQuest's absolute commitment to value doesn't mean that all
AudioQuest products are inexpensive. It does mean that the expensive
products are avery good value when used with better systems
No matter what type of equipment you have,
maximize your system's performance with
AudioQuest cables! Contact your local
AudioQuest dealer and listen for yourself.
You can hear the difference!

audequest
Tel: 714-498-2770

Indigo Hyperlitz•

Lapis Hyperlitz•

Fax: 714-498-5112

P O.Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674 USA

• • • •

'All diagrams are
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